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Introduction

Nazisploitation! The Nazi Image in 
Low-Brow Cinema and Culture

DANieL H. MAgiLow

w
hen Vincent canby of The New York Times reviewed Ilsa, She Wolf of the 
SS (1974) on November 30, 1975, he posed a question to his 
readers and future historians. ‘If it’s possible to reconstruct the 

interests, attitudes and values of a lost society from its garbage,’ Canby 
wrote, ‘then perhaps we should take a closer look at some of the junk 
that’s passing through our movie theaters these days. Would you want 
a future historian speculating about your life on the basis of a mossy 
old print of Ilsa, She Wolf of the SS?’1

 The essays in the volume before you might have surprised Vincent 
Canby. On the basis of Ilsa and similar films, they carry out the wishes 
of the person who might have answered ‘yes’ to his rhetorical question. 
To the extent that one can speak of ‘canonical’ Nazi exploitation or 
‘Nazisploitation’ films, Ilsa, She Wolf of the SS is a standard-bearer. The 
story centers on Ilsa, a well-endowed, sexually voracious commandante 
of a prisoner-of-war camp. Ilsa presides over sadistic medical experi-
ments, and every night she rapes and executes the male prisoners 
who cannot satisfy her insatiable sexual appetites. During the opening 
credits, the film feebly attempts to shield itself from accusations that 
it exploits the memory of World War II and concentration camps by 
claiming an authentic basis in the true but fundamentally unrelated 
story of the war criminal Ilse Koch. The alleged crimes of Ilse Koch, 
the wife of Buchenwald commandant Karl Koch who was dubbed 
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the infamous ‘Bitch of Buchenwald’, reputedly included ordering 
lampshades made from the skin of tattooed prisoners and having 
ditch diggers beaten for looking at her after she paraded above them 
in a short skirt without underwear.2 Ilsa, She Wolf of the SS is in fact 
even dedicated to the victims of the Nazi camps, as if its gratuitous 
memorial rhetoric could compensate for the wholesale desecration of 
historical memory that follows on-screen.
 The aspects of Ilsa, She Wolf of the SS that presumably led Vincent 
Canby to call it ‘junk’ in fact represent the standard tropes, settings 
and narrative conceits of Nazisploitation cinema: sexually perverted, 
calculating and sadistic Nazi officers, prisoner-of-war and concen-
tration camps, medical experimentation and prisoner rebellions. With 
its myriad continuity errors, profound tastelessness, and historical 
inaccuracy, Ilsa also typifies the genre’s technical sloppiness and 
arguable lack of artistic quality. In these films that conflate the history 
of World War II and the Holocaust or that invent new and fantastic 
histories altogether, Nazis are more caricature than character. In the 
logic of the Nazisploitation film, all Germans are Nazis, all Nazis are 
members of the SS, and all members of the SS are war criminals, 
medical experimenters and sexual sadists. If, to cite Jeffrey Shandler’s 
phrase, Nazis and the Holocaust have become the ‘master moral 
paradigm’ of evil, then the Nazis of Nazisploitation film embody this 
evil more than they represent specific historical personages.3

 In its heyday in North America and Western Europe after the 
upheavals of 1968 and into the late 1970s, Nazisploitation emerged 
amidst the wave of low-budget exploitation films that, depending 
on their subject matter, have been retroactively categorized as 
blax ploitation, nunsploitation, mexploitation, ‘mondo’ film, women-
in-prison movies and the like.4 As film scholar Eric Schaefer defines it, 
the term ‘exploitation film’ derives from ‘the practice of exploitation, 
advertising or promotional techniques that went over and above 
typical posters, trailers and newspaper ads.’5 True to this strategy, 
Nazisploitation relied more on sensationalistic tag lines and sexually 
provocative marketing to lure audiences into theaters rather than on 
aesthetic quality or a compelling narrative that might ensure repeat 
viewings. 
 Marketing emphasized sexual content, usually with the help of 
large-breasted, leather-clad blonde women in provocative poses. To 
judge from film posters and taglines, movies such as Ilsa She Wolf 
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Figure 1 Poster for Ilsa, She Wolf of the SS (1974).
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of the SS or Lager SSadis Kastrat Kommandantur (SS Experiment Love 
Camp, 1976) appeared to be sex films. But more often than not, 
Nazisploitation titles resembled slasher films more than hardcore 
pornography. By one count, Ilsa includes only five specifically sexual 
scenes against 44 depictions of violence and torture.6 Be it for their sex 
or their violence, these films earned the scorn of censors around the 
world, most famously as banned films on the ‘video nasties’ list in the 
United Kingdom in the 1980s.7

 Vincent Canby might have cringed at the idea that future histo-
rians would think about the mid-1970s on the basis of ‘trash’ such 
as Ilsa, She Wolf of the SS. Yet he could not entirely have foreseen 
an academic sensibility that increasingly bases its cultural histories 
not solely on ‘grand narratives’ or politicians’ grandiose pronounce-
ments or high art films, but instead on surfaces, ruins, decay and 
ephemera. The German film critic Siegfried Kracauer, himself an 
exile and victim of Nazism, stressed in his influential From Caligari 
to Hitler: A Psychological History of the German Film that we need to 
attend to such surfaces. According to Kracauer, these surfaces yield 
clues to mentalities and histories that official narratives may not.8 
Accordingly, this volume explores these ‘trashy’ films. It traces their 
histories and genealogies, the ways their narrative formulas and 
character types merge sexuality and politics, and how these motifs 
have persisted into the present and continually been updated and 
reinvented. The following essays take Nazisploitation’s ‘shortcomings’ 
vis-à-vis more established forms of cinema as an opportunity to pose 
worthwhile but underexamined questions: Why should one read 
about films of dubious artistic or moral integrity? What can one gain 
by attending to films that callously misappropriate human suffering 
for cheap thrills and commercial gain? And what can these films tell 
us about the representation of sex and violence on film? Anyone 
who might have thought that these exaggerated images of Nazis, at 
once sadistic, nymphomaniac and fantastic, were relevant only to the 
world of Ilsa and the seedy Times Square grindhouses of the 1970s 
must recognize that that world is not lost at all. Indeed, to borrow 
the rhetoric of Nazisploitation movie posters, just when you thought 
it was dead…
 Nazisploitation is back.
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the nazisploitation Renaissance
Back and better (or worse?) than ever, in fact. Although the genre 
never entirely died out in the 30+ years since its heyday in the 1970s, 
Nazisploitation cinema has in recent years experienced a noticeable 
renaissance. ‘Underground’ titles once available only as low-quality 
copies from independent distributors are increasingly sold on Amazon.
com as deluxe DVD box sets with ‘all the trimmings’. The inclusion of 
‘making-of’ segments, cast interviews, liner notes and other bonus 
features confers an added degree of prestige to films once considered 
the epitome of trash. The Nazisploitation revival reached an apotheosis 
of sorts in the commercial and critical success of Quentin Tarantino’s 
Inglourious Basterds (2009), whose very title plays on Enzo Castellari’s 
1978 World War II ‘mission’ film Quel maledetto treno blindato, translated 
as The Inglorious Bastards.
 But Tarantino is not alone. Marvel Productions and Paramount 
Pictures recently brought film audiences the summer blockbuster 
Captain America: The First Avenger (2011), which pits the titular 
superhero against Red Skull, a Nazi officer, weapons specialist, close 
confidant of Hitler and all-around supervillain whose ominous red 
skull mask gives an appropriately evil face to the Third Reich’s crimes. 
Keith J. Crocker, the proprietor of Cinefear, a distributor of hard-to-
find and out-of-print films and videos, even wrote and directed the 
‘neo-Nazisploitation’ film Blitzkrieg: Escape from Stalag 69 (2008), a 
production that revisits the low budget feel of its 1970s antecedents.9 
Nor is the renewed interest in Nazisploitation limited to North 
America. Thanks to digital video, editing software, streaming video 
and internet distribution, Nazisploitation films can now be distributed 
and consumed worldwide. Alongside the American production Horrors 
of War (2006), for instance, films such as British director Steve Barker’s 
Outpost (2007) and the Norwegian production Død Snø (Dead Snow, 
2009) count among the burgeoning subgenre of ‘Nazi zombie’ films. 
In early 2011, trailers for the upcoming Finnish film Iron Sky spread 
across the internet and created a buzz for this science fiction-comedy. 
In director Timo Vuorensola’s science-fiction comedy, descendants of 
Nazis coordinate an attack from the secret base they established in 
1945 on the dark side of the moon. There are even documentaries on 
Nazisploitation, notably Israeli director Ari Libsker’s Stalagim (Stalags, 
2007) about pornographic Israeli pulp fiction in the 1960s. These 
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erotic graphic novels, well known to an entire generation of Israelis, 
feature stories of American and British pilots, downed and captured 
behind enemy lines, who endure torture at the hands of female SS 
guards in prisoner-of-war camps (the eponymous Stalags) before they 
eventually gain the upper hand and subsequently rape and murder 
their captors.10

 Admittedly, Nazisploitation’s early-twenty-first-century cinematic 
comeback often smirks ironically or condescendingly at its twentieth 
century antecedents. Rob Zombie’s mock trailer for the as-yet-unmade 
film Werewolf Women of the SS appears between segments of the Quentin 
Tarantino/Robert Rodriguez co-production Grindhouse (2007), 
and it plainly acknowledges the genre’s sensationalism, gore, and 
all-around trashiness from the perspective of a well-funded Hollywood 
production. Yet, where Nazisploitation was once taboo, today its 
motifs and narrative conceits have permeated big budget studio 
productions and mainstream popular culture as well. In 2009, for 
instance, English actress Kate Winslet won the Best Actress Oscar for 
her portrayal of Hanna Schmitz in the screen adaptation of German 
author Bernard Schlink’s bestseller The Reader, which was also the 
February 1999 Oprah’s Book Club selection. In a storyline reminiscent 
of Nazisploitation films, Winslet plays a former concentration camp 
guard and war criminal who seduces the fifteen-year old Michael Berg 
(played by David Kross and Ralph Fiennes) and helps him ‘come of 
age’ as a man. At the same time as mass media demonize female high 
school teachers for paedophilic liaisons with teenage boys, the official 
website for Oprah’s Book Club still praised and normalized these 
elements of Schlink’s novel by describing it as a ‘love story of stunning 
power’.11

 Fantastic and ethically dubious appropriations of National Socialism, 
Hitler and the Third Reich have also found significant traction in 
other media beyond film. In the Xbox 360 version of the popular 
first-person shooter game Call of Duty: World at War, gamers can play a 
special ‘Nazi Zombie mode’ and kill (and subsequently re-kill) Nazis. 
By bringing back the Nazis so as cyclically to kill them anew, a new 
generation can symbolically reclaim the moral high ground that their 
grandparents’ or even great-grandparents’ generation first staked 
out as the ‘good guys’ in a ‘just war’. Or through humor, contem-
porary audiences can ritually humiliate Hitler and Nazis, as in the 
widely circulated variants of the ‘Hitler Meme’, a clip from Oliver 
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Hirschbiegel’s Der Untergang (Downfall, 2004). The literally hundreds 
of variants of this clip feature Adolf Hitler (Bruno Ganz) in a frothing 
rage with a variety of satiric subtitles. As a buffoonish, pathetic, and 
defeated Hitler rants in German about the loss of World War II, these 
viral videos use subtitles to re-imagine this anger as frustration with 
John McCain’s choice of Sarah Palin as his vice-presidential candidate, 
Michael Jackson’s death, Conan O’Brien’s departure from The Tonight 
Show, Hitler’s frustration at ‘not killing Osama Bin Laden first’ and 
any number of other ‘lost causes’. One version even self-referentially 
depicts Hitler’s rage when YouTube decided in April 2010 to remove 
these viral videos to avoid copyright infringement lawsuits from 
Constantin Film AG, the producers of Downfall.12 Meanwhile, the 
animated TV series Family Guy and South Park attract controversy for 
their use of Nazi iconography, as when the former attracted attention 
for its October 19, 2008 episode in which characters wear SS uniforms 
adorned with ‘McCain-Palin’ campaign buttons. And all the while, new 
‘Nazi’ phrases enter the popular lexicon, including ‘Grammar Nazi’ 
(an individual with an overly zealous or pedantic attitude to grammar 
and style) and ‘Nazi Tourette’s’ (comedian Lewis Black’s description 
of conservative commentator Glenn Beck’s seemingly uncontrollable 
propensity to invoke Hitler and Nazis in analogies).13

inappropriate appropriations
For all of the current ubiquity of the Nazi image in both low-brow cinema 
and popular culture in the United States and beyond, Nazisploitation 
cinema has largely escaped the attention of film and Holocaust 
scholars, although not entirely.14 The reasons relate clearly to this 
genre’s flagrant disregard for historical accuracy, pornographic and 
misogynistic tendencies, graphic violence, and all-around tastelessness 
and lack of ethical sensitivity to the twentieth-century’s deadliest 
war and most notorious genocide. In Indelible Shadows: Film and the 
Holocaust, for instance, the noted film scholar Annette Insdorf states 
that her goal in writing this important history of Holocaust cinema is 
‘to explore the degree to which [Holocaust] films manifest artistic as 
well as moral integrity.’15 The only films Insdorf addresses that might 
qualify as Nazisploitation are avant-garde European works such as 
Liliana Cavani’s Il portiere di notte (The Night Porter, 1974) or Pier Paolo 
Pasolini’s Salò o le 120 giornate di Sodoma (Salò, or the 120 Days of Sodom, 
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1975). These films, which Marcus Stiglegger terms sadiconazista, an 
Italian neologism meaning ‘sadism with Nazis’, have elicited strongly 
polarized critical opinion. Detractors see them as pornography or 
pretentious ‘Euro-trash’, while proponents praise them as daring, 
taboo-breaking masterpieces that make sadomasochism, coprophagy 
and other forms of deviance into metaphors for fascism.16 The Night 
Porter scandalously imagined the relationship between a concentration 
camp officer and a prisoner (Dirk Bogarde and Charlotte Rampling) 
as sadomasochistic and thus ultimately pleasurable, while Pasolini’s 
film transposes the libertinism of the Marquis de Sade into the setting 
of the Nazi puppet state of Salò, in Northern Italy. These controversial 
films and other art-house features may periodically find their way into 
canonical histories of Holocaust film and stretch the boundaries of 
Nazisploitation beyond the ‘low-brow’. Yet films like Ilsa, She Wolf of the 
SS or Nazi zombie films remain relatively understudied.
 A key reason that detractors ignore Nazisploitation films is that they 
violate a central taboo of Holocaust representation: they visualize and 
exaggerate atrocities in ways that claim to make them comprehen-
sible, even as Holocaust survivors insist non-participants simply cannot 
comprehend them if they were not there. This taboo touches upon 
well-rehearsed debates about the propriety of representing the Third 
Reich’s crimes in film and in other media. Claims such as Theodor 
W. Adorno’s that ‘to write a poem after Auschwitz is barbaric’ helped 
establish the so-called Bilderverbot, a ‘ban on graven images’ vis-à-vis 
the Holocaust.17 A key feature of this debate about Holocaust repre-
sentation is a false dichotomy between commercial films in a mimetic 
or ‘realistic’ mode on the one hand and more aesthetically self-
conscious art films on the other. The debate reached a fever pitch in 
the mid-1990s, when French filmmaker Claude Lanzmann denounced 
Steven Spielberg’s Schindler’s List (1993) as a film that tries to represent 
a horror whose negative sublimity defies representation altogether. 
In his own Shoah (1985), Lanzmann eschews altogether any recon-
struction of events or the use of archival footage and relies instead on 
interviews with perpetrators, victims and bystanders. Although, as film 
scholar Miriam Hansen has shown, the ‘Schindler’s List versus Shoah’ 
binary is overblown,18 the Lanzmann/Spielberg debate points to a key 
structural dimension that undergirds thinking about Holocaust film, 
and that Nazisploitation cinema further exposes: the posited differ-
ences between ‘proper’ and ‘exploitative’ modes of representing the 
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traumatic Nazi past are not as great as one might believe. The claim 
that certain representations of violence and sex are ‘appropriate’ 
while others are ‘exploitative’ kitsch regularly provides a subterfuge 
for other agendas about how to remember the past. Such agendas 
might include, for instance, the desire to preserve the image of World 
War II as the war of a ‘greatest generation’ of American heroes. Or 
they might buttress the notion that the Holocaust is a sacred event that 
non-participants simply cannot understand. 
 As an object of study that instrumentalizes memory and history 
in such taboo-violating ways, Nazisploitation cinema has increasingly 
attracted scholarly interest as a ‘paracinematic’ form. Paracinema is 
the term that film theorist Jeffrey Sconce coined to refer to genres 
and fan cultures outside of ‘legitimate’ and ‘mainstream’ film.19 
Nazisploitation’s putative ‘outsider’ status as a paracinematic form 
helps explain in part its appeal for fans and for scholars interested in 
canon formation. Yet the essays in Nazisploitation! do not seek to mimic 
fawning, uncritical fan cultures or rehabilitate a violent, misogynistic, 
and at times pornographic genre. Nor do they merely argue that, in 
spite of their ethical and aesthetic failings, these films still deserve 
inclusion within the canon of the great World War II and Holocaust 
films. Rather, by examining the diverse ways this taboo-breaking 
cinematic genre has, one might say, ‘inappropriately appropriated’ 
images of National Socialism, World War II and the Holocaust, the 
essays in Nazisploitation! aim to help us understand better the very 
composition of the canon in the first place. The ways these films depict 
Nazism and its atrocities draw attention to the very mechanisms of 
canon formation. They alert us to those spoken and unspoken rules 
and protocols that govern the production and reception of such films 
and whose violation results in stigma. Through scrutiny of films of 
different degrees of marginality, from underground pornographic 
Hungarian S&M Nazi bondage films all the way to fêted Academy 
Award nominees, these essays search for the implicit and explicit rules 
that determine how filmmakers are expected to represent traumatic 
pasts, how viewers are expected to understand them and how critics 
are expected to appraise them. Nazisploitation!: The Nazi Image in 
Low-Brow Cinema and Culture contributes to our understanding about 
how we think about Nazis, the Third Reich, World War II, and even the 
concept of ‘evil’ more generally. It does so not in spite of the fact that 
these films’ production values and dubious ethics often result in their 
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exclusion from discussions of Holocaust film. Indeed, it is precisely the 
history of this normative exclusion that invites us to reflect critically 
on the terms with which cinema and mass culture engage traumatic 
pasts. As the number of people with unmediated access to the original 
events declines, this project takes on added importance because soon 
the only access we have to the twentieth century’s signature war and 
genocide will be through media. Of the many results that emerge from 
these investigations, one stands out: terms such as ‘Nazisploitation’ 
and ‘mainstream Holocaust cinema’ or ‘art’ are socially constructed. 
They say as much about particular political, cultural and ideological 
agendas at particular historical junctures than they do about the films 
themselves.

the Many Paths to nazisploitation: origins, histories and Genealogies
The following essays reveal that we need to continue questioning the 
boundaries between ‘inappropriate’ and ‘appropriate’ cinematic modes 
because both ‘serious mainstream’ and ‘exploitative underground’ 
cinema about the Third Reich and its crimes share common historical 
antecedents. Consider, for instance, the following case study that links 
the US Army Signal Corps’s concentration camp atrocity films to Ilsa, 
She Wolf of the SS. In his autobiography A Youth in Babylon: Confessions of 
a Trash-Film King, the producer of Ilsa, David F. Friedman (1923–2011), 
recounts his work with the US Army Signal Corps in the mid-1940s. In 
the early postwar context, the Signal Corps was tasked with filming the 
newly liberated camps. The Allies used the Signal Corps’s disturbing 
and now-iconic footage of emaciated survivors and bulldozers pushing 
piles of corpses into mass graves to convince American and British 
audiences of the value of their sacrifices, shame German citizens for 
the actions done in their name, and convict Nazi war criminals at 
the Nuremberg trials. Billy Wilder, Frank Capra, George Stevens and 
other important personalities of postwar American cinema created 
atrocity films and anti-German propaganda for the Signal Corps before 
creating many of the popular films with which audiences now associate 
them.20 Unlike these more famous Army Signal Corps film makers, 
however, David F. Friedman remained in the United States, where he 
supervised movie theaters on army bases and instructed GIs and civilian 
employees in film production.21 Crucially, his work in the Signal Corps 
exposed him to this shocking atrocity footage.
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 After the war, Friedman eventually teamed up with the (in)famous 
producer and film promoter Howard W. ‘Kroger’ Babb. Using 
the standard modus operandi of exploitation film, they produced 
the documentary Halfway to Hell (1953). Friedman and Babb took 
shocking footage of bodies and executions and presented it within a 
documentary narrative framework that was, at least nominally, socially 
acceptable because of its staunch anti-Communist rhetoric. The film 
presents itself as a warning against the dangers of totalitarianism, 
a term that had morphed by the early-1950s to mean Communism 
rather than Nazism. Babb had successfully used such tactics many 
times before. To the extent that the film has a plot, it serves primarily 
as scaffolding for shocking spectacles, as was often the case in later 
exploitation films.22 As Friedman notes in his autobiography, Halfway 
to Hell was somewhat disingenuously marketed as a political warning 
when it primarily afforded an excuse to ‘poke viewers in the eye’ 
with shocking footage from World War II and the Holocaust. In fact, 
it borrowed entire sections of Nazi Concentration Camps.23 Like this 
atrocity film, Halfway to Hell’s Buñuelian mission was to shock through 
sheer spectacle, not compelling narrative. It begins with an intertitle 
that frames the subsequent footage as proof of the evils of all forms of 
atheism and totalitarianism, whether Fascist, Nazi or Communist, just 
as postwar atrocity films opened with intertitles that explicitly stated 
the moral imperative that should motivate the screening and viewing of 
gruesome footage. Although Friedman himself continued to produce 
and market such films for the next two decades, few concerned 
Nazism or the Holocaust explicitly. But in 1968, he returned to Nazis. 
Friedman produced and played a bit part in Love Camp 7, an early 
moment of the late-60s/early-70s Nazisploitation craze. Five years later, 
he produced Ilsa, She Wolf of the SS, which itself inspired several sequels 
and knockoffs.
 In the broader history of Nazisploitation, the Signal Corps–
Friedman–Babb–Ilsa nexus is but one example of the many 
foundational narratives. The essays in Part I of this volume, ‘Origins, 
Histories and Genealogies’, explore other back stories and in the 
process add temporal, linguistic and geographic breadth to the history 
of the Nazi image in low-brow cinema and culture. In ‘Cinema beyond 
Good and Evil?: Nazi Exploitation in the Cinema of the 1970s and its 
Heritage’ (Chapter 1), Marcus Stiglegger reflects on the central role 
television and cinema — rather than the historical profession writ 
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large — have played in creating popular images of Holocaust memory. 
Stiglegger shows that even though popular conceptions of the genocide 
depend heavily on films such as Schindler’s List (1993) and Holocaust: 
The Story of the Family Weiss (1978), films of the ‘sadiconazista cycle’ 
have also played a key role. Sadiconazista refers to the fictional and 
not entirely reputable Nazi exploitation pulp literature and cinema 
between the 1960s and the 1980s. The films of the sadiconazista cycle 
were both ‘arty’ and controversial during their time, and they have 
subsequently proven highly influential in international cinema and 
popular culture up to the present. Stiglegger offers a typology of this 
important aspect of Nazisploitation and lays bare some of its narrative 
conceits and character types.
 In their essays in Chapters 2 and 3, Michael D. Richardson and 
Alicia Kozma examine additional links between exploitation film 
and big-budget blockbusters. They consider the significant but often 
under-acknowledged traffic between North American Nazisploitation 
films, the sadiconazista cycle and contemporary mainstream cinema. 
Big-budget productions such as The Reader (2008), Zwartboek (Black 
Book, 2006), and the films of the Indiana Jones franchise (1981ff.) 
feature the characters and storylines that parallel antecedents such as 
Ilsa, She Wolf of the SS or The Night Porter. Figures such as Hanna Schmitz 
(Kate Winslet) in The Reader and Dr Elsa Schneider (Alison Doody) in 
Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade are at least to a certain extent the 
cinematic Doppelgänger of Ilsa. Like Ilsa, they are both cunning, sexually 
deviant, and of course, blond. When these Hollywood or Hollywood-
style films transfer these motifs into more reputable commercial 
contexts, the help legitimize the myths about sexuality and violence 
that the earlier films introduced. Richardson and Kozma show that, in 
many ways, there never was a Nazisploitation ‘revival’, because it never 
entirely disappeared.
 The next essays in this first section (Chapters 4 and 5) by Elizabeth 
Bridges and James Ward seek the history of Nazisploitation in the 
vexing relationship of Nazis and science. It is a well-known and 
troubling fact that the Third Reich’s scientists made important and 
even beneficial discoveries.24 After the war the Office of Strategic 
Services, the precursor to the CIA, recognized these scientists’ value 
and, as a part of the covert ‘Project Paperclip’ smuggled many into 
the United States to keep them out of Soviet hands. But at the same 
time as associations with Nazism tainted scientific legacies, they also 
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fueled film makers’ imaginations. As Bridges and Ward show, the 
‘Nazi mad scientist’ and ‘Nazi medical experimenter’ types form the 
basis of films such as Shock Waves (1977), about an army of genetically 
modified ‘super soldiers’, and The Boys from Brazil (1978), in which war 
criminals in South America try to clone the Führer and establish the 
basis for a Nazi revival. Alluding to the horrors of Dr Joseph Mengele’s 
medical torture or Wernher von Braun’s exploitation of slave labor 
in the V-2 rocketry program, Nazi science in such films is more than 
just a fantastic plot device. Through empirical science, it introduces 
the prospect of a Nazi afterlife. As early as the B-movie Revenge of the 
Zombies (1943), filmmakers were, through the figure of the mad Nazi 
scientist, already anticipating the ways the Nazi image could be appro-
priated to speak to very real concerns of the dawning atomic age, 
including genetic engineering, the politicization of science during the 
Cold War and the ethical dimensions of how and where we acquire 
knowledge. 

Deviant Sexualities and Deviant Politics: bitches, Whores and 
Dominatrices
Where these opening chapters point to some of the histories and 
genealogies of Nazisploitation, the essays in Part II, ‘Bitches, Whores 
and Dominatrices’, focus on how specific films code Nazis as perverted, 
sadomasochistic and decadent sexual beings and why these codings 
are significant. Robert von Dassanowsky’s reading of Tinto Brass’s 
Salon Kitty (1976) (Chapter 6), David Church’s analysis of Agustín 
Villaronga’s Tras el cristal (In a Glass Cage, 1986) (Chapter 7), Benedikt 
Eppenberger’s history of Eine Armee Gretchen (Fräuleins in Uniform, 
1972) (Chapter 8) and Elissa Mailänder’s essay on Il portiere di notte 
(The Night Porter, 1974) all show that there is more than just sex and 
swastikas to the erotic appeal of Nazis that Susan Sontag dubbed ‘fasci-
nating Fascism’ and that Klaus Theweleit linked to ‘Male Fantasies’.25 
In these films, the conflation of fascism and sexuality serves multiple 
roles beyond simply fathoming the extent to which the Nazis degraded 
their victims in mind and body. 
 Perhaps most significantly, these films point to the crucial question 
of what it means to associate fascism with non-normative sexuality. The 
willingness of Nazisploitation to consider Nazism’s erotic dimensions 
is in fact a key reason it has become so taboo. As counterintuitive 
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as it may sound, this issue predated not only the Nazisploitation 
craze, but also the Third Reich and even Nazism itself. In Sex Drives: 
Fantasies of Fascism in Literary Modernism, literary critic Laura Frost 
demonstrates the significance of fascist sexual imagery in modernist 
texts since the end of World War I. Frost’s readings of D.H. Lawrence, 
Georges Bataille, Hans Bellmer, Sylvia Plath and others show that 
a false dichotomy has governed approaches to the intersections of 
fascism and eroticism. This dichotomy is the ostensible gulf between 
the private nature of the erotic and the public world of the political, 
or as Frost puts it, ‘Fictions of eroticized fascism contradict the expec-
tation that politics and fantasy are necessarily consistent.’26 In other 
words, when modernist writers and later Nazisploitation filmmakers 
eroticized fascism, they exposed, and through hyperbole criticized, a 
trend still pervasive: the tendency to assume parallels and consistency 
between private sex lives and public political behavior.
 And indeed, in the early 1930s, as the National Socialists publically 
denounced homosexuality, transvestism and other signature moments 
of interwar Germany’s sexual liberalization, which movie audiences 
associate with Liza Minnelli’s burlesque performances in Cabaret 
(1972), their opponents tried to discredit the movement with similar 
denouncements. They pointed out the known homosexuality and 
other ‘perverted tendencies’ of individual Nazis, notably SA leader 
Ernst Röhm.27 Similarly, during World War II, the psychoanalyst Walter 
Langer speculated in his wartime report to the Office of Strategic 
Services, later released as The Mind of Adolf Hitler, that Adolf Hitler 
was a voyeur who might have engaged in homosexual activities and 
who also derived ‘sexual gratification from the act of having a woman 
urinate or defecate on him.’28 Indeed, the question ‘Was Hitler gay?’ 
still intrigues many pundits and observers while the question ‘Why 
does it matter?’ rarely, if ever, receives scrutiny.29

nazisploitation today and tomorrow: heroes, Villains and the Undead
The essays in this book’s final third, ‘Heroes, Villains and the Undead’, 
all speak to the present and future of Nazisploitation. As the number 
of people with unmediated relationships to World War II and the 
Holocaust shrinks and the hold of representational taboos weakens 
(or at least changes), new generations are producing and consuming 
new variations on the Nazisploitation theme. In their essays Jeff 
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Hayton and Craig This show how images of metastasized Nazi evil have 
spread well beyond cinema. In his analysis of the Wolfenstein franchise 
and other World War II and Nazi-themed first person shooter (FPS) 
games (Chapter 10), Hayton examines games with plots focusing on 
jackboot-wearing SS-men, mad scientists, Nazi zombies and other 
standard Nazisploitation types. The FPS allows gamers to go back in 
time, confront and kill icons of evil, and personally rewrite history. 
Nevertheless, even though the FPS empowers gamers as ‘Nazi killers’, 
this virtual environment is a problematic one. Games frequently 
take extreme liberties with history and make implicit and often 
wildly inaccurate claims about historical agency of the perpetrators, 
bystanders, victims and liberators of World War II and the Holocaust. 
Hayton shows that, as readily as these games depict all manner of 
Nazis, the Holocaust remains the ‘elephant in the room’, eerily present 
yet unacknowledged. 
 In Chapter 11, Craig This examines another lucrative popular 
medium that, like gaming, appeals strongly but not exclusively to 
younger audiences: comic books and graphic novels. Through a 
diachronic study of Marvel Comics’ Captain America, This shows how 
comic book Nazis have stood in for America’s ideological opponents 
at specific historical moments. When Captain America originated in 
the 1940s, Nazis were the enemies, but in the 1950s, for instance, 
Communists replaced Nazis. But after 9/11 and in an environment 
where nebulous terrorists cells threaten American supremacy more 
than antagonist nation states, Marvel Comics returned to Nazi-themed 
plots. Nazis offered Captain America’s readers what al-Qaeda could 
not: an iconic embodiment of evil in a recognizable uniform that an 
American hero could eliminate. 
 The final three essays return to film and powerfully illustrate the 
extent to which Nazisploitation revisits its own pasts in a wide range of 
contemporary film practices. The Norwegian Nazi zombie film Død Snø 
(Dead Snow) appeared in 2009 and soon attracted widespread attention 
on the independent film festival circuit. In ‘A Past that Refuses to Die: 
Nazi Zombie Film and the Legacy of Occupation’ (Chapter 12), Sven 
Jüngerkes and Christiane Wienand read this cult hit as a critique of 
the legacy of Germany’s occupation of Norway during World War II. 
Director Tommy Wirkola’s Nazi zombies symbolize a nation’s failure 
to acknowledge the full extent of their complicity with wartime 
occupiers. This unmastered past literally comes back from the dead 
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to undermine politically expedient myths of Norwegian national 
victimhood.
 With its litany of references to zombie and slasher films, Dead Snow 
winks knowingly at cinephile audiences. But independent film is not 
the only cinematic space that revisits Nazisploitation. Much of the 
contemporary interest in Nazisploitation takes as a reference point 
Quentin Tarantino’s critically acclaimed, box office hit Inglourious 
Basterds (2009), which teems with citations of 1960s and 1970s exploi-
tation and war mission films. Tarantino’s Inglourious Basterds highlights 
its director’s ability, demonstrated in Pulp Fiction (1994) and the 
Kill Bill films (2003, 2004), to recombine the motifs and conceits 
of low-budget genre films and grindhouse fare. Tarantino unites 
a montage of cinematic references in a compelling, aesthetically 
nuanced work that, to borrow the film’s final line, ‘just might be 
[his] masterpiece.’ Mimmi Woisnitza’s essay (Chapter 13) examines 
the significance of this latest instance of Tarantino’s borrowing and 
recycling. Woisnitza shows how Inglourious Basterds cites the different 
registers of earlier World War II exploitation films, including Nazi 
fetish, conspiracies, battle spectacles, disguises, subjugation, suspense 
and vengeance. Where many films inadvertently make fascism ‘fasci-
nating’ through such elements, Woisnitza stresses that Inglourious 
Basterds uses them more critically, to draw attention to the taint behind 
any superficial attractiveness of Nazism.
 In the volume’s final essay (Chapter 14), Michael Fuchs returns to 
the seedy origins of Nazisploitation. He examines the recrudescence 
of explicit Nazi-themed sex in recent hardcore pornographic and 
BDSM films. Through analysis of the pornographic films Dr. Mengele, 
Gestapo and Gestapo 2 from the Hungarian producer Mood Pictures, 
Fuchs shows how these recent Nazi sexploitation titles evoke questions 
about the boundaries between real and performed pain. He examines, 
for instance, the aporia film scholar Linda Williams pointed out 
over two decades ago in her ground-breaking work on pornography, 
whether sexual violence on-screen is a ‘fictional depiction’ or an 
‘enacted reality’.30 Whether real or not, protracted on-screen sexual 
violence raises serious questions about pain, suffering and the voyeur-
istic pleasure derived from such viewing, all of which bear upon films 
well beyond the niche of bondage pornography.
 By way of conclusion, it is worth stressing the obvious: the sheer 
volume of material that one could include in a book titled Nazisploitation! 
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The Nazi Image in Low-Brow Cinema and Culture invariably makes 
this essay collection incomplete. Additional research might consider 
Nazisploitation in different media contexts, on television, on the 
internet, in video game or in contemporary slang. Other studies might 
consider the use of Nazi tropes in humor, in political discourse and in 
varied national contexts. Still others might consider continued recur-
rence of Nazi imagery in different kinds of film. This volume is offered 
not as the last word on Nazisploitation, but as a scholarly intervention 
that might provoke further study. To this end, it concludes with a bibli-
ography and filmography that can provide scholars with a solid basis 
for further intellectual work.
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its Heritage

MArCus stigLegger

holocaust cinema and the Sadiconazista cycle

t
o Reflect on hiStoRical, social and political events could be considered 
one possible ‘duty’ of the audiovisual media, in particular narrative 
television and cinema. The great success, as well as the influence, 

of TV programs and films such as Holocaust (1979)1 and Schindler’s 
List (1993) on public opinion about historical events — especially in 
Germany — strongly suggests that the worldwide audience is more 
open to fictionalized history than to more challenging essayistic work 
such as Claude Lanzmann’s Shoah (1985). This realization invites the 
question: Has cinema reached the status of an historical archive for 
some audiences? If so, it would behoove film studies scholars to analyze 
the specific value of such representations, especially in the case of a 
phenomenon as significant as the Holocaust, which Lanzmann claims 
is not a suitable subject of fiction.2 The findings of such an analysis, 
however, may well demonstrate that cinema trivializes rather than 
represents history.
 Significantly, it was not historians who made the decisive contribution 
to the long-term establishment of the problematic term ‘Holocaust’ 
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— and the crimes connected with it — in both the European and 
the North American collective consciousness and memory. Historians 
may have critically researched sources, documented their findings, 
published textbooks and produced documentaries on the topic, but 
when compared to the effect created by one television melodrama, 
a family saga set against the backdrop of vicious Nazi war crimes, 
suddenly historians’ efforts seem to have little value other than to 
confirm the historical accuracy of the scenes of persecution and exter-
mination of ‘imaginary’ figures. The four-part television miniseries 
Holocaust, followed by around 100 million viewers in the United 
States, was seen in West Germany one year later by an audience of 
16 million. From a media-historic perspective, the television event 
Holocaust represents a decisive point in the social role of television 
as a medium of mass communication. German film scholar Knut 
Hickethier comments on the effects the series had on the formatting 
of public television as follows: ‘The defining television event at the 
end of the 1970s was the transmission of the American series Holocaust 
[…] which showed the murder of European Jews by the Germans. 
In setting its focus not on social criticism and resolving the past, but 
rather on fictionalization and entertainment, this film marks a turning 
point […]. The success was considerable, and uncontested. The series 
was accused of emotionalizing, trivializing and falsifying history.’3 In 
Germany, Holocaust left a lasting — one could almost say the first — 
and very deep impression, especially on the sons and daughters of the 
perpetrator generation. The fact that one can trace this shift in public 
consciousness back to a commercial television miniseries that inten-
tionally slipped through the customary filter of distanced impartiality 
is an important indicator of a strong change in the social and media 
handling of history in general and the history of the Holocaust in 
particular. From then on, the mass extermination practised under the 
Nazi regime had a name that everyone knew. 
 The lasting effect of this phenomenon can still be seen today, 
especially in the many ‘made-for-box-office’ films of the 1980s that 
attempted to cash in on the success of Holocaust. The change in the 
televisual handling of this sensitive topic coincided with a general 
change in attitude towards the subject in cinema. Films were now 
produced purely on the basis of commercial and aesthetic considera-
tions (dramaturgy, imagery, casting in conjunction with Hollywood’s 
star system) as opposed to later and earlier attempts at very personal 
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accounts such as Pasażerka (The Passenger, 1962) by Andrzej Munk 
or The Grey Zone (2001) by Tim Blake Nelson. The fact that among 
these films were also productions that, by means of a complex 
narrative, left television far behind, can be seen in films such as Alan 
J. Pakula’s Sophie’s Choice (1982). However, these more demanding 
films also fueled the debate that today still questions the legitimacy 
of an ‘artistic’ processing of the Nazi genocide. According to literary 
scholar Matías Martínez, art cannot possibly ignore the largest crime 
of the twentieth century, yet at the same time such art is essentially 
impossible, ‘[…] because in the opinion of many, the Holocaust 
defies aesthetic portrayal, in a special, perhaps even unique, way.’4 In 
this respect Steven Spielberg’s Schindler’s List marks a turning point. 
Here, the questionable symbiosis between commercial and ethical 
production was widely acknowledged by both the public and by critics 
to have been a success. ‘Unlike Marvin Chomsky and Gerald Green’s 
Holocaust, the Hollywood film seemed, in the opinion of the critics, 
to have resolved the conflict between popular reception, aesthetic 
content and appropriate thematic.’5

 Schindler’s List can also be seen as a turning point in another respect. 
If one looks at the film as a social phenomenon (which it unques-
tionably was and still is), various modes of interpretation present 
themselves. First, one can speculate that Schindler’s List marked a provi-
sional climax of a trend that began in the 1970s with the miniseries 
Holocaust: little by little, a culture of remembrance, which attempted 
to find access to the events and atmosphere of Nazi terror by way 
of fictional film and always searched anew for defining methods of 
staging, established itself next to that of the immediate witnesses 
of the concentration camp terror, the victims and the perpetrators. 
Since the 1990s, however, as the witnesses now increasingly withdraw 
from public life, both new and old films need to be critically analyzed 
regarding intention and principle. Second, the arrival of Schindler’s List 
made clear the importance of film as an archive, whose influence on 
identity formation (for contemporary Jews in this case) in present-day 
culture is ever growing. If we accept that film, as an archive, exists as a 
threshold between the cultural and the communicative consciousness, 
then only by way of critical reflection on the part of the viewer can film 
be taken seriously as an archive.
 Beyond its status as cinematic archive and as a marker of a waning 
‘culture of remembrance’, there is a third interesting aspect of 
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Schindler’s List: especially in two sequences, Spielberg’s direction 
refers directly to a cinematic tradition of presenting Nazi characters 
as a direct sexual threat to the Jewish victims. In fact, SS men were 
themselves threatened by harsh punishment if they committed such 
an act of Rassenschande (‘racial disgrace’) as the Nazis put it. Amon 
Goeth, played by the undeniably attractive and cultivated character 
actor Ralph Fiennes, appears in one scene practising his shooting 
skills. He randomly aims at resting people in the camp. With his 
naked chest, his breeches and boots, he presents this performance 
as a morning ‘workout’ or routine, included with his first cigarette. 
When he returns inside, his naked lover is unnerved, and he walks into 
the bathroom. Physical presence, uniform fetish and inhuman acts of 
random killing are presented here simultaneously. In a later sequence, 
Goeth walks into the basement flat of his beautiful Jewish housekeeper 
during a party. First he seems to adore her beauty — she is half naked, 
her breasts shimmer through her wet clothing — but his monologue 
transforms into a cynical parody of Shylock’s defense speech in The 
Merchant of Venice. He provocatively asks her: ‘Are these the eyes of a 
rat?’ Although she seems frozen in fear and keeps quiet, he accuses her 
of trying to seduce him, and then he beats her. Both scenes maintain 
a certain sexual tension that adds to the violent threat. In both scenes 
Amon Goeth appears as an ambiguous and darkly attractive tyrant. 
Spielberg is well aware of the morbid appeal of ambiguous Nazi 
characters, for he often used them in his films before — especially in 
the Indiana Jones cycle (beginning in 1981). At the same time, he must 
have been aware that the sexually attractive yet cruel and cynical SS 
commander appears almost as a stereotype derived directly from the 
tradition of the Italian sadiconazista cycle of the 1970s. ‘Sadiconazista’ 
is a neologism referring to fictional Nazi exploitation pulp literature 
and cinema between the 1960s and the 1980s composed of the terms 
‘sadism,’ ‘con’ (with) and ‘Nazism’. Although marginal during these 
decades, the influence of sadiconazista stereotypes has proven highly 
influential in international cinema and pop culture up to today.6

from arthouse Drama to nazisploitation
The 1970s proved an extremely productive decade for many national 
cinemas: the seeds of former revolutionary years began to grow 
and brought forth astounding film productions in America (New 
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Hollywood), Germany (New German Cinema) and in Japan (New 
Wave), to name just a few. Together with this new progressive tendency 
and the simultaneous relaxing of censorship came an enormous wave 
of exploitation films, which began to push the boundaries of what 
can be portrayed in the interest of sensationalist entertainment. This 
exploitative trend did not shy away from the Holocaust theme: the 
pornographers Robert Lee Frost and Don Edmonds brought their 
own versions of sadiconazista to the cinema with the Canadian produc-
tions Love Camp 7 (1968) and Ilsa, She Wolf of the SS (1974). These 
films take a voyeuristic look into the concentration camp brothel and 
a pseudo-medical experimentation center. Although this exploitative 
use of Holocaust motifs caused some controversy, these films are 
still extremely successful in the form of home media.7 The Ilsa film, 
starring Playboy model Dyanne Thorne, even spawned a number of 
direct and indirect sequels.8

 Italian cinema also experimented with the connections between 
sexuality, politics and history, albeit on an artistically more ambitious 
level: Gillo Pontecorvo’s Kapò (1960) has as its subtext a love story 
between a very young Jewish inmate and an SS camp guard. Luchino 
Visconti includes multiple sexual elements in his period family drama 
La caduta degli dei (The Damned, 1969), which allegorically retells the 
story of the Krupp industrial empire during its cooperation with Nazi 
officials. This grand scale epic features child abuse, incest, rape and 
a homosexual orgy. In her psychodrama Il portiere di notte (The Night 
Porter, 1974), the former documentarian Liliana Cavani builds on work 
from her previous documentary series on the Third Reich and tells 
the story of the fatal reunion of an SS man (Dirk Bogarde) and his 
former victim (Charlotte Rampling) in the form of an amour fou, an 
unconditional ‘crazy love’ that has a long history in the conventions of 
European cinema. As the couple restarts the destructive relationship 
under now different circumstances, they end up on the execution 
list of a group of SS veterans, who wish to remove all witnesses to 
atrocities in order to erase the past and, in so doing, their own guilt. 
Cavani’s film represents both the continuation of the Nazi mentality 
after the war as well as an attempt at a psycho-sexual adaptation of the 
concentration camp system. The depiction of the camp memories is 
stylized in a monochrome artificial atmosphere devoid of historical 
reconstruction. The interiors are more reminiscent of theatre stages 
and empty industrial buildings. In this way, Cavani refers to this past 
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more as a metaphor and avoids a simple restaging of historical events. 
In their memories, the protagonists virtually reconstruct their own 
past as a nightmare landscape of destructive sexuality.
 Lina Wertmüller’s Pasqualino Settebellezze (Seven Beauties, 1975) takes 
a more satirical slant: a Sicilian macho man falls into the hands 
of a female SS thug, who makes him her ‘sex toy’. The film works 
with a multilayered narrative, a complex montage of timelines that 
interweave the protagonist’s permanent struggle for survival. The 
concentration camp is only the final stage in a twisted narration 
reminiscent of the picaresque novel tradition. From this perspective 
Wertmüller’s direction unfolds a bitter satire on the desperate human 
will to survive, with the concentration camp as the place of ultimate 
threat and degradation. Holocaust survivor Bruno Bettelheim pointed 
out that the satirical nature of the film, combined with the bizarrely 
sexualized depiction of the female commandant, distorts the historical 
archive of the real Holocaust: The camp appears here as a random 
existential borderline situation.9

 Although Pier Paolo Pasolini’s modernized Marquis de Sade 
adaptation Salò o le 120 giornate di Sodoma (Salò, or the 120 Days of 
Sodom, 1975) is a film about the fascist tendencies in Italy of the 
present day, it is still true — as Pasolini frequently stated — that in this 
apocalyptic scenario, the film-maker has constructed an oppressive 
microcosm of the concentration camp system, which was only really 
understood for the first time when the film was recently re-shown 
in European cinemas.10 Former censorship bans were lifted (e.g. in 
England, where the film had not been given a British Board of Film 
Classification [BBFC] rating before) and the film was available again 
on special edition DVDs in Italy, France, England and Germany. In 
the bonus materials, film-makers like Gaspar Noé and Catherine 
Breillat show appreciation for the film’s huge influence on their own 
work, while film historians expand on the metaphorical quality of this 
nihilist manifest. In Salò the mechanisms of power and production 
have liberated themselves and run amok in the collapsing fascist 
puppet republic at Lake Garda, where Italian fascists were granted a 
miniature totalitarian state under Nazi rule during the end of the war. 
The scandalous success of these three films at the time of their release 
ultimately inspired the production of a series of concentration camp-
themed sex films in Italy. Popular examples of these true sadiconazista 
or Nazisploitation films are: Lager SSadis Kastrat Kommandantur (SS 
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Experiment Camp, 1976), Lager SS 5 — l’inferno delle donne (SS Camp 
5 — Women’s Hell, 1976), KZ 9 — lager di stermino (Women’s Camp 119, 
1976), La deportate della sezione special SS (Deported Women of the SS 
Special Section, 1976), L’ultima orgia della Gestapo (The Gestapo’s Last 
Orgy, 1977), La casa private per le SS (SS Girls, 1977), La bestia in calore 
(The Beast in Heat, 1977) and La svastika nel ventre (Nazi Love Camp 27, 
1977).

exploitation and Sadomasochistic fantasies
It seems evident that all the films mentioned above in one way or 
another develop a sadomasochistic model based on the principles of 
totalitarian politics and hierarchies. At first sight they seem to take the 
simple (and wrong) equation of sadomasochism and fascistic politics 
as a given. This phenomenon of mingling politics and sadomasochistic 
sexuality has been referred to as ‘il sadiconazista’ in Italy, specifically 
in relation to the Italian pulp fiction of the 1960s, where sexuality, 
cruelty and fascist politics mingled in exploitative and pornographic 
entertainment fare in a way very similar to the equally popular ‘Stalag’ 
novels in Israel at that time. It seems useful to transfer this term to 
the filmic medium, especially as the exploitative films in the wake of 
The Night Porter excessively expanded on the unhistorical equation 
of sadomasochism and totalitarian politics. This also marks the huge 
difference between the reflected arthouse films of Cavani, Wertmüller 
and Pasolini compared to the exploitation films of Sergio Garrone, 
Cesare Canevari, Bruno Mattei and Rino di Silvestro, which were 
produced immediately after the success of Salò. These exploitation 
films cash in on the same basic model but simply skip the reflective 
and metaphorical aspect of their forerunners.
 The English term ‘exploitation’ already marks the technique of 
‘exploiting’ a serious topic such as the Holocaust, the inquisition, the 
slavery system, prostitution or simply life in prison to reduce it to pure 
sexual or violent content.11 Especially in the late 1960s, when the rules 
of censorship were handled more liberally worldwide, there came a 
wave of exploitation films, many of them combining sexuality and 
violence in a way that resulted in semi-sadomasochistic psychodrama. 
In many cases we can find a commercially successful forerunner being 
copied afterwards on a cheaper production level. What happened 
to Cavani’s and Pasolini’s films in Italy can also be proven by the 
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witch hunter cycle following Michael Reeve’s British production 
The Witchfinder General (1968) or the slave dramas copying Richard 
Fleischer’s Southern melodrama Mandingo (1975). The financial 
success of both films resulted in respective cycles of witch-hunter- and 
slave-camp-themed exploitation films ripping off the basic standards 
and characters of the prototypes.
 Between 1968 and 1982, certain film directors specialized in making 
exploitation films, and production companies focused on the ever-
growing market, notably Fulvia and S.E.F.I. Cinematografica in Italy, 
Eurocine in France and Erwin C. Dietrich in Switzerland, to name 
but a few. All of them became involved in making women-in-prison 
movies, sometimes also dealing with sadiconazista elements. Most of 
the sadiconazista exploitation films were not shown in cinemas or on 
video in Germany due to censorship restrictions, but some of them 
turned up as main examples in the British ‘video nasties’ debate of 
the early 1980s, when violent films on videocassette were seized by the 
police and censored for two decades due to concerns about protecting 
juvenile viewers. Some titles are still banned in Great Britain, and it 
will come as no surprise that sadiconazista titles are among these.12

 Phil Hardy takes Sergio Garrone’s SS Camp 5 — Women’s Hell as a 
stand-in for all the sadiconazista films of the time: 

The box-office success of Liliana Cavani’s picture about the pleasures 
of being tortured in a Nazi concentration camp, The Night Porter 
(1974) and, in America, the repulsively adolescent and racist 
torture-camp movies of Don Edmonds (Ilsa, She Wolf of the SS, 
1974), triggered the nostalgic fantasies of explicit as well as crypto-
fascists, spawning a filmic equivalent of the established literary porn 
sub-genre, ‘il sadiconazista’. Garrone contributed two filmic atrocities 
to this variation on the woman’s prison movies, Lager SSadis Kastrat 
Kommandantur (SS Experiment Camp, 1976) and the one from 1974 
which simply exploits ‘entertaining’ thrills such as Jewish women 
being undressed and divided into prostitutes and victims of medical 
atrocities. There is the obligatory Nazi lesbian, a crude abortion 
scene and a hefty smattering of assorted tortures.13

This entry is remarkable because the simple categorizing of sadicona-
zista films as a subgenre of horror films suggests a certain perspective: 
These films may simply be seen as horrible fantasy. In any case, this 
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perspective does not prove to be very illuminating. There is more to 
this trend than that.

nazisploitation and Pornography
In several reviews of the time, sadiconazista films were labeled porno-
graphic. The term ‘pornographic’ is a problematic one, especially in 
this context on the borderline between exploitation and hard-core 
cinema. It seems more accurate to call most of the sadiconazista films 
‘sexploitation’. The goal of these films is to entertain the viewer with 
a carnivalesque mixture of historical settings, some sadistic violence, 
moments of repulsion, and fetishistic use of costumes and simulated 
sex. Some of these elements also appear in the hard-core films of the 
1970s (e.g. Bordel SS, 1978, by José Bénazéraf), which additionally 
feature non-simulated sex, while most sadiconazista films do not. In 
some countries, films like Gestapo’s Last Orgy were released in alter-
native versions featuring additional scenes of hard-core sex not shot 
originally for the respective movies. Hard-core director Joe D’Amato 
later released Le bambole del Führer (The Führer’s Dolls, 1995), a nearly 
plotless adult film with Nazi uniforms that nevertheless does not 
depict any atrocities or camp elements. But generally, the short cycle 
of Italian sadiconazista films between 1976 and 1978 work on the level 
of soft-core erotic entertainment.
 In contrast, a high-art film like Pasolini’s Salò is actually closer to 
Susan Sontag’s definition of pornography as an aesthetic convention 
within the arts, which she outlined in her 1969 essay, ‘The Pornographic 
Imagination’. Films and novels ‘qualify as pornographic texts insofar 
as their theme is an all-engrossing sexual quest that annihilates every 
consideration of persons extraneous to their roles in the sexual drama-
turgy, and the fulfillment of this quest is depicted graphically.’14 As in 
Georges Bataille’s transgressive prose (like ‘The Story of the Eye’), 
Sontag stresses that the truly obscene in artistic pornography will 
always show a certain connection to death. In this sense she points 
out the special meaning of sacred rituals, the rite of passage, and 
the sacrifice within pornographic contexts. Pornography therefore 
has a ritualistic structure, whereas sexploitation cinema only bears 
rudimentary traces of such elements.15

 Concerning the exploitative sadiconazista phenomenon, one can 
state that these films neither carry a political message nor do they 
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represent real pornography or even violent pornography. Phil Hardy 
goes too far in his assumptions about the target audience (‘explicit 
as well as crypto-fascists’: see above). These films simply try to reduce 
their artistic forerunners — Il portiere di notte, Seven Beauties, Salò and 
Visconti’s The Damned — to a sadomasochistic fantasy of entertainment 
created out of a purely imaginative destruction drive. Historical 
elements as well as true sadomasochistic dialectics are abused here and 
transformed for this aim.16

 Susan Sontag has also reflected extensively on the fetishizing of 
Nazi symbolism and iconography in sadomasochistic rituals in her 
essay ‘Fascinating Fascism II’: 

In pornographic literature, films and gadgetry throughout the world, 
especially in the United States, England, France, Japan, Scandinavia, 
Holland and Germany, the SS has become a referent of sexual adven-
turism. Much of the imagery of far-out sex has been placed under 
the sign of Nazism. Boots, leather, chains, Iron Crosses on gleaming 
torsos, swastikas, along with meat hooks and heavy motorcycles have 
become the secret and most lucrative paraphernalia of eroticism. 
[…] But why? Why has Nazi Germany, which was a sexually repressive 
society, become erotic?17

Sontag writes this — taking into consideration a military-themed 
book called ‘SS Regalia’ — to reflect further on the erotic attraction 
of the SS uniform. For an answer, one might consider what fashion 
historian Valerie Steele writes in her book Fetish (1996). Commenting 
on the well-known fact that military uniforms are treated as a sexual 
fetish, Steele states: ‘Military uniforms are probably the most popular 
prototype for the fetishist uniform because they signify hierarchy 
(some command, others obey), as well as membership of what was 
traditionally an all-male group whose function involves the legitimate 
use of physical violence’.18

 The uniform seems to be an abstraction of the martial in the form of 
fashion. It symbolizes belonging to an elite and embodies dominance 
and attraction. The black service tunic of the SS in particular can 
be seen as the ambitious attempt to combine eccentric chic, elitist 
elegance and death symbolism. But as Sontag remarks: ‘[…] uniforms 
are not the same thing as photographs of uniforms, which are 
erotic material, and photographs of SS uniforms are the units of a 
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particularly powerful and widespread sexual fantasy.’19 Although her 
essay concerns a military antiques fact-book, this idea also applies to 
the appearance of SS uniforms in the cinema of the 1970s. In the 
context of entertainment, the presence of SS uniforms in narrative 
film has its own rules of reception, in contrast to the documentary, for 
example. Sontag suspects that the dramatic pathos of the SS uniform 
serves as the basis of this presumed effect: ‘SS uniforms were stylish, 
well-cut, with a touch (but not too much) of eccentricity.’20 Not only 
sadiconazista films refer to the dramatic effect of the SS uniform. There 
are also plenty of examples from different genres that have used 
its sexually charged appeal: Star Wars (1976) by George Lucas, Ken 
Russell’s biopic Mahler (1976), Alan Parker’s Pink Floyd — The Wall 
(1981), Richard Loncraine’s adaptation of Shakespeare’s Richard III 
(1995), Paul Verhoeven’s science fiction satire Starship Troopers (1997) 
and the Casablanca parody Barb Wire (1995) by David Hogan, to name 
but a few. 

the typology of sadiconazista
The films connected to the sadiconazista trend can be divided by their 
motivations into various groups:

a. Films that try to create some basic assumptions about fascist 
systems (e.g. La caduta degli dei, Salò).

b. Films that choose the totalitarian compulsory system as a radical 
and frightening historical background, against which interpersonal 
obsessions are played out: e.g. in The Night Porter, Liliana Cavani 
tells the story of a passionate relationship merged with dominance 
and repression. This relationship is emotionally charged by the 
historical background, heavily loaded by the viewer’s knowledge.

c. Films that advance the totalitarian compulsory system as a drama-
turgical justification to wallow in sadomasochistic excesses: Sergio 
Garrone, the veteran Italian director of Lager SS 5, has stated in an 
interview that it is only possible to justify the drastic nature of the 
pictured cruelty if one is basing it on that historical background 
(i.e., National Socialism).21

What all these films share is the connection between sexual contexts 
and stereotyped images of National Socialism. The relationship 
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between the executioner and the victim is sadomasochistically trans-
figured and transferred on to the level of sexual passion. The result 
is a de-politicizing and de-historicizing of National Socialism. It is 
therefore possible to turn the image of National Socialism into a 
plaything of pop aesthetics within the laws of pop culture. What is 
especially striking here is the annihilation of chronology in some 
of the works discussed: Lina Wertmüller’s Seven Beauties, as well as 
Cavani’s The Night Porter and her later film Interno Berlinese (The Berlin 
Affair, 1985), are told in intricate and convoluted flashbacks; the 
historical component is transferred to the subjective and therefore 
‘optional’ world of the single protagonist’s memory. Thus it reaches a 
nearly mythical quality that no longer allows the viewer to approach 
the phenomenon historically. The concentration camps in Seven 
Beauties and The Night Porter look like Dantesque limbos, filled with 
existential and sexual nightmares.
 Yet, as far away as the exploitative scenarios of the sadiconazista 
cycle may be from the National Socialist reality, it may still be possible 
to recognize a sequence of standardized scenes based on historically 
documented situations. These scenes recur in all the thematically 
relevant films: the arrival of the concentration camp prisoners and the 
selection on the platform; the roll call on the open areas between the 
barracks; the actions in the brothel camps; the disastrous punishments 
and tortures (it is here that some critics observe the sadomasochistic 
appeal); executions; medical experiments; massacre. From a compar-
ative study it is obvious that those elements appear as frequently in 
artistically ambitious films as they do in exploitative films. Thus, on the 
level of pure content and action, these films share more similarities 
than might first appear.

case Study: The Night Porter
I would like to illustrate these three points by taking a closer look at 
Cavani’s The Night Porter. When the young wife of a conductor, Lucia 
(Charlotte Rampling), recognizes the hotel night porter Max (Dirk 
Bogarde) as an SS officer who had enslaved her in the concentration 
camp, the incident breaks up her marriage. Her husband leaves for 
Frankfurt, and she rebounds with Max after some agitated doubts. 
Because some other former Nazis recognize in her a potentially threat-
ening witness from the past, they demand that Max kill Lucia, an order 
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he refuses to follow. Instead, he withdraws with her to the loneliness of 
his small apartment, and they turn in isolation from the outer world. 
His former comrades besiege the house and threaten Lucia. After a 
time full of privation the as-good-as-dead couple leaves the apartment, 
and both are shot at dawn on a Danube bridge.
 It seems that the lovers’ path can lead only to their common 
death, following the tradition of amour fou. Both lovers in The Night 
Porter devote themselves to complete stylization (he in his fancy black 
uniform, she in her childlike dress). From this point on they live 
completely in their common past again. It is the place of death — a 
lonely steel bridge at dawn — that functions as the locus for a rite of 
passage. Cavani seems to suggest that there is a world for lovers, but 
it is not ours. It is also the camera that departs from the action, right 
at that moment. The place of action turns into something stage-like, 
the protagonists into small figures who fit right into the outlines of 
their surroundings. It seems less important to the director to develop 
a political microcosm than to design a plausible mechanism for an 
unconditional desire. Every step of the encounter between Max and 
Lucia takes the role of a key scene, and far more drastically than 
usual in the genre of melodrama. Many actions and incidents become 
allegorical and mythic. It is the desire that seems unconditional 
and, in the end, brings the surrender. It seems significant that even 
destructive acts of love serve as proof of their passion, the best example 
being the break-up of Lucia and her husband when she recognizes the 
hopelessness of her desire. Only one experience of pain seems appro-
priate when it comes to the intensity of her feelings: when Max enters 
the hotel room for the first time, he slaps Lucia in the face. Later 
they make love on a bathroom floor covered by broken glass, another 
metaphor for their frenzy. 
 When Max visits his former lover Bert, who is gay, the meeting 
culminates in a strange sort of ballet at the beginning of the film. 
Max — using a single haunting spotlight — aims it to cast light upon 
the silent gestures of the dancer who, though now old, still seems 
delicate and even somewhat youthful. Whereas Max acts like a spooky 
puppeteer surrounded by shadows, Bert dedicates his elegant gestures 
to him. This homoerotic ballet takes the same position as in a compa-
rable scene in an erotic biopic about Friedrich Nietzsche that Cavani 
made in 1976, Al di la del bene e del male (Beyond Good and Evil) in which 
Nietzsche watches a homoerotic ballet. We also find here the clear 
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isolation of characters who can only embody their own cosmos. It is 
an isolation of characters based on the relativization of their social 
relationships; even in The Night Porter, these relationships are reduced 
to the pragmatic (mainly professional), and they lack an emotional 
ground that is then violently reclaimed within the amour fou. The 
relationship between Max and Bert is also affected by a vague gentle 
compassion that contrasts with the established circumstances and can 
therefore only flourish secretly. When those relationships come out in 
the open, a doomed chain reaction results. The film hints that Bert 
may shoot the couple simply out of jealousy.
 Besides Cavani’s The Night Porter, there are in fact very few films 
depicting sadomasochistic sexuality that manage to be so fatally 
convincing in creating such a microcosm. After its scandal is long 
forgotten, it may be the right time to re-discover this great and multi-
layered melodrama, a film truly located ‘beyond good and evil’, 
for it focuses on the seemingly ‘impossible’ romantic relationship 
of hangman and victim. Or, as Max says in the middle of the film: 
‘Sane — insane — sane? Who’s to judge?’ An emblematic classic of 
the sadiconazista cycle, this film successfully walks the line between 
arthouse drama and Nazisploitation.

continuation of the sadiconazista trend
To sum up, it can be said that the Italian exploitation film of the 
1970s is one that pursued and ratcheted up the stereotyping of images 
from National Socialism and the Holocaust, even if these films only 
got lukewarm support from the mainstream media and audiences. 
The Canadian film Ilsa, She Wolf of the SS became emblematic of the 
sadiconazista cycle as remembered today. More than any of the Italian 
exploitation films of that time, Ilsa delivers a trademark heroine 
embodied by the former nude model Dyanne Thorne. Later Ilsa 
became a series with several sequels, two official and one unofficial 
(Ilsa, The Wicked Warden, 1976, by Jess Franco), a fact that made Ilsa 
a persistent cult icon. It fulfils all the formerly described categories, 
has been released in a DVD boxed set, and its logos even appear on 
T-shirts. There is no debate as to whether sadiconazista stereotypes have 
left an impact, because they certainly have: even Steven Spielberg has 
evoked similar mechanisms in Schindler’s List without directly referring 
to the sadiconazista cycle. Pure sadiconazista may be a curiosity of the 
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transgressive 1970s cinema, but the sexualization of the Nazi torturer 
has installed itself deeply within the contemporary and pop-cultural 
consciousness in Europe,22 Japan23 and America24. It has therefore also 
become a part of the historical archive. Ultimately the huge influence 
of the sadiconazista cycle is still visible in later productions like Paul 
Verhoeven’s Black Book (2006) or even Robert Young’s Eichmann 
(2007), where aspects of sexuality, sadomasochism and fascistic politics 
again mingle, which the latter film obsessively seeks to prove, therefore 
changing a well-established idea about fascist characters. Eichmann 
(Thomas Kretschmann) was in no way the ‘banality of evil’ (Hannah 
Arendt). In ‘fact’ — as the film shows — he was involved in a sexualized 
frenzy and was seduced by a Hungarian baroness.
 To conclude, I would like to use a polemic comment by Michel 
Foucault in 1976 about the sadiconazista phenomenon: 

This is a massive misapprehension about history. Nazism was not 
brought about by the crazy folk of Eros in the twentieth century; 
instead it was brought about by bourgeois people, and by that I mean 
the nastiest, stiffest and most disgusting ones that one can imagine. 
Himmler was some sort of a farmer who married a nurse. One has 
to consider that the idea of the concentration camps resulted from 
the fantasies of the shared illusions of a nurse and a hen-breeder. 
Millions of people have been killed there, so I’m not saying that in 
order to devitalize the accusations which have to be made against 
this operation, but rather to disenchant it from the erotic values one 
combines it with.25

Or, as the German journalist Martin Büsser writes, ‘occidental society 
has taken in de Sade to such a degree that they can only imagine it 
now as the last form of loose sexual freedom in the form of fascist 
tortures und murders. How poor is our supply on education!’26
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Sexual Deviance and the Naked Body in 

Cinematic Representations of Nazis
MiCHAeL D. riCHArDsoN

i 
WoUlD like to StaRt with two films and two female concentration camp 
officers: both are responsible for horrific deaths of their inmates, 
both are portrayed as highly sexual figures, frequently shown nude 

and engaged in intercourse. One beds and then castrates her male 
prisoners, while the other is a pedophile who seduces and abandons a 
sick teenage boy. Both are ultimately subjugated, in one way or another, 
by male heroes. By the films’ respective ends, both protagonists are 
dead, neither having expressed remorse, or much remorse, for their 
crimes. It is here that the similarities end. Reviewers excoriated the 
first film, admittedly explicit in its depiction of sex and violence, as 
nauseatingly gory and excessively sleazy, while the other was widely — 
though not uniformly — praised, and it went on to secure an Oscar for 
its lead actress Kate Winslet. 
 Certainly the first film, Don Edmonds’s 1974 sexploitation picture 
Ilsa, She Wolf of the SS, did wallow in excess, with repeated and 
graphic scenes of torture, mutilation, rape and sexual perversion. 
The acting was wooden, the dialog stilted, and the overall result an 
accurate reflection of the film’s low-budget nature. Loosely based on 
the real person of Ilsa Koch, the infamous wife of a commandant 
of Buchenwald and Majdanek, and featuring Dyanne Thorne as the 
buxom title character, the film depicted the depraved events at a 
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Nazi death camp in the final days of World War II. Determined to 
prove that women could withstand more pain than men, Ilsa conducts 
numerous gruesome and sadistic experiments on female prisoners. At 
night, she forces male inmates to sleep with her, castrating or killing 
them the next day when they fail to satisfy her libidinal needs. Ilsa’s 
perversions are so extreme that a German general who inspects the 
camp orders it to be destroyed (though only after indulging in his 
own sexual fetishes the night before). Even so, only after Wolfe, a half-
German, half-American, arrives and subjugates Ilsa sexually can the 
prisoners revolt and exact their revenge. The film was a cult classic 
that spawned several sequels — Ilsa, Harem Keeper of the Oil Sheiks 
(1976); Ilsa, the Wicked Warden (1977); and Ilsa the Tigress of Siberia 
(1977) — none of which matched the first for its outrageousness or 
success. 
 The Reader (2008), in contrast, was an adaptation of a successful 
and highly lauded novel of the same title by Bernhard Schlink, and 
featured A-list actors and production values typical of a Hollywood 
prestige piece. The film recounts the story of Michael Berg, a German 
lawyer who, as a teenager, had an affair with an older woman, Hanna 
Schmitz. Hanna disappears one day, leaving Michael heartbroken 
and bitter, only to re-emerge many years later as a defendant in a 
war crimes trial. Though she has apparently confessed to allowing 
300 Jewish women to die in a burning church, Michael deduces that 
she is illiterate and has allowed herself to be blamed, lest her secret 
be discovered. Though Michael is silent about the secret during the 
trial, he later sends her recordings of books, so that she may learn 
to read and write in prison. The night before Hanna is to be freed, 
she commits suicide, leaving Michael a note and her life savings, 
asking him to donate it to the daughter of a survivor. Though the 
romance between the teenager Michael Berg and the former camp 
guard Hanna Schmitz is an integral part of their relationship and his 
emotional development (or lack thereof), the film’s primary concern 
is a meditation on the nature of guilt and responsibility. 
 At first glance then, the comparison of the two films based on a 
narrow set of criteria seems a bit disingenuous. But what these films 
have in common goes beyond the sort of reductive description with 
which I began above, something that links many representations of 
the Nazi era, both high- and low-brow, namely a preoccupation with 
the eroticized images of Nazism. Certainly historians and critics have 
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covered well the erotic or libidinal component to the dynamics and 
appeal of Nazism. In his analysis of fascist propaganda, for example, 
Theodor Adorno uses Freud’s conception of group psychology, which 
described the bond between leader and mass and among the members 
of a mass as libidinal in nature.1 Explaining how Hitler’s charismatic 
appeal could be understood in terms of these dynamics, Adorno 
argued that Hitler was aware of this libidinal source of mass formation, 
often ascribing specifically female, passive features to the participants 
at his rallies so as to bind himself further as fascist leader to the masses. 
Crucial here, however, is that the libidinal energy that links the fascist 
leader to the masses is kept on an unconscious level so as to divert 
its manifestations in a way suitable for political ends.2 For Hitler, this 
meant shunning the traditional role of the loving father and replacing 
it with the threatening authority figure, hearkening back to the notion 
of the pre-Oedipal primal father, who functions as an object of identi-
fication for the masses. Narcissistic identification, understood as an act 
of devouring, plays a central role here, as the follower sees the beloved 
leader as part of the subject’s own personality, ‘a collective projection 
of himself, rather than the image of the father.’3 In modern society, 
people generally have to come to terms with the continuous failure to 
satisfy individually idealized ego demands; by making the leader into 
an idealized ego, the follower can love himself without restraint, and 
by being one of a number of individuals who have substituted the same 
object for their ego ideal, he can become part of a fascist community 
whose bonds with one another are strengthened by narcissism.
 Other theorists have taken this analysis one step further by arguing 
that the appeal of Nazism is not only based on the sublimation of 
unconscious libidinal desire, but is also reflective of the ‘irrational’ 
nature4 or even pathological character of Hitler’s supporters. In his 
seminal work on the Freikorps, Klaus Theweleit argues that it was not 
the sexual appeal of Hitler that brought men to Nazism, but rather 
their own predisposition to violence, stemming from a deep misogyny 
and fear of castration.5

 Insight into the role of libidinal desire is certainly crucial to under-
standing both the appeal of Nazism and the persistence of eroticized 
representations of German fascism. However, what I am concerned 
with here are those eroticized representations of Hitler and Nazism 
for which this association of Nazism and sexuality is a non-essentialist 
one, that is to say, representations whose focus is not merely a critique 
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of the psychosexual dynamics of fascism, but which instead marshal 
erotic imagery in the service of an ostensible critique of Nazism on 
broader moral grounds. On a certain level we have to understand these 
associations as having very little to do with Hitler and the Nazis and 
very much to do with ideological intentions. Laura Frost argues that 
it is the notion of a culturally shared ideal of respectability central to 
the construction of a modern European national identity, an identity 
that requires the classification of certain sexual behaviors as deviant 
or abnormal.6 As Frost notes, such standards of sexual normality 
were central not only to the Nazis, but to their opponents as well — 
hence the mutual designation of one’s opponent as homosexual or 
sexually deviant. In her analysis, this eroticization of fascism responds 
to specific discussions of the enemy that arose following World War 
I, whereby democracy was aligned with a respectful and non-violent 
heterosexuality, while those sexualities that did not adhere to this 
norm — sadomasochistic eroticism, or even male homosexuality — 
were designated as ‘fascist’. In the present discussion, I would like 
to expand this argument further and investigate the extent to which 
it can be applied in the decades following World War II, indeed up 
until the present day. Nazism, though continually linked to ‘deviant’ 
forms of sexuality, also functions less as its own subject and more as a 
means for assertions about sexuality and normalcy as they define the 
dominant cultural context.7

 What I contend is that not just Nazisploitation films but even 
mainstream films about Nazis share a certain logic whereby the 
judgment of Nazis as morally deficient for their  perpetration of 
Holocaust atrocities extends into all other realms of their character 
and behavior, particularly as it concerns sexuality. To be a Nazi 
means to be engaged in a variety of sexual practices coded as deviant 
— incest, sadomasochism, paedophilia, homosexuality — with the 
morally good protagonist as unwilling victim. However, while the 
protagonist is a clear figure of identification for viewers, the films’ 
treatment of the respective bodies of Nazis and their victims involves 
them in a more complicated relationship with this ostensibly immoral 
sexuality. Before facilitating the inevitable rejection of Nazi sexuality 
and reinforcement of the viewers’ own moral superiority, these films 
thematically ally viewers with the abject and often naked victim, while 
visually allying them with the gaze of the Nazi perpetrator. This filmic 
logic affords viewers a double moment of vicarious enjoyment as both 
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initiators and recipients of a taboo sexual act. Both mainstream and 
exploitation genre films simultaneously release viewers from, and 
reinforce, sexual inhibitions, ultimately making highly conservative 
and regressive judgments about sexual norms, behavior and identity, 
particularly as it pertains to female sexuality.
 The association of Nazism and Hitler with a perverse sexuality was 
present in the earliest critical reactions to the Third Reich. Some of 
this linkage was ostensibly based in fact, though without real corrobo-
ration — Hitler’s possibly sexual relationship with his niece Geli 
Raubal, for example — some of it mere conjecture, such as Hitler’s 
presumed monorchidism or lack of a second testicle. It often took the 
form of serious discourse, such as Rodney Colin’s 1934 essay, ‘Hitlerism 
as a Sex Problem’, which argued that Germans turned to Hitler as the 
result of a mass, generational ‘sex starvation’, or Dr Walter C. Langer’s 
psychoanalytic study of Hitler for the Office of Strategic Services, OSS, 
The Mind of Adolf Hitler, which concluded that Hitler had an extremely 
perverse sexual psychopathology.8 Accusations of homosexuality were, 
as George Mosse has noted, particularly widespread in anti-fascist 
discourse; despite the Nazis’ persecution of homosexuals, anti-fascists 
often co-opted the Nazis’ own language to argue that Nazi leadership 
was a clique of homosexuals, not ‘real men’ of the sort who fought the 
fascists in Spain.9

 This linkage also took the form of high and low art: everything from 
the pornographic comic books known as Tijuana Bibles10 to popular 
film incorporated sexual elements deemed deviant — homosexuality, 
cross-dressing, sadism and masochism, coprophagia, urolagnia, rape, 
incest and pedophilia — and ascribed them to Hitler and the Nazis. 
In The Great Dictator (1941), Chaplin’s Adenoid Hynkel may have been 
merely buffoonish, but more often than not, Hitler and the Nazis were 
alternately effeminate and flamboyant or monstrous sexual predators. 
Frequently, this found expression in a violent sort of sexuality. The 
climactic scene of Edward Dymytrk’s 1943 film Hitler’s Children, for 
example, involves a public flogging of the film’s doomed heroine, 
Anna, publicity stills of which prominently feature this scene or other 
images of a Nazi with a whip terrorizing a young girl (who was also 
threatened earlier in the film with sterilization, should she not agree 
to a forced pregnancy).11

 The reality of the situation regarding National Socialist attitudes 
towards sexuality was much more complex. A significant element of 
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the Nazis’ anti-Semitic propaganda involved the image of Jews as over-
sexed monsters whose removal from German society was necessary 
to preserve racial purity, lest they corrupt Aryans with their deviant 
sexuality. For the Nazis, it was the Jews who were degenerate lechers. 
However, as Dagmar Herzog has noted, the corollary to this — that 
the Nazis simultaneously sought to restore sexual propriety to German 
culture and de-eroticize both the nude body and sexual intercourse, 
rendering it merely a cold act of reproduction for the service of the 
race — is far from accurate. While the Third Reich, via a racialization 
of sex and a heightened homophobia, represented a backlash against 
the liberal mores of the Weimar Republic, ‘Nazism brought with it 
not only a redefinition but also a perpetuation, expansion and inten-
sification of pre-existing liberalizing trends.’ The goal was thus not to 
suppress sexuality, but to ‘reinvent it as the privilege of non-disabled, 
heterosexual “Aryans”.’12 That is to say, at the same time that the Nazis 
demonized the Jews for their moral degeneracy, they celebrated and 
even encouraged heterosexual intercourse, not only in the service of 
reproduction, but for the sake of pleasure as well.
 After the war, associations of Nazism with perverse sexual practices 
moved from the realm of anti-Nazi propaganda to understood truth. 
They found a significant place both in the analysis of Hitler’s rise to 
power and in visual representations of the war and Nazism. Often this 
sexual element was relatively minor, designed primarily to increase 
a sense of menace, but, as temporal distance increased and social 
norms relaxed, the sexualized Nazi came to the forefront. A number 
of ‘arthouse’ films from the late 1960s and early 1970s — Liliana 
Cavani’s Il portiere di notte (The Night Porter, 1974), Lena Wertmüller’s 
Pasqualino Settebellezze (Seven Beauties, 1975), and Luchino Visconti’s 
La caduta degli dei (The Damned, 1969) — take as their central 
conceit an imagination and investigation of fascism as a libidinal 
phenomenon, ostensibly from a critical standpoint. Saul Friedländer, 
in his Reflections on Nazism: An Essay on Kitsch and Death, addresses the 
larger problematic surrounding aesthetic representations of Nazism 
that explain and, in their explanation, replicate the attraction of 
Nazism and Hitler. Friedländer’s analysis is thus useful not only for 
examining sexualized representations of Nazis but also for under-
standing the reactions to these representations. While his analysis was 
conceived as a response to a number of late 1970s representations 
of Hitler — specifically, Syberberg’s Hitler: ein Film aus Deutschland 
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(Hitler: A Film from Germany, 1977), Speer’s autobiography, George 
Steiner’s novel The Portage to San Cristobal of A.H, as well as Italian films 
such as those mentioned above — what Friedländer is really trying 
to conceptualize is the general characteristic of such representations 
and their relationship to the object of their representation. The crux 
of his argument is that these representations (consciously or uncon-
sciously) replicate the appeal of Nazism: serving simultaneously as 
explanation of Nazism’s appeal (and in this respect they are instructive 
objects of study) and as a potentially dangerous remythologization 
and reactivation of Nazism.13 At the center of these representations is 
what he calls an aesthetic frisson (a moment of intense excitement, a 
shudder, an emotional thrill), created by the opposition between the 
harmony of kitsch and the constant evocation of themes of death and 
destruction: a desire aroused by the eroticization of the leader as an 
everyman close to everyone’s heart and of a total power of destruction 
flung into nothingness.14

 At the same time that respected filmmakers explored the sexual 
allure of Nazism, other filmmakers marshaled Nazi imagery for purely 
salacious ends. The exploitation genre arose out of a number of court 
rulings in the late 1950s and early 1960s which led to the gradual 
introduction of more nudity and explicit content to film. At first, these 
films featured only non-explicit sexual situations and soft-core nudity, 
often played strictly for laughs or presented as vaguely educational, 
but gradually, these films introduced highly explicit content and 
more serious themes of violence and degradation. These extreme, 
sexually motivated movies known as ‘roughies’ began to dominate 
the genre.15 It was perhaps inevitable that during the late 1960s and 
early 1970s the sub-genre of Nazisploitation films would emerge as 
well. Produced primarily in the United States and Italy, the numerous 
Nazi sexploitation films generally follow a similar premise: male and 
female prisoners are tortured and sexually abused, until finally the 
inmates take their revenge, usually in an equally gruesome fashion. 
There were two general archetypes for these films: Love Camp 7 (1968), 
in which two female agents — who infiltrate a Nazi camp to rescue a 
Jewish scientist where prisoners are kept as sex slaves — are themselves 
degraded, whipped and humiliated, and ultimately make a violent and 
bloody escape; and Salon Kitty (1976), Tinto Brass’s epic film about a 
Nazi commander who takes over a famous brothel and populates it 
with good Aryan women in order to spy on German military officers 
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and test their loyalty. Most of these films, particularly those produced 
in Italy, such as La bestia in calore (The Beast in Heat, 1977), Elsa Fräulein 
SS aka Fräulein Kitty (Captive Women 4, 1977), and L’ultima orgia del 
III Reich (The Gestapo’s Last Orgy, 1977), included hard-core pornog-
raphy, though they might be better classified as horror films, given the 
excessive and graphic violence that dominated the screen. 
 The primary purpose of these films was not social critique. 
Nevertheless, one can certainly read them, and other such instances of 
Nazi-themed pornography, with respect to their cultural and political 
contexts. For example, one of the more unexpected manifestations 
of Nazi-themed pornographic violence was the highly popular, but 
short-lived series of pocket books called Stalag Fiction, or Stalags, 
that appeared in Israel in the early 1960s just as the Eichmann trial 
began. These lurid tales of sex, violence and Nazis typically involved 
female SS officers, wearing boots and wielding whips, who would abuse 
British and American prisoners, until the prisoners would revolt and 
take their revenge by raping and killing the Nazi women. Given how 
profane such a treatment of the Holocaust is, one might be surprised 
to learn exactly how popular these works were, but in the context of 
this discussion, they become much more understandable. With Allied 
rather than Jewish prisoners as the subjects (indeed only a handful of 
the works mentioned Jews, and then only fleetingly), they afforded 
audiences enough distance to allow them to enjoy them as pornog-
raphy that indulged in forbidden sexual fantasies, as well as revenge 
narratives that enabled readers to symbolically punish the Nazis.16

 Indeed, one can view the entire genre of Nazisploitation films 
as a negotiation of the audience’s relationship to the Holocaust, a 
relationship that grew more and more mediated as temporal distance 
increased. The same can be said for mainstream films about the 
Holocaust, although the erotic aspect is rarely foregrounded. When 
analyzing representations of Hitler and the Holocaust, there is hardly 
any question as to where the identification of the viewer should lie; 
these works tend to offer an uncomplicated understanding of the 
perpetrator-victim dynamic, a simplicity that is reflected, in the case of 
film, in its cinematography. All of the standard tricks are employed — 
the low angle shot of the Nazi, the soft-focus close-up on a trembling 
victim, the unity of the protagonist’s perspective with that of the 
camera. Yet, while such films promote an identification with the 
victims, their presentation of the victims is often also highly sexualized; 
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the threat faced often comes not merely in the form of violence but 
sexual violence, and the viewer’s identification is complicated by a 
simultaneous eroticized objectification of the victim. 
 One of the most striking examples of this phenomenon in relatively 
recent years is Steven Spielberg’s Schindler’s List (1993). One half of 
this equation is the erotic charge ascribed to the Nazis, in this case 
to both Oskar Schindler, who, as the ultimate hero of the film, will 
renounce his role as perpetrator, and to the personification of Nazi 
evil and Schindler’s antagonist, the sadistic SS officer Amon Goeth. 
Sara Horowitz argues that Spielberg’s film reproduces two Nazi 
stereotypes: that of the strong, hypermasculine male Aryan, and that 
of the sexually alluring Jewish temptress.17 Goeth’s violent nature and 
his sexual potency are intimately intertwined; scenes of violence are 
infused with a sexual charge, such as the scene in which Goeth, bare-
chested, his mistress lying naked on his bed, steps out onto the balcony 
to fire randomly at Jews working down below. Schindler, too, early in 
the film, appears sexually aggressive, bedding a series of mistresses. 
Female prisoners in the film — and a good example is the maid Helen 
Hirsch — are frequently portrayed in a sexualized manner, such as 
when Goeth corners Helen as she stands clothed in ‘an inexplicably 
wet shift which clings to her breasts.’18

 Sven Kramer notes that while the early photos of liberated death 
camps had the naked victims, both dead and barely alive, as recurring 
tropes, this repeated exposure to nakedness had the intention 
of shocking the viewer, and, in the case of the German people, the 
intention of serving as a memento mori to remind them of the victims’ 
and their own humanity. In the thoroughly de-eroticized context of 
emaciated bodies and decaying corpses, nudity was expunged of any 
sexuality. In Spielberg’s film, it is ironically the living for whom nudity 
is reserved, while the dead, such as the victims of the ghetto liqui-
dation, are presented clothed. As a result, this nudity is given an erotic 
charge, though one reserved for female prisoners. Commenting on 
the infamous shower scene, Kramer writes, ‘The identification with the 
female victim is established by way of the sexualization of her body. That 
this occurs only with respect to female prisoners points to the film’s 
masculine perspective. The women are eroticized not only for Schindler 
and Goeth: Spielberg offers the audience such images as well.’19

 Even in films where sex plays but a minor role in the portrayed 
events we find a sort of leering portrayal of female victims. Uprising, 
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Jon Avnet’s 2001 television mini-series about the 1943 Warsaw Ghetto 
revolt, includes a scene that does little to truly advance the plot and 
much to titillate the audience. When authorities detain Tova Altman, 
portrayed by a barely 18-year-old Leelee Sobieski, on suspicion of 
being a courier for the resistance, her captor conducts a strip search. 
Ostensibly included to show the danger that such actions risked, this 
extended scene is nonetheless shot from the perspective of the captor 
as he forces her to remove her clothing one article at a time until she 
is completely naked. The fact that the viewer never sees her completely 
naked body (thanks to an almost comical assortment of strategically 
placed objects — a chair, a desk lamp) only highlights the scene’s 
erotic nature.
 This tendency is not limited to filmic portrayals of Hitler and the 
Nazis. Ron Hansen’s novel Hitler’s Niece (1999) takes Hitler’s alleged 
sexual relationship with Geli Raubal as its focal point. It is hard to say that 
the novel has an actual plot; while it ostensibly narrates, from Raubal’s 
perspective, Hitler’s rise to power from inauspicious beginnings, the 
culmination of these events in the rape and subsequent murder of 
Geli seems to drive even the smallest biographical details; one gets the 
sense that the 24 years of acquaintanceship that precede this moment 
are merely extended foreplay for a lurid and (one assumes) uninten-
tionally comic sexual union. Ordered by Hitler to don his jackboots and 
strike the boots with his whip, Geli resists, but to no avail:

‘His hand knifed between her thighs and found her vagina. She 
angrily squeezed her thighs tighter and fought off his hand with her 
own. Whining, he said, ‘Won’t you make me obey?’
  She stropped the whip. ‘Don’t!’
  He fell in a heap and held his head with his hands. ‘Oh, you’re 
right! I am a worm! I’m vermin!’ Crouching at her feet, he started to 
masturbate, his head nodding up and down.’
  After forcing her to urinate on him, Hitler concludes their 
encounter: ‘We are lovers,’ he said. ‘And this is how we love.’20

Even in Norman Mailer’s final novel The Castle in the Forest (2007), an 
account of Hitler’s childhood and early adolescent years, sex plays an 
integral part in the narrative of Hitler’s development, though here it 
is the sexual exploits of his parents and siblings that receive the most 
attention.21
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 Certainly, the novel The Reader, as several critics have noted, is 
problematic on several levels, particularly with respect to its portrayal 
of Hanna’s illiteracy, which both mitigates her guilt (at least in the eyes 
of Michael Berg) and serves as a metaphor for the German populace’s 
ignorance of the true horrors of the Holocaust. Had Hanna been 
able to read the paper offering her a job in a factory, she would 
not have been compelled to serve as a camp guard; similarly, so the 
line of thinking goes, had Germans been able to ‘read’ the drastic 
social changes that accompanied the Nazi regime (i.e., the legal 
disenfranchisement of Jews, their disappearance from German towns 
and cities), they would have known better.22 The film version, which 
goes to even greater lengths to portray Hanna in a more sympathetic 
light, deliberately omits a visualization of her crimes from its various 
flashback sequences, in favor of sequences that trace the evolution of 
her reading skills.23 Indeed, the film, against the protestations of the 
novelist Schlink, also leaves out how Hanna’s struggle for literacy was 
combined with an effort to educate herself about the true horrors of 
the Nazi regime by using accounts of the Holocaust as some of her 
reading materials.24

 Although the novel did not shy from describing the sexual liaisons 
between Hanna and Michael, the film version of The Reader, by dint 
of its visual nature, presents their relationship in a much more erotic 
fashion. Despite the fact that the film takes place after the Holocaust, 
Hanna’s status as Nazi seductress can be seen in her appearance 
and demeanor, particularly when she is shown in her 1950s-era tram 
conductor uniform. Even viewers unfamiliar with the novel are aware 
of Hanna’s Nazi past; this is not the secret that drives the narrative. As 
a result, it is easy for audiences (and for Michael for that matter) to 
see Hanna as an Ilsa-like sexual aggressor. After all, it is Hanna who 
initiates sexual contact, pressuring Michael into stripping naked and 
approaching him from behind. 
 The category of victim in these films is often a more complex one 
than merely that of the unwilling captive. Often the victim is a semi-
consensual participant in erotic relations, one who thus maintains 
a certain amount of agency via an assertion of sexuality. Both male 
heroes in Ilsa and The Reader willingly engage in intercourse. For 
Wolfe the German-American, it is of course out of necessity that he 
first has sex with Ilsa (lest she kill him on the spot), but his expressions 
and demeanor on that first night (and on subsequent nights, when he 
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not only has sex with Ilsa, but also engages in a threesome with her 
two subordinates) evinces clear enjoyment. For Michael Berg, Hanna’s 
first advances — she surprises him from behind as he exits her bathtub 
— are clearly welcome, and he delights in their intimate relationship. 
In such cases, the protagonist is not portrayed, in the initial stages at 
least, as an asexual being, or one who resists the notion of sex, but 
quite the opposite: in most cases the protagonist willingly (and at times 
unwillingly) engages in sexual activity, only to be able to renounce it 
from a higher moral standpoint later on, allowing the viewer to vicari-
ously both indulge in, then disavow this desire. 
 Indeed, the more ascetic or puritan perspective is viewed with equal 
suspicion, as was the case in Billy Wilder’s 1948 film, A Foreign Affair. 
Andrea Slane, whose analysis of the use of eroticized images of fascism 
for conservative political discourse influences this essay, has described 
the love triangle between the somewhat jaded American Army captain 
John Lund, the one-time Nazi groupie and lounge singer Erika von 
Schlüchtow, played by Marlene Dietrich, and the uptight Nebraska 
congresswoman, aptly named Phoebe Frost. While the film concludes 
with Erika brought to justice and spurned by the newly patriotic Lund 
for the wholesome all-American Frost, it includes — as a necessary 
part of the plot’s development — both the congresswoman’s humili-
ation and her recognition, brought on by an overconsumption of 
alcohol, that she too is a creature of desire. Thus the conclusion of 
the film featuring the union of a captain responsible for re-education 
and the American congresswoman assures the viewer that this will be 
a productive union.25

 Michael Verhoeven’s 2006 film Zwartboek (Black Book) is another 
recent example of this juxtaposition of images of Nazism and eroticism. 
The film narrates the exploits of a Dutch Jewish singer, Rachel Stein, 
who, following the massacre of her family in Nazi-occupied Holland, 
disguises herself and joins the resistance. Calling herself Ellis deVries, 
she infiltrates the local SD headquarters and begins a romance with 
its commander, Hauptsturmführer Ludwig Müntze. From the outset, 
Rachel is defined by her status as sex object, a status that she is willing 
to exploit or use to taunt the German occupiers, such as in an early 
scene when she flashes her legs while riding on the back of a bicycle. 
Her transformation is thus less a change in personality than a change 
in object preference. For instance, she dyes her brown hair blonde 
to better conform to an Aryan standard of beauty. Here too, the 
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viewer is implicated as voyeur: the film spares no detail in tracing her 
transformation, even including a scene in which Stein dyes her pubic 
hair. What perhaps differentiates Black Book from other films is that 
it doesn’t simply follow the pattern of sexual conquest and renun-
ciation of sexual desire. Rather, it presents the resistance fighter Ellis 
as a sexualized figure who can marshal eroticism in the service of the 
resistance. It is ostensibly Müntze’s inner decency, as well as his love for 
Ellis, that motivates him to negotiate with the resistance. One could 
argue, however, that even though we understand the protagonist’s 
motivation for her transformation into a figure who is a desirable sex 
object for the Nazis, the camera treats this transformation and the 
newly eroticized lead character as an object of attraction herself, so 
that we the viewers are equally enthralled by her sex appeal. 
 Both male and female Nazis get their comeuppance in these films, 
whether they be true villains, such as Amon Goeth, or repentant 
perpetrators like Müntze. However, the fate of the male Nazis is often 
a quick execution, while it is the females who bear the brunt of the 
retributive cruelty. In the 1977 Italian Nazi sexploitation film, The 
Beast in Heat, so named because of the genetically mutated half-man/
half-beast created by a beautiful, yet evil SS officer doctor to torture 
and molest female prisoners, the male guards are shot, while the 
female doctor is thrown into the cage with the ‘beast’ so that she may 
be raped and mauled to death. In Ilsa, She Wolf of the SS, Ilsa and her 
two female subordinates are stripped, raped and then killed, while the 
male guards are immediately executed. Even in The Reader, Hanna’s 
death, though by her own hand in prison, seems to have been neces-
sarily preceded by her humiliation, long imprisonment and emotional 
rejection by Michael.
 The fact that the most evil or depraved antagonists are often women 
provides these films with an excuse for portraying violence against 
women, and their subjugation is integral to a just conclusion. The 
order that is established or, in most cases, re-established in the conclu-
sions to these films is a very traditional gendered order, an order that 
even the Nazis themselves seem to respect. Promiscuous sexuality, 
particularly on the part of women, is replaced by more conventional, 
monogamous romantic pairings, or eschewed entirely in favor of a 
re-established patriarchal family. Thus Wolfe, whose ability to maintain 
an erection allows him to wear out not just Ilsa but her two subor-
dinates as well, ends the film romantically paired with Rosette, the 
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only other prisoner to escape the camp. Michael Berg, though he has 
apparently led a dissolute life after the end of his affair, is reinscribed 
as a good father at the end of The Reader, taking his grown-up daughter 
to the church he and Hanna once visited. In Schindler’s List, Oskar 
Schindler, once an unfaithful womanizer, re-establishes himself as a 
good husband and symbolic father. Even Indiana Jones and his father, 
at the end of The Last Crusade (1989) reject the Nazi sexpot with whom 
(as we find out in a comic, yet ultimately disturbing revelation, both 
men have had sexual relations) in favor of a father-son reconciliation. 
 It is this privileging of male-male relations over male-female ones 
that points to a crucial subtext to these films. As Lynn Rapaport notes 
with respect to Ilsa, She Wolf of the SS, the real threat that Ilsa posed was 
not to the Allies, but to masculinity: as a sexually dominant woman 
whose purpose is to prove not Nazi superiority but female superi-
ority, she threatens both Nazis and Allies alike. For a contemporary 
male audience in 1975, this no doubt resonated with their own fears 
regarding the upheaval of gender roles: ‘Male fear of women with 
newly won social power surfaces in the form of an ultimately violent, 
sexually desirous female aggressor. Ilsa appears as a threat precisely 
because she has taken on traditional male characteristics of the very 
type that men in general, and prisoners in particular, were forced to 
give up.’26 She dies not at the hands of Wolfe or a female prisoner who 
seeks revenge for her disfigurement, but at the hands of a fellow Nazi, 
whose orders are to destroy the entire camp, lest any evidence of her 
experiments regarding female superiority remain. 
 Ironically, one could argue, as Rapaport does, that it is the exploitation 
films that more persuasively portray the true horrors of the Holocaust. 
The over-the-top violence, brutal torture and callous disregard for human 
life that peppers these films still falls short when compared to the reality of 
the death camps and the Final Solution. However, unlike most mainstream 
films, these films do not shy away from the violence of this period, nor do 
they offer their viewers a chance to look away. Further, while most of these 
films end or offer resolution in the form of a heterosexual couple that 
inevitably survives the carnage, the brutal acts committed by the heroes 
of such films only confirm the need for extreme violence to restore social 
order. There is little sense that the world has been freed of torture and 
cruelty, only that this particular manifestation has been defeated. Further, 
despite the ubiquitous nudity, it is fair to ask to what extent these films 
can be described as erotic, save for those whose sexual preferences tend 
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towards the violent. The very excesses towards which exploitation films 
tend ultimately de-eroticize the victims in a way that more mainstream 
films, infatuated with the idea of a beautiful victim, do not.
 What emerges from an analysis of this juxtaposition of Nazism and 
sexuality says much more about our relationship to sex than it does 
about the Nazis. The sadomasochism frequently portrayed on screen is 
performed simultaneously by the viewer, who occupies the position of 
the suffering victim and fetishizes the dominant Nazi. Having experi-
enced this ersatz sex act, the viewer then rejects those desires and, in 
an act of self-abnegation, reasserts himself/herself as a morally pure 
figure who derives pleasure now from the punishment of sexual trans-
gressors. It is thus Nazism itself that becomes a sort of screen memory 
for the viewer’s own negotiation of sexual desire.
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Ilsa and Elsa: Nazisploitation, Mainstream 

Film and Cinematic Transference
ALiCiA KozMA

e
xiStinG on the cineMatic margins, exploitation films are traditionally 
defined by their perceived opposition to mainstream cinema. 
This definition has constructed a rigid dialectic that encom-

passes production, aesthetic, narrative and legitimacy. However, this 
rigidity belies the reciprocity of the narratives and characteriza-
tions that these cinematic categories share. Defined by adherence 
to ideas of classical Hollywood narrative, high production values 
and popular appeal, mainstream film finds its other in exploitation 
films, which have ‘[…] always lurked at the ambiguous boundaries 
of acceptability in terms of taste, style, and politics.’1 Known for their 
low-budget aesthetics, sensationalist story lines primarily focused 
around vice and sin, and narratives that alternate between spectacle 
and monotony, exploitation films have consistently allowed for an 
alternative approach to cinematic construction and interpretation.2 
By creating a counter-cinematic space, exploitation films often delve 
into the troublesome waters of taste and emerge with legitimate 
social and intellectual questions. As Eric Schaefer writes, history has 
shown that ‘[T]he clash between the mainstream and exploitation 
industries created a series of discourses on sexuality, taste, mores, 
the nature of entertainment, and the function of motion pictures.’3 
As these discourses grew into boundaries separating the two film 
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forms, exploitation cinema emerged as a valid cinematic space of 
difference. 
 One of the most difficult questions exploitation films have raised 
regards the nature of the relationship of the post-World War II 
generation to the reality of the Nazi regime. What exploitation 
films did to explore this evil can give us insight into the popular 
cinematic conceptions of Nazism and how film interacts with 
historical reality. Generically termed as Nazisploitation, the films 
that fall into this category are a hybrid of influences, ranging from 
sexploitation to women-in-prison films to art-house cinema. As a 
textual category Nazisploitation is loosely constructed through fluid 
boundaries and a variety of interpretations. Films labeled as such 
can be read variously as pornography, political statement, historical 
phenomena or pop art aesthetics.4 However, for all their multiple 
interpretations and conceptualizations, it is possible to locate the 
films that fall under this rubric as texts that played a critical role in 
establishing the visual and aesthetic design of cinematic Nazism in 
mainstream film. 
 The 1970s proved a high point of sorts for Nazisploitation cinema, 
producing a number of films strikingly similar in themes, narra-
tives and characters. These films were not an anomaly. Previous to 
the decade, various iterations of exploitative material surrounding 
World War II and the Holocaust was available, including contempora-
neous newsreel footage, Stalag fiction and cinema, and concentration 
camp literature like 1955’s The House of Dolls by Ka-tzetnik 135633.5 
Identified superficially by graphic displays of sexual violence, torture 
and physical and mental humiliation, Nazisploitation films of the 1970s 
such as Don Edmonds Ilsa, She Wolf of the SS (1974), Tinto Brass’s Salon 
Kitty (1976) and Sergio Garrone’s SS Lager 5: L’inferno delle donne (SS 
Camp 5: Women’s Hell, 1977) develop generic tropes and an enduring 
aesthetic that is critical to the creation of cinematic Nazism. The trans-
lation of those images to mainstream film created powerful mythic 
images that have pushed past the margins of exploitation and made 
an indelible impact on film as a whole. The iconic images engrained 
by Nazisploitation films are gendered, bound in the costume of fetish 
and signaled through sexualized violence and a particular fascination 
with the body. A comparative analysis of selected filmic representations 
illuminates how these images have been translated from signifiers of 
the shocking in marginalized film into more traditional cinematic 
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spaces. It demonstrates the interrelationship between counter- and 
conventional cinema. 
 Analyzing the extent of cross-fertilization between exploitation 
and traditional cinema in terms of the Nazisploitation mythic image 
is critical. If traditional cinema can be classified as ‘[A]n economic 
and artistic institution that represents not just a body of films, but a 
particular mode of film production and its accompanying signifying 
practices’, one must consider how Nazisploitation films of the 1970s 
films affected those signifying practices.6 As Nazisploitation tropes 
moved into the mainstream, the cinematic portrayal of Nazism was 
loosened from historical specificity and aligned with generic filmic 
villainy, thereby devaluing the power and heinous nature of the images 
presented. To evaluate the impact of translating images from exploi-
tation film to mainstream film, this essay examines the dialectical 
relationship between two pairs of female characters. Drawing from 
the films Ilsa, She Wolf of the SS, Steven Spielberg’s Indiana Jones and the 
Last Crusade (1989), Liliana Cavani’s Il portiere di notte (The Night Porter, 
1974) and Paul Verhoeven’s Black Book (Zwartboek, 2006), a comparative 
analysis will demonstrate that the divide between conceptualizations of 
exploitation and mainstream film is, in many ways, a false dichotomy 
that too often discounts the reciprocal influence that the two film 
forms share. It is critical to understand, however, that this analysis does 
not presume that there can be only one type of Nazi representation, 
nor that all those associated with the Nazi party are interchangeable; 
history has certainly shown otherwise. What is at issue is redefining the 
overly structured relationship between exploitation and mainstream 
films. This redefinition allows us to comprehend the cultural role each 
has played in the other’s construction.

constructing Myth
Nazisploitation shares numerous similarities with the women-in-prison 
film in structure and content. Female protagonists and antagonists are 
endemic to both genres. More specifically, both genres concern the 
relationship between women in power and their subordinates. Be they 
female prison wardens or concentration camp commandants, women 
occupy positions of absolute power in both roles. Often these women 
are portrayed as sadists who abuse their power for amusement, sexual 
pleasure, or simply to maintain the inequitable imbalance between 
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subject and master. As such, both genres create female characters 
as the ultimate marginalized subject. They subjugate them through 
gender, sexual preference, victimization, isolation and torture.7

 The combination of these power relations with the gender 
marginalization creates three stock characters: the victimizer, the 
pawn and the hero. Marsha Clowers defines these roles as ‘[T]he 
violent, sex-crazed victimizer who furthers the goals of a corrupt 
prison administration; the innocent victimized limpet who is used 
as a sexual pawn to incite the anger of other inmates; and the 
beautiful young heroine-to-be, wrongly imprisoned and in the 
pursuit of justice for herself and her peers.’8 Within these predefined 
roles, tensions are created and recreated constantly as plot devices, 
propelling the narrative forward. For example, the medical experi-
ments that Nazis (read: victimizers) performed on the prisoners of 
war (read: victims) have left the latter mutilated and slowly dying. 
When a new group of prisoners is shipped into the camp and sees 
what awaits them, they band together and form a plan to escape 
(read: heroes). Unearthing the tropes shared among Nazisploitation 
films of the 1970s serves as a useful guide to examine how these 
images were created, and in turn transferred and transformed into 
mainstream representations. 
 Although not the first film released during the heyday of 
Nazisploitation, Ilsa, She Wolf of the SS has become the representative 
example of the genre in story, content and aesthetic. Ilsa (Dyanne 
Thorne) is a medical doctor and commandant of a Nazi POW camp. 
Officially, her role is to sterilize female POW’s and prepare them 
to work in field brothels serving the German army. Unofficially, Ilsa 
uses female prisoners to conduct experiments on the limits of pain; 
she is convinced that women can withstand more pain than men. 
Concurrently, Ilsa also uses male POWs in the camp for personal 
experimentations in sexual satisfaction. When the prisoners she rapes 
fail to please her, she castrates them and takes their two symbols of 
masculinity: their pride and their genitals. Ilsa pursues her scientific 
curiosity through a series of vicious experiments. To test her theories 
on gender and pain, she has female prisoners subjected to a series 
of horrific experiments: they are boiled, trapped in high pressure 
chambers, whipped and cut, injected with syphilis and more, until 
their eventual deaths. Prisoners not chosen for Ilsa’s experiments are 
forcibly sterilized using an electrified vaginal probe. As the prisoner 
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body count rises, the female POWs are motivated to escape, revolting 
against the guards and fleeing the camp. 
 Within Ilsa, we can see the basic narrative formula of the 
Nazisploitation films of the 1970s: the interplay between victimizer, 
victim and the requisite hero. Ilsa is the victimizer, the female POWs 
are the victims, and the mass of prisoners serve as the heroes. The 
film also contains examples of the structural tropes that are present 
in the roster of Nazisploitation films of the 1970s. First and foremost 
of these tropes is the attempt to historicize their sensationalism in the 
hope of legitimizing the films themselves.9 These attempts at historical 
legitimacy come in three main instances: the historical disclaimer, the 
portrayal of field brothels and the use of prisoner inspection scenes.
 Many of the films, including Ilsa and SS Camp Women’s Hell, open with 
a ‘historical disclaimer’, stating that the events and characters shown 
are composites of historical people and events, implying that the film 
should be read as a type of historical, representative discourse. Some 
films go so far as to incorporate into the film historical photos from 
camps, mass graves and emaciated POWs as historical disclaimers. The 
idea that these films are made and distributed as a type of historical 
document is reinforced by the fact that in a majority of these films 
Nazis are shown destroying camps and their inhabitants. They destroy 
the camps to try to conceal them from the Allies as they attempt to 
expunge their atrocities from the historical record. As such, these 
films legitimize themselves by claiming to expose a history of horrors 
that the Nazis attempted to hide.
 The concept of field brothels also pervades the Nazisploitation 
films of the 1970s. Several films depict camp brothels and locate a 
substantial portion of the filmic action within them. Field brothels 
were a reality for estimated tens of thousands of female prisoners.10 As 
replicated in the films, a portion of inmates working in the historical 
brothels participated in them willingly as a means of survival. Elizabeth 
Heineman states ‘[I]n a life-threatening environment that offered only 
varieties of compulsion, some inmates were literally forced into the 
brothels. Others accepted the assignment with the hope that it would 
offer greater chances of survival than the alternatives.’11 Additionally, 
a majority of the Nazisploitation films from the 1970s contain an 
inspection scene; female prisoners stand naked before camp guards 
for physical evaluation. Once evaluated, inspections move on to group 
shower scenes. Both set-ups offer moments for spectator pleasure, 
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as well as a type of education for the viewer in the horrors of camp 
life.12 As with the representation of field brothels, inspection scenes 
offer a moment when history is interwoven into narrative. Both scenes 
ground the films’ sensationalism in history, and thereby bolster the 
films’ claims that they are more than just exploitation. 
 There is a special emphasis placed on the body in these films, 
an emphasis that displays the prisoners’ bodies as ‘curiosities, and 
novelties […] rendering a luminal space of fantasy, indulgence and 
desire […] the spectacles offered up by each allow spectators to 
indulge their imagination, free from personal consequences.’13 These 
spaces of fantasy are constructed through the tropes of medical 
experiments and repetitive sexual behaviors. Structured around the 
exposure of prisoners’ bodies, torturous medical experiments are 
common in films like Sergio Garrone’s SS Experiment Love Camp (Lager 
SSadis Kastrat Kommandantur, 1976), and Luigi Batzella’s La bestia in 
calore (1977), translated both as SS Hell Camp and The Best in Heat. 
Repetitious sexual behaviors also offer an additional focus on the 
body, including lesbianism (between prison guards or forcibly between 
guards and prisoners), rape, prostitution, sexual humiliation and 
genital mutilation. 
 Lastly, and perhaps most enduringly, is the specific visual aesthetic 
these films created; an aesthetic located within a popular conception 
of the German woman, and one that is encompassed by Ilsa.14 Ilsa is a 
statuesque blonde with blue eyes, long red fingernails, and enormous 
breasts. The first time she appears on screen she is naked and 
copulating with an unknown man, and immediately thereafter follows 
an extended sequence of her taking a shower, the camera focusing 
on her breasts and buttocks. Indeed the audience is first introduced 
to Ilsa the woman, not Ilsa the Nazi, creating an initial association of 
pleasure between the viewer and Ilsa. This pleasure is muddied when 
the viewer is immediately confronted with Ilsa’s first act of violence, 
her first display in uniform, and the knowledge that her sexual partner 
was a prisoner. Ilsa the Nazi dresses meticulously. She wears a white 
silk shirt unbuttoned to emphasize her cleavage, a red and black 
swastika armband, black leather belt and gun holster, black jodhpurs, 
knee-high black leather boots shined to a high gloss, black leather 
gloves and a black officer’s hat.
 What makes this image so compelling to contemporary audiences 
is that it is already a cliché: the sexually dominant, powerful and 
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authoritative female power figure interested in order, submission and 
pain. This image has not only become the standard image of German 
women in Nazisploitation films, but has also become the popular 
conception of the female German character. Susan Sontag recognized 
as much: ‘Much of the imagery of far-out sex has been placed under 
the sign of Nazism. Boots, leather, Iron Crosses on gleaming torsos, 
swastikas, along with meat hooks and heavy motorcycles, have become 
the secret and most lucrative paraphernalia of eroticism. In the sex 
shops, the baths, the leather bars, the brothels, people are dragging 
out their gear.’15 This fashion-driven aesthetic, combined with the 
other tropes previously outlined, work together to create enduring 
myths of cinematic Nazism. 

the Victimizers: ilsa and elsa
Ilsa is the definitive example of the victimizer archetype. Through 
her abuses of power, science and sexuality she represents the ultimate 
‘[…] metaphor for transgressions of sexuality and morality.’16 She 
routinely abuses her power and the power of the Nazi regime to 
further her twisted scientific and sexual goals. As such, she becomes 
a mythic representation of the cinematic Nazi, coded both in terms 
of sexual fetish and historical horror. As an enduring image, the 
power to repulse and shock has become diluted through transference 
to mainstream film; the power of the mythic Ilsa/Nazi image is 
weakened, separated from the historical horrors from which it was 
born. We can see this process through a comparison of Ilsa to Dr Elsa 
Schneider (Alison Doody) in Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade (1989), 
a character clearly constructed as a mainstream iteration of Ilsa. 
 Nazis have played an important role in the Indiana Jones films as 
the perennial antagonists. With Nazis the evil motivating force behind 
the adventures, Indiana (Harrison Ford) uses his particular brand 
of adventure archeology to keep ancient and powerful relics out 
of their hands. As the representative signifier of historical evil, the 
existence of the Nazis as the films’ collective and symbolic antago-
nists immediately legitimizes Indiana’s actions, which under different 
circumstances could be seen as ethically dubious archeology. However, 
their constant presence and the lack of contextualization around their 
specific historical actions serve to remove the Nazis from history, signi-
fying them as ‘[…] interchangeable forces of darkness’.17 The films 
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ostensibly offer no differentiation between the Nazis or any other 
villains; they would all serve the same purpose, to act as Indiana’s 
foil.18 When in The Last Crusade Indy realizes that Nazis kidnapped his 
father, he deadpans, ‘Nazis; I hate these guys’ with the same level of 
emotion he gave to the swarm of rats he had just battled in an under-
ground crypt.19 They are an annoyance to his plans, something to work 
around, and nothing more. Indeed, the strongest criticism a character 
makes of the Nazis comes from Dr Henry Jones, Sr (Sean Connery), 
who calls them ‘goose-stepping morons’ for burning books.20 This 
insult is a decidedly understated comment for a group that destroyed 
countries and murdered millions of innocent individuals, yet it is as 
far as any of the Indiana Jones films will go to place Nazis in a historical 
context.
 What The Last Crusade is willing to do, however, is to translate 
for a mainstream audience the established character trope of Ilsa 
as victimizer into the form of Elsa, in the process creating a more 
palatable and sympathetic Nazi for a wider audience. The film first 
introduces Elsa as the elder Jones’s research partner. Indy trusts her 
implicitly at first sight, and so does the audience. However, his instincts 
prove wrong when it is later revealed that Elsa, if not a Nazi herself, 
is at least working with the Nazis to find the Holy Grail. Yet it is not 
this duplicity but the character construction of Elsa that makes her so 
similar to Ilsa both in form and function. Apart from the similarity of 
their first names, there are aesthetic connections. Elsa has blonde hair 
and blue eyes, as does Ilsa. Both wear white, button-down silk shirts 
and black leather gloves. Both are highly educated and in professions 
traditionally the province of men. This comparison notably conflicts 
with some strains of Nazi philosophy that restricted women to tradi-
tional roles and that the ‘[…] man’s world was the state, woman’s the 
home, and the two world’s complemented each other; women ought 
not attempt to penetrate the world of men.’21 For transgressing this 
ideology, both women are punished, fulfilling the prophecy of Nazi 
philosopher Alfred Rosenberg, who posited that it was both improper 
and dangerous for women to encroach on the world of men.22 
Indeed, for transgressing into non-normative female occupations, 
both characters will be punished by death. 
 One of the most interesting transpositions of a generic trope is 
Elsa’s undoing by an ‘outsider’, an American man, a direct link to 
both Ilsa and to the Nazisploitation films of the 1970s. Ilsa’s downfall 
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is her lust for an American prisoner named Wolfe, who is portrayed as 
unmistakably American. His confidence in his abilities is a by-product 
of his belief in his own mythic American individualism and paternal-
istic pride. Two key scenes demonstrate this belief. When Wolfe first 
meets Ilsa, he stands proudly before her gaze, although the other male 
prisoners cower during her inspection. His overwhelming paternalism 
leads him to challenge her sexually; her status as Nazi commander and 
prison warden cannot subjugate her gender inequality in his eyes. An 
accompanying scene that codes Wolfe and his domination of Ilsa as 
uniquely American builds on this gender dynamic. During their first 
night together Ilsa’s radio plays militaristic drum and fife music, which 
to American audiences evokes the Revolutionary War. This musical 
cue signals Wolfe’s impending overthrow of the foreign ruler Ilsa, just 
as the early American colonists overthrew foreign British rule during 
the Revolution. Elsa is also defeated by an individualistic American, 
Indiana Jones, a more clearly established American mythic character.
 These shared character traits and aesthetic designs link Ilsa and Elsa 
as cinematic Doppelgänger. They simultaneously subvert the imported 
tropes of Nazisploitation films in a mainstream context. The defeat of 
Nazis by foreign others is a common thread in the film of the 1970s. 
For example, the Nazis in SS Camp Women’s Hell are taken down by a 
female Jamaican resistance fighter; in SS Experiment Love Camp they are 
undone by the Russians; and in SS Hell Camp they are destroyed by a 
group of occupied Italian villagers. 
 Perhaps the most important similarity between Ilsa and Elsa is their 
dedication to knowledge and achievement. The blinding commitment 
to achievement that Ilsa and Elsa share leads to ethical and moral 
compromise through their association with the Nazi party. However, 
Ilsa has unapologetically bound herself to Nazism and enjoys the 
physical and psychological torture that she can inflict under the Nazi 
banner. The outright torture that Ilsa perpetrates translates into Elsa’s 
double-crossing, sterilizing the horror at the core to present a more 
palatable character for mainstream audiences. Elsa, then, is portrayed 
as a much more sympathetic figure, something more akin to the 
‘hooker with a heart of gold’ stereotype; someone who appears to be 
bad or acts badly, but who is truly a good person. At numerous times 
in the film she expresses regret for double-crossing the Joneses, shows 
open contempt for her Nazi bedfellows, and objects to harming either 
Indy or his father. These actions undermine her connection with the 
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atrocities of Ilsa and the Nazis, painting her instead as a tolerable and 
misunderstood character.
 These consistencies in characterization position Elsa as a mainstream 
iteration of Ilsa. However, because Spielberg takes care to divorce Elsa 
not only from Ilsa’s horrific actions but also from an affinity for the 
Nazi party as a whole, the film excuses her association with the Reich. 
It whitewashes her participation and allows her a sense of redemption 
at the end of film. Although her motivations can be read as ambiguous, 
she does hand the wrong grail to Donovan (Julian Glover), killing him 
and allowing this act to serve as reparation. Indeed, Indiana mourns 
her death and forgives her free association with the Nazis. Looking 
at Elsa through the prism of Ilsa reveals how the trope of the Nazi 
victimizer has been translated into an ahistorical context devoid of the 
reality of the atrocities portrayed by Ilsa and her cohort in the films 
of the 1970s. Consequently, this historical disassociation creates the 
mainstream character of the sympathetic Nazi, one whose affiliation 
with the party and actions in its name are forgiven, or at the very least 
redeemed, through a demonstrated lack of ideological fervor for the 
Reich.

the Victims: lucia and ellis
Moving from the role of the victimizer to the role of the victim, one 
can trace a similar pattern. The victim in the Nazisploitation films 
of the 1970s motivated others to action focusing on a character 
whose mistreatment spurred rebellion, escape and even murderous 
retribution. This character is often a female prisoner who has been 
tortured through both sex and science, leaving her broken, scarred 
and slowly dying. For those slow to defend themselves, the victim offers 
a cautionary tale, an example of the fate that awaits them should they 
fail to act. An interesting example of the victim character in the cycle 
of films in the 1970s is Lucia Atheron (Charlotte Rampling) in The 
Night Porter.23 Lucia is a concentration camp survivor who, thirteen 
years after the war has ended, encounters her former Nazi tormentor, 
‘Max’ (Dirk Bogarde). Max hides in Vienna where he makes his 
living as an unassuming night porter at a hotel where Lucia and her 
American husband are staying. As Max and Lucia encounter one 
another, they replay their previous relationship. While in the camp, 
Max was Lucia’s protector and tormenter, her lover and her rapist. 
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He dominated her sadistically yet could not suppress her control over 
him, creating a relationship of dominance and control that functioned 
from both perspectives. When the two meet in Vienna, they fall into 
the same sadomasochistic pattern, with the critical exception that this 
time Lucia enters into this relationship willingly. The relationship 
had both repulsed her and attracted her to Max, and is tightly bound 
up with her survival of the war. In many ways she echoes some of the 
other prisoner characters who worked in Nazi brothels to survive. 
The key difference between them and Lucia, however, is that Max 
exercises total physical, sexual and psychological control over her in 
their camp relationship. In their post-camp relationship, participation 
is equalized, and indeed, in later moments in the film part of Max’s 
fear of being trapped in his apartment is the fear that Lucia will end 
her role in their game and leave him.
 An interesting dynamic in their post-camp relationship is their 
ability to make the transition back into their old patterns, regardless 
of the changes of the intervening thirteen years. Once they re-establish 
their relationship, it is clear that these individuals cannot forget the 
past, and indeed the past so conditions their everyday lives that they 
cannot move into the future. As Teresa de Lauretis notes, ‘In their 
obsessive repetition of past acts, which once defined their total worlds 
and now reflects their self-image, they live out a fantasy which is the 
only relationship they know, the only one their brutal world ever 
made possible for them to know.’24 As if to intensify this fantasy, Max 
attempts to re-enact the closed-world boundaries of the camp. He 
seals Lucia and himself into his small apartment, again defining the 
physical world of their relationship by impenetrable walls. 
 Lucia’s role as victim in the film is twofold: she was Max’s victim 
during their camp relationship, and in the post-camp era, Max’s Nazi 
contemporaries use her to force him into their twisted version of 
atonement for his war crimes. Lucia is first introduced as Max’s victim 
via a prisoner inspection scene, an established Nazisploitation trope. 
Max weaves in and out of the naked prisoners with a film camera that 
captures the entire experience. It is here that he and the audience first 
see the camp version of Lucia, introduced with a double mediation 
between two cameras: Max’s and Cavani’s. Shortly thereafter their 
relationship begins, and Lucia’s role as victim reinforces Max’s power 
to the other prisoners and guards — an interesting inversion on the 
function of the trope. For example, Max manipulates Lucia into 
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performing cabaret for his fellow guards, and she appears to entertain 
her captors willingly. This scene produces arguably the most famous 
visual from the film, Lucia dressed in Nazi officer pants, black leather 
gloves, an officer’s hat, and suspenders laid against her bare chest. 
It not only testifies to Max’s total control over her, but it also links 
Cavani’s film to other Nazisploitation films of the time. Although Lucia 
appears to participate willingly in this performance, the expression on 
her face when Max presents her with a severed head as a gift reveals 
her true repulsion towards both her captors and her participation in 
their world. 
 If during their camp relationship Lucia’s victim role was inverted 
from the original trope, their post-camp relationship re-establishes 
the victim’s original function as a motivator of action. While in 
hiding, Max has joined a group of former Nazi officers. They will 
not turn themselves in but they believe that the only way for them 
live freely with a clean conscience is to undergo their own version of 
a war crimes trial. As such, each member of the group is presented 
with the atrocities he committed during the war, emerging from the 
process cleansed of their crimes. Max refuses to participate in this 
trial process, and by doing so invalidates the cleansing process of his 
fellow group members. To maintain some semblance of atonement, 
the men attempt to use Lucia’s reappearance in Max’s life to force him 
through the trial. What underpins this entire process is the group’s 
inability truly to abandon Nazism. Several of them openly admit that if 
given the choice again to join the Nazis or to abstain, they would join 
with no regrets. Their commitment to Nazi tenets combined with the 
treatment of Lucia while in the camp presents a historically realistic 
portrayal of war and post-war Nazi life. Therefore, although The Night 
Porter is not as graphic in terms of torture and imprisonment as the 
other Nazisploitation films of the 1970s, it is perhaps the best example 
of the most disturbing trend in the films: the devotion to the concep-
tualization, real or imagined, of Nazism at all costs.
 As with Ilsa and Elsa, we can find a contemporary version of the 
Lucia/victim character in Paul Verhoeven’s 2006 Black Book. In the 
film Carice van Houten plays Rachel Stein, a Jewish woman who joins 
the Dutch resistance and takes on the pseudonym Ellis de Vries. Nazis 
have killed Ellis’s family and she joins the resistance to seek revenge. 
Her assignment is to infiltrate Gestapo headquarters, which she does 
by acquiring a position as first the lover, and then the secretary, of SS 
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head Ludwig Müntze (Sebastian Koch). Through the course of her 
assignment Ellis begins to see the duplicitous nature of her comrades 
in the resistance. They engage in secret dealings with the Nazis for 
personal gain, exhibit anti-Semitism, and willingly sacrifice their own 
men to ensure their own personal safety. At the same time Ellis and 
Müntze fall in love, and as a result Müntze ceases to be defined by his 
Nazi associations and becomes a sympathetic character, transformed 
by his love for Ellis.
 Ellis echoes Lucia in several key ways. Ellis was a cabaret singer 
before the war and, like Lucia, she entertains high-ranking Nazi 
officials with her songs. Both women are forced to undergo the 
obligatory inspection scene. Both women are fetishized by their 
lovers for their Jewish ethnicity and, most importantly, both women 
are used as pawns between powerful opposing sides. Ellis, like Lucia, 
serves multiple functions in her role as victim in multiple games: in 
one between the Dutch resistance and the Gestapo, in machinations 
between Müntze and fellow SS General Franken (Waldemar Kobus), 
and in the post-war struggle between those Dutch who cooperated 
with the Nazis and those who resisted. Like Lucia, her role highlights 
the depravity of many of the Nazis who surround her, as well as the 
compromised morality of members of the Dutch resistance. However, 
unlike Lucia and in a position closer to the whitewashing of the 
Nazi sympathies of Elsa in Indiana Jones, Ellis’s role as a victim also 
humanizes and sanitizes representations of Nazism as displayed in the 
character of Müntze.
 Müntze is a high-ranking officer in the Nazi army and the leader 
of the SS in the Netherlands. One can reasonably assume that, to 
achieve this position, Müntze espoused an adherence to the Nazi 
party and carried out orders beneficial to it. These actions, however, 
are never shown and only briefly alluded to. The members of the 
Dutch resistance in the film speak in generalities when referring to his 
crimes in the service of the Reich. The lack of specificity regarding his 
military actions, combined with his portrayal through the eyes of Ellis, 
establishes Müntze as a sympathetic character: loving, trusting and 
non-judgmental of Ellis’s Jewishness. Although Müntze did not murder 
Ellis’s family, in his role as head of the Gestapo the viewer can assume 
he has ordered the murder of many Jews, and can be seen as a type 
of executioner. He is, however, rehabilitated through his relationship 
with Ellis. As Marcus Stiglegger posits, ‘The relationship between 
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executioner and victim is transfigured sadomasochism shifted to the 
level of sexual passion. The result is a de-politicization and de-historici-
zation of the phenomenon of National Socialism.’25 Removing Müntze 
from politics and history constructs his character as level-headed, fair 
and open-minded. This is as distant from the Nazism represented by 
Ilsa and Max as possible; he is the kind-hearted Gestapo.
 Indeed, when Müntze is executed, the viewer feels as if the hero 
has died rather than the villain. Even so, Müntze is never regretful 
of his actions; he does not apologize for his role in the war. 
Indeed, his only motivation for working towards a truce between 
the Gestapo and the resistance is the futility of continued hostility 
in the face of a quickly failing war. As with Elsa, Müntze could 
be any member of any army during any war; there is no direct 
association between him and the historical Gestapo. If the power in 
the Nazisploitation films of the 1970s lay in the ability to remind 
the viewers of one of the most atrocious and inhumane periods in 
contemporary history, then characters like Elsa and Müntze demon-
strate mainstream cinema’s ability to negate that power through the 
construction of ethically ambiguous, morally uncompromised and 
heroic Nazis. 

the heroes: Shosanna and the basterds
If the mainstream construct of the Nazisploitation tropes of victim-
izers and victims has left us with a sympathetic and kind-hearted 
Nazi, Quentin Tarantino’s Inglourious Basterds (2009) attempts to 
restore those characterizations to their original form. Although as a 
re-imagined history it is located firmly outside the historical chain of 
events of World War II, Tarantino’s film maintains the legacy of the 
Third Reich in much the same vein as the Nazisploitation films of the 
1970s. The film traces disparate stories that eventually converge in 
the definitive revenge fantasy in the final third of the film. Tarantino 
follows both Shosanna (Mélanie Laurent), a French Jew hiding in 
Berlin under the guise of a movie theater owner, and the Basterds, an 
all-Jewish covert military unit of American assassins who sweep through 
Germany murdering Nazis. Shosanna and the Basterds unknowingly 
come together in their coinciding plots to blow up Shosanna’s theater 
while Hitler and the commanding members of the Reich attend a film 
premiere inside. 
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 In their respective roles, the characters of Shosanna and the 
Basterds converge into a single representation of the Nazisploitation 
trope of the hero. They are victims brought to a point of raised 
conscious, stirring revolt among their fellow prisoners. The heroes 
of films like Ilsa, SS Camp Women’s Hell and SS Experiment Love 
Camp, among others, were often nameless prisoners whose heroism 
is defined by the strength in their numbers, in their resolve and their 
search for revenge. They risk life and limb to save themselves and 
their fellow prisoners from torture, pain and eventual death by rising 
up and overthrowing their oppressors. Although Shosanna and the 
Basterds are not prisoners per se, through their vengeance they act in 
solidarity with the prisoners of the early films, not allowing Nazi force 
to go unpunished.
 What sets Tarantino’s film apart from the others that have drawn 
so heavily on the Nazisploitation tropes is the grounding of his Nazi 
characters in a historical context, which constructs them as historical 
representations. The film itself is built around retribution and revenge 
for the atrocities the Nazis have committed and, unlike Indiana Jones 
or Black Book, it doesn’t create sympathetic or heroic Nazi characters. 
Colonel Hans Landa (Christoph Waltz) is as fervent in his zeal to aid 
the Reich as Ilsa or Max, and he remains unapologetic for his ideology 
and his actions. As the ‘Jew Hunter’, Landa embodies the victimizers 
and villains from the films on the 1970s, and the audience finds as 
much catharsis in his demise as it does in the demise of Ilsa and her 
contemporaries. Moving above and beyond that, Tarantino provides 
the ultimate release when the Basterds mow down the Nazi brass with 
machine guns, as Shosanna burns the theater around them. The film, 
like its predecessors in the 1970s, serves both as a reminder of the 
historical atrocities of the Nazi regime and the visceral pleasure in its 
destruction at the hands of its victims.
 This examination of the translation from the aesthetic, struc-
tural and generic tropes of the Nazisploitation films of the 1970s 
to the world of mainstream film has demonstrated that the rigid 
boundaries between traditional cinema and the counter-cinema of 
exploitation are, in fact, more lax than either side may choose to 
believe. As such, the cross-pollination between the two film forms is 
not without its own important reverberations. Specifically, based on 
these comparisons, one can see that the construction of the aesthetic 
and characterization of the cinematic Nazi were fundamentally altered 
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through transference between traditional and counter-cinemas. This 
alteration divorces the cinematic Nazi from associated atrocities and 
undermines the power found in Nazisploitation images, a power of 
collective memory and traumatic catharsis. By utilizing established 
Nazisploitation tropes, mainstream compositions of Nazi images move 
from the specific to the general, aligning Nazism with generic villainy. 
If the Nazisploitation films of the 1970s lacked the style, taste, 
culture and formal construction of mainstream films, they excelled in 
foregrounding the heinous nature of the images on display, and the 
cathartic power they had for audiences. 
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Reproducing the Fourth Reich: Cloning, 

Nazisploitation and Revival of the Repressed
eLizAbetH briDges

A
lthoUGh the WoRD ‘clone’ dates back to at least the early twentieth century, 
the term was first used in relation to human reproduction in 1963 
by the British biologist J. B. S. Haldane.1 As public awareness 

of and suspicion surrounding cloning increased over the following 
decade, the concept spawned an entire science fiction subgenre, which 
coincided with the heyday of ‘canonical’ Nazisploitation films such as 
Love Camp 7 (1968), Ilsa, She Wolf of the SS (1974) and The Gestapo’s 
Last Orgy a.k.a. SS Hell Camp (1977). While Nazi-themed sexploitation 
films like these tend to dominate scholarly discussion on this topic, 
elements of Nazisploitation began to appear concurrently in other 
film subgenres. These included a mini-invasion of Nazi zombie films 
such as Shock Waves (1977), Night of the SS Zombies (1981) and Zombie 
Lake (1981); revenge fantasy war movies like Hornets’ Nest (1970) and 
Hell River (1974) that inspired Quentin Tarantino’s Inglourious Basterds 
(2009); as well as a few outliers such as the Nazi-blaxploitation film The 
Black Gestapo (1975)2 and the Nazi-biker film Hell’s Bloody Devils (1970). 
The historical confluence of public speculation about cloning3 and the 
popularity of exploitation cinema — and Nazisploitation in particular 
— combined in the form of the Nazi clone narrative, a subset of the 
spate of 1970s clone-themed films such as The Clones (1973), The 
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Clonus Horror (1979, remade as The Island in 2005), The Darker Side of 
Terror (1979) and in a slightly different vein The Stepford Wives (1975, 
remade in 2004 under the same title).
 In part, the link between clone stories and associations with Nazism 
finds its origins in the history of Nazi science. Specifically, the historical 
reality of Nazi eugenic practices makes a fictional Nazi cloning 
scenario seem apropos. Yet the appearance of these texts in the 1970s 
is also inextricably tied to that decade’s unique cinematic and social 
realities. The first Nazi clone story appeared in 1961 with the Marvel 
Hitler-clone supervillain ‘Hate-Monger’,4 who was only referred to as 
such in later appearances, after the word ‘clone’ had gained traction 
in public discourse with Haldane’s 1963 usage of the term. This comic 
character and storyline appeared most prominently in the late 1970s, 
again concurrent with the wave of Italian Nazisploitation films that 
Marcus Stiglegger terms sadiconazista.5 More prominently, the Hitler 
clone motif cropped up in the film The Lucifer Complex6 (1978), and 
there was even a Hitler clone-themed episode of TV’s Wonder Woman, 
entitled ‘Anschluss ’77’.7 However, The Boys from Brazil (1978) remains 
far and away the best-known filmic example of this motif.8 The film 
starred respected A-list actors Gregory Peck and Lawrence Olivier and 
its director Franklin Schaffner was known for his work on Planet of the 
Apes (1968) and Patton (1970). Nevertheless, The Boys from Brazil incor-
porated aesthetic and narrative strategies that borrow heavily  from 
genre film and B-movie sensibilities. Although I will discuss the debts 
the film owes to Nazisploitation in more detail below, it is worth noting 
here that, as Joan Hawkins has extensively discussed, the line between 
exploitation, art and mainstream cinema can be difficult to draw.9 
The marketing and reception of The Boys from Brazil certainly blurred 
these lines, for instance, by borrowing a common marketing technique 
from exploitation cinema: a sensationalist trailer that overemphasized 
the film’s relatively few violent and scary moments as though it were a 
horror film, when it could best be categorized as historical melodrama 
or science fiction. 
 Regardless of production values and star power, 1970s Nazi clone 
narratives featured aging Nazis who used genetic technologies to 
reboot the Third Reich. This and other aspects of the cloning trope, 
in particular those from The Boys from Brazil, have served as a paradigm 
for more recent Nazi sci-fi stories such as the comic book adaptation 
and Nazi/Kung Fu movie Bulletproof Monk (2003). Likewise, J. C. 
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Hutchins’ popular Seventh Son podcast serial (2006–9) has resulted in 
a trilogy of print novels, the first of which was published in 2009. Yet 
while these texts traffic in the iconography of Nazism, they do so for 
reasons which differ from those of the typical 1970s Nazi sexploitation 
film. They also use these tropes to highlight or play on prevailing 
fears surrounding the possible use and abuse of very real, near-
future genetic technologies. In the following, I situate the Nazi clone 
narrative within the Nazisploitation genre and in the historical context 
of the late 1970s, drawing parallels that point towards an explanation 
for these more recent revivals of the Nazi clone theme. Further, I 
show how the Hitler clone motif more visibly highlights an underlying 
aspect of many clone narratives, namely that fictional representations 
of cloning and genetic manipulation have become almost inexorably 
tied to associations with Nazism, whether directly or indirectly. 

nazisploitation and Genre
While ‘classic’ Nazisploitation films such as Ilsa invariably deal in 
sadomasochistic sexual imagery, the storylines of many such films 
also involve gross scientific abuses and cruel (usually sexual) experi-
mentation perpetrated by Nazi characters. These narratives, typically 
set in concentration camps and/or Nazi brothels, feature a variety 
of humiliations and horrific tortures often heaped upon female 
inmates, and they formulaically build up to a climax in which Nazi 
perpetrators die quite gruesomely. To varying degrees, most of these 
Nazisploitation films follow the women-in-prison (WIP) model and 
rely on an exaggerated version of the facts of Nazi science to lend 
some small measure of historical credence to the wildly sadistic 
‘experiments’ that fill the screen, as in the title card preceding Ilsa, 
which states: ‘The film you are about to see is based upon documented 
fact. The atrocities shown were conducted as ‘medical experiments’ 
in special concentration camps throughout Hitler’s Third Reich.’ 
The cruelty of the experiments counterbalances the subsequent grisly 
revenge sequences and offers audiences a possible way to morally 
justify their own enjoyment of the hideous spectacles onscreen. The 
highly questionable nature of this appeal to ‘historical accuracy’ has 
been discussed more fully by Mikel Koven and Lynn Rapaport,10 who 
both include the apparent historical basis for some of the experiments 
depicted in this and other Nazi-sexploitation films. In short, the Nazi 
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sexploitation films vaguely refer to the Nazi use of human subjects 
in experiments involving techniques such as forced sterilization, 
exposure to extreme conditions such as heat or cold, and responses 
to extreme interrogation techniques,11 and they intersperse these with 
invented tortures of a sexual nature. 
 These texts revive exaggerated Nazi stock characters and repre-
hensible deeds from a partly imagined past so that audiences can 
transgressively participate in and, at the same time, repudiate and 
ultimately reject the inhumane practices  depicted onscreen. In so 
doing, they function analogously to Michel Foucault’s ‘repressive 
hypothesis’. Foucault describes this hypothesis vis-à-vis Christian 
confession, in which sinners must ‘fully and deliberately’ transform 
their deeds into discourse for the purpose of ‘mastery and detachment’ 
from those deeds.12 The parallel stresses insistence on ‘fully and delib-
erately’ transforming deeds into discourse — in the case of the films, 
into unflinchingly explicit filmic re-enactments of supposed historical 
‘facts’ — and thereby re-experiencing those deeds, with the moral 
intent of ridding oneself of the original transgression. However, as 
Foucault points out, the irony lies in the titillation that results from 
such explicit confession. With Nazisploitation, in its insistence on 
‘fully and deliberately’ showing exaggerated Nazi transgressions in 
the most graphic detail possible, audiences simultaneously experience 
the thrill of those transgressive extremes and, as is often the case in 
exploitation cinema which encompasses a variety of ‘body genres’,13 
the physical revulsion that can result from the extreme nature of these 
acts.
 The ‘money shot’ of Nazisploitation comes when the perpetrators 
meet their gruesome comeuppance, which further draws the audience 
into an intricate mechanics of pleasure with the thinnest veneer of 
moral justification. While viewers are treated to a variety of trans-
gressive titillations displayed ‘fully and deliberately’ onscreen, the fact 
is that these crimes are perpetrated by ‘evil’ characters, and particu-
larly Nazis, the preferred cinematic embodiment of evil; viewers can 
detach themselves from these acts, compounded by the additional 
pleasure of a morally justifiable revenge of equal cruelty. The Ilsa title 
card displays this transaction in text form — literally converting deeds 
to discourse — in that it purports to reject the historical atrocities 
depicted in a film clearly aiming to titillate audiences. Mikel Koven calls 
this aspect of the film ‘pseudo-justified horror’ and ‘historiographic 
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exploitation’.14 Audiences can, on some level, justify their enjoyment 
of the transgressions shown because, unlike the inhuman, ahistorical 
‘monsters’ of ‘slasher’ or ‘cannibal’ exploitation films, Nazis in the end 
deserve whatever they get.

The Boys from Brazil (1978) and nazi Science
Similar desires for historical revenge motivate Nazi clone narratives, 
at least in part. But these films also transcend this repetitive cycle of 
dubious pleasure and historical mimesis; they also engage questions 
unique to the cloning scenario, due in part to the role of science in 
the science fiction genre. While science figures only marginally in the 
sexploitation films, it plays a crucial part in science fiction, a genre also 
frequently devoted to historical speculation. In the context of cloning, 
this includes ‘what-if’ scenarios involving the cloning of everything 
from dinosaurs to historical figures such as Adolf Hitler.15 The 1978 
film The Boys from Brazil details an investigation  by renowned ‘Nazi 
hunter’ Ezra Lieberman (modeled closely on Simon Wiesenthal), 
who uncovers a sinister plot by Dr Josef Mengele, the so-called 
‘Angel of Death’ of Auschwitz. Still living in a remote jungle region 
of Paraguay,16 Mengele plans to rekindle the Third Reich by cloning 
94 new Hitlers, implanted in vitro in host mothers from countries 
throughout the world. When Mengele’s cohorts learn that members 
of the Young Jewish Defenders17 have discovered their plan, the aging 
Nazis terminate the project. Against their wishes, Mengele continues 
it by setting out to create single-handedly family conditions similar to 
those experienced by Hitler himself; in other words, he kills the boys’ 
fathers at a precise point in their childhoods. Lieberman pursues 
Mengele in an international cat-and-mouse game, hoping to stop the 
assassinations and obtain the list of potential Hitlers. The audience 
presumes he wishes to do this so that the Young Jewish Defenders can 
set about eliminating the would-be Hitlers, but in a twist at the end, 
Lieberman burns the only existing copy of the list, stating that no 
more innocent children should die.
 One question taken up in The Boys from Brazil is the perennial false 
dichotomy of ‘nature vs. nurture’, a pertinent topic in the context of 
both cloning and the history of Nazism because, as Martha Kuhlman 
notes in an article discussing the cloning motif in TV’s The X-Files, 
‘Following World War II, behavioral psychology was dominant partially 
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as a reaction against the racist ideology of the Nazis.’18 In addition 
to cloning numerous baby Hitlers across the globe, the fictionalized 
Mengele in The Boys from Brazil attempts to equalize the ‘nurture’ 
experience of his young guinea pigs through the elimination of their 
fathers, and, he presumes, creating optimal conditions for the devel-
opment of at least one new Führer among them. In the case of Nazi 
clones, and those of Hitler specifically, it is not so much a reincarnation 
as an artificially created identical twin. The identical twin can serve, 
suggests famed evolutionary biologist Richard Dawkins in relation 
to cloning more generally, as the perfect hypothetical laboratory 
for the nature/nurture question.19 The Boys from Brazil ambivalently 
answers this question when, in one of the final scenes, mini-Hitler 
Bobby Wheelock has the opportunity to sic his Doberman Pinschers 
on Lieberman at Mengele’s behest. He chooses instead to have them 
attack Mengele when he learns that Mengele has just dispatched 
his father, and the boy appears to enjoy watching his dogs maul the 
doctor.20 In the logic of the film, even though they are exact copies of 
the Führer, the boys merely possess the potential to commit cruel acts, 
including the ambivalent motive ascribed to Bobby in response to his 
father’s death. Levin’s novel leaves the story open-ended. It closes with 
one of the Hitler clones drawing a picture of himself being admired by 
huge crowds, Führer style.21 Similarly, the film ends with Bobby eerily 
smiling as he develops pictures of Mengele’s bloody corpse following 
the dog attack.

nazis and Zombies and clones! oh, My!
In a certain sense, all narratives that deal with Nazism revive Hitler 
and his troops in order to vanquish them again. However, stories 
set after World War II must develop strategies to literally revive 
Nazis, and beyond simple genre considerations, they must rely more 
heavily on depictions of science than would be the case in standard 
Nazisploitation fare. The murky history of Nazi scientific aims22 also 
allows audiences of these texts to suspend disbelief in the face of 
extrapolations from historical and scientific fact. These extrapola-
tions range from the somewhat plausible (e.g. space flight,23 cloning) 
to the more fantastic (e.g. zombie SS super-soldiers). In such texts, a 
mad scientist modeled on Josef Mengele typically plays a decisive role. 
For instance, a ‘Dr von Klemper’ runs the nefarious genetics lab that 
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produces a Hitler clone in the episode ‘Anschluss ’77’ of TV’s Wonder 
Woman. In The Lucifer Complex (1978), fanatical Nazi doctors work to 
duplicate and replace numerous world leaders with Nazi-controlled 
clones, and these lookalikes are led by none other than a clone of 
Hitler himself.24

 The clone plot, like the ‘science’ featured in Nazi sexploitation, 
does not necessarily play on actual historical fact, grisly though the 
details may be. Rather, it relies on believable rumors of nasty goings-on 
in Nazi labs, of the sort that generated the ‘widespread and plausible 
word-of-mouth fear’ described, for instance, in Holocaust survivor 
testimonies.25 In other cases, depictions of the ‘medical experimen-
tation’ may be ‘composites’ of historical reality — Jewish doctors 
working in the camp infirmaries, specious medical experimentation, 
sexual assaults on women prisoners — composites which ‘for dramatic 
purposes’, as the Ilsa title card reads, simplify the historical complex-
ities of the Third Reich.’26

 The notion of plausibility and whiffs of ‘historical reality’ fuel 
an audience’s ability to suspend disbelief where depictions of Nazi 
scientific exploits are concerned. In the case of science fiction, as an 
expressly speculative genre, historicity becomes even more flexible, 
albeit in a different way, because it deals inherently with alternative 
timelines and ‘what if?’ scenarios.27 Science fiction author Robert 
A. Heinlein defined the genre as ‘realistic speculation about 
possible future events, based solidly on adequate knowledge of the 
real world, past and present, and on a thorough understanding 
of the nature and significance of the scientific method.’28 With 
Mengele in particular as fictional antagonist, well known for his 
cruel and unethical experimentation on twins, the possibility of his 
fictional involvement with cloning certainly meets all the criteria of 
sci-fi extrapolation from real events.29

 In both theme and genre, the Nazi clone narrative shares signifi-
cantly more with zombie scenarios than with the purportedly scientific 
motivation for the ‘experiments’ in the Nazi sexploitation films. In the 
sense that the clone narratives also feature aging male Nazis wishing to 
bring about a Fourth Reich through some alternative form of repro-
duction, they share much with the Nazi zombie invasion in Shock Waves, 
for example. As is often the case with zombies, scientific means, not 
supernatural ones, produce the new Nazis or revive old ones. As the 
commander of the Totenkorps (Peter Cushing) explains in Shock Waves, 
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they are ‘neither dead, nor alive, but somewhere in between’, and 
therefore, presumably, still functional well into the 1970s.30 However, 
similarities between the clone and zombie narratives end where more 
specific genre considerations begin. Typically, the scientific basis for 
producing zombies is a minor focus, while the real interest for horror 
viewers lies in zombie mayhem rather than scientific accuracy. By 
contrast, science fiction audiences often criticize sci-fi texts in terms 
of the unbreakable ‘rules’ of the genre, which is to say, how accurately 
they do or do not adhere to or plausibly build on known scientific, 
historical and other ‘real-world’ concepts.31 As such, zombies tend 
to fall more into the realm of the fantastic, and thus represent ‘an 
irruption of the inadmissible within the changeless, everyday legality’ 
of natural (i.e. non-fantastic) experience.32 Clone narratives might be 
‘inadmissible’ in the sense that one major philosophical objection to 
cloning concerns the ‘unnatural’ means of their (re)production, and 
attendant associations of unauthorized God-playing in the name of 
science. However, they must nevertheless conform to or at least hint 
at certain scientific concepts already in place in the real world. An 
example of such adherence to sci-fi genre rules comes in ‘Anschluss 
’77’. Wonder Woman’s alter ego, intelligence agent Diana Prince, 
discovers one of Dr Stern’s medical texts about the abilities of lizards 
to regenerate their severed tails.33 The audience is left to connect the 
dots between well-known biological facts concerning lizards and how 
such knowledge could contribute to the development of cloning. 
Diana’s sidekick Agent Steve Trevor similarly refers to the fact that 
European and American scientists succeeded in cloning individual 
cells ‘just last year’.34 Even in a comic-based series featuring an Amazon 
heroine who wields a ‘lasso of truth’ and bullet-deflecting bracelets, 
certain real-world elements remain intact when the story intersects 
with actual scientific fact.
 Another major point of departure between zombies and clones, 
aside from the genre-linked conventions of fantasy versus scientific 
realism, is their relationship to ‘life’. In Shock Waves and the more recent 
Norwegian production Død Snø (Dead Snow, 2009), the Nazi zombies 
in question originated in the Nazi period, and as such literally revive 
a past that should by all rights remain dead. While other essays in this 
volume address aspects of the Nazi zombie phenomenon, it deserves 
mention here because of its stark contrast to the cloning scenario. 
Zombies, as fantastic characters, represent the more ‘primitive’ fears 
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associated with death, addressed by Sigmund Freud in his essay ‘The 
Uncanny’: 

There is scarcely any other matter […] upon which our thoughts 
and feelings have changed so little since the very earliest times […]. 
Since almost all of us still think as savages do on this topic, it is no 
matter of surprise that the primitive fear of the dead is still so strong 
within us and always ready to come to the surface on the slightest 
provocation. Most likely our fear still implies the old belief that the 
dead man becomes the enemy of his survivor and seeks to carry him 
off to share his new life with him.35

In contrast, the fear engendered by clones stems partly from the very 
real prospect that human cloning could eventually become common-
place. Instead of ‘living dead’, clones are simply living, breathing 
human beings who share identical genes with their ‘original’. And 
unlike zombies, which are technically already dead and can therefore 
be re-killed indiscriminately without moral equivocation, clones are 
human and therefore have rights, even the Hitler clones in The 
Boys from Brazil. Lieberman demonstrates this notion of clones as 
individuals when he chooses to burn the list that might be used to 
target them for death.

nazisploitation and The Boys from Brazil
Considering the vast genre-linked differences between the ‘classics’ of 
the Nazisploitation genre, as well as the fantastic elements in the Nazi 
zombie films, can we even consider a film like The Boys from Brazil — 
with its award-winning cast and high production values — alongside Ilsa 
or Shock Waves? In other words, to what degree does The Boys from Brazil 
traffic in the iconography of Nazism to spur potentially lurid interest 
among viewers? The answer depends largely on how one defines 
Nazisploitation. If we view the ‘sploitation’ aspect of Nazisploitation 
exclusively in the context of transgressive sexuality ‘placed under the 
sign of Nazism’, as Susan Sontag terms it in her essay ‘Fascinating 
Fascism’, then entries from other genres (zombie movies, science 
fiction) have no place in the discussion.36 However, in the tradition of 
exploitation cinema, virtually any ‘fascinating’37 subject matter — sexual 
or otherwise — is exploitable through over-the-top sensationalism and 
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overstated advertising that appeals on a purely affective level. If we view 
The Boys from Brazil, and more specifically its trailer, through this lens, 
it becomes easier to examine the film in the context of Nazisploitation. 
Indeed, in his history of exploitation cinema, Eric Schaefer argues that 
a large part of the ‘exploitation’ derives from over-the-top marketing 
practices that often misrepresent the content of films by emphasizing 
only their most sensational aspects.38

 The most notable image in the Boys from Brazil trailer39 is the repetition 
of one particular moment from the relatively brief Doberman attack 
at the end of the film. This low-angle shot of a vicious dog, lunging 
with teeth prominently bared, appears six times during the two-minute 
trailer, at least twice in negative exposure, giving the dog an eerie, 
demonic appearance. Yet, despite this sixfold emphasis, the trailer 
does not explain what, if anything, the dog has to do with the film. 
Other non sequiturs, such as a man rammed by a bull and a creepy 
jester puppet answering a phone, also figure in the trailer. It strongly 
emphasizes these inexplicable yet disturbing scenes from the film, 
but it also underscores other horror-inflected moments that pertain 
more directly to the plot. One sees, for instance, a backlit Mengele 
in a foreboding low-angle shot as he stands at the top of a darkened 
basement staircase and shuts the door. The trailer also features 
moments from several murders, unexplained flashlights piercing the 
darkness of a ransacked residence, and almost all startling ‘jump-out’ 
moments in the entire film. The voiceover declares ominously, ‘We 
cannot tell you who the boys from Brazil are, only that they are not 
science fiction’, and further, ‘the time is the present, the people exist, 
and the threat is real.’ Then as the trailer ends, the voice declares, 
‘Look for the boys from Brazil before they look for you.’ Having seen 
this trailer, an otherwise uninformed viewer would know only that the 
film has something to do with Nazis in the present day, stars famous 
actors, and involves some combination of horror and science fiction 
(except that it is ‘not science fiction’ because, after all, ‘the threat is 
real’, whatever it may be). 
 Although many studios are guilty of showing only the most sensa-
tional moments of a film in the trailer and in some cases misleading 
audiences as to a film’s nature or even genre, this is particularly true 
of exploitation cinema. This tendency is demonstrated in certain 
‘fake trailers’ by famous cult directors, such as Rob Zombie, whose 
ad for the nonexistent Werewolf Women of the SS accompanies Quentin 
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Tarantino’s Grindhouse (2007) double feature. Indeed, these invented 
trailers only slightly exaggerate the style of the original previews to 
which they are indebted.40

 Despite the misleading trailer to The Boys from Brazil, as a big-budget 
film with well-known stars and an award winning director, the film itself 
could never be mistaken for exploitation cinema. Yet at the dawn of 
the 1970s, prestige features began to lose money while genre-oriented 
and exploitation films far out-earned their budgets.41 Meanwhile, as 
the decade progressed, Hollywood became increasingly dominated 
by auteur directors like Francis Ford Coppola (The Godfather, 1972) 
and Martin Scorsese (Taxi Driver, 1976), who got their proverbial feet 
in the Hollywood door working for infamous exploitation producer/
director Roger Corman. Similarly, Steven Spielberg (Jaws, 1975; Close 
Encounters of the Third Kind, 1977) and William Friedkin (The Exorcist, 
1973) got their start in the populist medium of television and would 
go on to reinvent genre cinema for the 1970s and beyond.42 In other 
words, the most lucrative filmmakers of the late 1970s came from 
‘low-brow’ backgrounds and worked in popular idioms. Consequently, 
it made sense to try and cash in on this boom in genre and exploi-
tation cinema, even with a ‘serious’ film. In any case, a film that asks, 
‘What if they tried to clone Hitler?’ comes across as rather sensation-
alist. Such is the case despite any air of contemporaneous realism that 
the trailer emphasizes alongside its overstated horror elements. 
 Popular reception of the film, as evidenced by a prominent 1978 
review in Time, seems to have recognized the filmmakers’ motives. 
Richard Schickel’s wittily titled assessment ‘Cloning Around’, suggests 
that the film takes itself far too seriously given the subject matter.43 
Relating The Boys from Brazil to exploitation cinema, he notes: ‘[I]n the 
end the self-conscious importance of the film produces a rather queasy 
feeling, for really this story is no more than a crude exploitation — 
decked out with our latest scientific finery — of what amounts to a 
penny dreadful fantasy.’44 He then highlights an aspect common to 
all forms of Nazisploitation, both sexploitation and otherwise: namely 
that, in the 1970s as well as today, Nazis make the perfect cinema 
villains. Combined with the inherently theatrical elements of fascism, 
the over-the-top legacy of Nazis as perpetrators of some of the most 
extreme violence in history makes almost any cinematic fantasy about 
them seem on some level plausible. As Caroline Picart and David 
Frank sum up in Frames of Evil: The Holocaust as Horror in American Film, 
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‘Despite the variety of genres in which Holocaust and horror themes 
merge, the face of the monstrous after World War II, particularly for 
American audiences, is the face of the Nazi.’45

 Another aspect of exploitation cinema implicit in Schickel’s 
reference to the common denominator of permissible hatred towards 
Nazis is the mass affective appeal of both fascism and exploitation 
cinema. As Susan Sontag pointed out in her discussion of Leni 
Riefenstahl’s films and photography, fascist aesthetics evoke a strong 
affective response.46 Ultimately, it is also the affective realm that is 
‘exploited’ by exploitation cinema, a genre that utilizes sensationalism 
precisely to evoke a sensory experience of sexual excitement, fear, 
revulsion, wonder, horror, astonishment, or ideally some mix of these 
potent emotions, all of which register in very specific and undeniable 
bodily responses. Nazis, cinematic or real, have tended to evoke such 
strong reactions in viewers, and as such they make attractive cinematic 
subjects.

the cloning Debate and the nazi Uncanny
By discussing the contemporary cloning debate in the context of its 
relationship to Nazi Germany, I am not suggesting that Hitler’s rise 
in 1933 was the founding moment of eugenic thought and practice. 
However, as shown here, many contemporary treatments of cloning 
in popular culture and academic discourse feature Nazism as a point 
of reference. In that sense, cloning is inherently a German issue, or at 
least one that touches on Germany’s history. It is thus no wonder that 
American texts treating this topic might deal in Nazi iconography and 
historical references.
 Contemporary critics of cloning and genetic engineering — partic-
ularly philosopher Jürgen Habermas,47 and more recently Michael 
Sandel48 — see the current trajectory of increasingly complex technol-
ogies (current processes like embryonic preimplantation diagnosis 
and sex selection, or near-future developments like human cloning 
and full-scale genetic manipulation) as a slippery slope leading 
almost inevitably to dangerous political and social misuses. Indeed, 
while many mainstream scientists, as well as philosophers like Peter 
Sloterdijk,49 view cloning and genetic engineering as neutral or even 
positive, opponents charge that this understanding hinges on the 
same logic deployed under National Socialism to justify a spectrum of 
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practices that included both ‘positive’ and ‘negative’ eugenics. And 
though perhaps the idea that Habermas calls ‘liberal eugenics’ is not 
directly motivated by racial concerns today, the conscious selection 
of the ‘fittest’ genes and/or embryos swings dangerously close to 
a tacit acceptance of something like the ideology promoted by the 
Nazis. As Dorothy Nelkin and M. Susan Lindee point out, eugenic 
thought reached its ‘ultimate expression in the eugenic policies of 
Nazi Germany’,50 and it is therefore no wonder that pop culture must 
contend with this connection. And given the explosive terms of the 
real-world debate surrounding cloning and its relationship to past 
and possible future fascist aims, discussions of cloning can become 
heated and enter the affective realm rather quickly, even among sober 
philosophers.
 With this contemporary debate and the sensational nature of Nazi 
depictions, the affective aspect of exploitation cinema functions 
doubly in relation to Nazisploitation texts that feature cloning. As Leni 
Riefenstahl made visible in Triumph des Willens (Triumph of the Will, 
1935)51 Nazism itself relied heavily on the exploitation of emotion. Its 
popular appeal owed significantly to the theatrics of power that the 
Nazis employed through massive, carefully staged public events. Thus, 
due to the theatrical and emotionally exploitative elements always 
already present in Nazism’s self-representation, texts that engage the 
Nazi clone motif play on a vast network of visual memory to multiply 
the impact of their sensational aims. Typically, European and Anglo-
American film audiences have had exposure to documentary footage 
of Nazi soldiers arranged in precise rows by the hundreds, or vast 
crowds at Nazi rallies shouting ‘Heil, Hitler!’ and presenting the 
Nazi salute in unison. For example, images like the cloned armies of 
Stormtroopers in Star Wars (1977) evoke this association and mesh 
well with popular History Channel footage of audiences at Nazi-staged 
mass events.
 In a sense, then, Nazisploitation itself is redundant, an exploitation 
of exploitation, rendering a heightened version of the theatricality and 
uncanniness inherent within its very subject matter. Furthermore, the 
Nazi clone motif, as a product of post-World War II culture, presents 
a heightened version of elements already present in clone narratives 
more generally; in addition to Riefenstahl-inspired visual memory, 
clones evoke the more general uncanniness of Freud’s Doppelgänger, 
the return of the monster thought to be repressed: ‘When all is said 
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and done, the quality of uncanniness can only come from the fact 
of the “double” being a creation dating back to a very early mental 
stage, long since surmounted — a stage, incidentally, at which it 
wore a more friendly aspect. The ‘double’ has become a thing of 
terror, just as, after the collapse of their religion, the gods turned into 
demons.’52 The motif of the Hitler clone, as featured in The Boys from 
Brazil and ‘Anschluss ’77’, stages the return of a ‘monster’ thought to 
be vanquished. As with many texts dealing with the legacy of Nazism, 
the Hitler clone motif conveys the underlying theme of ‘never again’, 
though here the ‘again’ is quite literal.

Return of the hitler clones
In the case of the Hitler clone motif, the texts do not depict a nameless 
mass of blank-faced Stormtroopers, but rather a clone of the Führer 
himself. Presumably the cloned Hitler would have free will and, as in 
The Boys from Brazil, his maker could only create conditions in which 
he might fulfill his intended destiny. Yet the idea of an ‘intended 
destiny’ already limits certain aspects of the cloned individual’s life if 
we follow the reasoning of Jürgen Habermas in his 1998 Süddeutsche 
Zeitung article, ‘Sklavenherrschaft der Gene: Moralische Grenzen des 
Fortschritts’ (Enslavement of the gene: moral limits of progress). In 
this article, Habermas frequently refers to a ‘we’, whose genes are 
a product of Schicksal (fate) versus ‘they’, the products of genetic 
manipulation.53 According to Habermas, ‘we’ have the opportunity to 
discover our own purpose and deal with basic questions of our own 
existence, whereas the clone, a product of someone else’s designs and 
intentions, does not fully have this opportunity. While we all possess 
certain inherited characteristics, Habermas reasons, these qualities 
were not determined by someone else, and we are therefore not 
subject to anyone else in the same way that the clone would be. In 
the case of the 94 mini-Hitlers in The Boys from Brazil, their intended 
purpose is determined by the fictionalized Josef Mengele. In a certain 
sense, then, the Hitler clones have some qualities in common with 
the Emperor’s Stormtroopers or the cloned babies of Aldous Huxley’s 
dystopic Brave New World. The real ‘Führer’ is Mengele.
 The mad doctor who wishes to reboot the Third Reich through 
genetic manipulation (or other biotech interventions) appears in 
most Nazi clone narratives that I have come across so far. Besides 
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the fictionalized Mengele in The Boys from Brazil, we find Dr Stern in 
‘Anschluss ’77’ and Dr Vogel in The Lucifer Complex (1978). These latter 
two characters are based loosely on Mengele, and more recent incarna-
tions of the Hitler clone motif continue to use this stock character. In 
the Seventh Son trilogy of podcast novels by J. C. Hutchins,54 the ancient 
Dr Klaus Bregner continues his postwar work in the US in a secret 
underground genetics lab. He has developed a method of cloning 
and the ability to download memories into the new body, so he clones 
a younger version of himself and downloads his consciousness into it. 
He plans to place further copies of his consciousness into the bodies 
of various world leaders, and the seven ‘inferior’ subjects of his first 
cloning experiment unite to stop him. The 2003 film Bulletproof Monk 
features a nonagenarian Nazi in a wheelchair who uses improbable 
brain scan technology to locate an ancient Tibetan scroll that will give 
him back his youth. His regained youth will allow him to continue 
his experiments leading to a Fourth Reich. The 2003 Mexican film El 
Clon de Hitler tells the story of three Hitler daughters who clone the 
Führer, again in a bid to bring about a Fourth Reich.55 In the 2010 
novel The Dragon Factory by Jonathan Maberry, an evil scientist named 
Cyrus Jakoby, accompanied by his platinum blonde clone children and 
his German assistant Otto Wriths,56 works to develop and disseminate 
a virus designed to wipe out all ‘non-Aryan’ people. Jakoby sees his 
work as a direct continuation of Mengele’s.57 These texts all reference 
Mengele and in some way utilize genetics to revive either Hitler or 
the mad scientist who serves as Hitler’s stand-in. A common thread 
is the ‘fountain of youth’ device in which the aging Nazi is reborn 
through cloning or some other means. However preposterous, these 
stories address a serious possibility also discussed by contemporary 
philosophers and scientists, namely that Nazi-style eugenics may not 
stay dormant in the past.
 As in Nazisploitation more generally, the Nazi clone motif saw 
its original heyday in the mid to late 1970s and has undergone 
something of a renaissance in the last few years. Why Nazi clones, and 
why now? In the 1970s, the idea of cloning had just reached public 
consciousness, and in the larger cultural sphere, questions of repro-
duction had become major concerns: abortion rights, the women’s 
movement and shifts in traditional family structures such as rising 
divorce rates. Ambivalence surrounding the traditional family — and 
specifically the role of children and motherhood — found expression 
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in ‘devil child’ movies like It’s Alive (1974, remade in 2008 under the 
same title) and The Omen (1976, remade in 2006, also under the same 
title). The Boys from Brazil touches on this motif at certain moments, 
as in the final shots of ‘devil child’ Bobby Wheelock eerily absorbed 
in his grisly photography project. At the same time, awareness of the 
Holocaust and attendant questions concerning the proper carrying 
out of justice were just starting to enter the wider public consciousness. 
For instance, Simon Wiesenthal’s The Sunflower was first published in 
1976. Meanwhile, public qualms surrounding the Vietnam War made 
Nazis an attractive, unambiguous enemy.
 The resurgence of the Nazi clone in recent years has arisen out of 
similar circumstances. In a post-9/11 world in which the ‘enemy’ is a 
faceless terrorist network rather than a particular individual or army, 
the revival of an unambiguous enemy like the Nazis makes sense. 
With relatively few original Nazis still alive at this point, cloning serves 
the narrative twofold: as a ‘fountain of youth’ for reviving original 
Nazis as well as an efficient and historically and more or less scientifi-
cally plausible method of creating new ones. Yet, as the possibility of 
cloning moves closer to reality than mere sci-fi speculation, contem-
porary philosophical and scientific discussions of cloning acknowledge 
the potential abuses suggested by Nazi eugenics in the last century. 
Real-world developments such as controversies surrounding geneti-
cally modified food products have lent this topic an urgency it lacked 
in the 1970s. These texts extrapolate from current technologies in the 
tradition of science fiction, which has always served as a laboratory for 
exploring potential future consequences of current events. Although 
no Dr Mengele lurks in the jungles of South America plotting a revival 
of the Third Reich, as the trailer from The Boys from Brazil states, 
‘the time is the present […] and the threat is real’. Cloning poses 
challenges that we will have to address in the coming years. Even if 
the Hitler clone narrative presents a scientifically implausible worst-
case scenario, historical precedent nonetheless requires us to take the 
warning seriously.
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5
Utterly without Redeeming Social Value? 

‘Nazi Science’ Beyond Exploitation Cinema1

JAMes J. wArD

‘I gave you a chance to save yourselves, but you have refused to take 
it. So be it. Now it is too late.’

‘You mean to tell us these things have been underwater all these 
years?’

— Dialogue from Shock Waves (1977)

w
hile So-calleD ‘exPloitation’ filMS now qualify for serious scholarly study, 
films of this sort featuring villainous Nazis committing atrocities 
— ‘Nazisploitation’ for short — remain suspect in academic 

circles. Both the ahistoricity of these films and their sensationalistic, 
sometimes pornographic treatment of subject matter that remains 
painful and problematic to those still directly connected to it would 
seem to deny these films any claim to cinematic legitimacy. Here 
Nazi doctors and scientists, especially if they are ‘mad’, are much in 
evidence, second only to sneering SS officers who delight in inflicting 
punishment on helpless victims. Yet when they congregate with 
predictably appalling results, as in the Italian releases SS Experiment 
Camp (1976) and SS Hell Camp (1977), a positive reaction is guaranteed 
among a fan base somewhere, however obscure and self-referential it 
may be.2 Any doubt about such an effect is erased by the enduring 
popularity of one of the ‘classics’ of its kind, 1974’s Ilsa, She Wolf of 
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the SS, which made a career for actress Dyanne Thorne and inspired 
a string of cheaply made look-alikes.3 Thirty years later, Rob Zombie’s 
faux trailer for Werewolf Women of the SS, which deliberately references 
the Ilsa series, was shown as part of the theatrical release of Robert 
Rodriguez’s and Quentin Tarantino’s Grindhouse (2007) and became 
even more highly regarded in some quarters than the featured double 
bill itself.4

 As exploitation cinema has become a legitimate subject for research, 
the directors of films once deemed reprehensible, if not worse, have 
seen their reputations rehabilitated and their work gain currency. 
Thanks to contemporary technologies of reproduction and distri-
bution, some of these directors now enjoy auteur status.5 But Nazi 
horror and its even more outré cousin, Nazi porn, still inhabit a kind 
of no-go zone for serious scholars.6 As a posting to an online product 
review site puts it, ‘None of these films had any interest in being 
factually correct. The filmmakers were solely interested in making a 
few bucks by exploiting 1970s movie audiences’ craving for weirder 
and wilder psycho-sexual delights. These films pushed the boundaries 
of bad taste to their lowest limit’.7 The only exceptions are cases in 
which a film has been protected by art-house associations established 
on its initial release, for example Tinto Brass’s cinematographically 
impressive Salon Kitty (1976), which borrowed heavily from Luchino 
Visconti’s La caduta degli dei (The Damned, 1969). Even auteurist works 
like Lars von Trier’s Zentropa (1991) and Volker Schlöndorff’s Der 
Unhold (The Ogre, 1996), both of which skirted the edges of Nazi horror, 
were also criticized on grounds more commonly applied to their poor 
relations on the sex-and-torture circuit. One recent commentary on 
Zentropa disparaged it for recycling ‘debauched images of Nazi and 
fascist eroticism, surrealism and decadence’.8 We are also reminded 
that, in the background of von Trier’s film, werewolves (the political 
kind) commit shadowy crimes, recalling ‘primitive fears of super-
natural beasts’, and the protagonist finds himself entrapped in an 
‘erotic spectacle’ from which the only escape is his own suicide.9

 Generally lacking pretensions to cultural or ideological significance, 
Nazisploitation films are further stigmatized by their inevitable associ-
ation with the Third Reich’s worst crimes. The appearance of several of 
the most extreme of these films in digitally re-mastered DVD editions, 
complete with directorial interviews, outtakes and period publicity 
materials, has failed to earn them academic credibility. With no other 
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purpose than to produce a quick financial return, these films’ trans-
gressive character may satisfy jaded viewers and catch the attention of 
itinerant curiosity seekers, but they often lack sufficient historical and 
ideological substance to attract the interest of film scholars. Loaded 
with deviant behavior and puerile content (especially in their unedited 
versions), these films, Graeme Krautheim writes, ‘are too elementary 
even to comprehend the social and cultural damage that they do […]. 
Because the films’ representations are so absurd and simplistic, they 
simply cannot withstand an aggressive academic interrogation’.10

nazi Science
While less lurid than these early excursions into Nazi horror, recent 
films continue to link science with the Third Reich’s imperialistic and 
genocidal objectives. The Sci-Fi Channel’s SS Doomtrooper (2006), a 
straight-to-television product, features an Incredible Hulk-like killing 
machine, while the DVD release Horrors of War (2006), a poor man’s 
Saving Private Ryan (1998), dispatches a squad of GIs behind enemy 
lines to locate a secret laboratory where the Nazis are building ‘abnor-
mally strong’ super-soldiers. The low-budget British film Outpost (2008) 
offers a lesson in how unified field theory, or some variation thereof, 
could be used to create an army of SS soldiers who can de-materialize 
and re-materialize at will. Reportedly in the works is a film version 
of the 2005 novel by John Ringo and Tom Kratman, Watch on the 
Rhine, in which a present-day German government uses advanced 
bio-technology to rejuvenate the Waffen-SS in a last-ditch effort to 
repel an alien invasion. Also headed for production is The Fourth Reich, 
to be directed by Shaun Robert Smith, in which, deep in the French 
countryside, British forces discover the remains of a research facility 
where dead Germans were being re-animated to combat the advancing 
Allies. 2011 should see the release of Iron Sky, a digitally produced 
‘science fiction comedy’ in which the Nazis went to the moon in 1945, 
and they live on its dark side as they prepare an invasion force that will 
return to conquer the earth seventy-three years later. The Norwegian 
horror spoof Død Snø (Dead Snow, 2009) is available on a Region 1 
DVD release and in instant streaming from Netflix, so that North 
American viewers can see long-frozen SS-men thawing out — with no 
explanation offered — and harassing an unwitting group of medical 
school students. Joel Schumacher’s Blood Creek (2009), which quickly 
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went to DVD, inserts an occultist Nazi scientist-turned-vampire into a 
West Virginia backwoods horror scenario, with the inevitable results. 
A recent (2008) installment of the popular video game Call of Duty: 
World at War includes an ‘unlockable’ mode where players must fight 
off a ferocious attack by Wehrmacht zombies. In fact, Nazis are prolif-
erating in computer games, in YouTube postings, in Japanese anime 
and in iPod and iPhone apps even more rapidly than in films meant 
for theatrical release, a phenomenon that raises provocative questions 
about historicity, identification and agency.11

 Outside cinema studies, the subject of Nazi science is more soberly 
considered. Yet here too a note of suspicion lingers, as though 
research and experimentation conducted during the Third Reich 
cannot be comprehended by a purely objective analysis. Michael 
Neufeld’s scrupulous recounting of Wernher von Braun’s post-World 
War II career in the American rocket program is a case in point. For all 
the objectivity Neufeld brings to bear as a historian, he cannot exclude 
the whiff of Dr Strangelove that clings to his subject, an association 
that remains to be fully explicated.12 In the same vein, the titles of 
such studies as Mark Walker’s Nazi Science: Myth, Truth, and the German 
Atomic Bomb (Basic Books, 2001) and John Cornwell’s Hitler’s Scientists: 
Science, War, and the Devil’s Pact (Viking, 2003) suggest how publishers 
believe they can market this subject matter to more than the standard 
historians’ audience.13

 This essay, however, does not focus on the successes or failures of 
scientific research during the Third Reich. The seemingly disposable 
B- (or lesser-) grade films made in the 1960s and 1970s can tell us 
instead how the Third Reich was remembered by audiences that 
should have been appalled by its crimes and were at the same time 
gripped by the fear of atomic weapons, with which former Nazis might 
somehow be involved. However total their defeat, the Nazis in these 
films remain a threat because the experiments they undertook seem to 
require continual vigilance to insure that others don’t attempt them.14 
Even so thoroughly Americanized a real-life Nazi scientist as Wernher 
von Braun, whose biography became a subject for the Hollywood 
treatment, was able to decontaminate his wartime past because he 
had made the ‘right choice’ in reassigning his talents after 1945.15 
More than a hundred other German scientists who had worked on 
missile production during the war made the same choice, but none of 
them was as agile as von Braun in de-Nazifying himself by achieving 
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a celebrity status that served to wipe his record clean.16 Nor were 
the ballistic rocket experts the only German scientists who bartered 
their skills after 1945 in exchange for American exoneration of their 
services to the Hitler regime. The full record of these collaborations is 
still to be exposed, and some individual cases appear to veer perilously 
close to the kinds of behavior depicted in films showing ‘Nazi science’ 
at its worst.17

 Other than the assumption that all Germans are Nazis at heart, Jeff 
Stone writes, ‘the second most popular American stereotype about 
Germany after Nazism is the idea that Germany is the home of the 
world’s worst mad scientists’.18 If that were not bad enough, there is 
another, even more disturbing element. ‘Whereas the mad scientist 
is a tragic figure, with wild eyes and glasses askew’, Beverly Crawford 
and James Martel write, ‘the Nazi doctor is a figure of consummate 
evil who knows what he is doing and does it with disciplined and 
monomaniacal obsession. An important aspect of the particular sense 
of horror in films like Frankenstein is that the mad scientist is well 
intentioned but unwittingly creates evil. The Nazi scientist, however, 
has no such confusion. He knows he is committing evil and does so 
cold-bloodedly and brutally’.19 Nazism, science and ‘cold-blooded’ 
evil made for a heady mixture, especially in the febrile imaginations 
of bottom-feeding film makers who saw the chance to cash in on the 
public’s fascination with swastika armbands, black leather overcoats, 
and ‘secret weapons’ that might — just might — have won the war. 
 Mention of the retro-cultural paraphernalia of fascism implies 
that films of this sort may still seem laughable and deserve being 
remaindered to one-of-a-kind video stores, online purveyors of 
the weird and the wacky, and the speciality market that caters to 
‘extreme’ tastes. Yet a case can be made for these films’ intrinsic 
merit, or what could be called their ‘redeeming social value’, 
to borrow from another genre — pornography — that remains 
contested among activists, academics, legislators and anyone else 
inclined to get into the mix.20 Audience interest in movies about 
the Nazis shows no signs of abating. Whether in German produc-
tions like Der Untergang (Downfall, 2004) or American productions 
like Valkyrie (2008) and Inglourious Basterds (2009), the Third Reich 
continues to provide an inexhaustible reserve of narrative material, 
instantly recognizable characters, and extremes of behavior that few 
other historical experiences can match. Our lengthening distance 
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from the Nazi period seems to work in inverse proportion, so that 
Wehrmacht generals, SS officers, and scientists and engineers who 
contributed to the machinery of war and genocide grow ever more 
familiar, especially for audiences whose entire knowledge of those 
twelve years comes from movies, computer games and the History 
Channel.
 Films like Downfall and Valkyrie require no great strain to legitimize 
themselves as serious efforts to depict and interpret important historical 
events. The same cannot be said of the mostly indistinguishable run of 
Nazisploitation films from the 1960s and 1970s, especially those that 
involve secret weapons, bio-engineered super-soldiers or such anach-
ronistic devices as cryogenics, time travel and space exploration. These 
films’ value resides not in their plots or their characterizations, both 
of which stretch credulity past the breaking point. Instead, what these 
films can tell us is why the Nazis, and in this instance Nazi scientists, 
continue to exercise so powerful a hold on our imagination and on 
our understanding of what took place in Europe between 1933 and 
1945.21

Underwater nazi Zombies
An example of how a low-budget, little-seen movie that exploits ‘Nazi 
science’ can carry historical and cultural ramifications that reach 
beyond its plot and the circumstances of its production is the 1977 US 
release Shock Waves. The film would appear to be another throwaway, 
with Waffen-SS soldiers re-engineered to fight as underwater zombies, 
over-familiar faces like Peter Cushing and John Carradine, and a 
female lead wearing a yellow bikini. But Shock Waves enjoys a cult 
reputation, both in the nano-category of ‘Nazi zombie’ films and more 
broadly in a tradition that goes back to such cringe-inducing oddities 
as She Demons (1958, with television star Irish ‘Sheena, Queen of the 
Jungle’ McCalla), the genre-defining They Saved Hitler’s Brain (1963), 
and The Frozen Dead (1966, with one-time leading man Dana Andrews 
well along on his career’s downward arc). 
 Unlike these predecessors, in which demented Nazi scientists 
conduct horrific experiments, Shock Waves benefits from the services 
of Peter Cushing. Cushing plays a one-time SS commander now living 
a hermit’s existence on a seemingly deserted island off the Florida 
coast. With a career that spanned dozens of horror and science fiction 
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Figure 5.1 The concrete ship Sapona off the Bimini Island group, used to excellent 
effect in Shock Waves (1977).

roles, Cushing possessed a singular ability to convey inner anguish 
as he went about building monsters, driving stakes into vampires, 
and delivering pedantic explanations of supernatural phenomena to 
uncomprehending listeners.22 The film also allows John Carradine an 
all-too-brief performance as a grizzled boat captain who manages to 
suggest that he knows more than he is prepared to reveal about the 
strange events — weird solar effects and a mysterious wreck — that 
precede his vessel’s going aground and his own subsequent disap-
pearance. Although Carradine and Cushing never appear together, 
there is an interesting role reversal in Shock Waves, in that Carradine 
played a renegade German scientist in the first ever ‘Nazi zombie’ 
movie, Monogram Pictures’ 1943 Revenge of the Zombies.23

 Shock Waves opens with a pre-credit introduction that looks familiar 
to anyone who has seen World War II newsreels. Over a photograph of 
German soldiers, a sepulchral voice intones:

Shortly before the start of World War II, the German High Command 
began a secret investigation into the powers of the supernatural. 
Ancient legend told of a race of warriors who used neither weapons 
nor shields and whose superhuman power came from within the 
earth itself. As Germany prepared for war, the SS secretly enlisted a 
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group of scientists to create an invincible soldier. It is known that the 
bodies of soldiers killed in battle were returned to a secret laboratory 
near Koblenz, where they were used in a variety of scientific experi-
ments. It was rumored towards the end of the war that Allied forces 
met German squads that fought without weapons, killing only with 
their bare hands. No one knows who they were or what became of 
them. But one thing is certain. Of all the SS units, there was only one 
that the Allies never captured a single member of.

This is followed by a swastika-emblazoned main title and a brief 
sequence of credits, screened over a menacing electronic buzz-tone. 
A long shot shows a small dinghy drifting on the open sea. After a 
fishing boat rescues the dinghy’s occupant, the voice of a dazed and 
sunburned young woman (Brooke Adams) sets up the framing story. 
Four people have booked a dive boat for a vacation off the Florida 
coast. After the strange atmospheric disturbance and a night-time 
collision with a ‘ghost ship’, the passengers find themselves on an 
uncharted island. With the boat’s deckhand and cook, the captain 
(Carradine) having mysteriously drowned the night before, they make 
their way to a derelict resort hotel. A phonograph playing Beethoven 
is its only sign of habitation. The hotel’s proprietor then reveals 
himself, first as a disembodied voice, next as a shadowy figure on a 
balcony. His message is simple: leave, and leave at once. Disregarding 
the warning, the group decides to spend the night. The following 
morning, the cook disappears. A confrontation with the inhospitable 
host (Cushing) follows.
 Cushing’s explanation of his presence on the island is straight-
forward enough, and even more chilling: ‘We Germans developed a 
perfect weapon — a soldier’, Cushing recounts, adding:

He was capable of fighting under any conditions, adapting to any 
environment or climate, equally at home in the Russian winter or 
on the African desert. They were the most vicious and bloodthirsty 
of all the SS divisions. The group under my command was designed 
for the water, to man submarines we should never have to service… .
We created the perfect soldier from cheap hoodlums and thugs, 
and a good number of pathological murderers and sadists as well. 
We called them the Totenkorps — the death corps. Creatures more 
horrible than you can imagine. Not dead, not alive, but somewhere 
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in between. They were transported to any scene of battle and let 
loose. But problems arose. They could not be controlled. Their 
innate desire for violence made their behavior unpredictable and 
erratic. There were even incidents when they attacked their own 
soldiers. So they were withdrawn for further study. Then the war was 
drawing to an end. I was ordered to remove my group from possible 
capture. I took them to sea just before all our ports were closed. We 
roamed the oceans for weeks, awaiting orders that never came. The 
war was lost. Somewhere near this island I sent the ship and her cargo 
to the bottom. And here I have been ever since, in voluntary exile.

Cushing again instructs his visitors to leave and, more helpfully, tells 
them where they can find a boat that might still be seaworthy. While 
the group retrieves the boat, Cushing rushes to the edge of the island, 
searching for the SS-men he has just described. ‘Ich bin hier [I’m here]’, 
he shouts in German. ‘Kommen Sie her! Mein Befehl [Come here! That’s 
an order]’. The SS-men appear on the other side of a lagoon. Ignoring 
Cushing’s orders, they descend into the water. Cushing scrambles 
about in mounting desperation. When he pauses to splash water on 
his face, one of the SS-men reaches up and grabs him by the throat, 
confirming what he said about ‘their innate desire for violence’.
 The remainder of the film depicts the group’s futile attempt to 
escape, their second night in the hotel, and their psychological disin-
tegration in the face of the horrors they encounter. One by one, they 
are picked off by the SS-men who emerge and submerge at will and 
go about their business of killing with methodical determination. In 
the end, only Brooke Adams and Luke Halpin (the deckhand) are 
left alive. The two survivors discover the dive boat’s dinghy and make 
another escape attempt. Luke fends off one of the SS-killers, only to be 
dragged under by a second. Alone, Brooke drifts out to sea. In a brief 
coda, we see Brooke is in a hospital room, her face blistered, frantically 
writing down her recollections in an incomprehensible scrawl. The 
experience on the island has traumatized her, perhaps permanently.
 Shock Waves eschews the familiar cinematic trope of the politically 
naïve scientist who witnesses his work perverted by the evil intentions of 
others. Rather, the scientists who engineered criminally insane super-
soldiers in Koblenz shared the military and ideological imperatives of 
the regime they served. As Andreas Heinemann-Grüder observes, ‘The 
pressure on engineers to produce “revenge weapons” and “wonder 
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weapons” towards the end of the Second World War opened the way to 
projects which under normal conditions would have been considered 
technological charlatanism and brushed off as simply irresponsible’.24 
Even if he has second thoughts about the program, Cushing’s regrets 
are purely pragmatic. The SS-supermen proved defective as weapons, 
the equivalent of V-2 rockets that fell short of their targets or of 
experimental jet fighters that downed more German test pilots than 
Allied bombers. A reclusive fugitive, Cushing’s moral occlusion puts 
him in broad company. Had things worked out differently, he might 
have had a career like that of Wernher von Braun, or at least like 
those of thousands of Wehrmacht officers, Nazi bureaucrats, industrial 
managers, university teachers and scientific researchers who success-
fully reintegrated themselves into postwar society. Instead he drowns 
in a swamp, a victim of the same narrowly focused command mentality 
that led the Koblenz engineers to create SS super-soldiers in the first 
place. Nazi habits of mind, like Nazi zombies, die hard.

cold War anxieties and Projections
For a 30-year-old film rarely seen on television, Shock Waves has 
exhibited remarkable staying power. In part, the film’s effectiveness 
results from its marketable concept. Zombies have long been a proven 
money-maker ever since George Romero’s Night of the Living Dead 
(1968). Nazis add another bankable asset. But something else also 
helps explain the film’s impact. The eerie, synthesizer-generated 
score, the desolate, swampy environment and the drained colors all 
contribute to a pervasive negativism that sticks in the mind. This is a 
quality shared with a number of science fiction films from the 1950s 
and 1960s. English director Val Guest’s The Day the Earth Caught Fire, 
released in 1961, and blacklisted American director Joseph Losey’s 
The Damned, also made in 1961 but not released until 1963, are just 
two examples. While the former film excludes a final verdict on the 
planet’s future, its generally downbeat mood suggests little confidence 
that science, in the end, will come up with a humanity-sparing solution. 
The Damned is even more disillusioned by the alliance between science 
and government. It reflects its director’s dyspeptic attitude towards 
both, as well as his keen sense of how established certainties of class 
and education have become unhinged in a world of nuclear tests and 
arms races. Both films were made on relative shoestrings, a constraint 
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that recalls Vivian Sobchack’s distinction, in discussing science fiction 
cinema, between ‘big-budget optimism’ and ‘low-budget pessimism’. 
The technical limitations enforced on cheaply made films, Sobchack 
notes, resulted in images that were dark and ominous, reinforcing 
a sense of human finiteness and vulnerability. Technology and the 
political authority to which it was subservient were either impotent 
or themselves a threat; in either case, the future was clouded, if not 
entirely closed.25

 Mention of Joseph Losey also brings to mind the close connection 
between science fiction films of the 1950s and 1960s and the Cold War 
psychology of vulnerability and menace they reflected, a phenomenon 
familiar on both sides of the Atlantic. Discarding the confidence 
evident in films of earlier decades, British science fiction films made 
after the Second World War ‘were predominantly deeply pessimistic 
and intended to frighten’.26 Much the same could be said of American 
films from the same period, informed as they were by what M. Keith 
Booker calls the ‘paranoia’ that resulted not only from fear of the 
Soviet Union, but even more from America’s increasing involvement 
in the global complexities of the Cold War.27 Like the Americans, the 
Russians could capitalize on the expertise of German physicists and 
chemists, and fears that they might develop weapons against which 
the United States had few, if any, defenses were not confined to film 
makers and film audiences. In his new account of the origins of the 
nuclear arms race, Michael D. Gordin writes that the greatest concern 
was ‘the German scientists and engineers who were recruited at war’s 
end to work in Soviet industry. It was a commonplace during the Cold 
War, especially immediately after news of Soviet proliferation hit the 
West, that these German specialists were responsible for the speed 
of the Soviet achievement — even for there being a Soviet nuclear 
bomb at all’.28 In another new study of the Cold War nuclear compe-
tition, Shane Maddock reinforces this conclusion. He notes that the 
top priority for American atomic weapons specialists in 1945 lay in 
preventing the Soviet capture of German nuclear physicists.29

 Worries over such matters reached the highest levels of the American 
defense and intelligence establishments and found expression in the 
exaggerated threat assessments the CIA produced well into the 1960s.30 
Nor was the Soviet nuclear stockpile the only cause for alarm. As soon 
as the Russians detonated their first bomb, government officials began 
worrying about the threat of ‘nuclear sabotage’ posed by Soviet agents 
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and Communist dupes who might smuggle suitcase-sized weapons on 
to American soil, the equivalent of today’s terrorist ‘sleeper cells’.31 In 
addition, the results of German experiments with biological, radio-
logical and chemical weapons were also assumed to have passed into 
Soviet hands. Again, Western intelligence misreported the extent of 
the Soviet acquisitions. In fact, with the exception of the jet propulsion 
and ballistic missile programs, German experiments in developing 
‘secret’ weapons were uncoordinated, poorly funded and vulnerable 
to the internecine conflicts that deepened as the Nazi state — never 
the unified monolith its propaganda made it out to be — came under 
increasing stress. Even if the effort had been a more systematic and 
sustained one, in the end it would have been too little and too late to 
reverse the outcome of the war.32

 In a new study of the Soviet space program, Asif Siddiqi confirms 
the importance the Russians attached to the hunt for German scien-
tists and engineers in the first postwar months. At that point, there 
was little thought about space exploration. The Russians used rockets 
on the Eastern Front and in the final conquest of Berlin and they 
appreciated their battlefield value. Incorporating the advanced missile 
technology the Germans had developed promised to expand the 
Red Army’s capability in rocket warfare. Scouring their occupation 
zone to recover as much as they could of ‘the detritus of the German 
wartime rocket program’, the Russians recruited hundreds of German 
scientists and technicians to work in Soviet laboratories and research 
institutes, in part by offering them generous terms of employment and 
agreeing to exempt them from the standard processes of ‘de-Nazifi-
cation’. Apparently, many of the Germans had little difficulty switching 
loyalties from one totalitarian regime to another. In the process, they 
helped fundamentally redirect the Soviet rocket program.33 The result, 
the successful launch of the first orbital satellite in 1957, shattered 
Americans’ confidence in the superiority of Western science and 
technology. After the shock of Sputnik, Americans might have been 
excused for wondering if the United States had come out second best 
in the race to secure the services of Hitler’s most brilliant scientists.
 Cold War anxieties explain part of the hold science fiction films of 
the era exercised on the imagination of their audiences. In addition, 
these films conveyed an impression of bleakness and existential 
ennui that eradicated any hope that science might somehow save 
us. Describing Terence Fisher’s ‘agreeably mundane’ Island of the 
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Burning Doomed (1967), Chris Fujiwara comments: ‘The proportion 
and balance in Fisher’s framing and the movie’s ability to light on 
something of interest from moment to moment imply an obsessive 
yet tender concern for a shrunken, demented world about to come to 
an end. The movie has that sour late-1960s mood of exhaustion and 
nerves at their limit, perfectly expressed in the recurrent situation of 
residents of an island off the coast of Britain gathering in the island’s 
only pub to share desultory comments about the abnormal heat’.34

 With its washed-out colors, bleak locations and world-weary perfor-
mances by John Carradine and Peter Cushing, Shock Waves leaves the 
same queasy feeling, so that Brooke Adams’ retreat into catatonia 
seems an altogether reasonable choice to make after what she has 
experienced. A decade later, that ‘sour late-1960s mood’ was recreated 
in some of the most popular science fiction films Hollywood would 
ever make, as if the tension between the promise and the menace of 
science had to be re-established if the genre was to remain both narra-
tively inventive and profitable. The obsessions of the Cold War may 
have been fast fading, and the Cold War itself would soon be consigned 
to history; but a numbing list of new threats was already being 
projected, with indestructible humanoid killing machines prominent 
among them. This increasingly pessimistic mood made itself apparent 
in the first Terminator (1984) and Robocop (1987) films. Theater screens 
were soon filled with what John Beard has called ‘cheaper versions 
of apocalyptic futures and junk technology’.35 The human race faced 
similarly grim prospects, although due to biochemical and extra-
terrestrial rather than technological causes, in films like Alien (1979) 
and Predator (1987), which also generated lucrative (and eventually 
intersecting) franchises.36 In this respect, the Cold War metaphors 
of infection and contagion gained a new lease on life, with not only 
science, but medicine, bio-engineering and the exploration of deep 
space also posing unanticipated menaces to the survival of the human 
race.37

 Political awareness of this kind, and intellectual and philosophical 
allusions in general, were probably beyond the makers of Shock Waves. 
They were more interested in nightmares, zombies, and the always 
reliable box-office draw of swastikas and SS uniforms. The film relies 
on an adept combination of locations, atmosphere and soundtrack for 
its impact. The plot does not convincingly explain why the SS-men are 
suddenly re-animated after thirty years of dormancy under the ocean. 
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The bizarre solar phenomenon seen at the start, where the screen tints 
a nauseous yellow-red, may have something to do with it, especially 
when the cook, with many years of marine experience, concedes that 
he has never seen anything similar. Before he disappears, Carradine’s 
captain has a bit of seemingly out-of-place dialogue about ‘a minor 
underwater disturbance, with the hot sky acting on the cold current 
coming from a mile down below’. Nor is it entirely clear just how many 
members of the Totenkorps have survived. There are at least six of them, 
but in a few frames eight are visible. While they appear to move about 
and kill independently, a trace of unit cohesion remains when they 
first emerge from the sea and later return to it.
 Shooting exterior scenes in Miami’s Matheson Hammock Park, 
director Ken Weiderhorn and cinematographer Reuben Trane used a 
location that concurrently looked like an inviting vacation resort and 
a place of menace and dread. The park afforded Caribbean island-like 
ocean vistas, beachfronts and lush vegetation on the one hand, viscous 
pools, thick, oily mud and sand, and dense tangles of mangrove roots 
on the other. The film-makers were also advantaged by the chance 
they had to film on the grounds of the once grand but subsequently 
derelict Biltmore Hotel in Coral Gables and its equally run-down 
counterpart in Palm Beach. The Palm Beach Biltmore served as Peter 
Cushing’s lair, with little set-dressing required other than the addition 
of the obligatory swastika banner. 
 Similarly convenient, as a fixed point to which the camera regularly 
returns, was the wreck of a World War I-era concrete-hulled freighter, 
which had run aground in the shallow waters off Bimini Island in the 
1920s. Used for target practice by the navy and the air force during 
World War II, the wreck exhibits an otherworldly aspect, resembling a 
huge amphibian skeleton dropped from the sky or dredged up by an 
underwater convulsion. When he narrates the history of the Totenkorps, 
Cushing confirms that the wreck is the ship that transported them to 
the Western Hemisphere. Repeated long shots of the wreck across 
a glittering ocean are among the most effective in the film. They 
reinforce its mood of isolation and disorientation. Referring to the 
‘ghost ship’ that caused the fateful collision at the start of the film, 
the well-lubricated cook concedes, ‘The sea spits up what it can’t keep 
down’.
 Tapping into Nazi imagery, while hardly an original move, helps 
explain part of the durability Shock Waves has demonstrated. In an 
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essay that reaches beyond its ostensible subject, impressions of Nazis 
in American cinema, Lester Friedman writes:

Many films depict the fiendish plots of Nazi scientists either to kill 
vast amounts of people […] or to conduct evil experiments […] 
Modern-day Nazi plots hypothesize what might happen if Nazis 
survived in our contemporary world and we were, once again, 
forced to confront them […] On deeper levels, the films represent a 
persistent fear not only that the Nazis have survived but that, under 
the right circumstances, it could all happen again. Representing 
more than mere elderly figures who escaped the destruction of the 
Third Reich, characters in these films personify the endurance of the 
Nazi philosophy in our own time.38

While Friedman is primarily interested in major studio productions like 
Marathon Man (1976) and The Boys from Brazil (1978), his comments 
apply equally to Shock Waves, both in terms of a plot that resonates and a 
character — Peter Cushing’s ‘mere elderly figure’ — who, when seen in 
this light, becomes truly terrifying. That Cushing meets the proverbial 
just end, drowned by one of his own SS-men, in no way diminishes the 
unrepentant evil he has expressed to his unwelcome visitors. Nor is he 
a solitary example, since the idea of German scientific, technological 
and military capabilities harnessed to Nazi ambitions for racial utopia 
and global domination has been one of the more venerable and influ-
ential themes in post-World War II science fiction and, more recently, 
‘alternative’ history.39 In fact, American fears of German science and 
technology forging ahead in a society and culture permeated with 
militaristic and imperialistic values were well-established long before 
the Nazis appeared on the scene and as a result would not altogether 
vanish once they departed.40 Decades later, cinematic raw material can 
presumably still be found in these projections of German scientific 
superiority, two lost wars notwithstanding.

a Zombie film too far? 
For several years, a group of film-makers in the Netherlands have tried 
to attract funding for a film called Worst Case Scenario. Their idea, 
apparently, was to re-fight D-Day on Dutch beaches with an army of 
German zombie soldiers. To promote the project, two cleverly-made 
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trailers were posted on a website, and 500 DVD copies were also made 
available (unfortunately in PAL format only).41 One look at the trailers 
suggests that Worst Case Scenario would borrow heavily from the proto-
typical zombie soldiers in Shock Waves. One trailer contains footage of 
grotesquely deformed and maladroitly patched-back-together soldiers 
emerging from the ocean, in a zombie-like march that recalls the 
Totenkorps. In the second trailer, more disturbing than the first, the 
same zombie soldiers float over the heads of two children playing 
along a canal. The children’s fascination with the balloon-borne 
monsters glues them to the spot, as, no doubt, it is supposed to do to 
us. Either way, Holland stands no chance. 

Figure 5.2 A poster for the now abandoned Worst Case Scenario film project, to 
have been directed by Richard Raaphorst.

 In 2009, director Richard Raaphorst announced that the Worst Case 
Scenario project had been cancelled. The search for financing had 
taken too long, investors had committed and then withdrawn, and 
the prospects for commercial success had evaporated. In an interview 
picked up by several websites, Raaphorst claimed that the market 
for zombie films was glutted and that Worst Case Scenario would have 
looked too much like other Nazi zombie films currently in circulation. 
From the wreckage of the project, however, Raaphorst proposes to 
make a prequel, set in 1945 and depicting some of the end-stage 
fighting in the German-Polish borderlands. If one or two examples 
of concept art can serve as a guide, the Wehrmacht has again been 
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reinforced by zombie soldiers, fighting in a film to be called Army of 
Frankenstein. ‘We are exploring the possibilities’, Raaphorst revealed, 
‘of using a high, advanced, new and unknown technology to put it on 
film’.42 In other words, a secret weapon that just might win the war.
 Despite the problems Richard Raaphorst has encountered, it is 
likely that Nazi zombies will continue to encumber our cinematic 
consciousness, and not only because of their historical and political 
associations. They do represent a ‘worst case scenario’, or the sum of 
our historically informed and culturally determined fears and projec-
tions. As Eva Kingsepp observes about the persistent attraction of 
Nazi themes — or, as she puts it, of ‘Naziness’ — in film, literature 
(especially graphic novels) and digital games, ‘The figure of the Nazi 
zombie might be seen as a symbol of our sometimes quite compli-
cated relationship with the real Nazi Germany, as expressed through 
our popular culture’. This obsession is ‘rooted in the uncanny feeling 
that the Nazis are ‘us’, reflecting the dark side of ourselves and our 
society’, Kingsepp continues. ‘If the zombie in general is ‘us’, and the 
Nazis are “us”, as well, the Nazi zombie turns into a macabre reflection 
of ourselves as well as an expression of fear for what our own society 
might do to us on purpose, in the name of progress’.43

 National Socialism was uniquely destructive. From the first, it 
proclaimed a cult of death. Its propagandists made death heroic 
and promoted sacrifice and martyrdom as the highest virtues. In the 
end, nothing was left but death and destruction. Even when the war 
was lost, the Nazis ratcheted up the rate of killing and dying. More 
German soldiers died in the last year of the war than in the five years 
preceding; more German civilians died in bombing raids after the 
Luftwaffe no longer existed as an effective defense force than when it 
controlled the skies over Europe. In the killing centers, the practice 
of industrialized murder continued almost to the bitter end.44 In this 
universe of mass death, German science, engineering and technology 
made their substantial contributions. Turned to nihilistic ends, the 
genius of German science and administration produced monstrous 
results. Is it at all surprising then that when the Nazis come back, they 
return as the most atavistic of all our monsters, as zombies?
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i
n ‘Skin GaMeS’, RayMonD Durgnat’s seminal article on the 1970s genre 
that he termed ‘Eurodecadence’, the author credits the permis-
siveness of the ‘Swinging Sixties’ as the root of the perversities 

in the following decade’s cinema: ‘Far from being a fountain of 
vitalism, Eros seemed polluted at the source. It represented a nostalgia 
that could never be fulfilled, that couldn’t pre-empt aggression.’1 
He begins the cycle at the fall of censorship with Joseph Losey’s 
filming of Harold Pinter’s treatment of Robin Maugham’s The Servant 
(1963). In Maugham’s homoerotic novel, a young aristocratic gent 
becomes the passive ‘slave’ to his military-like butler ‘master’. Durgnat 
finds confluence with Sartre’s ego-psychology here, ‘in which even 
innocuous activities like looking and naming (and even leaving people 
free) are forms of pressure. The main object of libido […] is survival 
and safety, which regularly involve power.’2 Appreciation for such a 
skewed look at sexual power politics grows with the liberations of the 
era and officially comes out in 1967 when philosopher Gilles Deleuze 
underscores the importance of Sacher-Masoch. The following year, 
revolt spreads from Chicago to Prague, and the world reels between 
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hedonism and political avowal. Meanwhile, the manifesto for what 
was to become the Eurodecadent School of the 1970s crystallizes in 
Luchino Visconti’s script for La caduta degli dei (The Damned, 1969), 
a drawing-room version of Wagner’s Götterdämmerung (with helpings 
of Macbeth and Hamlet) as an intertext between sexual perversion and 
power in Nazi Germany.
 In its analytical history, The Damned has been linked to everything 
from De Sade to Freud to Riefenstahl (by way of Susan Sontag’s 
still influential misunderstanding of German Romanticism and its 
relationship with German nation building).3 It was understood in its 
own time as the sum total of sexual liberation and leftist antifascist film-
making in Nazi drag. It prompted Durgnat to consider sexual perversity 
a ‘strategy’ by which to condemn heterosexuality as more adaptable to 
social corruption than the already marginalized homosexuality, and to 
regard the film as the starting point in a genre that, as Kriss Ravetto 
describes, would deny any hope of human salvation (with Pasolini’s 
Salò o le 120 giornate di Sodoma (Salò, or the 120 Days of Sodom, 1976) 
as the culmination).4 From a pure cinematic historical perspective, 
The Damned mimicked the actual development of Nazism out of the 
hothouse sensuality and the social Darwinism of the Belle Époque. As 
a child of the privileged fin-de-siècle, Visconti was the perfect vessel 
from which to produce a seductive screen fascism that causes us to love 
the very thing that dominates us, as Foucault would have it. The direc-
tor’s hypnotically beautiful but uncomfortable personal mythology of 
selective aristocratic aesthetics framed by Marxism slammed the entire 
ruling class while he enjoyed decorating their elitist lives. 
 While it was the soft-core Love Camp 7 (1968) that first dared to mix 
sexploitation and Nazism in an attempt to bring the long tradition 
of Nazi ‘adventures’ in men’s pulp fiction to the screen, Visconti’s 
trilogy on the German experience5 (The Damned; Morte a Venezia (Death 
in Venice, 1971); and Ludwig, 1972) influenced by Thomas Mann’s 
conservative critical sympathy for Old Europe, inspired the ‘high-art’ 
cinematic tangents on the allegorized/sexualized theme of the totali-
tarian dystopia. Among these are Cavani’s realizations of the extreme S 
/M options in The Night Porter (Il portiere di notte,1974), Beyond Good and 
Evil (Al di là del bene e del male, 1977) and The Berlin Affair (1985); and 
Bertolucci’s psychologically scarred everyman who climbs his way up 
the fascist social ladder in Il conformista (The Conformist, 1970); and the 
Left’s symbolic victory in Europe, 1900 (1976). De Sica’s tragic-elegiac 
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Holocaust poem Il giardino dei Finzi Contini (Garden of the Finzi-
Continis, 1970) and Wertmüller’s vitriolic Holocaust black comedy 
Pasqualino Settebellezze (Seven Beauties, 1975) take opposite approaches 
to victimization, while Barbet Schroeder sexualized punishments in 
Maîtresse (1976), and Pasolini offered a sexual/political endgame in 
his adaptation of De Sade in Salò. Hungarian director István Szabó 
developed his own trilogy on opportunism, sexuality and fascism in 
Central Europe in Mephisto (1981), Oberst Redl (Colonel Redl, 1985) and 
Hanussen (1988), which focused on Austro-Hungarian and German-
Jewish cultures. These films were mirrored by a number of exploitation 
films that presented themselves within this trend. As Ravetto suggests, 
one might include Cabaret (1972) (and thus certainly Ingmar 
Bergman’s late redux of the concept in The Serpent’s Egg, (1977)) for its 
ambiguous evocation of all the above themes in a setting that showed 
that the musical film could be risky at the end of its popularity. In both 
films, however, it is the liberal (Weimar German 1919–33) world that 
promises the goods, and the degeneracy easily flows into Nazism.6

 Tinto Brass’s Salon Kitty (aka Madam Kitty, 1976),7 which preceded 
the director’s notorious pornographic historical pastiche, Caligula 
(1979), is the crucial link between the original art-house or more 
‘critical’ neodecadent8 genre and the hyperbolic degeneration of 
the Nazisploitation film. Influenced by the soft-core porn films from 
France and Italy, Brass displays some intent to create critical film-
making. His narrative is based on a novel by Peter Norden and the 
real incident involving SS commander Walter Schellenberg’s bugging 
of Kitty Schmidt’s elite Berlin bordello, which catered to Nazi VIPs and 
foreign dignitaries.9 It is nevertheless subverted by the representations 
it criticizes. These aspects are performed in a way that parallels the 
fascist seduction. At the same time, it defines the trauma of Nazism 
with a cruel sexuality that differentiates it little from the Italian gore-
horror films of roughly the same period, the giallo. Brass justifies the 
voyeuristic/taboo-breaking direction of his film as an exposé of the 
perversions of Nazism, but the central narrative is a melodramatic love 
story that simply allows for more nudity and sex. Grounded in a critical 
cinematic exploration that vacillates between and exchanges with 
exploitation paradigms, Salon Kitty is the link between the neodeca-
dence genre and pure Nazisploitation.
 This essay provides a close reading of how Salon Kitty constructs 
itself on the canon model of neodecadence, how it critically surpasses 
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the standard in some ways, and yet deconstructs its artistic/intellectual 
goals into disingenuous moralism and kitsch, which allows it to fall 
into the realm of such earlier sexploitation films as Ilsa, She Wolf of the 
SS (1974). In its nervous collision between the fictionalization of the 
historical and the overt theatricality of the prurient, Salon Kitty has, 
however, more in common with Tarantino’s Inglourious Basterds (2009) 
than the later Nazisploitation films it spawned. As in Tarantino’s film, 
Tinto Brass’s work is far more about using genre as a strategy than 
about Nazism itself. A short plot summary is required to sort out 
three different modes of neodecadence that Salon Kitty borrows from 
other films: the sexual ‘depravity’ linked with Nazism in The Damned; 
the cliché of sexual hedonism in the Weimar Republic (Cabaret; The 
Serpent’s Egg), which is taken up and justified as the anti-bourgeois 
impulse by fascists, unmasking Nazi hypocrisy and sexual politics; and 
a burlesque of the most extreme filmic representations of fascism (The 
Night Porter; Salò), which plumbs the dehumanization and destruction 
of its victims.
 Brass’s film opens in 1939 with a cabaret show at Madam Kitty 
Kellermann’s (Ingrid Thulin) bordello in which she performs a song 
reminiscent of Kurt Weill in half-man/half-woman drag that at once 
recalls but also heteronorms the impersonation of Dietrich by Helmut 
Berger at the start of The Damned. She punctuates her act with the 
lyrics, ‘slip a little versa into your vice.’ The counter-shots of audience 
faces imitate that of Cabaret, which referenced the grotesque expres-
sionist portraits by Otto Dix and George Grosz. Also like Cabaret, Salon 
Kitty limits the musical performances, which comment on the action, 
to the stage. 
 SS officer Wallenberg (Helmut Berger) is ordered by his commander, 
the sanguine Biondo (John Steiner), a more attractive reincarnation 
of the ur-vampiric Nazi in Rossellini’s seminal Roma, città aperta (Rome, 
Open City, 1945), to find twenty young, beautiful and intelligent, 
fervently National Socialist women from all social levels (‘virgins 
or married’) for a secret project. The clichéd plot device of using 
scientific experimentation and research to excuse sexual titillation 
immediately distances the work from its more serious neodecadent 
ambitions. The young women proceed through ‘testing’ phases, 
informed that they are to ‘wage war for Hitler’. They are put to work in 
Madam Kitty’s bordello with the excuse that her house must be racially 
‘sanitized’. Kitty has no idea that the house has been wired for sound 
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recording, that the women are SS agents, and that her house is being 
used to gain blackmail information from its VIP clients.
 Wallenberg becomes fascinated with Margherita (Teresa Ann 
Savoy), an aristocratic young woman among the SS prostitutes/agents, 
but he doubts her commitment to National Socialism. Wallenberg 
insists that she ‘must destroy herself’ to become a true Nazi. A mildly 
sado masochistic relationship evolves, somewhat revisiting Liliana 
Cavani’s still controversial depiction of a relationship between an 
SS officer and concentration camp victim in The Night Porter,10 albeit 
without direct reference to the Holocaust or deeper psychological/
gender role implications. Wallenberg attempts to humiliate and 
debase Margherita sexually, even involving his passively servile wife, 
but Margherita remains disinterested. One of the bordello’s clients, 
Hans Reiter (Bekim Fehmiu), a Luftwaffe officer, falls in love with 
her. Smitten with him, Margherita covers for his anti-Nazi sentiments 
in her reports, not knowing that their conversations are recorded by 
the listening devices in her room. In a plot direction borrowed from 
Puccini’s opera Tosca, Wallenberg confronts Margherita and implies 
that he can save or destroy Reiter, but he wants her as his mistress 
and ‘accomplice’. She later learns from a Nazi officer that Hans was 
hanged for defeatism. Kitty covers up Margherita’s murder of the 
officer. Claiming that her profession is in the service of freedom and 
joy, she is horrified to discover she has been used for Wallenberg’s 
political gain. With the help of an Italian accomplice, Kitty arranges 
for Margherita to be wired, and on a visit to Wallenberg’s house she 
records his triumphant ravings. She presents the tapes to Wallenberg’s 
superior and accuses him of treason. The SS executes Wallenberg and 
Kitty celebrates as a bombing raid over Berlin smashes the windows of 
the bordello, signaling the fall of the Reich.
 The heteronorming of decadence in the film, where heterosexual 
sex simultaneously represents love and violent oppressive debasement, 
is at the root of the film’s reductive dualism. Ultimately it creates a 
clash between critical neodecadent pretentions and soft-core titil-
lation. The very start of the film symbolically introduces this duality 
in the guise of Kitty’s half-man/half-woman drag and the ‘vice versa’ 
lyric. With the exception of one sensationalist scene, Brass does not 
follow the stricter neodecadent ideology of repressed sexual deviation 
as symptomatic of fascism. Neither does he repudiate fascist sexual 
appeal. Rather, in an attempt to out-sexualize in a popular way the 
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films from which Salon Kitty derives, Brass aims the film at mainstream 
audiences. He allows them the visual desire of ‘straight’ sex demonized 
only by the cloak of Nazism. Like true neodecadent films, which ‘reject 
the binary model that positions fascism as absolute evil and antifascists 
as absolute good, yet at the same time […] embrace the image of evil 
as a seductive image’,11 Brass’s protagonists are all prostitutes. Yet it is 
not their whoredom but only their Nazi collaboration that contami-
nates them and this impurity can be cleansed, as in Margherita’s case. 
While the use of prostitutes in the context of fascism suggests a typical 
neodecadent metaphor for the seduction of evil and the feminization 
of the poisoned, there is no ambiguity here. Their whoredom is not at 
issue, just as the film’s flirtation with the homoerotic nature of Nazism 
does not lead to an exploration of it as a deviancy linked to fascism as 
in true neodecadent films. Brass’s film is homoerotic and homophobic 
at the same time, and implicated homosexuality is brought in as an 
anticipated signifier of neodecadence, a vignette of curiosity, even as 
comic relief, remaining separate from the narrative.
 Wallenberg’s search reveals young women who are firmly committed 
to National Socialism. One of the potential discoveries is shown in a 
science classroom situation, which queasily suggests the horrors of 
concentration camp experiments. Mixing sexual shock with horror 
film convention, Brass aligns the audience spectator’s gaze with that 
of the Nazi students. In a coldly scientific manner, the students are 
shown two cadavers during instruction in racial biology. One body is 
that of a black man. The other is that of a German prostitute on her 
back, who attempted self-abortion. Her legs are stiffly bent in a sitting 
position, the remains of the fetus placed on her belly. The camera 
point-of-view (POV) here represents the female students, and it shifts 
back and forth to the large penis of the male corpse. Their hidden 
desire (visual montage) repudiates the scientist’s near deification of 
the prostitute as superior to the black man (verbal), who is considered 
a ‘beast’. Although the narrative shows how sexuality was used in the 
service of Nazism, it is already apparent at this early stage of the film 
that Brass underscores the sexual impulse as a natural resistance to 
Nazi racial doctrine to valorize his soft-core approach. The cut goes 
to a gruesomely bloody evisceration of pigs (the animal was used as a 
popular anti-Semitic image, e.g. Judensau), as male and female farmers 
bearing Nazi armbands laugh and flirt against the screams of the 
pigs in front of a blood-splattered wall displaying the concentration 
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camp slogan, ‘Arbeit macht frei’ (work makes you free). In this vulgar 
Holocaust metaphor, which also briefly recalls the sex and slaughter 
of the SA orgy in The Damned, innocents are clearly being slaughtered. 
However, the sound bridge of the pigs squealing over a parodistic 
re-vision of Visconti’s aristocratic dining scene in The Damned (and 
again over the execution of Wallenberg at the end of the film) mixes 
the victim with the perpetrator in an unclear and nihilistic fashion. 
Are ‘pigs’ also killing the pigs?
 The reduction of Nazism here to brutal animal torture recalls 
Roland Barthes’s commentary on Pasolini’s Salò — that fascism is ‘too 
serious and too insidious a danger to be treated by simple analogy.’12 
Ravetto understands Pasolini’s work less as an attempt to shock with 
the repressed (homo)sexual impulses in German culture, as Klaus 
Theweleit has observed,13 than as an attempt to break down the barrier 
between object and voyeur ‘for their own disengaged (sadistic, supra-
carnal pleasure)’. It ‘draws the voyeur (the audience spectator linked 
with the voyeurs in the film) into the spotlight, thus dislodging him 
or her from his or her comfort zone.’14 Pasolini’s strategy is to equate 
the act of voyeurism with violence and violation, making Salò unerotic 
and an example of a sexual economy ‘in a power that transforms 
individuals into objects.’15 Salon Kitty presents itself as a shallow battle 
between Pasolini’s agenda and the re-eroticization of fascism as fetish 
in other neodecadent films of the period (by Visconti, Bertolucci, 
Cavani, Fosse etc.). Brass’s film associates the audience with the 
spectators at the bordello, but also with the SS voyeurs who use sex for 
control, repression, and death. In his own narrative construction, the 
director seems quite aware of the ironic strategy behind Pasolini’s film 
and the general opposition between pure and impure in neodecadent 
films that re-present and mimic fascism(s). The fact that Nazism’s 
symbolic fall is linked in Salon Kitty to the destruction of fascist control 
of the libertine (thus for Brass ‘humanist’) sexuality of Kitty and her 
(traditional) bordello, questions the concepts of pure and impure, and 
disturbs the partial presence of fascism in contemporary bourgeois 
moralism. Fascism is turned into fetish in Brass’s film to the point of 
absurdity: the obvious use of Nazi racial biology to allow for sexual 
voyeurism; the sexual entertainment that attracts the Nazis as they 
‘attempt’ to cleanse Germany of degeneracy; Wallenberg’s superhero 
uniforms; the ambiguous and stagey homoeroticism among the SS, 
etc. In doing so, Brass creates a Brechtian Verfremdungseffekt (alienation 
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effect) in which the audience spectators are made aware of an uncom-
fortable association with the Nazi voyeurs and their control strategies, 
but also of the discourse of the neodecadent film and its attempts 
to re-imagine sexualized fascism, giving the audience ‘hard-ons for 
Hitler, for the beautiful fascist machine’,16 and allowing them to mask 
their (pan)sexual voyeurism within the safety of historical/intellectual 
examination. Nevertheless, in liberating voyeurism and sexuality from 
Nazism with voyeurism and sexuality, Brass proclaims the victory of 
the erotic. He enshrines the depiction of sex as a weapon, reifying the 
‘need’ for such a film while supporting the not-so-hidden agenda of 
satisfying audience desire with titillation. The opportunistic response 
of Margherita’s mother — ‘the most important thing is to be on the 
winning side!’ — is clearly the director’s indictment of the apparent 
moral glaciation of the bourgeoisie in the rise of Nazism. It also seems 
a fitting motto for Brass’s cinematic vacillation between the intentional 
exposure of the neodecadent film strategy and the simultaneous 
exploitation of it for box office success. 
 Like the subversive indication of the female students’ erotic fasci-
nation with the black man’s corpse, the film’s most thoughtfully critical 
moments emerge from its visual tableaux, not from its trite dialogue. 
These also particularly transmit the illusion of female agency in Nazi 
ideology. The first such sequence depicts a family viewing Riefenstahl’s 
Triumph des Willens (Triumph of the Will, 1935) from a cinema theatre 
balcony. The scene cuts rapidly between Hitler’s speech and the 
three members of a well-dressed bourgeois family (wife, husband and 
daughter). The wife, whom we come to know later as the SS prostitute 
Susan, slaps her young daughter across the face for interrupting her 
film viewing. As the husband attempts to dissuade his wife from her 
action, she slaps him too. When the masses in the film salute the Führer, 
she and other members of the audience stand and give the fascist 
salute, shouting ‘Heil Hitler’. As she stands, she blocks the projector’s 
beam which now throws the images of the Nazi film onto her body. This 
sequence provides metaphors on both the seductive fetish of Nazism 
in neodecadent film, and the death of the bourgeois family under 
Nazism, in which the female transfers patriarchal subservience to 
Hitlerian obedience. Susan is also overlaid with projected images of the 
Hitler Youth, equating her equally frenzied actions with the adulating 
and uncritical child. Another scene of female pseudo ‘empowerment’ 
within Nazism takes place in a dark public aquarium, where young 
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women dressed in BDM uniforms (Bund Deutscher Mädel, the League of 
German Girls, the female wing of the Hitler Youth) collide with a Jewish 
family. We see a little Jewish boy playing with a wind-up toy. A hard-
faced young woman from the BDM group approaches the boy and 
crushes the toy with her shoe. The shot/counter-shot captures the boy’s 
uncomprehending shock and the woman’s cruel satisfaction. Both of 
these scenes rupture the concept of the woman as child nurturer or 
mother (the very essence of the Nazi female role) and suggest that 
under Nazism this female ‘instinct’ is only valid in an appropriate 
ideological/racial context.
 The film’s two central set pieces are sequences that take place in the 
large gymnasium/theatre halls that frame the search for the female 
test subjects. These sequences reflect the performance and sexuality at 
Kitty’s bordello and counter the claustrophobic shots of the traditional 
German aristocracy at dinner. Art director Ken Adam reduces the 
Nazi monumental neoclassicism of Albert Speer to its most astringent 
values here with long, dull spaces, marble columns, flaming chrome 
torches and large but blinded windows that provide the backdrop for 
the dehumanized body cult of Nazism.17 The initial male athleticism 
and the subsequent sexual ‘training’ session of the women in this 
environment mimes the imagery of National Socialist visual arts in 
which voyeuristic images of bland female nudity and sexualized male 
warriors represent Nordic physical beauty.18 As Biondo discusses 
the Blitzkrieg with Wallenberg they walk through the gymnasium 
halls. They pass a regimented set of SS men fencing in ludicrously 
‘bottomless’ garb, as well as naked gymnasts, swimmers, and wrestlers. 
These serve a dual purpose in the film, at once underscoring Nazism’s 
classical Greco-Roman pretention and ironically citing Riefenstahl’s 
inadvertent homoerotic depictions of Hitler Youth ‘at play’ in Triumph. 
They also create inroads for frontal male nudity in mainstream film. 
In retrospect it seems a rehearsal for the luridly hard-core treatment 
of ancient Rome in Brass’s following film, Caligula. Nevertheless, this 
obvious homoerotic imagery in the power and vulnerability of the 
naked SS athletes is later dispelled by an overwhelming spectacle of 
heterosexual group sex.
 Following the ‘search’ vignettes, the test women, now in uniform, 
assemble in the same hall and are asked to disrobe. Wallenberg 
informs them that they must not refuse the SS men any sex act in this 
training. The naked men are marched in to face them and with the 
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entry of drummers and a cymbalist, Biondo takes his place at a grand 
piano to play ‘Wenn die SA und die SS aufmarschieren’ (When the 
SA and the SS march on), which bridges into the non-diegetic male 
choral/orchestral version of the march. While the lyrics insist that the 
‘black [uniformed] SS and the brown [uniformed] SA’ are ‘followed 
by every German girl and are the most beautiful things in the world’, 
they are here reduced to lewd commentary that debases the ideological 
‘heroicism’ to pure lechery. The couples join each other in sex acts 
done in an athletic manner that evokes Nazi sport films. The filming of 
this performance by the SS further suggests that such duty to Nazism 
is used as a disguise for pornography, just as the ‘critical’ nature of 
Brass’s film does somewhat the same for the audience spectator. A 
close lingering shot of the penis of an SS man in gymnastic exercise 
in the first sequence and another close shot of a startlingly large penis 
of an SS man through the legs of his female partner during the sexual 
training in the second sequence contribute to the notion of Nazism 
as a homoerotic phallocracy. Yet its blatancy clearly intends to call 
attention to the film’s boldness in dealing with male nudity in cinema. 
Wallenberg, who explicitly ordered the exercise, appears uncom-
fortable with its actual implementation. At first he averts his eyes from 
the action. When he does look, he notices Margherita and becomes 
infatuated with her. Seeing the sex tableau through Wallenberg’s POV 
links the audience spectator to him and creates a filmic bond through 
which viewers can understand the ease in associating themselves 
with the Nazi gaze. But it also dispels audience embarrassment or 
discomfort with the simulated sex. Indeed, the SS commander Biondo 
encourages the overly stern Wallenberg that it is important that he 
should ‘have fun’ with his mission, and thus also effectively releases 
audience spectators from a more serious examination of their own 
association with the Nazi sexploitation.
 In the second level of the training, the director briefly moves 
away from audience titillation and towards an obliteration of specta-
torial desire somewhat in the mode of Pasolini. The young women 
who have passed the previous test are put into viewing cells so that 
Wallenberg can monitor their reactions to bizarre sexual situations 
and measure their commitment to National Socialism. Accompanying 
Wallenberg is the degenerate looking Dr Schwab (Luciano Rossi), a 
dissipated, stone-faced man in a white lab coat sporting a Heinrich 
Himmler moustache and sunglasses, and Wallenberg’s assistant Rauss 
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(Dan van Husen),19 whose bestial face and unintelligent conduct 
makes a mockery of the Nazi master race concept. As the audience 
peers into the cells and observes naked women seducing physically 
deformed men, performing oral sex on a traumatized concentration 
camp inmate and then punishing him with physical pain, being 
terrorized by aggressive lesbian advances, raped by a brutish ‘gypsy’, 
and having intercourse with a double leg amputee, the implication of 
the Nazi-framed voyeurism becomes clear. The spectator who might 
have tolerated the sexualization of Nazism on some level (even as 
visual pleasure) earlier in the film now recognizes it as a trap in which 
s/he has become complicit with Wallenberg’s genocidal gaze. In 
other words, the price to pay for the soft-core sex of the film is visual 
subservience to ‘scientific’ cruelty and a dehumanization that suggests 
concentration camp experiments and genocide, a simulacrum of 
Pasolini’s concept of fascist seduction and lethal exploitation in 
Salò. But here the melodramatic acting and Dr Schwab’s appearance 
discount the veracity of the situation when they cross over into the 
kitsch conventions of the mad-scientist horror film.20

 Shifting the focus to Wallenberg’s indoctrination of Margherita at 
his apartment, the dialogue plays with the concept of voyeurism and 
control, but also metafilmically suggests the debate regarding the 
reimagining of fascism in cinema and questions the authority of the 
previous sex experiment scenes. Wallenberg asks Margherita: ‘What 
frightens you more, what you see or what you don’t see?’ Her reply, 
that nothing frightens her, may motivate Wallenberg’s degradation of 
her, but despite the film’s sometimes gratuitous depictions of deviant 
sex and dehumanization, Brass does not show us the ultimate political 
result of these narratives. Our revulsion, in fact, comes from what we 
‘don’t see’, what is only telegraphed: the signifying of the Holocaust.21 
The (self-)objectification of women, the group sex performance and 
the experimentation scenes are certainly disturbing, but these scenes 
hardly approach the gruesome concentration camp imagery of Cavani’s 
The Night Porter, Wertmüller’s Seven Beauties, and of course the torture 
and killings in Salò. The scene in which the young Nazi woman crushes 
the Jewish boy’s toy with her shoe overrides the film’s overall Grand 
Guignol in both meaning and memorability. It demonstrates that Brass 
does at times understand the power of cinematic implication. 
 The film’s comment on the ideological hypocrisy of Nazism’s 
relationship with sexuality shifts The Damned’s homoerotic re-enactment 
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of the ‘Night of the Long Knives’ in which inebriated SA men in 
partial undress and drag form a tableau of debauchery as they hypnoti-
cally sing the Hitler Youth song.22 Brass offers half-nude prostitutes 
(including women of color), uniformed officers, men wearing heavy 
make-up, and Kitty’s homosexual bordello staff listening intently 
to Hitler’s declaration of war on the radio and then singing the 
German national anthem. Given that Kitty’s drag acts and decadent 
surroundings represent a ‘freer’ society in terms of the bourgeois 
commodification of sex than in the film’s construction of Nazism, 
the images of this group ‘debauchery’ have the reverse effect of 
Visconti’s shock interpretation of the SA orgy. Instead of underscoring 
perversion among the Party ranks, Brass signals an anarchic sub rosa 
rejection of the Nazi order. When Kitty performs again in black corset, 
gloves and garter belt, she echoes Helmut Berger’s drag performance 
in The Damned,23 one clearly inspired by Der blaue Engel (Blue Angel, 
1930), with Marlene Dietrich as the anti-fascist German known for 
a sexual exoticism not allowed in Nazi German cinema. Further, 
once Kitty actively turns against Nazism, she appears in a version of 
Dietrich’s trouser suits, recalling the Hollywood star’s cross-dressing 
style of her ‘good German’ public image of the 1930s and 40s.
 Kitty is subsequently forced to transfer her business to a villa chosen 
by Wallenberg and populated by the previously ‘tested’ women, now 
hardened members of the SS. What follows is a montage accompanied 
by burlesque music of the women being ‘beautified’ for their new 
role. The audience spectator is allowed to observe their naked bodies 
in baths, being made up, having their pubic hair trimmed, etc., as 
Kitty instructs them in their new roles. The whore ‘drag’, however, 
seems to re-humanize them from the bland automatons they have 
become through Nazism. Although reporting to Wallenberg as dutiful 
National Socialists, they are also forced to find a new hyper-sexualized 
(and thus more liberated?) persona. That Kitty has now become their 
actual commander is suggested by her Cabaret-influenced musical 
number (complete with a similar costume to the one worn by Liza 
Minnelli), in which she plays with a cane between her legs that her 
male dancers attempt to grasp and play with.
 Kitty’s gender-bending phallic performance is paralleled in two 
bordello scenes. These scenes extend and flip the transvestite theme 
to present the Nazi as degenerate feminized man. The first client, a 
hero of the Polish campaign, rejects his prostitute’s attempt to discuss 
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the war, as it is ‘too sacred’ for discussion in a brothel (allowing 
for the separation of carnality from Nazism later in the film) and 
admonishes her for calling him by his military title. He subsequently 
removes his uniform to reveal women’s panties. ‘Call me Greta’ he 
insists. Although played for laughs, the scene crystallizes the often 
contradictory directions of Brass’s film. Kitty’s duality in her trans-
vestite performance at the start of the film now connects with a form 
of psychological resistance to Nazism. This schizophrenic sexual 
identity suggests an imprisoned man and the repression of pleasure 
by a dehumanized and dehumanizing warrior concept. In the second 
bordello scene, Susan (Rosemarie Lindt), who had so admired Hitler 
and the images of Triumph of the Will with her family in the cinema, 
now entertains a Nazi officer wearing nothing but a swastika armband 
on the leg of her black stocking, a reduction of Sontag’s Nazi fetishism 
to its most minimal. In the darkened room, the scenes from Triumph 
are projected on her once again, this time flashing on the seductive 
expression of her heavily made-up face. The link between whoredom 
and acceptance of Nazism is inescapable, but now it can be understood 
in terms of the contradictory duality between which the entire film 
vacillates: 1) Nazism covering up the whoredom of the people with 
ideological euphemisms (true whoredom here is equated with Brass’s 
political exploitation of the body); 2) Nazism accepting the willing 
whoredom of the people as counter-bourgeois social revolution and 
simply utilizing it for its own means (Wallenberg’s sexual debasement 
tactics as power ploy). Brass compares the previous war-hero-in-panties 
(‘Greta’) sequence, which suggested the hiding of a sexual fetishism/
deviance and its liberation in the ‘free’ world of the bordello, to the 
repercussions of repressing homosexuality for the sake of ideology, 
which not only ends disastrously when it is released, but also betrays 
the film’s homophobia. It is not ‘Greta’ who is punished for flirting 
with heterosexual transvestitism, but the second officer who responds 
to the homosocial imagery from Riefenstahl’s film. He gives Susan a 
large phallus-shaped bread loaf to hold between her legs for his oral 
attentions and pushes her into a manic episode after which she is taken 
away on a stretcher, foaming at the mouth. Following her disillusioned 
collapse, the officer is seen cowering on her bed in his underwear as 
the images from Triumph of the Will projecting on his terrified face 
no longer suggest the homoerotic, but homophobic. He suddenly 
comprehends his own transformation from ideological warrior to the 
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regime’s target of destruction. Kitty admonishes all her girls to save 
themselves and get out while they still can, particularly Margherita, for 
whom she has shown motherly concern. ‘This is a shit life of pigs’, she 
cries, reconnecting with the earlier scene of the Nazi pig slaughter, as 
she impulsively rejects male objectification by biting off the top of the 
bread phallus and tearing the rest into pieces. 
 Here, Brass links Nazism’s male homoeroticism to its ideology and 
crimes, whereas female bonding, even commodified as prostitution, is 
shown as healing. The anger against the phallocratic system that has 
come to control Kitty’s world of limited female (sexual) empowerment 
sparks a cryptic war of female liberation. Margherita speaks of ‘waking 
up from a nightmare’ when she regains her physical self-awareness later 
in the film. Kitty insists her role as a madam is one for financial gain 
and ‘above ideals’. When Susan (prior to her mouth-foaming collapse) 
accuses her of not being a National Socialist, Kitty replies that despite 
Susan’s ‘service’ to the Reich, and the presence of a husband and 
child, she is nevertheless a whore. One might consider that Brass was 
aware of the women’s movements at the time of the film’s production, 
particularly in Europe, and played on quasi-feminist motivations. In 
another evocative scene, one of Kitty’s women is discovered to be 
pregnant, and despite threats from Wallenberg against her condition 
(wholly unconvincing given that Nazism encouraged offspring of 
unmarried ‘Aryan’ parents and abortion was punishable by death), she 
repeatedly insists that the child belongs only to her. Such insistence 
registers ambiguously. It appears to test the true acceptability of unwed 
motherhood under Nazism as it also insists on female agency against 
Nazi policy. Ultimately the film’s resolution is brought on by the female 
bond between Kitty and Margherita in a battle against the homosocial 
and unstable power alliance of Biondo and Wallenberg to free the 
bordello from Nazism and avenge the execution of Margherita’s lover, 
the defeatist Luftwaffe officer Hans Reiter.
 The love story of Margherita and Hans that intrudes late into the 
narrative in a cliché montage is exploited for all its soft-core possi-
bilities. Hans’s uniform and warrior role is equated with Margherita’s 
body ‘uniform’ and role as prostitute ‘for Hitler’, as they both discover 
redemption beyond their military duties. Away from the trappings of the 
bordello, impromptu lovemaking in a train station washroom covered 
with obscene anti-Nazi graffiti becomes a symbol of opposition to their 
official lives and reclamation of their personal desires. Insisting that 
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he will fight against Hitler, Hans is subsequently executed (off-screen) 
and thus Nazism destroys the ‘normal’ (sexualized) bourgeois male/
female relationship. This uncomfortable shift to mainstream heroic/
moral representation, which demonstrates how easily Margherita can 
become good and remain aggressively sexual, is no doubt an effort to 
ground the ‘battle of the whores’ against the Nazis. It is constructed 
to allow Kitty to remain both a madam and a ‘good woman’ at 
the film’s conclusion, but detaches her from representing non-Nazi 
German culture — and possibly the symbolic telescoping of postwar 
Germany as ‘whore’ to Allied occupation. The shift is also apparent in 
Margherita’s actions when Wallenberg insists she become his ‘private 
dream’ and suggests he will have Hans killed if she does not. Her 
sexual objectification and passivity has now been transformed into 
active self-sacrifice to save the doomed Hans. 
 When one of the officers who utilizes Margherita’s services tells 
her that Hans was hanged as a coward on a meat hook ‘like a stuffed 
pig’, she kills him, and the microcosmic battle that pits the bordello’s 
true mission (sub/counterculture, tolerance, sexual self-realization) 
against the pig sty of Nazism (dehumanization, herding, breeding, 
slaughter) begins. Margherita recalls that Hans referred to Germany 
as a ‘slaughterhouse’ and blatantly tells Kitty, ‘Tell him [Wallenberg] I 
killed that pig to avenge Hans.’ With the discovery of the hidden trans-
mitters and the help of an Italian resistance fighter and a mysterious 
man named Cliff (John Ireland in a bizarre bit of miscasting), who has 
silently haunted the bordello since the start of the film, Margherita is 
wired to record Wallenberg’s comments. Kitty performs in a costume 
that resembles Marlene Dietrich’s famous top hat outfit in The Blue 
Angel, in which the cabaret singer Lola Lola destroys the life of a 
patriarchal professor who weds her and loses his identity to her fame 
and sexual desires. Kitty’s male dancers, dressed in shirt, tie and vest, 
but wearing can-can skirts with no undergarments, dance to Jacques 
Offenbach’s Galop infernal from his operetta Orphée aux enfers (Orpheus 
in the Underworld), a direct reference to the same dance attempted by 
a line of drunken SA men wearing women’s undergarments in The 
Damned. Visconti originally used the tune to underscore the pretense 
of Nazi cultural and racial laws, since Offenbach was of Jewish descent 
and his music officially banned. The operetta’s very theme, a descent 
into the underworld from which the dead cannot be recovered, ironi-
cally frames the SA orgy and Germany’s fate. In Brass’s film, the use 
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of the same music to accompany the pansexual transvestism of the 
bordello’s dancers is as much a volley against Nazi authority as it is 
an attempt to outdo both The Damned and Cabaret in sensationalist 
entertainment.
 Margherita’s final visit to Wallenberg is the film’s most cartoonish 
sequence and it has strongly contributed to the reputation of Salon 
Kitty as a Nazisploitation film. Wallenberg presents himself as the Nazi 
Übermensch (superman) complete with a silver lamé SS superhero outfit, 
triumphantly ingesting cocaine and preening in front of mirrors. The 
conclusion moves in the opposite direction from Salò in intentionally 
contributing to the death of the neodecadent genre. While Pasolini’s 
film ends with no possible redemption as he conflates all the horrors of 
fascist regimes in a coldly distanced ritual of torture, dismemberment 
and murder, Salon Kitty translates the Nazi mania for power and master 
race into a smutty fable of an impervious super-villain who can only be 
destroyed by his own kind. He ultimately appears to Margherita in yet 
another outlandish lamé outfit, this time in black with a long red and 
black cape — a mix of comic book arch-enemy, Dracula and Catholic 
cardinal. Wallenberg confesses to Margherita that he does not ‘give a 
damn about National Socialism just like our leader’, and that he uses 
it only to attain power, which he will achieve because he knows all the 
sexual secrets of Hitler’s inner circle. Again there is a strong inter-
textual relationship between Berger’s Wallenberg and his Martin von 
Essenbeck character in The Damned, who as a new SS officer admits 
that even he, the politically disinterested, depraved narcissist can 
‘understand’ National Socialism. Further, Wallenberg admits his wife’s 
grandfather was Jewish and boasts that Nazi idealism ‘made criminals 
out of all of you [the Germans]’ and that he will ‘make a whore 
[Margherita] into the first lady of the Third Reich.’ 
 Rather than mime the neodecadent genre’s concept of depicting 
sexual repression, ‘perversion’ and sadomasochism as the roots of 
fascism, Brass’s Salon Kitty claims the right to show sex and the erotic 
allure of the fascism that frames it by making carnality ultimately 
heroic. In Wallenberg’s maniacal confession, Nazism is defined by 
conscious ‘evil’ motives that deny any other ontological or psycho-
logical explanation. This characterization simply emphasizes the 
monolithic and unnuanced arch-Hollywood image of fascism. Brass 
completes his voyeuristic Nazi epic by stripping the abuser Wallenberg 
down to complete and inescapable vulnerability. Yet he still references 
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several metafilmic levels of sexual/cinematic/Nazi exploitation when 
he shows Helmut Berger in full frontal nudity (with the exception of 
swastika wristbands) at his execution in the steam room where the 
character’s power grab began.24 In doing so, the director makes use 
of Berger’s popularity at the time and his gay following from roles in 
Visconti’s The Damned (1969), Ludwig (1972) and Gruppo di famiglia 
in un interno (Conversation Piece, 1974). The final image also allowed 
Berger to reinforce his most popular film characterization of the 
decadent dandy in or out of the SS uniform, which ultimately fell to 
self-parody.
 In his allohistorical Inglourious Basterds, Quentin Tarantino reverses 
Brass’s deconstruction of the neodecadent film into elements of pure 
exploitation. He does so by elevating these elements into the realm of 
philosophical/moral discourse on the artificiality of historiographic 
cinema. Tinto Brass may not have been able or willing to more 
blatantly embellish or alter the course of history in a film that shatters 
several taboos in presenting Nazism in mainstream cinema, but given 
its reductive and highly referential nature, Salon Kitty already signaled 
the turning point between modernist and postmodernist film creation. 
It unabashedly feeds off the imagery of others, mythologizes its own 
crisis of reason, and points to the impossibility of representing an 
authentic historical experience.
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Revisiting the Cruel Apparatus: Disability, 
Queerness and Taste in In a Glass Cage

DAviD CHurCH

i
nSPiReD by GeoRGeS bataille’S account of fifteenth-century child murderer 
Gilles de Rais,1 Agustín Villaronga’s debut feature Tras el cristal 
(In a Glass Cage, 1986) stands as one of the most controversial 

examples of post-Franco Spanish cinema. This controversy arises from 
its depiction of the destructive relationship between Klaus (Günter 
Meisner), a former Nazi death camp doctor now confined to an iron 
lung after a suicide attempt, and Angelo (David Sust), a young nurse 
who, through deadly re-enactments from Klaus’s wartime diary, forces 
the older man to confront his one-time penchant for pedophilia and 
murder. In tormenting the disabled Klaus and his family in the context 
of 1950s Spain, not simply out of vengeance but also desire, Angelo’s 
sadomasochistic actions play out a recurring cycle of historical trauma. 
In this linkage of non-normative sexuality and fascism, the film is 
most reminiscent of European sadiconazista films like Liliana Cavani’s 
Il portiere di notte (The Night Porter, 1974) and especially Pier Paolo 
Pasolini’s Salò o le 120 giornate di Sodoma (Salò, or the 120 Days of Sodom, 
1975), two films to which critics have often compared it.2 These two 
high-art films also helped spawn a prurient cycle of low-budget sexploi-
tation films set during the Nazi era, though the latter are considerably 
less ‘artworthy’ than In a Glass Cage, and more clearly addressed to a 
voyeuristic heterosexual audience than the film under consideration 
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here.3 Yet within fan cultures devoted to cult films, In a Glass Cage 
still frequently appears on the periphery of the loosely imagined 
Nazisploitation mediascape that has gradually emerged in scattered 
countries over the past four decades through periodic eruptions of 
lurid, Nazi-related pop culture products, such as brief film cycles 
that dispersed this iconography through transnational distribution 
networks.4 Whether discussed in exploitation film fanzines or in online 
discussion board postings about Nazisploitation tropes in European 
genre cinema, In a Glass Cage has become notorious among cult film 
aficionados for its grim subject matter and unflinching depictions of 
brutality reverberating temporally and geographically outward from 
the Third Reich. 
 Though lacking the outré sleaziness associated with films like 
La bestia in calore (translated as both The Beast in Heat and SS Hell 
Camp, 1977) and Casa privata per le SS (SS Girls, 1977), In a Glass Cage 
nevertheless mobilizes a stronger level of visceral impact than most 
Nazisploitation films. At the same time, it maintains art film creden-
tials that help broaden our scope of the media texts discursively 
located beneath the ‘Nazisploitation’ banner. Unlike the swastikas and 
bullwhips deployed for crude shock value in the Nazi sexploitation 
film, Villaronga’s film uses symbolism at a far more nuanced level, 
preventing the overall work from being denigrated as just another 
unfortunate piece of cinematic ‘trash’. Yet, if we simply reproduce 
the equation of Nazisploitation with low culture, while finding it 
easier to morally justify those viscerally potent art films that deal 
with overlapping subject matter, the very concept of ‘Nazisploitation’ 
remains safely consigned to a place of pre-existing cultural disrepute. 
If, however, we admit not only to the proximity but also the contami-
nation between self-consciously ‘artworthy’ films and their more 
exploitative kin, we may find that our viewing pleasures remain suspect 
across the board, echoing the sadomasochistic dynamics at work in the 
Nazisploitation genre in general. Cleanly categorizable as neither ‘art’ 
nor ‘exploitation’ — yet polluted by the conflicting connotations of 
each term — In a Glass Cage’s cultural standing mirrors the partiality 
and abjection associated with the disabled body at its narrative core. 
 Of particular interest in this regard is how the film self-reflexively 
depicts Klaus’s disability as a metaphor for cinematic spectatorship 
itself. This aspect adds an additional aesthetic dimension to a film 
whose self-serious tone is already complicated by several familiar 
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horror tropes and a potentially exploitative fetishization of violence. 
Because Villaronga ‘gambles with bad taste, dispensing with Salò’s 
neutral severity by adding genre thrills which implicate the voyeur-
istic drives of the audience’,5 the crux of the film becomes not only 
the intersection of queerness and disability, but also the intersection 
of high and low culture. As a film capable of fulfilling overlapping 
desires for art and exploitation, particularly within its most prevalent 
reception context as a cult film, this potential queering of taste 
categories may open space to expand our understanding of how even 
‘distasteful’ disability representations may enable a more fluid model 
of spectatorship than disability studies scholars often acknowledge. 
In this essay, I will briefly analyze the film and its reception before 
specifically discussing how taste and spectatorship relate to issues of 
queerness and disability.

Multiple Gazes, tortures, Desires
In a Glass Cage opens with a series of juxtaposed gazes: between the 
eye of a still camera and its operator, as Klaus photographs a nude boy 
hanging by his wrists in a decrepit building, and the shaky, first-person 
point of view (POV) shot of an unknown person who watches as Klaus 
kills the boy and then, in an apparent culmination of guilt over this 
murder, ascends a spiral staircase to make his (failed) suicide leap 
from the roof above. As Joaquín Cánovas Belchí notes, this interplay 
of multiple and simultaneous gazes reflects the multiplicity of points of 
view through which Villaronga constructs his filmic discourse, opening 
the film to numerous interpretations.6 Donato Totaro observes, for 
example, that the first-person ‘I-camera’ shot that normally serves as 
a clichéd signifier of the killer’s assaultive gaze in 1980s slasher films 
is here used ambiguously, since this viewpoint has already revealed 
Klaus to be the murderer, not the prospective victim he will become 
by the film’s end.7 We only later learn that the unknown watcher was 
Angelo, who not only steals the diary that Klaus leaves near the boy’s 
body, but also hides the body so that Klaus’s murderous secrets will 
not be discovered. While the assaultive nature of Angelo’s initial POV 
shots may be confirmed by the murders he later commits, the sense 
of mystery generated in this opening prologue fits Carol J. Clover’s 
argument that ‘inasmuch as the vision of the subjective camera calls 
attention to what it cannot see — to dark corners and recesses of its 
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vision, and above all to the space, and what might be in it, just off-frame 
— it gives rise to the sense not of mastery but of vulnerability.’8 As 
holder of the gaze (which we, too, temporarily occupy through his 
eyes), Angelo’s own descent into moral darkness is signaled narrato-
logically in this opening scene, foreshadowing the theme of childhood 
vulnerability that lingers throughout the film — and even coexists with 
his murderous impulses — stemming from the unexorcized trauma of 
sexual abuse. 
 The film’s constant confusion of killer and victim, inaugurated by 
these multiple gazes in the prologue, destabilizes any coherent point 
of spectatorial identification. Angelo, for example, may fit the general 
horror trope that ‘[e]ven killers whose childhood is not immediately 
at issue and who display no overt gender confusion are often sexually 
disturbed’9 (as the film soon reveals). Yet Villaronga does not center 
this gender confusion in a single monstrous figure. Instead, he 
spreads gender ambiguity and moral responsibility for the gaze across 
the small cast of characters, almost all of whom gradually emerge as 
both victims and victimizers. This variability of sites and motives for 
identification breaks down Laura Mulvey’s monolithic theory that 
spectatorship is based on an assumed split between masculine/active 
looking and feminine/passive objectification, supposedly enforced 
by the (heterosexual) male viewer’s privileged position within the 
cinematic apparatus.10 I would argue, on the contrary, that cinematic 
spectatorship inherently engenders partial, overlapping, and even 
contradictory points of identification as the viewer’s gaze shifts fluidly 
from one character to the next. In this sense, an assaultive gaze 
that proves ‘unstable because its bearer is doomed’ to eventually be 
‘punished and incapacitated’11 can especially highlight how our own 
spectatorial state while viewing the film involves remaining ‘punished 
and incapacitated’ by our fascination, for as Totaro notes, ‘the act of 
watching as an eroticized act is inscribed at every level in the film.’12 As 
Marsha Kinder puts it, ‘we are baffled by the contradictions in our own 
emotional reactions — by the emotional distance from the protago-
nists, yet the intensity of response to the violent excesses, in which 
they figure both as killer and victim; by the strong desire to close our 
eyes or leave the theater, yet the compulsion to stay and search for the 
causes of their murderous deeds.’13

 Some time after the suicide attempt that has left Klaus paralyzed in 
an iron lung, Angelo enters the remote villa uninvited when Klaus’s 
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Figure 7.1 Klaus (Günter Meisner), a former Nazi death camp doctor now 
confined to an iron lung after a suicide attempt in Agustín Villaronga’s 
In a Glass Cage (1986).

Figure 7.2 Klaus’s androgynous daughter Rena (Gisèle Echevarría) straddles the 
iron lung containing Angelo (David Sust) at the conclusion of Augustín 
Villaronga’s In a Glass Cage (1986).
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wife Griselda (Marisa Paredes) seeks a nurse after feeling isolated and 
burdened by caring for her emotionally withdrawn husband (even 
to the point of wishing him dead) amid their postwar exile from 
Germany. Tellingly, the maid Jornalera (Imma Colomer) exclaims that 
someone swept in ‘like the devil himself’, but, upon further pressing 
by Griselda, does not know whether it was a man or woman who 
entered, foreshadowing Angelo’s queerness. After Angelo threatens 
to reveal Klaus’s secret pedophilia to his wife, he is hired, much to 
Griselda’s disappointment, particularly after she later discovers that he 
was only posing as a nurse. Meanwhile, Klaus’s androgynous pre-teen 
daughter Rena (Gisèle Echevarría) is clearly attracted to Angelo, 
but Griselda prevents her from spending much time with him, and 
strikes her when she protests. Angelo begins sneaking in to visit Klaus 
at night, and in a perverse eroticization of a medical procedure, he 
opens the vacuum chamber of the iron lung, causing Klaus to begin 
asphyxiating, then slowly mounts him and performs chest compres-
sions; starting to weep, Angelo briefly fellates Klaus and finally closes 
the chamber. Throughout the film, it becomes clear that Angelo had 
been the victim of Klaus’s pedophilia as a boy, and that this history 
of sexual abuse now taints his sexuality. He is trapped in a circle of 
lust and aggression with his one-time abuser. For Kinder, the film’s 
violence is ‘eroticized by being linked with forbidden desire’, namely 
‘Angelo’s homoerotic desire for his patriarchal seducer’.14 But I would 
point out that this scene also situates Klaus’s disability as a locus of 
‘forbidden desire’, given that disabled sex is a socially marginalized 
practice (consensual or not, as the case may be here), queerly unable 
to fit within the bounds of the heteronormative imaginary. In this 
case, homosexual desire and desire for a disabled person happen to 
overlap; though this overlap is perhaps not surprising because, histori-
cally speaking, homosexuality has itself often been medicalized as a 
mental disorder, suggesting that both Klaus and Angelo are implicated 
by the intersection of disability and queerness. 
 From its earliest scenes, then, the film conjoins disability and 
queerness to sadomasochism. In so doing, it evokes the familiar 
Nazisploitation theme that fascism is undergirded by a potentially 
fatal streak of sexual decadence. In its depiction of ‘the totalitarian 
compulsory system as a radical and frightening historical background, 
on which rather interpersonal obsessions are played out’, In a Glass 
Cage stands as a continuation of the sadiconazista, an Italian term 
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which Marcus Stiglegger describes as a genre of films that ‘develop 
a sadomasochistic model based on the principles of totalitarian 
politics and hierarchies.’ Importantly, sadiconazista titles range from 
self-reflexive art films like Salò and The Night Porter to the more 
depoliticized and dehistoricized Nazi sexploitation entries,15 thus 
proving a category more inclusive than the typically low-cultural 
connotations of the English term ‘Nazisploitation’. Whether self-
reflexive or just excessive, these films all share a preoccupation with 
the sadomasochistic recognition of terror as fascist torturers (and we, 
as viewers) take pleasure in their victims’ returned gaze. On another 
night, for example, Angelo reads Klaus’s diary to him, reminding the 
older man of how he had initially felt nothing special about killing 
children by injecting gasoline into their hearts, because he had not 
yet discovered that ‘[h]orror, like sin, can become fascinating’. As the 
diary reveals, the returned gaze from Klaus’s terrified young victims 
preceding each killing proved both uncomfortable and pleasurable to 
behold; in a sense, his sadomasochistic recognition of the children’s 
terror could only be dispelled by turning toward sadism’s logical 
endpoint: murder. However, his persistent search for new victims — 
which continued even into his postwar exile, as the film’s prologue 
indicates — represents a sort of repetition compulsion continually 
leading back to this masochistic vision. After Klaus confides to Angelo 
that he does not know if he could kill again, Angelo offers to continue 
the killings to emulate Klaus. Angelo desires to be like this perverse 
father figure, to take his place and relegate the physically dependent 
Klaus to the role of child. ‘You’re the child now’, Angelo plainly 
says while disrobing and beginning to masturbate in Klaus’s face, 
meanwhile narrating memorized chunks of Klaus’s diary and insisting 
that Griselda be removed from the equation so that the two men can 
be together. In scenes like this, the repetition of trauma stems from 
the inscription of history not only in the diaries, but also in Klaus’s 
own body as a signifier of past crimes — his physical paralysis symbol-
izing a self-inflicted attempt to punish what we might consider the 
‘moral paralysis’ that previously allowed him to self-justify the murders 
as a passive compulsion. The iron lung’s formidable presence also 
evokes the use of such machinery to prolong life in severe cases of 
childhood polio, suggesting that the emotional trauma he inflicted 
upon children like Angelo has ironically boomeranged back to him 
in physical form. It confines him as though he suffered a (corporeally 
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debilitating) childhood trauma himself. In this way, trauma ruptures 
what had once been an alignment between Klaus’s physical authority 
(now denied him) and his symbolic authority as patriarch. After 
allowing Griselda to see how he has smeared semen on her husband’s 
face, Angelo stalks her through the house and finally hangs her from 
a railing. He then places her body atop the iron lung for the night. 
Angelo tells the frightened Rena that her mother has left, and they 
go to bed together at her request, implying that the father role he 
increasingly inhabits includes even the possibility of symbolic incest, 
initiating her into the cycle of abuse. As Roberto Curti observes, one 
of the recurring themes in Villaronga’s films is ‘the moment when 
purity meets madness and monstrosity, becoming irreparably infected, 
and starting an irreversible mutation.’16 From this point, Rena begins 
playing along with Angelo’s assumption of authority, as though it were 
a (sexual) role-playing game — albeit a game in which her imagined 
Aryan ‘purity’ is bodily and spiritually corrupted by the real effects of 
the Fatherland’s racial violence.
 With Griselda gone, Angelo fires the maid and begins redecorating 
the villa to evoke a death camp — he burns the furniture, repapers 
the walls, and hangs barbed wire mesh around the corridors — even at 
the cost of neglecting Klaus’s cleanliness. Meanwhile, he lures a young 
gypsy boy back to the villa with offers of money (using the same lines 
Klaus had used on boys), orders the child to undress, recites one of 
Klaus’s diary entries, and correspondingly injects gasoline from Klaus’s 
iron lung into the boy’s heart. Although Klaus watches the boy die, he 
later decides that he would rather have Angelo kill him than allow the 
murders to continue. Nevertheless, Angelo later kills another boy in 
another re-enactment from Klaus’s diary. Rena, who has been locked 
in her room, escapes to alert the authorities, but Angelo catches her 
and allows her to watch as he reveals to Klaus that he was one of his 
young victims during the war. Angelo opens the iron lung and takes 
Klaus in his arms like a child, the younger man fatally re-enacting the 
seduction scenario from his own youth (as we see in flashbacks), with 
the roles now clearly reversed, forcing the gasping Klaus to fellate 
him until he chokes to death. Rena escapes again after witnessing 
her father’s death, while Angelo forges a suicide note in which Klaus 
supposedly confesses to the recent murders. Rena returns to the villa 
some time later, dresses like a boy and slicks her hair down, then 
enters her father’s room where Angelo now lies within the iron lung. 
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She kisses him, mounts the iron lung, and begins undressing — but 
the film ends with the image freezing, framed within the snow globe 
that had been sitting near the iron lung at the beginning of the film, 
suggesting the cold, insular cycle of violence continuing with Angelo 
and Rena now apparently playing the roles once respectively inhabited 
by Klaus and Angelo.17 These performances of identity thus queer the 
fragile boundaries of not only gender but also physical ability. They 
suggest how, in Robert McRuer’s words, ‘able-bodied identity and 
heterosexual identity are linked in their mutual impossibility and in 
their mutual incomprehensibility — they are incomprehensible in 
that each is an identity that is simultaneously the ground on which all 
identities supposedly rest and an impressive achievement that is always 
deferred and thus never really guaranteed.’18 Since Nazi identity was 
largely premised on the German body politic’s supposed purity and 
vitality, homosexuality and disability stood as constant reminders of 
those impossible ideals — hence the need to systematically eradicate 
such apparent pollutants. For McRuer, the failings of any such 
able-bodied identity project suggest how (following Eve Kosofsky 
Sedgwick’s discussion of the queer potentialities of gender performa-
tivity) disability is ‘the open mesh of possibilities, gaps, overlaps, 
dissonances and resonances, lapses and excesses of meaning when 
the constituent elements of bodily, mental or behavioral functioning 
aren’t made (or can’t be made) to signify monolithically.’19 Yet, the 
film’s ambiguous ending should not imply that the destabilization 
of gender or ability norms is a threat to be feared. Only in the most 
reductive reading does In a Glass Cage seem to replicate traditional 
stereotypes about disability and queerness as sources of monstrosity 
— from the image of the disabled person as freakish fiend, avenging 
cripple and sexual deviant; to the image of the homosexual as moral 
corrupter, pedophile and murderer.20 Instead of reading disability or 
queerness as visual signifiers of individuals’ moral flaws, the root of 
violence — as the film’s political critique should make clear — can be 
located in the inescapable history of fascistic patriarchy. In this sense, 
victim-killers like Angelo are posited ‘not as deviant individuals but as 
violent subjects who have been constructed by a perverted culture.’21 
As in Nazisploitation films more generally, fascism’s abandonment of 
democracy supposedly leads to sexual decadence, sado masochism and 
rape. According to Julian Petley, this equation of fascism, violence and 
sexual deviance has a long history, from the Weimar-era opposition 
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press publishing scandalous rumors about prominent Nazis’ sex lives to 
anti-German propaganda during World War I. Even as Nazisploitation 
films capitalize for prurient reasons on the conjunction of fascism 
and sadomasochism, they nevertheless contain an element of political 
criticism (which In a Glass Cage foregrounds) in fantasizing a dark 
sexual undercurrent beneath the Nazis’ hyper-bourgeois emphasis on 
restraint and discipline.22

taste and Reception contexts
Despite its unrelentingly grim subject matter, In a Glass Cage remains 
an aesthetically appealing work according to many of the traditional 
standards of artworthiness associated with European art cinema. It 
boasts distinctive cinematography, effectively stylish direction, and 
strong performances by noted actors like Paredes and Meisner. As 
Variety noted, this ‘horrifying film about a sexual deviant who gets his 
kicks torturing and killing young boys […] is, perversely, a well-made 
and probably seriously intentioned pic. Its very evident qualities only 
add to its power to disturb and shock.’23 For example, its cold and dark 
visual palette, dominated by blues and grays (with the exception of 
bright red spots in several scenes of violence), suggests how nearly all 
the film’s major characters exist in the realm of moral twilight; apart 
from Klaus’ and Angelo’s obvious crimes, Griselda had attempted 
to kill Klaus by turning off the power to his iron lung, while Rena 
eventually becomes complicit with Angelo’s murder of her mother. 
Yet, the film also straddles the line between art and exploitation, 
particularly in its murder scenes. As several critics have noted, Angelo’s 
drawn-out stalking and murder of Griselda is particularly reminiscent 
of Italian gialli, like the films of Dario Argento, ‘primarily in their 
use of artificial light, primary colors, minimal electronic scores, and 
the open display of sexualized violence.’24 More disturbing are the 
fetishized close-ups of Angelo caressing his young victims’ bare bodies 
before killing them, the camera lingering over their death throes. As 
Stephen Thrower suggests, while these sequences bring ‘traditional 
suspense […] into play, the extreme situations overload the suspense 
mechanics in a way that makes conventional narrative pleasure hard 
to sustain.’25

 According to Cánovas Belchí, the Spanish critical reaction to 
such a deliberately shocking film was heated upon its release into a 
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marketplace dominated by American imports and Spanish literary 
adaptations. While it clearly treated a topic of relevance to Spain’s 
fascist legacy, the film’s depiction of this material was more confron-
tational in tone than most critics (appreciative and otherwise) were 
prepared for. Unlike the way some Spanish film-makers used the 
horror genre during the late-Franco era to conceal political critique 
by avoiding the high-cultural associations of domestically produced 
‘art cinema’ (which the regime had sanctioned to prove its supposed 
liberalism on the international stage),26 Villaronga had the political 
and creative freedom in the 1980s to bill his work as an art film, yet 
retain horrific, quasi-exploitative elements that sharpen its critique of 
fascism and Spain’s complicity with the Holocaust — even to the point 
of bordering, for many Spanish viewers, on the unbearably intense. 
According to Kinder, Villaronga’s foreign influences and references 
(e.g. The Night Porter, Salò, Bataille) even led some critics to ‘dismiss 
the film as “not Spanish”’.27 As one critic noted, for example, ‘It is not 
a work of use within Spanish cinema. There is a wish to move away 
from the well-worn paths, which is not frequent. […] There is risk and 
a true originality, without concessions, in his work.’28

 While most critics praised Villaronga as a promising new talent, they 
were divided over his ethical relationship to his subject matter, particu-
larly whether the film did justice to its glance into the darkest corners of 
the human soul, and the film’s apparent refusal to offer definitive value 
judgments about its themes of sexual perversion and initiation into evil.29 
In this respect, In a Glass Cage exhibits the sort of moral ambiguity and 
narrative openness often associated with art cinema, even if some critics 
accused Villaronga of retreating into style rather than facing the full 
implications of his subject matter, as if hiding his authorial intent within 
the gloomy mise-en-scène itself. It is also an ambiguity and openness made 
especially disquieting given the film’s relation to the horror genre, which 
typically seeks narrative closure by dispelling monstrosity and reaffirming 
ideological ‘normalcy’. Nevertheless, in El Mundo’s December 1995 poll 
of the best films from Spain’s first century of film-making (as selected by a 
jury of prominent Spanish directors, actors and critics), In a Glass Cage was 
one of the fifty most highly regarded titles.30

 Promoted as an art film, it played at several major film festivals 
outside Spain, including the Berlin Film Festival and the London 
Film Festival. It opened in the United States in 1989. American 
critical reactions resembled Spanish ones in that they acknowledged 
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Villaronga’s directorial skill but sometimes took issue with the film’s 
apparently unjustified or repellant representations of sexualized 
violence. For example, The Washington Post’s Desson Howe claimed 
that ‘this is little more than a stylistic, cynical exercise. […] [W]hen 
the subject is the psychological dark side in man (or woman), there 
ought to be something insightful to mull over.’31 According to The New 
York Times’s Stephen Holden, ‘For all the elegance of the cinematog-
raphy and the strength of the acting, the movie still feels more than a 
little exploitative in its references to the Holocaust and in its close-up 
violence. […] Yet there’s no question but that the film wants to be 
taken seriously and that its director is a flashy new talent.’32 Variety 
predicted that ‘few people will see it. Where there is film and video 
censorship, it will certainly be banned on the grounds of child pornog-
raphy, and even where it can be freely shown, it’s hard to imagine an 
arthouse audience willing to sit through such a catalogue of horrors.’33 
The film was also shown at a handful of gay and lesbian film festivals, 
though not without some controversy, given its depiction of two gay 
men as homicidal pedophiles. When the Australian LGBTQ-themed 
Mardi Gras Film Festival applied to screen it in 1995, Australia’s Office 
of Film and Literature Classification even banned it on the grounds 
that, despite being ‘well-made’ and showing the ‘horrific conse-
quences of wartime Nazi child abuse’, these factors were ‘outweighed 
by the gratuitous elements of the film and the pervasive relishing of 
child abuse and torture.’34

 Given its controversial blend of art and exploitation, capable of 
alienating most viewers, it is perhaps hardly surprising that In a Glass 
Cage has become a cult object revered by a select group of viewers 
with tastes attuned to the pleasures of both high and low culture — 
often within the same text. In this regard, it exemplifies the sort of 
art-horror films described by Joan Hawkins as blurring the distinctions 
between the aesthetic distance of high art and the visceral affect of 
low culture.35 Although Totaro also links the film to Jeffrey Sconce’s 
concept of ‘paracinema’,36 or the ironic celebration of trash/exploi-
tation films as a politicized reading strategy, I contend that, unlike 
most straightforwardly sleazy Nazisploitation films, the overall tone of 
In a Glass Cage is too dark to encourage that sort of tongue-in-cheek 
irony. Likewise, it does not seem open to the particular means of 
queering taste categories that can be found in camp reading strat-
egies (which tend to overlap with paracinema). Rather, as I have 
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noted elsewhere, the film regularly appears on horror fans’ lists of 
the so-called ‘sickest’ films ever made — a subculturally constructed 
corpus of films, often combining extreme violence with a self-serious 
tone, whose ability to deliver powerful levels of visceral affect helps 
form alternative aesthetic criteria that complicate appeals to bourgeois 
standards of artworthiness.37 As such, if we conceive of viewers’ taste-
related pleasures as, like identification itself, consisting of multiple, 
overlapping and even contradictory valences of desire that a filmic 
text can partially fulfill, then art-horror films that encourage a viewer’s 
simultaneous desire for the textual delights of high and low culture, 
without clearly occupying one pole or the other, could produce an 
especially queer space for desirous exercises of taste. Again, this differs 
from camp, with a tenor more attuned to the mutual appreciation 
of both art and exploitation, without simply folding one into a high-
toned aestheticization of the other.

Disability, Masochism, and Spectatorship
This queering of taste is perhaps best represented by one of the film’s 
most stylish traits: its metacinematic commentary on the nature of 
spectatorship. In addition to the interplay of gazes described above, the 
film explicitly frames Klaus’s passive and masochistic viewing position 
as paralleling that of the film viewer. Early in the film, Angelo explains 
to Klaus that he can do everything (including describing a movie to 
keep him entertained) except think for him. Angelo then describes 
a strange scene he supposedly sees outside the window, in which an 
older man offers a cigarette to a boy and, seeming to be friends, the 
older man and boy leave together. In this way, Angelo narrates his own 
memory of being seduced by Klaus, as if it were a scene from a film, but 
Klaus can only listen to the flow of information controlled by Angelo. 
Shortly thereafter, Angelo mounts a mirror onto the iron lung above 
Klaus’s face, angled so that the supine man can watch what is going on 
elsewhere in the room. Compelled to look through the mirror, Klaus’s 
‘field of vision is constrained, and also strictly controlled’,38 much 
like our own position as viewers. At one point, the maid even notes 
that the machine with the mirror makes her nervous because ‘[i]t’s 
like being at the movies’. In the child murder scenes, Angelo mounts 
the mirror so that Klaus, despite the older man’s ambivalence about 
his continuing desire to kill, can still watch as Angelo does what he 
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physically cannot, as if projecting his sadistic fantasy into the mirror so 
that the child’s fear can return as a painful spectacle. In this sense, the 
film fits Clover’s argument that ‘assaultive gazing in horror is by and 
large the minority position and that the real investment of the genre 
is in the reactive or introjective position, figured as both painful and 
feminine.’39 It is less Klaus’s sadism that is satisfied than his masochistic 
‘unpleasure’ in ‘intimately joining death’ by identifying with the 
victim’s mortal terror, as he explains to Angelo during his narration 
of past crimes. Unpleasure, in German Unlust, here refers to Freud’s 
use of the word for the pleasure-in-pain of masochism. Indeed, Klaus’s 
position echoes arguments by both Leo Bersani and Kaja Silverman 
that the exercise of sadism merely provides the best vantage point for 
a sadomasochistic identification with the object of one’s torment.40

 In the tradition of high culture, these metacinematic moments 
would seem to distance the viewer aesthetically from the film because 
they remind us of our similar position of enforced passivity before 
the cinematic spectacle. However, as Steven Shaviro notes, our disem-
powered and masochistic abjection before the visceral affectivity of 
the cinematic image actually collapses the distance between spectator 
and spectacle. Our senses are bombarded, but the simulacral image 
— which is not a representation, but an affective event — vanishes 
before we can cognitively grasp and order its affects into a signifying 
system.41 Because the image’s contents are simultaneously absent (in a 
literal sense) and more-than-present (in their physical effect upon us), 
‘distancing and alienation-effects’, like these metacinematic moments, 
‘serve not to dispel but only to intensify the captivating power of 
cinematic spectacle.’42 Indeed, even as these moments encourage us 
to reflect upon our own spectatorship, in ways befitting high-cultural 
reading strategies, they also promote the disreputable pleasures of low 
culture by immediately giving way to eroticized close-ups of violence 
committed upon children. As Kinder notes, ‘the reversibility of the 
matched gaze [between the viewer and Klaus] forces us spectators to 
confront our own emotional susceptibility to the eroticizing of the most 
hideous murders […]. We see how murderers are constructed and 
recruited through spectatorship, by having witnessed or read the same 
violent representations that we are now watching.’43 In these scenes, 
the taste distinctions between high art’s self-reflexive distance and low 
culture’s prurient viscerality are queered in the service of multiple 
spectatorial desires, including ostensibly aberrant ones. Touching on 
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Klaus’s ambivalence over the horror of the victims arranged for his 
pleasure (but whose deaths he does not literally carry out), horror 
films often position us as (in Shaviro’s words) ‘overtly appalled by 
the violence [we] are compelled to see, yet there’s a latent — secretly 
desirable — erotic thrill in the way these gory spectacles are being 
produced for [us]. [We] do not “identify” with the murderers, but [we] 
are transformed, even energized, by [our] involuntary participation.’44 
Still, as Shaviro continues, ‘in horror films, we are complicitous with 
the monster precisely to the extent — and only to the extent — that 
the latter does not operate from a position of power, but is in its own 
right victimized and driven by a passive compulsion.’45 In this way, we 
can read Angelo (perhaps more so than Klaus) as not wholly in power, 
because even as he steps into the role of murderous patriarch, he does 
so following a history of childhood sexual abuse which has chained his 
compulsive, murderous desires to those of his original abuser. 
 As Clover and Shaviro conclude, the viewer’s masochistic submission 
to the power of the image — which also entails a fluid interplay of 
gendered viewing positions, freed from fixed identification with 
particular characters — is not solely confined to the horror genre, but 
also underlies cinematic spectatorship in general. It allows viewers to 
experience safely a multiplicity of pleasures that may permeate the 
entire viewing experience, and even exceed it altogether.46 In this 
respect, even if Nazisploitation films often seem outwardly focused 
around sadism, the underlying pleasures they produce for viewers 
may actually be closer to masochistic (or at least sadomasochistic) 
thrills, as the medical-cum-visual apparatus deployed in In a Glass Cage 
reflexively illustrates. If an ever-shifting affectivity is ultimately more 
important than strong identifications with certain characters, then we 
cannot clearly differentiate between the sadistic pleasure of watching 
Nazi violence and the sadomasochistic thrill of watching these evildoers 
punished in the end. Just as we cannot ever fully identify with these 
characters, neither can we ever completely dis-identify with them. By 
complicating any easy condemnation of its fascist characters, this film 
thus elucidates a central tension of the Nazisploitation genre, which 
critics have too often avoided engaging, due to their own easy condem-
nation of such films on the grounds of taste. Importantly, though, In 
a Glass Cage uses a severe physical disability (quadriplegia) as a key 
element of its meta-commentary on spectatorship; but what are the 
implications of this metaphor?
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 Disability studies scholars often reject popular representations 
of disability as a metaphor, because such metaphors are typically 
used to address non-disabled people’s anxieties about corpore-
ality, while minimizing the complexities of people with disabilities’ 
lived experiences.47 I suggest, however, that this means of policing 
disability representations — resting upon simplistic assumptions that 
(non-disabled) viewers primarily identify with able-bodied characters 
— forecloses a fuller understanding of how our own bodies are solicited 
by the sensual appeal of cinematic images. The ultimately conservative 
forms of political correctness (arguing over ‘positive’ vs. ‘negative’ 
disability imagery) often implied in film criticism within disability 
studies largely derive from the social model of disability, which under-
stands ‘disability’ as constructed through social, architectural and 
attitudinal barriers that disable individuals with corporeal impair-
ments or bodily differences. Because this constructivist viewpoint 
tends to shift the site of disability away from the body itself and on 
to wider social inequalities, it thus proves inadequate for describing 
people like Klaus, who are primarily disabled by embodied states of 
severe mobility restriction or chronic illness. This dominant trend 
in disability studies film criticism also reflects what Shaviro sees as a 
phobic distrust of cinema’s affective, embodied pleasures, in which 
the film theorist tries desperately to maintain an analytic distance from 
his/her threateningly seductive objects of study, thus reproducing the 
same power structures between subject and object that the theorist 
often wishes to challenge.48 I contend that disability studies scholars 
who disavow the body’s responses to the tactility of cinema indeed 
reproduce a Cartesian split. This split hypocritically treats the viewing 
body as an unruly object in need of distanced analysis, much like 
the disabled body is objectified by the medical gaze. In this respect, 
disability studies currently finds itself at a similar critical impasse as 
earlier liberation movements, much like feminist film criticism faced 
through the 1970s in the wake of the particular thread of Freudian-
Lacanian psychoanalysis popularized by Mulvey. 
 In a Glass Cage, however, invites us to reconsider our embodied 
position as spectators, precisely because its disability narrative excites 
us viscerally, even against our will, by producing a queer space where 
traditional distinctions both within and between socially constructed 
categories of taste, gender, sexuality and physical ability anxiously 
blur. This blurring reveals their ultimate fragility. Klaus’s disability is 
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clearly at the film’s core, for his inability to retain his one-time patri-
archal power (once he has invited Angelo into the household) enables 
the sadomasochistic relationship that follows — a relationship with 
which we are made complicit as shared viewers of the violence Angelo 
commits for Klaus’s pleasure. Like Klaus, we are enveloped within a 
mechanical apparatus as viewers, but whose flow of images we cannot 
control, and thus over which we cannot exert mastery. Our visual fasci-
nation with these powerful images renders us passive, immobile and 
even in pain — all connotations shared with the disabled body — as 
our identifications and desires shift and recombine through the film’s 
destabilized array of gazes and gender roles. My adoption of disability 
as a metaphor for cinematic spectatorship is not intended to minimize 
or essentialize the experiences of people with disabilities, but rather 
to point towards the fluidity between disabled and non-disabled 
positionalities, which the processes of spectatorship can produce. In 
this way, the disability-as-spectatorship metaphor can emphasize the 
cinematic image’s power to rupture normative vision, not treating 
the image as merely representational and ideologically repressive — 
unlike disability studies scholars who already suspiciously regard the 
viewing body and its pleasures through the indirectly metaphoric lens 
of phobic, distanced analysis.49

 In saying this, I am not simply implying that we are all made 
disabled/queer by the act of spectatorship, since very real social 
inequalities exist for individuals who are ‘out’ as queer or disabled. 
McRuer observes that ‘the question “aren’t we all queer/disabled?” 
can be an attempt at containment’ by able-bodied/heterosexual 
people, but he still argues that ‘there are moments when we are all 
queer/disabled, and that those disabled/queer moments are desirable.’50 
In revealing a range of desires premised upon both queerness and 
disability, the metacinematic commentary provided by In a Glass 
Cage illustrates how these disabled/queer moments can potentially 
derive from seemingly ‘negative’ and ‘distasteful’ disability repre-
sentation found in such unlikely places as Nazisploitation — for, in 
this particular film, the historical traumas created by fascism blur 
the lines between victims and killers, becoming imprinted upon the 
desiring body itself (disabled or not). It was, after all, a fellow doctor 
from the death camps who initially arranged for Klaus to receive the 
iron lung, the two men linked by their shared crimes; similarly, it is 
gasoline from that same iron lung that not only keeps Klaus alive 
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after the war, but also serves as a weapon of death when wielded by 
Angelo in replication of Klaus’s wartime atrocities. In addition, as both 
homosexual and disabled, Klaus serves as a perverse reminder of a 
history of eugenics that ironically would have made him a more likely 
victim than executioner during the Holocaust, his medico-patriarchal 
authority as doctor now inverted to find him the reluctant object of 
medicalization gone perversely awry at the hands of his ‘nurse’.51 This 
reversal for the cruel patriarch is especially poignant in the context of 
Villaronga’s critique of Spanish fascism, for ‘the fact that Franco lived 
long enough to become disabled, and for his infirmity to become for 
his critics interchangeable with his government, has left a particular 
legacy for Spanish discourse in terms of how bodies which depart 
from impossible but culturally reiterative physical norms are read and 
valorized.’52 If, as Shaviro argues, we should ‘rid ourselves of the notion 
that we can somehow free ourselves from illusion (or from ideology) 
by recognizing and theorizing our own entrapment within it’,53 then 
In a Glass Cage’s hermetically sealed world of sadomasochistic violence-
in-desire signals the (disabled) body’s centrality within the matrix 
of patriarchal power relations that it savagely critiques — a critique 
made all the more painful through our own complicity as viewers 
whose bodies cannot help but submit to the (un)pleasures of the film’s 
queer/disabled engagement with the fatal limits of corporeality. 
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Eine Armee Gretchen: Nazisploitation Made 

in Switzerland
beNeDiKt eppeNberger

i
n 1972, SoMe yeaRS before exploitation cinema reached its nadir of 
depravity in the form of Nazisploitation movies, Swiss director/
producer Erwin C. Dietrich1 (b. 1930) made the movie Eine Armee 

Gretchen (‘An Army of Gretchens’, henceforth referred to as ‘EAG’).2 
While EAG influenced neither the growing wave of Nazisploitation 
movies nor built upon its precursors, the film nevertheless went on to 
establish itself firmly in the European canon of Nazisploitation movies 
made in the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s.3

 Given exploitation cinema’s chaotic methods of production and 
distribution, it is no wonder that its canon is composed of rather 
apocryphal movies. In general, Nazisploitation movies encompass 
those that use the fascination of Nazi imagery, ideology, symbols 
and artifacts to increase its commercial appeal.4 The large number 
of such works dilutes the precision of the term Nazisploitation and 
thus makes it of limited use for our discussion. In the strictest sense, 
Nazisploitation and sadiconazista movies5 typically include prison and 
concentration camp scenes with sadistic Nazis and degraded women. 
Most were produced between 1967 and 1980, typically in Italy and the 
United States. 
 A business based on generic hybridization, dissimulation and cheap 
speculation quickly turns history into trivial lore, which is difficult to 
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grasp and possibly best studied as a coherent connotative subsystem 
of the ‘mongrel muse’ cinema.6 Produced in 1972, EAG highlights 
some of these difficulties, even as it is itself a marginal and obscure 
title among better known Nazisploitation films. How does a movie 
enter and remain in this precarious canon? How is this casual mix 
of soft-core porn and a World War II action film transformed into a 
Nazisploitation movie? EAG will serve as a showcase of such a generic 
creation through this kind of bastardization.
 First, EAG’s peculiarities must be addressed. The discussion will 
begin with a reading of the 1947 novel Eine Armee Gretchen (eventually 
translated in 1974 as Gretchen in Uniform) from which the film was 
adapted, followed by an examination of the film itself. Finally, I 
will demonstrate how this unique movie was promoted via lobby 
posters, distribution titles and video covers into the nascent canon 
of Nazisploitation film. I will show that EAG’s solitary position in 
European film-making as well as in the canon of Nazisploitation movies 
is the result of distributor actions and consumer reception. Yet, even 
in such a frame, EAG remains in many ways an alien intruder among 
typical Nazisploitation, which is precisely what makes this particular 
film worthy of discussion. While identified here as a stray movie, it 
nevertheless reveals the core of typical Nazisploitation ‘ingredients’: a 
dissident that ultimately supplies the key to the conformists’ typology.
 Are there points of contact between EAG and other precursors of the 
sadiconazista film? Three possible reference movies bear mentioning: 1. 
Sidney Lumet’s The Pawnbroker (1964), the first US movie to represent 
explicitly the sexual relationships between female concentration camp 
inmates and SS prison guards; 2. Robert Lee Frost’s Love Camp 7 
(1968), which was the first movie to exploit the camp setting in a 
sexual manner and served as a blueprint for later sadiconazista movies; 
3. Luchino Visconti’s La caduta degli dei (The Damned, 1969) which 
set the visual and thematic standard for Nazisploitation movies in 
terms of SS uniform fetishization and the interplay of homosexuality, 
decadence and doom. EAG itself was barely influenced by these early 
precursors of sadiconazista movies; yet it remains similarly remote from 
the typical Nazisploitation movie from the genre’s heyday between 
1975 and 1980. 
 While most Nazisploitation movies were created in countries such 
as Italy, France or the United States, EAG was made in Switzerland. 
Producer/director Erwin C. Dietrich, with his focus on mass-produced 
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budget movies in the 1960s and 1970s, was an outlier in a country 
whose movie output at that time was limited to representative big 
productions, auteur films, TV productions and genre films such as 
comedies and murder mysteries.7 A tradition of producing profit-
oriented, low-budget sex, horror and war movies did not exist in 
Switzerland. In such an environment, a World War II action sex film 
like EAG, which furthermore presented the conflict from a German 
perspective, emerged as a puzzling maverick.
 Beyond cultural and economic reasons, there are also political 
explanations for the film’s production in Switzerland: until late into 
the 1970s, Switzerland tried to preserve its Sonderfall (special case) 
image as a World War II survivor that kept its proverbial hands clean. 
On the world stage, Switzerland presented itself as a small country 
ready to fight aggressors, a potential victim with hedgehog survival 
qualities that had successfully kept out the Nazis. However, the 
political left has attacked this myth since the 1970s. The resulting later 
caricature of Switzerland as a willing collaborator with Nazi Germany 
— for instance by hiding ill-gotten Nazi gold in numbered Swiss bank 
accounts — did not match the official Swiss position. Neither did the 
view presented by EAG, which was regarded as opportunistic, trashy 
and denigrating. Dietrich’s reckless presentation of German women 
as horny female soldiers stood in loud and clear opposition to the 
ruling conception of history, that of both the right and the left. In its 
position as an outcast among Swiss movie productions, EAG could be 
safely ignored and, as such, it caused no further repercussions.8

 The fact that EAG was also screened in West Germany in 1973 
makes this Swiss production another considerable exception to 
typical Nazisploitation distribution patterns: none of the ‘canonical’ 
Nazisploitation films ever appeared on the big screen in West Germany. 
VHS distribution was likewise prohibited after the advent of home 
video technology. Yet these prohibitions never touched EAG, which 
again shows the film’s atypical status.9

 In this context, it is also exceptional that EAG is based on a bestselling 
novel. In most cases, Nazisploitation movies were not based on literary 
works, with the notable exception of Pasolini’s Salò o le 120 giornate di 
Sodoma (Salò, or the 120 Days of Sodom, 1975). Such films were usually 
based on original scripts that mercilessly lifted from other movies 
such as Il portiere di notte (The Night Porter, 1974), which was seen as an 
intellectual treatment of the topic. Other later Nazisploitation movies 
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simply contented themselves with stringing together taboo-breaking 
scenes with little plot for maximum exploitative effect, again copied 
from art-house cinema. In contrast, the EAG was based on a bestselling 
novel published in Switzerland only two years after World War II. 

the book and its author, karl heinz helms-liesenhoff
When director/producer Erwin C. Dietrich based his movie on Karl 
Heinz Helms-Liesenhoff’s (1912–1981) novel Eine Armee Gretchen,10 he 
selected a book that had thrived commercially since its first printing in 
1947. The movie’s release caused the book to regain briefly a certain 
degree of popularity. Up to this point, the author and his novels 
had played no role in discussions of Nazisploitation and had never 
been critically scrutinized. However, this author’s work, especially his 
so-called ‘Gretchen trilogy’,11 certainly merit critical discussion. 1947 
saw the publication of Eine Armee Gretchen, the author’s first novel. It 
was published in Basel, where, according to his own testimony, the 
author had fled as a Wehrmacht deserter in 1944. He viewed Eine Armee 
Gretchen as his personal reckoning with the Nazi dictatorship and 
identified his personal involvement as an inspiration for his writing. 
Many passages of the novel are colored by realism, presumably based 
on insider knowledge. Barely two years after the war this book already 
nurtured the legend of an innocent German people ruined by Nazis.
 At the center of Eine Armee Gretchen are the gynecologist and 
university professor Felix Coon and his two young daughters Eva and 
Marga.12 Having resisted the Nazis from the beginning, and having 
declared numerous conscripted women unfit for service (without real 
medical justification), he and his family are subjected to collective 
punishment. Dr Felix Coon is sent to the Eastern front as an army doctor. 
Meanwhile, Eva and Marga are conscripted into a Wehrmacht women’s 
auxiliary force popularly called ‘Gretchen-Armee’. They personally 
experience the horrors of war. Coon, as a member of the educated 
bourgeoisie, is given ample space and evidence to proclaim his ‘true 
German values’ in contrast to the barbaric Nazis. His two daughters 
are put into even worse situations. As a Flakhelferin (anti-aircraft gun 
assistant) and a Funkerin (radio operator), they try to preserve their 
calm countenance and innocence in an atmosphere of violence, 
sexual permissiveness and cultural decay. Helms-Liesenhoff inserts an 
account of the female German soldiers of the ‘Gretchen-Armee’ into 
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the Coon family history. In best shock-reporting style, the author’s 
indignation about the moral decline of German women results in 
page after page of detailed and shrill descriptions of those depravities, 
clearly meant to satisfy readers. The Coon family serves as a moral 
shield and ideal counter-example to absorb the blows of the specu-
lative and exploitative effects of his writing style. The three ethereal 
and saint-like protagonists only serve to highlight further the abyss of 
depravity and perversion in and around the ‘Gretchen-Armee’ — in 
other words, the epitome of the exploitation formula.
 The principal perpetrators in the story are men, but women are 
guilty too, especially women in uniform, or as the French title of the 
novel puts it, Gretchen en uniforme.13 Helms-Liesenhoff distinguishes 
between two types of female soldiers in the context of the Gretchen 
army. The first type consists of naïve, sex-starved women who seek out 
erotic adventures at the front where they are seduced by male Nazis: 
‘In the suburbs, the first bombs were already being dropped. One 
could hear and feel it clearly. The ground was trembling; the air was 
thick with noise. The young women stumbled down the stairs into 
the safety of the air raid shelters. The last ones were naked carrying 
bundles of their clothes under their arms. They breathed heavily; 
their hair streamed out in the wind; their young breasts found no rest, 
hindering their movements. Howls of terror mixed with laughter and 
giggling.’14

 As well as the women who serve as naïve cannon fodder, willingly 
offering themselves to the men, Helms-Liesenhoff also describes a 
second type of women, the ideological hardliners. These women are 
loners, and they suffer from pathological sexual frustration, which 
they take out on victims in a sadistic manner. In that sense, they 
strongly resemble the stock character of the typical Nazisploitation 
movie, a sadomasochistic female warden. As Helms-Liesenhoff writes:

Yes, often did he find his way into her chamber in the evenings. She 
didn’t go out much. And she had told him: ‘No blabbering about love, 
Erik, no sentimentalities! I confess: I abandon myself to you, because 
you have class [in the German original, a double entendre for racial 
purity], because you possess a classic masculinity. Don’t forget that 
we share a higher passion for our race, for a German future … not 
merely ecstatic carnal satisfaction, Erik, it runs much deeper, but 
without commitment, without commitment! If something happens, 
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one should not lay a claim on the other, one should not want to try 
to bind the other … but it should be understood … Do you agree, 
Erik? These are my conditions …’ And the blond giant answered ‘Yes, 
Grete, as you wish’ and he took her almost as a matter of course, in 
an act as necessary for his survival as eating and drinking. And she 
yielded to him in a Teutonic rapture.15

Passages such as these are by no means exceptional. Clearly, Helms-
Liesenhoff’s descriptions of young, uniformed women who have 
sexual experiences during the chaos and collapse of Nazi Germany 
were of great interest to his audience, given that this one novel led to 
a trilogy dealing with the same topic.16

 This mixture sent the author up the bestseller lists, mainly in France, 
but also in Germany and later in the English-speaking countries. 
Following up on this success, Helms-Liesenhoff pushed out two 
sequels in quick succession. One might think that the Swiss critics 
would have complained about the speculative liberties he took with 
Nazis and sex, and that they might have questioned his integrity and 
anti-fascist credentials. However, this notion would be wrong. In a 
review of Eine Armee Gretchen, the conservative daily newspaper Der 
Bund (Bern) wrote on May 12, 1948: ‘Sensational as well as shocking in 
its blunt, sometimes even raw and brutal truth. It adds a new chapter 
to the tragedy of Germany, which has until now seldom been treated 
in such an acute and inexorable way.’17 Even the Swiss Jewish weekly 
Israelitisches Wochenblatt für die Schweiz (1948) was full of praise for the 
book: ‘No historian of our history will in the future be able to ignore 
this unvarnished and sincere contemporary document or to pass by 
this terrible but necessary ‘J’accuse’. The author’s name will be long 
remembered.’18

 Objections were, however, voiced in West Germany. Since the 
war’s end in 1945, the suppression of the crimes committed during 
the Third Reich had been in full force in all parts of West German 
society. Neither the image of German women as sex-crazed collabo-
rators nor Helms-Liesenhoff’s account of the Wehrmacht as a willing 
Nazi instrument fit into the rising revisionist concept of West German 
politics. Discussions of the (in certain senses, sexual) popular attraction 
of National Socialism were discouraged. In contrast, Germans held 
on to the myth of the honorable Wehrmacht, as stubbornly upheld 
in numerous publications and feature films from the early 1950s to 
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the 1970s.19 The media supported these efforts, especially the West 
German weekly news magazine Der Spiegel, which reported on the 
success of Helms-Liesenhoff’s Gretchen novels in at least two articles. 
The first dismissed the ‘deserter Wehrmacht officer’ Helms-Liesenhoff 
as an author of ‘pornographic books’ and who morally condemned the 
German people.20 By manipulating Helms-Liesenhoff’s arguments, the 
author himself was accused of being a hatemonger whose smutty and 
revanchist Gretchen novels were, tellingly, only available in French. The 
report further claims that neither a German nor an Austrian publisher 
would have been willing to print a German edition. However, Der 
Spiegel conveniently ignored the fact that the first Gretchen novel had 
already been in print since 1947 in German, having been published in 
Switzerland. 
 Only two weeks later, another article appeared in Der Spiegel titled 
‘Bare under the apron’.21 The article reported on a conference in 
Biberach, Germany, about ‘the moral behavior of the German woman 
during the war and post-war years’ as depicted in only three novels 
among which Helms-Liesenhoff’s Gretchen books were included. By 
this time, with the books more widely available in their German 
edition, Helms-Liesenhoff’s Swiss publisher traveled to Biberach to 
represent the author at the conference. As Der Spiegel reported: 

[…] Schweingruber, the Swiss publisher […], a narrow-chested man 
with rosy apple cheeks and tiny eyes, sat there with suspenders and 
rolled-up sleeves. He used to publish only trivial Heimat literature. 
Since the publication of Helms-Liesenhoff’s Eine Armee Gretchen and 
Die Demobilisierung der Gretchen-Armee, he is in business. The United 
States of America is willing to publish the works with a print run of 
500,000. (…) Interjection: ‘What did your wife and mother say about 
Liesenhoff’s books?’ Schweingruber swept [the question] away with 
a brush of his hand: ‘Shshsht!’ Not even he doubted the literary 
mediocrity of the books.22

Helms-Liesenhoff was discredited and accused of cheaply exploiting 
the Nazi theme, an unfair depiction that collectively called all Germans 
Nazis. With the author’s generalizations based on ‘singular cases in 
exceptional situations’, his construction of a ‘German collective guilt’ 
were said to be triggered by a faulty interpretation of historical facts 
and naked commercial interests. Helms-Liesenhoff was accused of 
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[…] rid[ing] on a National Socialist boom. The world’s large anti-
German resentments made those generalizations an easy sell. […] 
One lady asked whether those embarrassing and bad books even 
merited discussion. Without uttering a word, lecturer Bäurle pointed 
outside. There, one could see the publisher Schweingruber getting 
into his oversized Hudson car.23

 The book Eine Armee Gretchen was received at the time as what is 
now termed Nazisploitation, and this long before the 1973 movie 
production, and, indeed, long before the word existed. The author 
was already under attack for combining Nazis and sex for financial 
gain, which is tantamount to ‘Nazisploitation’. The public uproar in 
Germany about these commercial practices, however, was not caused 
by shame or sympathy with the victims of the National Socialist regime. 
In part, it targeted and labeled as trash any and all attempts to analyze 
or exploit the attraction for Germans of National Socialism, sex and 
violence, but mainly, the controversy arose because Germans simply 
did not want to be reminded of their recent past.
 It may be considered an outgrowth of this attitude that 23 years 
later, EAG, the only potential Nazisploitation movie originally in 
German, had to be a Swiss and not a German production. In any case, 
it is a fact that a novel by an author, who engaged avant la lettre in 
Nazisploitation, could be published in Switzerland only two years after 
the end of the Second World War. Here, in this Alpine country spared 
from immediate war, a German author was allowed to publish his work 
even if he nakedly enriched his story of Nazi Germany’s excesses with 
sex to increase sales. 

the Movie and its Director, erwin c. Dietrich
Twenty-six years after the first publication of Eine Armee Gretchen, the 
movie was released. Despite the appearance of many naked female 
Wehrmacht soldiers on screen, the film received little attention at 
first. In part, this silence is due to the fact that, on the one hand, 
producer/director Erwin C. Dietrich’s longstanding career in the sex 
film industry had prepared him well to know what to show and how 
to avoid censorship. On the other hand, the cultural atmosphere in 
Europe after 1968 had grown more liberal. The Swiss production 
was, as mentioned, also released on the screens of neighboring West 
Germany in 1973, and serious critics dismissed it entirely. Only the 
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West German film journal Filmdienst wrote in a short review: ‘The story 
of female Wehrmacht support personnel in the Second World War is 
used as a topic for one of the usual sex movies: incarcerated prostitutes 
implore the SS Reichsführer to send them to the front, as even they have 
a right to a German man — we advise against [seeing this film].’24

 Several years after EAG left the big screen, the movie’s VHS 
release contextualized it for the first time among more ‘canonical’ 
Nazisploitation movies. EAG was seen as a sadiconazista film with an 
accordingly cynical and degrading slant. When Erwin C. Dietrich 
brought EAG to the cinema screens at the beginning of the 1970s, 
the wave of cheap Nazisploitation movies, mainly from Italy and the 
United States, had not yet arrived. Nazi chic became fashionable after 
1968, and films like the ultra-low-budget US production Love Camp 7 
(1968), the Italian epic La caduta degli dei (The Damned, 1969), which 
combined breaking taboos with artistic pretension, and even the 
tremendously popular musical Cabaret (1972), had certainly paved the 
way. But these precursors to Nazisploitation, as well as increased public 
interest about the perversions of the Nazi regime, did not signifi-
cantly influence Dietrich’s production. However, the Swiss producer, 
a fervent Catholic with a rather conservative world-view,25 looked to 
other, more traditional examples, with the clear exception of the sex 
report subgenre.
 In EAG’s year of production, 1972, Erwin C. Dietrich attained the 
peak of his success. After some lean years, during which he had tried to 
break through with Heimat films (sentimental films with local/regional, 
often Alpine settings) as well as murder mysteries, he finally achieved 
a roaring box office success in 1968 with the erotic movie Die Nichten 
der Frau Oberst (Mrs. Colonel’s Nieces).26 Dietrich then set up a small 
but efficient genre movie production factory in the tradition of Roger 
Corman. However, he was mainly inspired by and oriented towards the 
West German market and its actors and movies. While Dietrich achieved 
some commercial success with his low-budget erotic interpretations 
of famous literary classics (Robin Hood, The Three Musketeers), it was his 
second erotic movie franchise that earned the most money. In form and 
content, he imitated the successful model of the West German unending 
series of ‘Sex Reports’, a more blatantly pornographic offspring of the 
sex education movies of the 1950s and early 1960s.27

 The EAG film follows the novel’s main events. In both versions, 
the protagonists are the war-weary German university gynecologist Dr 
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Felix Coon (Carl Möhner) and his two young daughters Eva (Karin 
Heske) and Marga (Elisabeth Felchner). While Helms-Liesenhoff 
had aspired to a serious tale about the fate of a conscripted family 
in a linear narrative, Dietrich’s adaptation retains little of the novel’s 
seriousness. The conversational tone and the ribald, sloppy, naïve 
humor used in this episodic movie trace their origin to the German 
sex report film, with its humorously uptight way of talking about 
sex, which became part of that genre’s style. While this tone of voice 
already came across as inherently funny in the sex report films, the use 
of such a conversational tone in a World War II movie comes across as 
rather incongruous and provides one explanation for EAG’s ‘campy’ 
impression to modern viewers.
 A further example of the movie’s close connection to the German 
sex reports is the physical examination scene at the start of the movie. 
The staging of the examination of female prospective soldiers matches 
the mandatory visit to the doctor in many West German sex education 
and sex report movies, which provides an excuse for female characters 
to disrobe. The doctor’s visit justifies the display of female full frontal 
nudity and a detailed test of their sexual organs. ‘We are soldiers now 
and have to line up naked during the draft call-up,’ explains one of 
the female Wehrmacht prospects with great sincerity. When one of the 
naked women, having passed the close examination, extends her arm 
in a Nazi salute and shouts ‘Hurrah, I am fit for service!’, the situa-
tion’s irony can hardly be surpassed. This use of irony contrasts starkly 
with the cruel cynicism that is a stock feature of later Nazisploitation 
movies. It further evinces EAG’s status as atypical in comparison to 
other Nazisploitation films. Indeed, the roles of victim and perpetrator 
in EAG are less clear and drastic. Whereas the victims are completely 
helpless and at the mercy of a Nazi perpetrator and his sadistic, cynical 
actions in a sadiconazista movie, the attribution of victim and perpe-
trator roles is diffuse in EAG. Again, the influence of the West German 
sex reports with its ironic Doppelmoral (double standard) is evident, 
as the young women are portrayed simultaneously as both sex-driven 
seductresses as well as hapless victims — and these films supposedly 
warn against either danger. Like their modern ‘report’ sisters, the 
Gretchens in Dietrich’s movie exemplify the changing values of the 
sexual revolution and thus stand in youthful opposition to authority — 
in this case, to the Führer, the Nazi party and the Fatherland — whose 
sexual prohibitions and requirements they repeatedly transgress and 
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ridicule: ‘Here everything is blond and Aryan, especially in that one 
spot.’ Later on, when the radio transmits utterances such as ‘German 
men, have you done your duty?’, the Gretchens take this literally: ‘We 
too have a right to the German men. We volunteered for the Eastern 
front for special use in the war.’ This ‘anything goes’ mockery finally 
results in a petition of the Gretchens to Field Marshal Göring, in which 
they openly demand to be used as sex soldiers on the Eastern front. 
In a standard Nazisploitation movie such frivolity would have hurt its 
generic and hence commercial value. Showing such unclear power 
relations and ironic refractions would have destroyed the intended 
exploitative effect more than any external appeal to morality.
 The Gretchens’ naïve desire falls back on them, when the young 
women are captured and have to be liberated in a commando action by 
the movie’s true authority, namely the uptight, aristocratic and essen-
tially fatherly doctor Coon. Again this protagonist’s character contrasts 
starkly with Nazisploitation typecasting, in which doctors are associated 
almost reflexively with torture and cruel medical experiments in 
concentration camps. One may assume that with this personification of 
a dutiful ‘good German’ with an anti-Nazi heart, Dietrich felt inspired 
by West German war movies from the 1950s and 1960s such as Die 
Brücke (The Bridge, 1959), celebrating the good Wehrmacht officer as 
victim of the evil Nazi and SS demons.28 Nazisploitation follows a totally 
different script: Germans appear nearly by definition as sadistic Nazis 
and concentration camp guards. There is little demand for inner strife 
within German soldiers or German gallantry heralded, for instance, in 
German films about Rommel’s desert war.
 The producers of Nazisploitation may have seen themselves as 
professional executors of their audiences’ perverse desires, which 
thus limited their personal auteur role. On the other hand, EAG was 
Dietrich’s personal pet project, as evidenced by the fact that with this 
film the producer-director is credited for the first time under his real 
name. For a long time, he had dreamed about making a war movie 
with tank battles and other big-budget trappings.29 Basing his war 
movie on a popular literary work such as EAG increased its claim to 
seriousness, which appears to have been important to Dietrich, as he 
planned to reinvent himself as a respectable producer of mainstream 
films.30 He also accepted Helms-Liesenhoff’s ideological point of view, 
whose Gretchen novels were, as mentioned, his form of indictment 
against the Nazi system. This was important to Dietrich and also for 
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its success with Swiss as well as with West German audiences, his most 
important markets. Presumably his technique of mixing education, 
adventure and rehabilitation as well as sex scenes would open up his 
movie beyond his usual clientele to a more mainstream audience, 
sowing the seeds for a profitable future and increasing his reputation.
 What Dietrich imagined a viable strategy for a commercially 
successful and serious movie turned into a unique bastard among 
a discredited movie genre, a strange and confusing combination of 
membra disjecta that today gives a fascinating picture of the particular 
situation given in 1973. The most spectacular scene of the movie illus-
trates this confusion well. After their liberation from strangely invisible 
Russians, a group of about thirty naked female Wehrmacht soldiers run 
across a minefield amidst a battle in progress. Like the naturists from 
the sex report films, the naked Gretchens hop through open nature, 
hampered only by frighteningly real mine explosions and forces 
fighting a war all around them.
 The orgy featured in the third part of the movie, however, can 
be traced neither to the sex reports nor to the classic war movies. 
Analogous scenes in movies such as La caduta degli dei (The Damned, 
1969) or — more likely, due to its popularity — Bob Fosse’s Cabaret 
of 1972 may have served as inspiration. While orgies in these movies 
are indispensable elements in their plots and character psychology 
of violence, power and sex, EAG’s orgy is but a nod to less sinister 
sexploitation movie standards. Copying the setting of an unleashed 
Götterdämmerung à la Visconti with this naïve voyeuristic illustration 
results again in an unintended satiric effect. A striptease in front of 
a draped swastika flag and a cream gateau with chocolate swastikas is 
the moment where EAG comes closest to Nazisploitation, albeit with a 
decidedly campy flair.
 Everything connected with both the person of Erwin C. Dietrich 
and his productions appears unimaginative and naïve. Nothing was 
ever intended to be revolutionary in any dimension, given Erwin C. 
Dietrich’s character and standing. Nor does the avid boy scout and 
conservative Swiss entrepreneur fit into the role of a taboo breaker.31 
Nevertheless, Dietrich’s name and one of his most expensive produc-
tions are often used in the context of a most frowned-upon genre 
in the history of cinema. While EAG may appear as a surreal piece 
of art brut, which finally bamboozled its way into the canon of 
Nazisploitation, it stands to reason that this is not due to one person’s 
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motivation or categorization but rather to the workings of an industry 
that bases its profits on fooling the expectations of its audiences. EAG 
may be an atypical Nazisploitation movie, but atypical exploitation it 
isn’t, by a long shot. 

the Making of a nazisploitation Movie: Posters, titles and VhS covers
In 1972, Dietrich attached great importance to gritty action scenes in 
transposing Helms-Liesenhoff’s novel to film.32 He focused on action 
scenes, as opposed to the sex or the Nazi sadism.33 To increase the 
film’s war movie credentials, the production of the action scenes was 
outsourced to Yugoslavia. There, Dietrich could make good use of 
the existing manpower, infrastructure and sets from other European 
and US war movies. He could produce spectacular and professional-
looking war scenes for EAG at incredibly low cost. He also minimized 
the use of exploitative sales techniques. Never did the erotic elements 
on display in every scene transgress the prevailing norms of a robust 
cinema showcase one year after the 1971 releases of mainstream 
films like Straw Dogs or Clockwork Orange. The use of sadistic Nazis or 
tortured women in his movie would have been highly detrimental to 
his goal of joining the film-making establishment. 
 Dietrich promoted EAG in German-speaking countries with a 
relatively subdued marketing campaign, at least compared to those 
for his previous films. This uncommon equanimity starts with its 
German title Eine Armee Gretchen (‘An Army of Gretchens’), which 
offered limited potential for exploitative or sexploitative marketing. It 
offers no obviously titillating verbal sex signals and the movie posters 
of 1973 used in West Germany, Switzerland and Austria included few 
exploitative signals. 
 They do not depict nudity, explicit posing or lurid situations. The 
poster’s motif is rather plain and unspectacular. It even misses a key 
feature of nearly every exploitative movie poster: an inescapably smutty 
tag line. Instead, the movie explicitly refers to Helms-Liesenhoff’s 
bestselling novel. In short: EAG was promoted in the German-speaking 
countries as a World War II movie with literary credentials. The fact 
that Dietrich had unscrupulously overstepped accepted mainstream 
marketing standards in the promotion of other sex films in his 
repertoire indicates that he deliberately chose to show discretion in 
promoting EAG. 
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 For three years, EAG was positioned as a World War II action movie. 
When success continued to prove elusive, marketers systematically 
transformed EAG into a Nazisploitation movie. For instance, the 
distributors tried to cash in with new movie posters and new titles in 
the hope of riding the wave of Nazisploitation’s success. It was thus 
assured that by 1976, the annus mirabilis of the sadiconazista movies, 
EAG — previously an outlier in this most notorious of genres — would 
become one of the genre’s fixtures. Of course such marketing practices 
were not exceptional; the exploitation business has always fed on this 
sort of re-purposing. Indeed, the remarkable transformation of EAG 
from a relatively tame erotic World War II action spectacle into a 
Nazisploitation movie alongside such gruesome entries as Ilsa, She Wolf 
of the SS (1974) and SS Experiment Love Camp (1976) serves to showcase 
this process.
 The Italians paved the way. The original EAG launch poster from 
the Italian ‘Prestige’ distribution firm already included more (s)
exploitative elements than the aforementioned poster used in the 
German-speaking countries. An Italian movie poster artist had created 
a kneeling Gretchen with a machine gun in her hand, and yet in the 
actual movie there is not a single shot of a woman holding a weapon. 
The Italians, with their long exploitation tradition, thought nothing of 
Dietrich’s relative discretion, and their poster promised a hint of sex, 
violence and Nazism. The female soldier’s blouse is open and only her 
shirttail covers her genitals, while a German imperial eagle centered 
on her breasts conceals her nipples. Despite all these signs, the Italian 

Figure 8.1 Marketing posters for Erwin C. Dietrich’s Eine Armee Gretchen (1972) in 
German-speaking countries.
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Figure 8.2 Marketing posters for Erwin C. Dietrich’s Eine Armee Gretchen (1972) in 
non-German speaking countries.

poster does not reveal any explicit nudity or hint at graphic sex scenes. 
With its emblematic swastika grasped in the talons of the imperial 
eagle, this movie poster became the prototype for nearly all EAG 
posters worldwide. The Italian distribution title Fraulein in Uniforme 
is much more sexually charged than the original German image.34 
The familiar untranslated word ‘Fräulein’ (which lacks its umlaut) is 
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much more sexploitatively marketable in international distribution, 
as it creates associations about Weimar decadence, postwar Trümmer-
Muttis becoming alley cats and also World War II Gretchens. This title 
also points directly towards a well-known title from the Nazisploitation 
movie canon, Elsa: Fräulein SS (1977).
 In Great Britain and Australia (the only place where the movie was 
marketed as a pornographic film with a sexually charged tag line: ‘hot 
acts of unimagined love’), EAG was called Fräuleins in Uniform. The 
Canadian distributor Cinépix refined the title further and showed EAG 
as Fräulein Without a Uniform in the cinemas. On the Canadian movie 
poster, the central Gretchen’s blouse was buttoned up to reveal only a 
hint of cleavage. The Gretchens wielding machine guns in the lower 
half of the poster were appropriated by the Canadian designers from 
a rare alternative Italian poster, which promoted the movie’s action 
elements during the initial launch in 1973. 
 The ‘without’ in the title is found also on the French distribution 
movie poster titled Gretchen sans uniforme. In France, Helms-Liesenhoff’s 
novel went through multiple editions, making the Gretchens well-
known to wide audiences during the 1970s. Indeed, the factor of 
audience familiarity explains why the French distributor did not switch 
to ‘Fräulein’ but as a matter of course stayed with ‘Gretchen’.
 Since EAG clearly did not sell satisfactorily as a World War II action 
movie, even Dietrich himself tried to increase the sex appeal of his 
movie during the latter months of its original distribution phase. 
Already in the late autumn of 1973, he presented EAG again to the 
West German board of censorship FSK (Freiwillige Selbstkontrolle der 
Filmwirtschaft, or Voluntary Self Regulation of the Movie Industry), 
this time under the title Blitzmädchen-Report (Blitz Girls Report, a play 
on the well known 1970 sex report film Schulmädchen-Report: Was Eltern 
nicht für möglich halten, later released in the UK as Confessions of a Sixth 
Form Girl). Having failed to appeal as part of the World War II action 
genre, the movie was reclassified to fit within the broad range of the 
West German sex report movies (school girls’, housewives’, nurses’ 
reports) and thus became a product among his sex movie range. Even 
stronger signals towards Nazisploitation and sexploitation were sent by 
West German distributor UFA when they marketed Dietrich’s movie at 
the end of the 1970s on Super8 rolls in the West German market: EAG 
became Eine Armee nackter Gretchen (‘An army of naked Gretchens’). 
The expanded subtitle for the individual characters’ roles specified Die 
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Bräute des Führers (The Führer’s brides) and Nackt an die Front (Naked 
to the front). 
 At the beginning of the 1980s, Dietrich’s distributors were 
confronted with a starkly changed public discourse in West German 
society, triggered by the broadcast of Marvin Chomsky’s TV series 
Holocaust (1978). Despite re-using the more discrete poster motif 
from the initial German cinema launch, the EAG VHS edition from 
UFA was put on the censorship index list in the issue of 28 June 1983, 
which caused massive advertising restrictions.35 The perception of EAG 
was beginning to change not only from the perspective of consumers, 
but also from that of the censorship commission, and reclassifi-
cation efforts of the distributors began to bear fruit. The censorship 
commission in particular targeted the film’s multiple video editions 
(VHS, Betamax, Video 2000), which of course increased the movie’s 
notoriety and thus its sales. 
 The video editions mark a new phase in the development of the 
‘Gretchens’ on their way into the Nazisploitation movie canon. The 
best-known VHS edition of EAG is a very early one: the 1981 British 
VHS edition from the Derann Distribution Company. The cover 
uses the well-known kneeling Gretchen from the Italian poster and 
combines it with photos from another West German movie poster. 
Despite its tame cover and edited content, the Derann tape became 
part of the ‘video nasty’ discussion at the start of the 1980s in Great 
Britain.36 While EAG was never officially classified as a ‘video nasty’, its 
cover is to be found in all the relevant fan-collections and editions.37 
This was a late but decisive step towards the adoption of EAG into the 
Nazisploitation movie canon. 
 Today, the movie’s alternate title She-Devils of the SS appears 
frequently in references to the film on internet sites.38 This title is 
quite revealing. Despite having been released under this title only in 
the relatively late Canadian CIC-VHS edition (1985), it remains the 
current preferred international title for EAG. The context is clear: 
This title, with its obvious reference to the Nazisploitation classic Ilsa, 
She Wolf of the SS, signals loud and clear that EAG is a Nazisploitation 
movie. The frequent use of this originally marginal alternative title 
by the fan community is a testament to the widespread acceptance 
of EAG into the Nazisploitation canon. Apart from the sadiconazista 
precursors from the late 1960s, Ilsa, She Wolf of the SS was the formative 
Nazisploitation movie of the 1970s. And here the discussion comes 
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full circle: Ilsa, She Wolf of the SS was shown in France under the alter-
native title Le SS était là … les Gretchen aussi (The SS was here … the 
Gretchens also).
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Meshes of Power: The Concentration Camp 
as Pulp or Art House in Liliana Cavani’s The 

Night Porter
eLissA MAiLäNDer 

F
oR a bRief PeRioD from the late 1960s to the late 1970s the Nazisploitation 
genre, which crossed the fashionable women-in-prison (WIP) genre 
with soft-core pornography and Nazi iconography, flourished in the 

United States and Europe. It was particularly popular in Italy, where 
it spurred countless productions, the so-called sadiconazista movies.1 
This essay examines a prominent work of that genre: in Il portiere di 
notte (The Night Porter, 1974), the director and screenwriter Liliana 
Cavani presented the relationship between a former camp guard and a 
survivor as a sexual-pathological obsession. The film provoked consid-
erable outrage and criticism internationally, with some critics accusing 
Cavani of merely reducing the camp problematic to a relationship 
between two individuals. The sadomasochistic relationship between 
the SS officer and the camp inmate received criticism from both a 
visual as well as a moral standpoint. Of the allegorical framework of 
the film, Teresa de Lauretis contended that Cavani chose Nazism and 
the atrocities committed in the camps to investigate the dialectics of 
the male-female relationship in contemporary post-Nazi society.2 Most 
problematic for a feminist reading is the subjectivity with which Cavani 
portrays a sensuous torturer.3
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 As in other sadiconazista films, the dramaturgy aims at a sensual 
reception, and though the SS serves as a referent for sexual aventurisme, 
The Night Porter claims a special role within the genre. The movie is 
not only about sex but also about Nazism. Indeed, Cavani’s works 
belong to the category of self-conscious feminist auteur film-making 
with a political message. Through the sometimes clumsy reference to 
the Jewish genocide, The Night Porter is also a characteristic product 
of popular cinematographic culture prior to the 1978 television 
series Holocaust. The portrayal of the perpetrator-victim relationship 
as sexual drew hefty criticism, and critics accused her of trivializing 
National Socialism and its crimes. However, the relationship between 
perpetrators and victims that Cavani portrays is more complex than 
a sadomasochistic sexual passion. The camp is a place of sexual 
domination and humiliation where those in possession of power, 
namely the SS, can live out their displaced sexual fantasies. Michel 
Foucault’s ‘microphysics of power’ and violence proves an effective 
analytical tool for the intracamp power dynamics depicted in The Night 
Porter. Foucault asserts that power be addressed not only as a question 
of legal or institutional legitimacy, but also as a microphysics that 
‘applies itself to immediate everyday life’.4 A closer analysis of the film 
shows that the sadomasochistic love game relates not to the period 
of the concentration camp, but rather exclusively to the film’s main 
chronological setting, i.e. 1957. The decisive difference between the 
situations is that in their postwar relationship, the former SS officer 
and the inmate are equal partners with changing roles.
 My engagement with the film is as a researcher who deals with the 
everyday history (Alltagsgeschichte) and power dynamics of the concen-
tration camps. I analyze the representation of the concentration camp 
and its main perpetrators vis-à-vis the visualization of power, violence 
and sexuality. Of particular interest is the dynamic of power and the 
sadistic relationship between the camp guard, SS officer Max, and the 
camp prisoner, Lucia. However, it is misleading to reduce this movie 
simply to a sexual power game. Another important aspect concerns 
the role of the perpetrator in postwar European society. Themes of 
guilt and coming to terms with the perpetrator’s past is also a leitmotif 
of this movie, in which a group of former Nazis seek legal and psycho-
logical help to deal with their fear of survivors who could introduce 
claims of their crimes. The Night Porter, in a departure from other 
sadiconazista films, discusses the question of coming to terms with 
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the past from the perpetrator’s perspective. In addition, I examine 
Cavani’s camp film within the broader context of sadiconazista movies, 
which ultimately raises the question of how to classify The Night Porter 
today: is it a film d’auteur or is it simply a B-movie? On the one hand, 
the film very poignantly and critically visualizes the perfidious game of 
domination and submission, and the asymmetrical relations of power 
inherent to the camp. But on the other hand, the movie has a strong 
voyeuristic and commercial orientation, despite its intrinsic political 
content.

Subject, Sex, Violence and the ambivalent Power Game
Vienna 1957. Max Aldorfer (Dirk Bogarde) goes to work. He arrives at 
his destination, the Hotel zur Oper, where he reports for duty as a night 
porter. Max attends to his night shift with precision. He moves lithely 
in his dark, impeccably cut uniform, which lends him stateliness and 
authority. A small, elegantly dressed group enters the hotel lobby and 
the camera pans to a slender young woman (Charlotte Rampling) 
with pinned-up hair and an opulent black-sequined dress. Max gives 
the guests their room keys with a polite smile. As his gaze falls upon 
the young woman, his demeanor suddenly stiffens. He becomes visibly 
distraught and turns away in embarrassment. He gives the slender 
young woman her room key, and now she too notices him. Their 
gazes meet and the woman departs deliberately with her companion. 
The night porter stares rigidly ahead, visibly lost in his thoughts, at 
first completely failing to take notice of the new guests who are asking 
for their own room keys. They have to tear him out of his reverie. 
Max retires to the back from the lobby desk to fetch the keys, turns 
around once more, and he has already forgotten the room numbers. 
His agitation is palpable. Once he has collected himself he studies the 
guestbook; a colleague informs him that an American director, Mr 
Atherton, is there on concert tour. ‘So’, answers Max inattentively and 
drifts away once more.
 In a brief flashback, we see a young girl whom we recognize as 
Lucia Atherton from the lobby. She is illuminated by a glaring light 
and recoils, frightened. The camera zooms in on a crowd wearing 
yellow Stars of David.5 The noise of film cameras is audible; appar-
ently a hand-held camera is recording the scene. An SS officer in 
black uniform films the crowd and draws close to the girl. Max recalls 
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the scene, ever lost in his thoughts in the porter’s lodge. Meanwhile, 
the unexpected encounter visibly affects the elegant Mrs Atherton. 
While her husband reads the newspaper in bed, she stands in the 
bathroom busied with her evening beauty routine. In her white lace 
nightgown, the woman appears fragile. Lucia Atherton blankly stares 
in the direction of the mirror. A second flashback returns us to the 
camp. Three men, one in a peaked cap and two in steel helmets, are in 
frontal view, concealed by a sea of naked torsos, which the viewer only 
sees from behind. The hand camera whirs as human beings groan. A 
steel helmet is now recognizable from the chest up; he is in charge 
of lighting. Now we can identify the cameraman: the man with the 
officer’s hat is Max. Cut.
 The chance encounter of former SS Sturmbannführer Max Aldorfer 
and camp survivor Lucia Atherton is horrifying and momentous for 
both. After the initial shock, they find themselves attracted to each other. 
Lucia decides to lengthen her stay in Vienna to follow her husband to 
Frankfurt only later. A sadomasochistic love affair develops between the 
erstwhile perpetrator and his victim. A subtle back-and-forth between 
these two timelines pervades the film’s dramatic construction, which 
Marcus Stiglegger refers to as a ‘drama of interlacing’.6 In sixteen 
flashbacks, both protagonists recall the camp period (1933–45). Three-
quarters of the plot, however, plays out in postwar Vienna anno 1957. 
In the camp sequences, the film presents Sturmbannführer Max as a 
sadist who savors his power over Lucia and enjoys torture. In one of 
Lucia’s flashbacks we see how Max, in full SS regalia — black uniform, 
jodhpurs, leather boots, red armband with swastika — aims at Lucia 
with his pistol and purposely misses with every shot. The unclothed 
and terrorized Lucia tries to shield herself from the bullets while 
simultaneously covering her naked body until she finally sinks to the 
ground and cowers there. The setting for the scene, presumably a sick 
bay, is clinical, eerie and bathed in a cold white light. This relationship 
does not involve sexual satisfaction; rather, in the Sadean sense, it is 
a libidinous game of terror and power.7 It also invokes the Bataillean 
understanding of sadism, whereby the relationship is not sexual-
psychological, but rather existential-psychological, resting upon the 
principle of the radical destruction and humiliation of the Other.
 Max had spotted the comely girl among the mass of naked human 
beings during their entry registration and soon thereafter he selected 
her as the target of his desire. The dialogue between two of the SS 
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veterans indicates that Max came from the Kaltenbrunner entourage,8 
where he belonged to Section IVB4 and had ordered mass shootings 
in Hungary.9 A postwar conversation among his former colleagues 
indicates that Max excelled in ingenuity and imagination for violence 
and murder, and that he even enjoyed posing as a doctor in the 
concentration camp. With this exchange, Cavani characterizes Max 
as a demonic authority, a man responsible for the genocide of the 
Jews, an allusion to a horror not shown. She focuses exclusively on the 
relationship between the SS officer and the young inmate.
 The viewer sees no sexual intercourse between Max and Lucia 
during the camp period. However, the director alludes to oral sex, 
bondage and domination, and these acts and the victims’ suffering 
appear to give sexual pleasure to the perpetrator. In another memory 
of Lucia, Max ‘doctors’ her.

Figure 9 A flashback from Liliana Cavani’s The Night Porter (1974) in which 
Max Altdorfer (Dirk Bogarde) ‘examines’ Lucia Atherton (Charlotte 
Rampling) as female prisoners observe. Here Cavani visualizes the eros 
of power and terror, as well as their voyeuristic appeal.

 Again, Max wears his SS uniform, while Lucia, shaven and haggard, 
dons a prisoner’s uniform and black silk stockings. Here Cavani 
visually contrasts the SS uniform as a symbol of terror and the black 
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stockings as a symbol of eroticism. Max gently disinfects a deep wound 
on her right upper arm — we do not know who inflicted it — and 
kisses her tenderly while shabby female prisoners observe the scene. 
His gestures denote truculence, but also strong sexual overtones, such 
as when he domineeringly spreads her legs. 
 In Cavani’s film, the viewer cannot clearly discern the boundary 
between sex in the concentration camp as bartering and as a consensual 
sexual relationship. In addition, the camera frequently presents the 
perpetrator’s perspective, thereby rendering the spectator a voyeur to 
the scene, just like the camp inmates who watched Max doctor Lucia. 
It is precisely this interplay that makes the film uncomfortable and that 
prompted so much criticism, earning it the label ‘sadomasochistic.’ 
However, if we step back and decode the power structures borne by 
such gestures, we might come to another conclusion. 
 In the camp scenes, most of these thought- or memory-worlds 
unambiguously belong to either Lucia or Max. In the two flashbacks 
where the memory is of undetermined origin, the association between 
Max and Lucia is marked by insurmountable coercion. For example, 
in a flashback that constitutes the first and exclusive camp sex scene, 
a kapo sodomizes a woman prisoner while other female prisoners, 
starved to a skeletal state, watch in a detached manner. Their stony 
gaze symbolise the process of decay in the camp and evoke the total 
self-abandonment of the so-called ‘Muselmann.’10 Lucia, with cropped 
hair, lies apathetically on a bed and observes the scene motionlessly 
from up close. Max suddenly enters the room wearing an officer’s cap 
and white doctor’s coat. With gloved hands he turns Lucia’s face slowly 
to the side and inspects her.
 This scene has nothing ostensibly brutal to it at first, yet the banal 
hand motion is an exercise of power and dominance. Max, endowed 
with trappings of authority and terror, reduces Lucia to a mere object 
of study with these gestures. Finally, he forces her up and leads her, 
tottering with weakness, out of the room. In the flashback that immedi-
ately follows, Lucia is tied to a bed, frail and immobilized, while the 
uniformed Max towers above directly opposite her. He slowly inserts 
his index and middle fingers into her mouth, and moves them lightly 
in and out in a clearly sexualized manner.
 Such relations of power and oppression are omnipresent in the film’s 
gestures and costumes: like all the other prisoners, Lucia is shaven and 
haggard, and she remains passive and overwhelmed by what happens 
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to her. She offers a stark contrast to Max, who is commanding and 
threatening in his black uniform and doctor’s smock. Similarly, the 
filthy prisoner barracks contrast with the bare and white-tiled sick bay, 
thereby conveying compulsion and domination. At no point does it 
become clear that the Lucia has fallen in love with Max in the concen-
tration camp, something Stiglegger interprets but does not prove.11 
We can thus understand the camp situation and the perpetrator-victim 
relationship as a game based on an insurmountably asymmetrical 
power imbalance. The power rests solely with Max, who, as we have 
seen, also makes ‘imaginative’ use of it. Lucia has no arena in which 
to maneuver. Max’s domination of Lucia is total and inescapable; she 
can only submit to him or suffer the consequences. Therefore, in the 
camp sequences, we cannot speak of a power relationship. 
 Max and Lucia’s encounter in 1957, however, presents a different 
facet to the relationship. This new dynamic is sadomasochistic because 
it portrays a lustful game of power and domination in which both sides 
exercise free will. Lucia’s decisions are deliberate — for example, 
when she follows Max into the apartment — but she too possesses a 
constitutive power over her own and Max’s desire. Sadomasochism 
involves a dynamic game of power and powerlessness with boundary 
rules, though on certain preconditions. In a 1984 interview with Bob 
Gallagher and Alexander Wilson, Foucault stated: 

The S/M game is very interesting because it is a strategic relation, 
but it is always fluid. Of course, there are roles, but everyone knows 
very well that those roles can be reversed. [. . .] Or, even when the 
roles are stabilized, you know very well that it is always a game. Either 
the rules are transgressed, or there is an agreement, either explicit 
or tacit, that makes [the participants] aware of certain boundaries. 
This strategic game as a source of bodily pleasure is very interesting. 
But I won’t say that it is a reproduction, inside the erotic relationship, 
of the structure of power. It is an acting out of power structures by a 
strategic game that is able to give sexual pleasure or bodily pleasure.12

If one defines sadomasochism as an erotic game of the body and 
power, and if one further pursues the idea that its telltale sign and 
prerequisite lie in its voluntary nature, then Max’s and Lucia’s postwar 
relations can definitely be termed sadomasochistic. This game involves 
the whole body, which consequently places not only sexual intercourse 
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and genitalia at the center, but also invents new forms of jouissance and 
new possibilities of pleasure with unusual parts of the body. In that 
sense their love affair in 1957 can be defined as an erotic power game 
and in the Foucauldian sense an ars erotica. 
 In the camp, the perpetrator Max occupies an unambiguously 
dominant role, one that allows him to violate taboos and bestows 
upon him the power to torture and kill. The momentary suspension 
of right and protection defines this imbalanced power relationship. 
The relationship between perpetrators and victims in the camp 
is by definition antisocial, and, in the Foucauldian sense, not a 
sadomasochistic one.13 It instead involves the radical negation of the 
other and the self-aggrandizing cultivation of the self, especially with 
regard to seemingly incomprehensible violence. In addition, from 
the perpetrator’s perspective, the surplus of violence, e.g. cruelty, 
appears constructive, an empowering form of self-cultivation. What 
makes this violence so ambivalent and corrupted is the fact that 
the roles of perpetrator and victim are intertwined in an intimate 
dynamic. The traumatic effect of this dynamic is the spiritual injury 
of being or, better, one’s transformation into an accomplice in 
a sexual assault.14 Gaby Zipfel therefore coins the term ‘libidinal 
coercion.’15 The dialectic of violence and lust is not only on the 
lived-out side of the violence by the perpetrator. Witness accounts of 
victims also give us a hint that experiencing an act of violence can 
be linked to pain and sexual pleasure. The most perfidious part of 
sexual violence is that it can, but does not have to, release sexual 
stimulation in the victim.
 The actual leitmotif of the film rests in its power dynamics and the 
corruptive power relations. The oft-cited Salomé sequence — the only 
potentially sadomasochistic camp scene — shows not so much camp 
inmate Lucia’s share in the guilt, in fact, as the perfidious, corrupting 
aspects of the concentration camp. In this scene, Max flashes back to 
a bare-chested Lucia who appears wearing nothing but suspenders 
and black men’s trousers. She performs a lascivious cabaret act before 
a gathering of camp SS guards. A SS officer’s cap with visor and 
facemask perches saucily atop her head. After the performance Max 
surprises her with a gift of a special sort: the head of a Kapo named 
Johannes. We learn in 1957 from a conversation between Max and a 
regular guest of the hotel, the Countess Stein, that Johannes allegedly 
tortured Lucia: ‘She just asked me to have him transferred,’ he relates, 
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‘I don’t know why. But suddenly the story of Salomé came into my 
head. I couldn’t resist it, you see.’ 
 Lucia, in contrast to Salomé, dances not to acquire the head 
of Johannes deliberately. Rather it is the sadistic manipulator and 
‘creator’ Max who makes her a decapitating Salomé, thus his own 
private castrating femme fatale fantasy. Max is thus not only her 
protector, but also her personal tormentor and master, one who plays 
with Lucia — his ‘little girl,’ as he lovingly calls her in 1957 — as 
if she were a doll. The destructive aspect of the SS superiority over 
the prisoners is that it enmeshes them in the web of Nazi power and 
thereby forcibly turns them into co-perpetrators. Yet Lucia orders no 
murder.
 In this instance, Cavani illustrates what Primo Levi called the ‘grey 
zone’.16 She portrays the concentration camp as a universe ‘beyond 
good and evil’ in which a moral position seems almost impossible.17 
Yet, subtle nuances exist: Lucia as the beloved of an SS is in a grey 
zone, but her existence is nevertheless determined by coercion. 
Mario, an Italian and former Funktionshäftling18 neatly encapsulates 
this problematic in a conversation with Max. Thanks to his cooking 
skills, Mario was assigned the role of camp cook and so survived. Max 
therefore labels him a collaborator but Mario rejects this accusation: 
‘Sometimes,’ he says, ‘to save one’s skin there is no price too high. 
You can’t compare me to you.’ Again Cavani emphasizes the camp’s 
asymmetrical power structures and the interlaced nature of the power 
system. Yet she also makes clear: from an ethical point of view, kapos 
are not on the same level as SS guards, since their abuse of power is 
a derivative of the corrupt and perfidious camp system as a world of 
power and coercion.
 However, it is misleading to reduce the film to the camp 
problematic alone, since more than half the plot is situated in 
contemporary Vienna and deals with the 1957 postwar perpetrator 
society.

The Night Porter as a psychological thriller
For the film’s narrative, and for Max and Lucia, it is precisely postwar 
society (one could even speak of the postwar perpetrator community) 
that is relevant to the plot. Former NS functionaries have founded 
a self-help group, comprised of Gestapo man and lawyer Klaus; a 
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medical doctor named Hans Vogler, also known as the ‘Professor’; 
the dancer Bert; and two former SS men. The former SS comrades 
conduct self-administered inquiries in which Klaus determines the 
state of war crimes investigations. He goes to document centers and 
public prosecutors’ offices and destroys evidence. The professor, 
on the other hand, is responsible for his comrades’ emotional and 
psychological health. In both instances, the psychological and the 
juridical one, expungement and emancipation from past crimes are at 
stake.19 Here Cavani operates with stylistic instruments of the thriller 
genre. The SS veterans meet at regular intervals in the Hotel zur Oper, 
where Lucia and her husband are guests. It becomes a huit clos where 
her former perpetrators try to come to terms with the past.
 Survivors are the main raison d’être for the secret meetings. The 
group of former perpetrators perceives them as dangerous because 
they can make legal accusations, as Klaus explains to Max: ‘Even if it 
says a thousand people on paper, ten thousand, it still makes less of an 
impression than one witness in flesh and blood, staring at you. That is 
why they are so dangerous, Max. My task is to seek them out, wherever 
they are, and to see to it that they are filed away.’ The concept ‘filed 
away’ is a bureaucratic euphemism for killing. Klaus pursues possible 
witnesses in war crimes proceedings and has them killed. But this 
course of action alone solves only one problem the survivors represent. 
They pose another problem, in that they cause psychological troubles 
for their former tormenters.
 For this reason, the professor subjects every individual member of 
the SS veteran group to psychoanalysis. This shock therapy is a sort of 
catharsis because, Doctor Vogler notes, ‘The more shock value they 
have, the more effect they have.’ And ‘[o]nly eyewitnesses can provoke 
this. […] Only once confronted with their accusation can we discover 
how far we are able to defend ourselves. […] We must try to under-
stand whether we are victims of guilt complexes or not. If so, we must 
be freed of them! A guilt complex is a disturbance of the psyche. A 
neurosis!’ These sessions are therapeutic because they force the perpe-
trators to face and overcome the fear of being identified and connected 
to their crimes. The perpetrators hereby appropriate Freudian-infused 
psychology to expunge the destructive feeling of guilt.
 Klaus offers the legal perspective, while the professor offers a 
Freudian point of view. But both have the same desire: the physical and 
psychological expulsion of the witnesses and consequently the deletion 
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of evidence and of feelings of guilt. It is not only the old comrades who 
share this common language (‘filed away’) and viewpoint, but also 
accomplices and bystanders, for example the hotel guest, Countess 
von Stein. According to this logic, Lucia, a witness to Max’s crimes, 
must be eliminated. The viewer learns that Klaus handled Max’s case 
and traced only one survivor who could possibly testify against the 
former Sturmbannführer. This survivor happens to be Lucia. Max is 
the only one among the former SS men to balk at therapy and rejects 
it still more vehemently after his postwar encounters with Lucia. He 
also protects his former victim by concealing her from his comrades. 
The former comrades try to persuade Max to deliver and sacrifice his 
protégé. Yet he stubbornly continues to protect Lucia by hiding her in 
his home because he is engaged in a sadomasochistic relationship with 
her. In so doing, Max violates the rules of this intimate perpetrator 
group and becomes an outsider who is himself to be hunted. 
 For her part, Lucia draws closer to Max rather than follow her 
husband to Frankfurt as originally planned. Their actions breach not 
only the rules of the old comrades, but also those of postwar society in 
general, first and foremost fraternizing with former perpetrators. The 
Countess von Stein and other characters like the old work colleague, 
the janitor, the friend and the neighbor represent this perspective. 
Because Max refuses to turn in Lucia to the group of former camp 
functionaries, the two are seized. The Viennese population participates 
in the plot by the SS veterans against the couple and co-operates in 
the hunt for and starvation of the couple. Max, in a crucial sequence, 
explains himself to his comrades: ‘If I choose to live like a — like a 
church mouse, I have a reason. I have a reason for working at night. 
It’s the light. I have a sense of shame in the light.’ Through his feelings 
of guilt and unconditional love for Lucia he acquires an at once tragic 
and rebellious streak, which makes him to some extent ‘capable of 
being identified with.’20 It is evident throughout the film, however, that 
his guilt feelings relate not to the victims in general, but rather specifi-
cally to Lucia. Furthermore, his love for her is clearly narcissistic. Lucia, 
who in the concentration camp scenes functions as a trope of female 
vulnerability, gains agency in 1957; within the sadomasochistic play 
she is audaciously strong and weak in tandem. She, too, acts not only 
against the rules of the perpetrator society, but also against her own 
community. 
 This mésalliance unites what does not belong together. Furthermore, 
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it casts shadows and guilt upon the perpetrator society because it 
disturbs the existing order and clear separation of perpetrators and 
survivors. Likewise the amour fou, as Stiglegger has called it, between 
Lucia and Max constitutes a danger for the representatives of postwar 
society. It also meets with a lack of understanding on the part of the 
victims and ultimately also of the audience. The camp experience 
binds Max and Lucia, but nevertheless separates them from one other, 
for Max has experienced the camp as a perpetrator, Lucia as a victim. 
Cavani demonstrates once again that the present cannot nullify this 
paradox through the Liebestod of her protagonists. At daybreak Max 
and Lucia, starved and exhausted, drive to the Danube, Lucia in a 
girlish dress that resembles one given to her by Max in the camp and 
the SS-Sturmbannführer in the black SS uniform which he has kept in 
his closet. During their passage over the bridge they are shot by their 
pursuers. This ending also serves to justify or excuse any pleasure 
during the course of their mésalliance since the lovers are punished in 
the end. In the act of joint execution at the hands of their persecutors, 
which they themselves provoke, Lucia and Max demonstrate the union 
of that which does not belong together, the victim and the perpetrator. 
In doing so the pair leaves all moral boundaries and societal conven-
tions behind them.

The Night Porter as a b-movie
I entirely agree with Marcus Stiglegger’s claim that the charge of a one-sided 
sexualization of fascism is based on a reductive reading of individual 
‘scenes of stimulation’ in the film and that it is time to rediscover the multi-
layered meanings within these types of films.21 Thus we must also concede 
that Cavani’s The Night Porter indeed possesses characteristics of a B-movie. 
She explains in an interview that she shot the movie in 11 weeks, a short 
time for such a production, especially since funding ran out after only 
seven or eight weeks.22 Nevertheless, the production continued in Vienna 
during mid-January of 1973. Cavani and the screenwriter eventually found 
further financial support and hastily finished the film. However, small 
budget and time pressures are inherent to film-making and alone not a 
sufficient argument for the B-movie touch of Cavani’s film. What makes 
the film a B-movie are its non-leading roles. If the relationship between the 
SS-man Max and the young camp inmate Lucia is a subtle psychological 
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drama, the postwar Austrian society and the ‘Nazis’ are dramaturgically 
underdeveloped and psychologically impoverished. 
 Cavani’s film illustrates several emblematic representatives of Nazi 
power portrayed in a stereotyped way. The former Gestapo man and 
lawyer Klaus dresses in a highly connotated black leather coat, a 
politically and symbolically charged garment even during the Third 
Reich.23 He also wears a monocle over his right eye, and has a dueling 
scar (Schmiss) of a student fraternity (Burschenschaft) at the left corner 
of his mouth.24 These attributes project the martial image of a hard-
boiled Gestapo man and member of the SS. The medical doctor 
Vogler, on the other hand, strikes us with his simple Bavarian loden 
coat and hat. However, his attire is deceptive, as Max greets him in the 
hotel foyer with a snappy position of attention, a boisterous sidestep 
and dashing halt. This gesture, too, denotes a military context and also 
links him to the SS Kameradschaft.
 Finally, as already discussed, Max is identified by his former comrades 
as a member of the Kaltenbrunner entourage, and as an executioner 
of the ‘Final Solution’ thus responsible for the worst crimes.25 His 
role-playing as a camp doctor alludes to camp medical experiments 
that, while not shown in the film, are Nazisploitation staples. Cavani’s 
historical specificity with details around the character of Max seeks to 
underline both his credibility and demoniac authority. In particular, 
his black SS uniform and insignia in the camp sequences are powerful 
symbols that evoke frightening power: through these Max is evil 
incarnate. Within the thriller the SS uniform guarantees a degree of 
historical authenticity, just like the fringe hairstyles, togas, sandals and 
helmets in the ‘sword-and-sandal’ films that Roland Barthes famously 
analyzed in Mythologies. The black SS-uniforms thus convey the illusion 
of a world without duplicity, as Paula Diehl states in reference to 
Barthes.26 They signify which figures ‘are’ Nazis. 
 It is the black SS regalia rather than a Wehrmacht or simple police 
uniform that caught on in motion pictures after 1945 as an emblematic 
visualization of National Socialism and its destructive power. Stiglegger 
correctly notes that in the flashbacks, the tall, slender, uniformed 
SS men resemble lurking insects, and more precisely threatening 
hornets.27 This black full dress was worn by the camp SS officers only 
for especially festive occasions, e.g. celebrations and Himmler visits; 
on their daily duty they wore the grey-green uniform of the Waffen-SS. 
Used in the 1930s by the Leibstandarte elite troop for military parades 
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all over Germany, this uniform had already promulgated an idealistic 
visual image of the SS in Nazi Germany’s domestic media. The black 
uniform became the medium of visualization par excellence for the SS 
as the distinctive and stylized mark of power, terror and violence. Thus 
these SS visualizations fuse, in a powerful and efficient way, fact with 
fiction. The postwar film industry only continued this visual strategy by 
making the SS phantasmatic figures.
 The Night Porter rehearses innumerable stereotypes that embody 
certain types of National Socialist evil or power acting in secret. On the 
one hand, we find National Socialist perpetrators, that is to say repre-
sentatives of the National Socialist leadership elite. Foremost among 
these are the erstwhile Gestapo man Klaus and Professor Vogler. 
On the other hand, we encounter co-perpetrators and bystanders, 
members of the general public who later nonetheless energetically 
take part in the hunt for Lucia and Max as informers, henchmen and 
pursuers. All are bound by a tacit closing of the ranks, on the basis of 
a multifarious entanglement in the crimes of National Socialism and a 
mutual interpretation of the National Socialist past.
 In the case of The Night Porter, Max serves as the figure on to 
which to project contemporary fantasies and pathologies, illustrated 
in particular through the thematic complex of sadomasochism. The 
powerful SS man in his black uniform embodies desires, fears and 
fantasies of the spectators. In this respect it is not surprising that 
the aura of the master race, the so-called Herrenvolk, crumbles once 
he removes his uniform. Cavani solves the problem quite cleverly by 
giving Max a porter’s uniform and nocturnal postwar existence, which 
together confer on him a certain toughness and bat-like quality. Such 
colors again link him to a dark world, the world of bloodsuckers and 
nocturnal existence. However, at the very end of the film, trapped 
in his apartment with Lucia, Max wears a brown cardigan, and no 
longer seems so able and powerful as in the concentration camp or 
the hotel. This ‘brown shirt’ can be taken as indicative that even in his 
‘protector’ role he remains a Nazi. In his civilian clothes, Max looks 
rather wan and neurotic, with a tendency toward hysteria. In fact, by 
1957 it is actually Lucia who is the self-assured and self-aware agent.
 The extent to which these detailed sequence analyses, however, 
apply to the historical reception by filmgoers is questionable. As 
emerged from interviews I conducted with former Italian filmgoers, 
the sadiconazista films in 1970s Italy were not shown in so-called erotic 
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movie theaters located near train stations, and thus didn’t target those 
audiences explicitly seeking pornography. On the contrary, ordinary 
city theaters offered weekday matinee and evening showings during 
winter months. The audience was exclusively male, as Giancarlo C. 
from Sicily (born 1959) recalled in an interview: ‘During the cold 
wintertime, when one anyhow can’t do much, we academy boys would 
go to the evening showing at six o’clock, after homework and before 
dinner. For us these erotic films were great, because they showed 
a world alien and attractive to us boys, especially the heterosexual 
sadomasochism. The Nazism in itself did not really particularly apply 
to us. We wanted to see an erotic movie.’28 What is striking, however, is 
that in 1970s Italy, a heterogeneous social group of Italian men shared 
the common experience of viewing sadiconazista movies in local movie 
theaters, long before videotapes made private consumption of such 
entertainment possible in the 1980s. 
 Giancarlo C. admits in his interview the voyeuristic pleasure of 
watching sex and violence films. It was the stereotyped portrayal of 
Nazism and its connection to sexual adventurism that made sadicona-
zista films popular among Italian males, in particular the depiction of 
sheer violence and sexual abuse. The opportunity to watch forbidden 
sadomasochistic sexuality made the film even more attractive to young 
schoolboys. The sexual sadism in The Night Porter was read in a traditional 
heterosexual manner: the man, Max, dominates the woman, Lucia. And 
precisely that attracted heavy criticism from feminist commentators. 
The marketing of the film still emphasizes exactly the same ingredients 
today: sadomasochism and the sexual decadence of the SS, as the film’s 
North American distributor Criterion lists on its website.29

 It is undeniable that the suggestive, aesthetically self-conscious 
manner in which Cavani represents the power game, sexual abuse 
in the camp, and the postwar sadomasochistic relationship between 
Lucia and Max offered and still offers its audiences a source of illicit 
excitement. What Omer Bartov asserts for Israeli youth of the 1950s 
and 1960s, who were equally and yet differently fascinated by National 
Socialism, is also valuable for the Italian youth of the 1970s and 1980s: 
‘Nothing could be a greater taboo than deriving sexual pleasure from 
pornography in the context of the Holocaust: hence nothing could 
be as exciting.’30 Italian sadiconazista movies were a kind of ‘extra-
curricular sexual education’31 for the adolescent Italian moviegoers, 
as it was for their Israeli counterparts. It was precisely those pulp 
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elements, the depiction of the sexually titillating and sadistic camp 
universe, that made The Night Porter popular and gave it cult status.
 Finally, contemporary debates on sadomasochism and sexuality 
play a significant role for the interest in the sadiconazista genre and 
in particular in Cavani’s The Night Porter. For the latter, it might also 
be of relevance — maybe not so much for the production but surely 
for the reception of the movie — that in August 1973 the media 
discussed a new concept to describe the psychological phenomenon 
wherein hostages express adulation for and emotional attachment to 
their captors. The criminologist and psychiatrist Nils Bejerot coined 
the term ‘Stockholm Syndrome’ in the wake of a bank robbery and 
hostage situation at the Norrmalmstorg in Stockholm. In terms of 
the film industry and of the typical plotline, the whole sadiconazista 
genre has also to be connected to the splatter film genre — in Italy as 
represented by filmmakers such as Lucio Fulci and Dario Argento — 
and Westerns, as well as to the then very popular erotic genre, e.g. the 
French erotic series Emmanuelle starting in 1973. It is in the light of 
these cultural and commercial realities that the appeal of such movies 
for a wide audience must be studied. It is first and foremost important 
to address and include the societal context of the 1970s because films 
of this period tell us much more about the society in which they were 
made than about the Holocaust.

conclusion: Pulp fiction or art house?
Liliana Cavani created a scandalous and at the same time subtle piece 
on concentration camps that does more than present the perversion 
and exploitation of the Holocaust for the sake of sensationalism. My 
essay illustrates how the director analyzed the grey zones and grappled 
with the ambiguous conflict of power. In an interview, Cavani stated 
that she had interviewed several women in northern Italy in 1965 who 
had been incarcerated in Nazis camps.32 It was this concrete encounter 
with former political and Jewish female prisoners that gave her the 
idea to do a film on a perpetrator-victim relationship. Even if Cavani 
aestheticizes and sexualizes bodily images of the SS and the camp 
prisoners, she does not display the killing and torture. Her cinema-
tography is relatively reserved; the viewer never directly witnesses any 
violence or sex. However, the SS uniforms represent a fetishization 
of National Socialism.33 As a psycho-thriller, the film has a strong 
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aspiration to entertain. But the film’s subject matter and message also 
remain indisputably political. Lucia’s and Max’s amour fou, on which 
the critique of the film is mainly based, is surely the load-bearing plot 
of The Night Porter. Hence the role of perpetrators in postwar society, 
questions of survival, integrity and complicity, and the individual 
experience during the wartime past are also of great significance. 
 Amidst the controversy over her film, Cavani assumed the role of 
trailblazer, and polemical debates decisively determined the extremely 
hostile reception to her subsequent works. At issue here, and this must 
be emphasized once more, is a fictional film, a condensed and selective 
appropriation of National Socialist and camp symbolism. The Night 
Porter is not a historical account, even though Cavani had done some 
serious research on the camps. It enters into the debate surrounding 
visual memory and the representation of victims and perpetrators on 
multiple levels. Cinematic fiction can give viewers a remarkable and 
disturbingly accurate insight into the corrupt and repressive structure 
of the camp. Writers such as Roman Frister and Tadeusz Borowski have 
shown in their work that the fictional representation of the Holocaust, 
including the depiction of the camp universe beyond good and evil, 
helps us comprehend its horror and depravity often more effectively 
than autobiographical accounts.34 This genre allows the telling of a 
Holocaust story without higher meaning or heroes. It finally makes it 
possible to describe and depict the illicit and the grey zones. ‘What is 
most marketable about the Holocaust is its horror,’ Bartov concludes 
in his remarkable essay on Ka-Tzetnik’s oeuvre and how Israeli youth 
imagine the Holocaust, and hence, ‘The more one concentrates on 
horror,’ he continues, ‘the more one is likely to appear to be engaged 
in a sincere attempt to expose “what actually happened.” ’35 Since 
the release of The Night Porter, historians have shown that victims and 
perpetrators became sexual partners during the Holocaust despite the 
racial laws.36 Thus the question that we have to face is not only what 
such film narratives tell us about cultural imagination and societal 
fantasies, but also what happened in those grey zones where SS guards 
had an asymmetrical power over the camp inmates. From that point 
of view, we might also consider the fact that fiction, even pulp fiction, 
can sometimes more effectively illustrate the nature of sexuality and 
violence in the camps than survivors’ memories or oral history testi-
monies. Cavani made an interesting thought experiment with her 
movie.
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 The question is whether The Night Porter, or any other camp 
movie, is an art house film d’auteur or a B-movie that deserves 
attention and should perhaps be viewed through a different lens. 
In popular (pulp) Holocaust prose or cinematic fiction, there is far 
greater nuance than merely asserting the stereotyped and sexualized 
representation of women, the obscenity of pornographic represen-
tation, and therefore the profaning of Holocaust memory. We need 
to consider, as Dagmar Herzog notes, ‘what it might mean to extend 
and adapt our still only tentative understanding of such phenomena 
as pornography, voyeurism or exhibitionism […] to such an area 
of inquiry as the ideological work of a culture more generally.’37 
It is precisely this cultural background and its social practices 
that scholars need to scrutinize from a sociocultural historical 
perspective. ‘You know, it was a very different world,’ Don Edmunds, 
the director of the 1974 sexploitation film Ilsa, She Wolf of the SS 
recalled in an interview with the sociologist Lynn Rapaport in July 
2001. ‘It was the end of the Vietnam [War], it had a sense of loose 
morality in that period of time. It was the love generation. It was 
just a different world.’38 In 2003 Susan Sontag outlined the social 
implications of war imagery in her book Regarding the Pain of Others. 
She stated that the Vietnam War shifted not only the culture of war 
broadcasting, but also the consumption of violent imagery by the 
spectators. As such, they witnessed extreme violence that television 
cameras caught on a daily basis. This phenomenon introduced, so 
to speak, a ‘new tele-intimacy with death and destruction’39 and 
had an impact on the movie industry that should be linked to the 
sadiconazista genre. 
 Despite serious criticism, The Night Porter was received favourably 
by the cinephile public and it became a reference point for an 
entire generation. It remains popular in Italy, where Italian public 
television regularly broadcasts it during its late night programming. 
This paradox between rejection and adulation might surprise us, but 
it illustrates that The Night Porter enjoyed and still enjoys the status of 
a cult movie among a generation marked by the sadiconazista genre in 
the 1970s.
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Digital Nazis: Genre, History and the 

Displacement of Evil in First-Person Shooters
JeFF HAytoN

t
he yeaR iS 1943. Desperate to win the war, the Nazis have turned to 
advanced weaponry, genetic experimentation, and the occult. 
Under the tutelage of mad scientist Wilhelm ‘Deathshead’ Strasse, 

they have harnessed electricity to mutate humans. By grafting metal 
onto flesh, they have created a new breed of fighting machine: the 
Übersoldat. Not content with their experiments in genetic perversion, 
the Nazis have also discovered the final resting place of tenth-century 
Germanic King Heinrich I. Under the direction of SS sorceress 
Marianne Blavatsky, they successfully reanimate the Teutonic knight 
and his skeletal denizens. Using futuristic weapons, hero U.S. Army 
Ranger William Blazkowicz must defeat ‘Deathshead’ and the Elite 
Guard of SS Paranormal — an all-female group of killers dressed 
head-to-toe in skintight leather and stilettos. In the climax, Blazkowicz 
vanquishes the undead Heinrich. As the screen fades to black, a disap-
pointed Himmler watches the defeat of his dark knight from a nearby 
hilltop. Putting down his binoculars slowly, the Reichsführer turns to 
his attaché and informs him that it is time to return to Berlin. ‘This 
American…’ he mutters, ‘He has ruined everything!’
 The above plot description sounds suspiciously like a trashy 
Nazisploitation movie variously appealing and offensive for its camp, 
gore and sexual titillation. But it is not a film. Rather, it is the storyline 
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behind the hit video game Return to Castle Wolfenstein (Gray Matter 
Studios/Activision), published to considerable acclaim and profit in 
2001. In contrast to the condemnation and controversy incited by 
Nazisploitation films such as Sergio Garrone’s Lager SSadis Kastrat 
Kommandantur (SS Experiment Camp) (1976) or Cesare Canevari’s 
L’ultima orgia del III Reich (The Gestapo’s Last Orgy, 1976), video games 
mobilizing similar content have received media acclaim and found 
mainstream appeal. While the Don Edmonds sleaze-fest Ilsa, She Wolf 
of the SS (1974) was literally run out of town for its imbrication of 
Nazism and pleasure (‘When would the sadism cease being erotic 
and start sickening the viewer?’1), Return to Castle Wolfenstein was a 
critics’ choice and won the PC Action/Adventure Game of the Year by 
the Academy of Interactive Arts and Sciences.2 By claiming historical 
authenticity — at the beginning of Ilsa, producer David F. Friedman 
(disguised as ‘Herman Traeger’) assures audiences that the on-screen 
depictions are based on ‘documented fact’ — both Nazisploitation 
films and video games marshal the past to legitimize spectacles of 
violence, domination and sexual perversion.3 In this chapter I explore 
what video games, especially the genre of first-person shooters (FPSs), 
have to tell us about the Nazi past.
 The FPS is an exploitation genre par excellence: by encouraging 
violence to produce pleasure, FPSs traffic heavily in ‘improper’ 
content drawn from exploitation cinema.4 But can genre influence the 
way history is appropriated? In the following, I probe how the content 
and form of Nazisploitation films bleed into the gaming world and 
what this seepage means. Geoff King and Tanya Krzywinska remind 
us that video games constantly ‘borrow’ from cinema, and exploring 
what these artifacts of popular culture tell us about history, collective 
knowledge and past experiences is important.5 As educators tout the 
possibilities of interactive learning — especially with regard to history 
— gaming has increasingly become a site of mass-schooling. But 
just because FPSs will never enter educational curricula due to their 
extreme violence, it does not follow that individuals are not learning 
from them at home.6

 By examining how history and video game genres influence one 
another, I hope to bridge the scholarly gap in game studies between 
so-called narratologists and ludologists. In the last decade, ludolo-
gists have called for a new theoretical vocabulary to study video 
games.7 Often arguing that narratologists — scholars using theories 
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developed from film and literary criticism to explore video games8 
— are attempting to ‘colonize’ game studies, ludologists insist that 
the interactive dimension to gaming fundamentally separates the 
medium from other genres and hence from other academic disci-
plines.9 While these claims deny cinematic audience participation 
and overstate video games’ autonomy from older narrative forms, 
scholars have now begun to explore the connections between these 
two extreme positions. Henry Jenkins, for example, suggests that 
games need to be examined ‘less as stories than as spaces ripe with 
narrative possibility.’10

 But when the entertainment industry utilizes the past in its products 
to create historical worlds privileging fun, what history is being 
narrated? Moreover, whose? These are meaningful questions because 
the video game industry has an enormous capacity to draw themes and 
content from history, and thus narrate a compelling, mass-marketed 
vision of the past. In 2010, according to the Entertainment Software 
Association (ESA), 67 per cent of American households play computer 
or video games.11 With US game revenues at $10.5 billion in 2009 
and globally approaching $57 billion, the video game industry has an 
enormous capacity to shape our understandings of history.12 These 
comments pertain especially to FPSs: the highly anticipated FPS Halo 
3 generated $170 million in revenue on its first day of sale.13 The video 
game industry is big business; so big, in fact, that by 2020, an estimated 
174 million Americans will have grown up with video games since their 
early childhood.14

 With a capacity to reach millions, the need to explore more fully 
how these digital artifacts narrate the past is pressing. More to the 
point: what do these digital representations — with narrative content 
based in exploitation film staples (mutants, the undead, mad scien-
tists) — tell us about Nazism? Ted Friedman writes convincingly that 
to play a video game, players become ‘teleliterate’, a process whereby 
they learn the ‘distinct semiotic structure’ of their activity.15 Part of 
learning how to play a particular game is thus learning an underlying 
ideological architecture. In this study I examine how two recent FPSs 
narrate Nazism: Return to Castle Wolfenstein and its sequel, titled simply 
Wolfenstein (Raven Software/Activision, 2009). FPSs consistently rank 
as one of the top game genres within the industry, and the Wolfenstein 
games typify how the genre represents history and digitally simulates 
Nazisploitation. Moreover, as descendents of the original Nazi-style 
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FPS Wolfenstein 3-D (Apogee/id Software, 1992), this examination 
seems doubly appropriate.
 By paying particular attention to how new media ‘remediates’ 
Nazisploitation themes to a new audience, we can explore the 
movement of low-brow cinema culture into the mainstream. Jay David 
Bolter and Richard Grusin suggest that new forms of media can be 
said to ‘remediate’ older forms of media, and present them as ‘refash-
ioned’ and ‘improved versions’.16 But in contrast to their cinematic 
brethren, the mass appeal of games gives this medium the potential 
to insinuate digital interpretations much further afield. The following 
discussion is divided into two sections. The first part examines the 
development of the Wolfenstein franchise and plot narratives before 
considering how FPSs narrate history generally, while the second half 
discusses how digital representations of Nazism displace fascist evil 
from the Holocaust onto reckless science and human experimen-
tation. In so doing, I hope to elucidate some of the fascist worlds that 
video games imagine.

origins, history and fPSs
One of the more interesting paradoxes about the Wolfenstein franchise 
over the past decades has been the contradiction between advances in 
video game technology that propel graphic content towards increased 
verisimilitude and plot narratives that venture further into the fantastic. 
The original Wolfenstein games — Castle Wolfenstein (MUSE Software, 
1981) and Beyond Castle Wolfenstein (MUSE Software, 1984) — were 
developed by Silas Warner for the Apple II and hailed at the time for 
their deep gameplay.17 In the first game, players control a captured 
US private held in Castle Wolfenstein and must escape undetected 
after stealing the Nazis’ top secret war plans. In the sequel, players 
enter the Führer’s Berlin bunker, locate a bomb hidden in a closet by 
‘The Underground’, plant it outside a conference room where Hitler 
is haranguing his generals, and quickly escape. These early Wolfenstein 
games emphasize stealth rather than the overkill associated with the 
later FPSs. They featured top-down views although characters were 
depicted upright. With limited ammunition but the ability to don 
captured uniforms and impersonate Nazi guards, players moved from 
screen to screen in the maze-like environments trying to avoid alarms 
and Nazi guards barking ‘Halt!’ or ‘Kommen Sie!’
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 Though MUSE Software soon entered bankruptcy, the Wolfenstein 
concept quickly found a new lease of life. In 1992, id Software released 
Wolfenstein 3-D. Inspired by the earlier games, id designed a world in 
which players wandered through a disorienting maze of rooms and 
corridors killing an endless stream of Nazis and eventually Hitler 
himself. Along the way, players defeated mutants created by Dr Schabbs 
and killed the mad scientist Otto Giftmacher (‘poison-maker’) before 
he could develop chemical weapons to poison the Allies. A prequel, 
Spear of Destiny (Apogee/id Software, 1992), quickly followed in which 
protagonist B. J. Blazkowicz returns to recapture the mythical Spear 
of Destiny, an artifact the Nazis are using to harness occult powers 
and raise the dead. Wolfenstein 3-D’s impact cannot be understated: 
Henry Lowood suggests that Wolfenstein 3-D revolutionized gaming 
and ushered in the ‘modern-age’ of video games.18 As the original 
FPSs, the Wolfenstein franchise garnered countless accolades and lead 
programmer John Carmack is a veritable super-star within the gaming 
industry; considered by some an ‘auteur’, he was inducted into the 
Academy of Interactive Arts and Sciences’ Hall of Fame in 2001.19

 First-person perspective revolutionized not only the gaming world, 
but also the digital depiction of Nazism. While top-down, two-dimen-
sional or third-person perspective all keep players at a distance, a 
three-dimensional environment enables a more complete immersion 
in the digital world by creating a sense of embodiment within the 
game space. It enables players to experience the game through the 
protagonist’s eyes and control every action.20 While scholars debate 
the precise qualities of immersion, few deny that the first-person 
perspective is the most immersive.21 While playing FPSs, players’ heart-
beats increase. They flinch or duck their heads when shot at and their 
bodily movements correspond to on-screen motions.22

 In early FPSs, the drive for increased immersion resulted in the 
elevation of action at the expense of narrative: as Andrew Darley 
observes, plots in early FPSs can be characterized by their ‘extraor-
dinary poverty’.23 While this remark may be overstated, it is nonetheless 
true that the first generation of FPSs were displays of excessive violence 
linked to a very thin narrative structure: much like exploitation films, 
action was the defining element. However, as computer processing 
power has increased, the narratives of more recent FPSs have become 
much more elaborate. In Return to Castle Wolfenstein, protagonist 
Blazkowicz must defeat a bevy of occultists, undead soldiers and mad 
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scientists on his way towards stopping the Nazis. Players begin as 
prisoners of the Nazis, having been captured by Helga von Bulow, a 
committed occultist and head of SS Paranormal Division, while trying 
to infiltrate Castle Wolfenstein. Escaping prison, players rendezvous 
in a village below the keep with a member of the Kreisau Circle, 
an anti-Nazi resistance group. After clearing the catacombs under-
neath Wolfenstein of undead awakened by SS Paranormal’s activities, 
Blazkowicz defeats the monster Olaric that von Bulow accidentally 
summoned.
 Victorious, Blazkowicz is flown to the Baltic where he destroys a 
special V-2 rocket developed by ‘Deathshead’ to deliver an experi-
mental germ warhead to London. Eager to learn more about the 
director of the SS ‘Special Projects Division’, Blazkowicz makes a horrific 
discovery: ‘Deathshead’ is fashioning an army of mutants, twisted by 
mechanical and electrical ‘augmentation’. Chasing ‘Deathshead’ to 
his ‘X-Labs’ in Norway, Blazkowicz destroys the madman’s proudest 
creation: the Übersoldat, a twisted monster of flesh encased in armor. 
Unable to capture ‘Deathshead’, players return to Castle Wolfenstein 
where SS Paranormal is about to raise Heinrich I. Fighting his way 
past the Elite Guard of SS Paranormal, Blazkowicz arrives too late to 
prevent Blavatsky from summoning the long-dead Saxon king: players 
can only win the game by destroying the dark knight.
 In the most recent Wolfenstein game, Blazkowicz and his arch-
nemesis ‘Deathshead’ are back for a return engagement. In the 
opening cinematic, players watch Blazkowicz sink the Nazi warship 
Tirpitz as it prepares to fire on London. Saved from death by a myste-
rious medallion found on the Tirpitz, players learn that the artifact 
belonged to an ancient occult group, the Thule. Smuggled into the 
fictional German city of Isenstadt, players must again join forces 
with the Kreisau Circle to stop the Nazis from harnessing the power 
of an alternative realm, the Black Sun dimension. Using the Thule 
medallion, Blazkowicz defeats the Nazi General Victor Zetta who was 
in charge of Isenstadt and mutated by the supernatural into a slug-like 
monster. With Zetta’s death, ‘Deathshead’ assumes command, murders 
the leader of the Kreisau Circle, and prepares to attack London with 
a giant canon powered by Black Sun energy. As before, players must 
destroy countless biologically and mechanically ‘augmented’ mutants 
designed by ‘Deathshead’. In the end, after destroying the portal to 
the alternative realm and escaping safely from a burning Zeppelin as it 
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plummets to the ground (but once more failing to kill ‘Deathshead’), 
Blazkowicz is again victorious.
 Trafficking tenuously in past actualities (Himmler’s occult obses-
sions, the V-2 rocket program, the Thule Society), these games mobilize 
historical accuracy to legitimize their performance of pleasurable 
killing. More importantly, they simultaneously offer an ideological 
interpretation of the past. History, as narrated by video games, almost 
always involves conflict between nation states.24 Whether in strategy, 
real-time or action-adventure games, state conflict is the engine 
driving gameplay. In the Wolfenstein games, the player is immersed in a 
world of war between intractable foes, an historical backdrop in which 
the protagonist (player) must move and fight. In contrast to other 
game genres that mobilize history, especially strategy games (such as 
Sid Meier’s Civilization series or Microsoft’s Age of Empire franchise) 
where players are in many respects global managers (hence the term 
‘God-games’) manipulating every detail of the digital world, FPSs differ 
fundamentally because the first-person perspective depicts individual 
agency in history. In FPSs, players are encouraged to regard history as 
dependent upon individual action. Whereas players in ‘God-games’ 
remain aloof from daily life — they order and manage history from 
on high — FPSs are narrations of the individual navigating — and 
triumphing! — in turbulent times.
 But like most FPSs, the plots in the Wolfenstein games shuttle 
Blazkowicz from mission to mission and thus deny players the freedom 
to choose which problem to solve first. Within the missions themselves, 
linear storylines force players to accomplish specific objectives in 
order to trigger the next sequence of events. Inability to do so results 
in mission failure and players must replay the level until they complete 
the objective. In this sense, history is iterative, it does not branch 
outward to offer a continuously expanding series of possibilities based 
upon prior decisions. Instead, history is a linear re-enactment of a 
single if abstracted path leading to Allied victory. Rather than offer 
a range of historical subjectivities and trajectories, history becomes a 
multitude of variables with a finite sum in which choice (in history) 
conforms to explain Allied victory. 
 The tension between a desire for total freedom of action and the 
necessity of story to make action meaningful, Rune Klevjer argues, is 
a paradox applicable to all FPSs.25 The spatial and interactive restric-
tions employed to advance FPS plots — physical geography (e.g. doors 
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that will not open), cinematic cut-scenes — are emblematic of the 
fettered historical agency in FPSs. There is inconsistency then, when 
a non-player character (NPC) proclaims that, ‘[t]he fate of the free 
world now rests on your shoulders Agent Blazkowicz.’ Recognizing this 
contradiction, game designers tried to incorporate more open-ended 
gameplay in Wolfenstein by introducing the city of Isenstadt as a central 
‘hub’ that players can explore. However, these initiatives were merely 
cosmetic, as the story remains almost completely linear and the ‘hub’ 
only gives a ‘thin illusion of open world gameplay’ according to one 
disappointed reviewer.26

 This dissatisfaction gestures towards one of the major issues that 
Nazisploitation films highlight: the derivation of pleasure from images, 
indeed spectacles, of domination and restriction. But in relation to 
gaming, as Tanya Krzywinska suggests, there can be pleasure in being 
out of control.27 While one key to immersion is the total control over 
point-of-view, restriction is equally critical. Sue Morris argues that the 
lack of narrative control is important in contributing to participants 
‘sense of being in that virtual space.’28 Part of individualizing history 
and increasing digital realism is making players believe that they are not 
completely in control of their environments — as in real life — and thus 
FPSs revel in the fettered agency they extend to players. Since restriction 
immerses players more fully into the digital world, the dangers experi-
enced by the protagonist on-screen are more pleasurable: according 
to Krzywinska, ‘the particular form of restriction provided by the first-
person mode heightens the illusion that it is the player, sitting in front of 
the screen, who is being attacked, rather than a virtual abstracted self.’29 
Andrew Darley terms this experience ‘vicarious kinaesthesia’, a concept 
meaning ‘the impression of agency within an illusionistic space’ that 
calls to mind Marx’s celebrated axiom that ‘men [sic] make their own 
(digital) history, but they do not make it as they please; they do not make 
it under self-selected circumstances, but under (programmed) circum-
stances existing already.’30 By giving players the illusion of freedom, FPSs 
underwrite an historical system fundamentally rooted in the possibility 
of the individual triumphing over adversity.

Mad Science, killing and the Displacement of evil
But with their fantastic narratives and over-the-top imagery, do these 
games tell us anything about Nazism? In an article examining whether 
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recent video games can be said to exhibit hints of ‘fascinating fascism’ 
as developed by Susan Sontag in her seminal essay, Margit Grieb 
argues that games such as Return to Castle Wolfenstein only superficially 
wrestle with Nazism.31 According to Grieb, the use of the unbelievable 
— such as the Übersoldat — removes any need to confront seriously 
the depiction of Nazi ideology in these games: ‘Although [Return to 
Castle] Wolfenstein simulates a Nazi setting with accessories that contain 
historical references, these elements are defused, if not neutralized, 
through exaggeration, irony and artificiality.’32 In contrast to Sontag’s 
conclusions about Nazi aesthetics, Grieb suggests that these games 
have no lasting appeal, arguing that fascism’s ideology has become 
disengaged from aesthetics. While I agree with most of her conclu-
sions, it is too easy simply to dismiss the fantastic as unrealistic and 
therefore rendering discussion unnecessary. Rather than brush aside 
these narratives, we must ask why narratives about Nazis and the 
fantastic endure. When stacked upon a genre framework that models 
history in a particular manner, can stories of mad scientists, mutants 
and the occult tell us something about how Nazism is represented in the 
popular imagination?
 These are not idle reflections: as a recent Game Informer article 
indicates — ‘Real-life Insanity: Wolfenstein’s events are fictional, but 
are inspired by the reality of the Nazi regime’ — players and critics 
approach video games at a level of historicity that demands inter-
rogation.33 In this section I concentrate on three aspects of Nazism 
developed for players in the Wolfenstein games that lean heavily on 
exploitation-style dichotomies. By analyzing the relationship between 
civilians and the SS, the absence of Jews, and the figure of the mad 
scientist, we can begin to appreciate how certain images of Nazism 
are ‘remediated’ in the popular imagination. And while Grieb is 
certainly correct that these games use vague but familiar setting detail 
to draw in players (‘Because the Nazi S/M connection is so indelibly 
etched into the popular imaginary, it also serves to authenticate the 
setting.’34), it is precisely these ‘vague but familiar’ details that need 
elucidation. Moreover, both Return to Castle Wolfenstein and Wolfenstein 
draw on conventional cinematic traditions — most notably the horror 
genre — to digitize Nazism into familiar terms. In turn, by elevating 
players to a position of moral superiority, these narratives fashion an 
interpretation of Nazism that is acceptable for mainstream appeal.
 In her influential essay ‘Hands-On Horror’, Tanya Krzywinska 
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identifies a Manichean logic to most horror video games. While 
Krzywinska is predominantly interested in exploring the pleasures of 
being in and out of control, her observation that horror games are 
‘structured at deep and surface levels according to the principles of a 
‘Manichean’ moral duality’ applies equally (perhaps even more so) to 
FPSs.35 The defining aspect of FPS gameplay (history) is the narration 
of war as a Manichean confrontation between a moral order of good 
threatened by evil. Nearly all FPSs use unequivocal foes as enemies, 
be they demons released from Hell or aliens intent on exterminating 
humanity. The use of World War II as the historical backdrop and 
Nazis as enemies thus provides a moral justification for killing. The 
Nazis are unredeemable adversaries who engage unequivocally in 
nefarious activities such as perverse genetic engineering and necro-
mancy. These games are narrations of ‘them’ committing horrendous 
deeds rather than ‘us’, a binary that reiterates the righteousness of 
Allied victory and legitimizes the present by removing any possibility 
of moral repugnance on the part of players or the historical Allies. 
By painting the historic Allied victory with a black and white brush 
of moral authority, these games create a romantic throwback to the 
days when good triumphed over evil. The first-person perspective is 
instrumental here as players must assume the identity of the good 
hero. Indeed, FPSs that use questionable protagonists and adversaries 
often provoke outrage and have historically been less commercially 
successful.36 The early Wolfenstein games continuously re-inscribe war 
as an uncomplicated crusade. The only NPCs players can encounter 
are Nazis, whom they must either kill immediately or avoid altogether. 
 In Return to Castle Wolfenstein the enemy is unmistakable: Nazis 
always appear in uniform. The few civilians one can encounter are 
harmless: either cowering women or disguised operatives from the 
Kreisau Circle who aid players. The moral order is so underwritten 
that if a civilian is killed, the game immediately ends in failure and 
players must restart the mission. Since the game cannot proceed unless 
players follow the ‘correct’ route by not killing civilians, moral choice 
is removed from history. In Wolfenstein, even this weak condemnation 
is removed: if players shoot civilians they encounter, such as secretaries 
working in the SS Headquarters, the bullets pass magically through 
them as they remain cowering but unharmed. As such, triumph is 
bereft of tragedy because history entails no individual sacrifice. War 
is heroic, masculine, mythologized and uncomplicated, as history 
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can only advance with the protagonist’s survival. In FPSs, players die 
often, especially in the harder, later levels. But as others have written, 
dying has no tangible consequences: players merely restart the level, 
or else more ideally they load a game saved close to where they died 
(‘save-die-restart’), a process provoking little thought about the conse-
quences of dying and which instead elicits frustration at one’s inability 
to advance beyond a certain point.37 Players die a hundred times over 
the course of the game, but are essentially immortal — in contrast to 
enemies who are continually shot, slump over, lie still and eventually 
disappear. As Krzywinska observes, even the act of dying underwrites 
the Manichean moral economy since players never die (because they 
are good) while enemies die often (because they are evil).38 As such, 
history only progresses with (good) players.
 The distinctions between Nazis, Germans and the Kreisau Circle 
in Return to Castle Wolfenstein are thematically telling in terms of how 
these games narrate Nazism. Throughout the games, it is not the 
Germans who are adversaries but rather the Nazis or the SS. This 
important distinction mimics early postwar apologias from Nazis 
themselves who foisted blame on to their leaders (‘the Hitler gang’) 
and the SS.39 But the introduction of civilians complicates the morally 
defined battlefield. In the early games, there were references to an 
‘Underground’, an entity never developed beyond the game manual.40 
However, in the two recent games, the Kreisau Circle functions as a 
symbolic Other, a ‘good Germany’ juxtaposed against the evil Nazis. 
Borrowing the name and little else from the aristocratic plotters 
around Graf Helmuth James von Moltke, the Kreisau Circle in the 
Wolfenstein games is a populist underground fighting against fascist 
tyranny.41 As Blazkowicz finds success against the Nazis, the resistance 
leader Caroline Becker reports that volunteers are streaming in. Still, 
the introduction of the Kreisau Circle and other resistance groups 
does not upset the black-and-white confrontation of good against 
evil. As one reviewer complained — demanding more complexity 
and possibility — it was unfortunate that players cannot play the 
factions off against one another.42 As such, these games simplify Nazi 
occupation and elide motivation signaling alternative identities.
 For it is not actually the Resistance that truly opposes the Nazis 
in these games but rather the Allies and Blazkowicz, foreign Others 
sent to free Germans from their oppressors. While the Resistance 
occasionally aids the player, the Kreisau Circle does not affect 
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gameplay (history). Nowhere is this dichotomy more evident than in 
a mission called ‘The Hospital’ in Wolfenstein. In the opening (and 
thus unavoidable) cut-scene, Blazkowicz approaches a nurse station in 
the foyer of a hospital occupied by the SS for experimental ‘augmen-
tation’. The nurse leans in close and whispers that she was worried 
Blazkowicz would never make it, informing players that the Nazis are 
up to horrible things and that patients are disappearing. Suddenly, 
she is stabbed from behind by the ‘fruits’ of Nazi devilry: an invisible 
half-man, half-monster assassin. Dying, she cries out ‘Blazkowicz…
help…me…’ The dichotomy between the Nazis and Germans intro-
duces a historical revision absolving Germans of Nazism in the pursuit 
of narrative complexity. By continual reaffirming the German-Nazi 
split, a binary that recapitulates widespread postwar efforts of Germans 
to avoid responsibility for the Third Reich, the ‘Germans-as-victims’ 
narrative disturbingly complicates even further the categories of 
perpetrators and victims in these games.
 For what is most scary about Nazism is that it could happen 
again. That the murder of millions could take place at the center of 
Western civilization is frightening, as is the understanding that it was 
not sadists who were the perpetrators of genocide as Nazisploitation 
films would have you believe. As Lester D. Friedman observes, in 
his study of Nazis in film, the greatest fear that Nazis provoke is the 
belief that it could happen again, that it could happen among ‘us’, 
that ‘we’ could become perpetrators or victims.43 But the separation 
of Nazis from Germans and the SS from the Kreisau Circle works to 
eliminate any hint that such an occurrence might take place; and thus 
instead of representing how broad-based Nazi support was historically, 
these games fetishize the SS as the ultimate incarnation of evil, an 
unredeemable evil, but importantly an historical evil long gone except 
in films and digital nightmares. It is here where the unbelievable works 
to represent Nazism problematically, not by divorcing fascist ideology 
from aesthetics as Grieb suggests but by denying that ‘we’ can be evil.
 And while the Wolfenstein games pit irrevocable foes against one 
another — the ‘good’ Allies versus the ‘evil’ Axis — the Nazis’ historical 
evil is curiously displaced. The use of Nazis as villains is acceptable 
because historically they killed millions: as James Campbell mentions, 
in an article exploring World War II FPSs as ludic simulations of 
World War II films, ‘slaughtering’ Nazis provides a ‘guilt-free form 
of catharsis.’44 And yet, within the digital text, the Holocaust remains 
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unspoken and Jews intriguingly absent. While the Holocaust remains 
central to understanding National Socialism, the video game industry 
mostly sidesteps the representation of genocide: indeed, how can one 
depict the Holocaust digitally, especially in a game meant to be fun? As 
with many Nazisploitation films, the Wolfenstein games are mobilized 
by the Holocaust, but loath to mention it.45 The absence of Jews is 
particularly startling because their very presence sustains the game’s 
morality: not once depicted or referred to in the Wolfenstein franchise, 
Jews exist as silent haunting ghosts, for without the annihilation of the 
Jews, the Nazis are no different from the Allies. The reason why there 
are no FPSs about World War I is because the Nazis make World War 
II the ‘good war’. As such, the Holocaust makes the violence in these 
FPSs acceptable: the Nazis are monsters (historically), they committed 
inhuman crimes (historically), and as such, have forfeited their right 
to live (digitally).
 The absence of Jews is furthermore conspicuous because throughout 
the games there are mentions of victims. In the early Wolfenstein maze-
games, players run through rooms with cages and pools of blood on 
the floor. In Return to Castle Wolfenstein, the opening cut-scene shows 
a Nazi scientist electrocuting an Allied soldier. In Wolfenstein, the 
protagonist must rescue several bound and blindfolded prisoners 
from the Nazis with the implicit understanding that the captives have 
been or will be tortured (though no such torture is depicted graphi-
cally). But the Holocaust is never discussed. The silence surrounding 
the historical evil of the Nazis points to the limits of the medium in 
representing history: can (should?) genocide be entertainment? The 
answer is obviously no, but FPSs are doubly bound by the genre: in 
games where players kill thousands, how can murder be condemned? 
For it is not the Nazis who commit (digital) genocide in the Wolfenstein 
games, but rather the players.
 For this reason, the Wolfenstein games elide the difficult issue of 
representing the Holocaust by displacing Nazi evil onto a familiar 
trope of horror films: the pursuit of forbidden knowledge in the 
occult and mad science. Consider Wilhelm ‘Deathshead’ Strasse, 
the arch-villain in these narratives of Nazism. In Return to Castle 
Wolfenstein, while the occult plot and the mad science plot intertwine 
throughout the game, there is no question as to which evil presents 
the greater threat. During one cut-scene back at headquarters, British 
and American generals chuckle at the idea that the Nazis are resorting 
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to the occult to win the war. The Elite Guard of SS Paranormal (the 
only female adversaries in any of the games) is likewise denigrated 
by its association with the occult — players learn they are ‘reportedly 
bound together as part of a witch’s coven’ — with its connotations of 
hysteria and the irrational. Wolfenstein abandons the undead narrative 
for a more science-fiction plot, as ‘Deathshead’ uses science to tap 
forbidden knowledge from the Black Sun dimension. Personalizing 
World War II as FPSs are wont to do, ‘Deathshead’ is the ultimate 
symbol of evil, a disordering force that players must defeat to win the 
game (history).
 The mad scientist has long been a staple of the horror genre.46 As 
Andrew Tudor argues, mad scientists represented the dominant threat 
in horror films in the 1930s and 1940s.47 In classic films following the 
Frankenstein paradigm, the sequence of events follow what Tudor 
classifies as a ‘knowledge narrative’: an expert or scientist dabbles 
(at times unwittingly) in a body of knowledge that exists between 
the known (life) and unknown (death) and (at times accidentally) 
unleashes the threat; the unstable threat is resisted and eventually 
removed, and order is restored to the (known) world.48 In early 
cinematic treatments, science gone awry is a very real danger to 
humanity: according to Tudor, these films ‘postulate commitment to 
science as a central source of disorder, and their key protagonists are 
devoted to the pursuit of knowledge at the expense of humane values.’49 
The Wolfenstein games ‘remediate’ these traditional filmic narratives 
through ‘Deathshead’s’ perverse experimentations. In Wolfenstein, 
the attempt to use the power of the Black Sun must be eradicated by 
Blazkowicz. He smashes the portal to the alternative dimension and 
eliminates the (unknown) knowledge permanently. This ‘knowledge 
narrative’ posits a fundamental gulf between scientific and human 
interests. In early cinematic treatments, the figure of the scientist was 
a tortured character, not evil but misguided, an individual blinded by 
the pursuit of progress that (accidentally) unleashed monsters upon 
the world. As Tudor argues, the line between madness and genius in 
these films is thin: ‘science, however threatening, also has its potential 
for good.’50

 The Wolfenstein games forcefully reject this ambiguity. Since 
the Holocaust cannot be represented digitally, ‘Deathshead’ must 
represent the ultimate symbol of evil. Rather than digital barbed wire, 
yellow stars and mountains of shoes, Nazism’s inhumanity is shifted 
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to the perversion of the human body and the mechanical ‘augmen-
tations’ that populate the digital world: in the figure of the Loper, a 
legless abomination that bounds after players on its hands trying to 
electrocute them; in the figure of the Ungesehen, ‘unseen’ assassins 
whose grafting transformation is so painful it drives them insane; in the 
Übersoldat, a tank-like humanoid that rumbles towards players shooting 
rocket launchers and chain guns. In no way can ‘Deathshead’ fall 
under the category of the banality of evil — nor can there be identifi-
cation or redemption. History thus consists of the steady accumulation 
of knowledge (information) and power (guns) to help players to make 
sense of the digital world they inhabit. By giving players the confidence 
and tools to move within this virtual representation of the past, the 
Wolfenstein games divorce the historical wickedness of the Nazis from 
the Germans and shift it to ‘Deathshead’ and mad science. Nazism is 
evil; but for twisting humanity, not for genocide.

Gaming history
In my delineation of the Wolfenstein franchise, I have traced the mobili-
zation of the past by the video game industry and have paid particular 
attention to the imbrications of history, exploitation and Nazism. Even 
as these games narrate the past they shape the embedded historical 
architecture with tropes drawn from exploitation cinema. History is a 
major organizing theme, and World War II compels FPSs to represent 
the past in certain ways. Privileging attackers as the movers of history, 
FPSs emphasize an uncomplicated battlefield of good versus evil. In 
these digital theaters of war, moral choice is strangely absent as players 
guide their avatars along a predestined path of honest righteousness. 
However, the privileging of a singular subjective perspective forces 
FPSs to mobilize traditional horror and exploitation themes to explain 
Nazi malevolence.
 But what are the consequences of these decisions vis-à-vis our 
historical sensibilities? In a review of the Civil War era strategy game 
Sid Meier’s Gettysburg!, J. C. Herz pondered uneasily the ramifications 
of historical simulation. Questioning what happens when simulations 
become our way of understanding the past, Herz suggests that video 
games offer a past that may seem ‘more immediate, more meaningful, 
and more clear’ but whose underlying historical logic is oftentimes 
‘complex and opaque’, and whose outcomes reflect the parameters of 
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the game.51 As a genre that encourages killing as entertainment, FPSs 
present a seemingly insoluble dilemma pointing to the very real limits 
in the isometric depiction of the Holocaust.
 Herz’s remarks reflect a long-standing tension within the video game 
industry about the relationship between history and entertainment. 
Asked about the role of history in guiding the creation of the award-
winning real-time strategy Age of Empires franchise, lead designer Bruce 
Shelley responded, ‘History gave us a framework upon which we could 
hang our game. We could pick and choose which interesting parts 
of history to include or discard.’52 Likewise, when asked about how 
considerations of historical accuracy impose limits on his acclaimed 
turn-based strategy games, Sid Meier, developer of the Civilization series, 
responded, ‘We do some historical research but it is not the starting 
point for a game. […] We try to capture the fundamental concepts but 
the mechanics are streamlined to make it playable.’53 These ludic prior-
ities similarly penetrate the historical architecture of FPSs: discussing 
the importance of realism in another World War II FPS, Medal of 
Honor: Allied Assault (Electronic Arts, 2002), producer Vince Zampella 
suggested, ‘We are putting [our] focus into authenticity, not necessarily 
total realism. We want the game to be as enjoyable as possible, and try 
not to sacrifice fun at the expense of accurate physics or ballistics.’54

 Despite the push within the industry to make history ‘more enter-
taining’, these games nonetheless use historical realism to legitimize 
claims of authenticity, and the Wolfenstein games are no exception. 
Drew Markham, creative director at Gray Matter Studios, the devel-
opers of Return to Castle Wolfenstein, was explicit about the level of 
historical accuracy going into the game: ‘Before the maps were 
created, members of the team went to Europe and took hundreds of 
pictures of castles, paying close attention to the architectural details. 
We also have some excellent books full of blueprints, photos, and 
descriptions of Nazi installations. All of the structures within Return 
to Castle Wolfenstein are inspired by what was actually there and used.’55 
Elsewhere, commenting on the game’s storyline — and using the exact 
wording that opened Ilsa, She Wolf of the SS — Markham explained that, 
‘The Nazis were fascinated by the occult. It is a documented fact that 
Hitler had his troops gather relics and ordered some of his top people 
to research dark magic. Our story builds on the foundation of real 
events that took place during World War II as the Third Reich became 
desperate to win the war — at any cost.’56
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 The historical architecture deeply embedded in FPSs — even 
though obfuscated at times by the implausible and the grotesque — 
should not obscure the powerful narratives these games craft about 
history in general and Nazism more specifically: in Herz’s felicitous 
words, historical accuracy becomes ‘just another parameter, like 
volume, brightness and contrast.’57 These points are significant for 
understanding how video game genres frame historical process and 
how popular understandings of history frame video games. In making 
these comments, I do not want to suggest that game designers should 
keep abreast of the most recent historical scholarship on Nazism, 
but rather to illustrate that games do in fact utilize history in specific 
manners, and as such shape history in critical ways. It is essential to 
draw attention to how exploitation themes are equated with Nazism 
and linger in the popular imagination. These themes persist because 
they are continuously ‘remediated’ for new audiences. Despite nods 
to historical realism, Markham is unequivocal about the heart of 
his game: ‘At the core, Wolfenstein is still about kicking in doors and 
mowing down scores of Nazi scum.’58 But released into the public 
domain these digital commodities narrate pasts that are available for 
appropriation and depict Nazism in important ways: as Herz percep-
tively asked, ‘what happens when you start applying those algorithms 
to the past? […] what happens when history becomes a game?’59
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Captain America Lives Again and So Do the 
Nazis: Nazisploitation in Comics after 9/11

CrAig tHis

t
he attackS of SePteMbeR 11, 2001, according to cultural historian Lynn 
Spigel, brought into question the proper role of entertainment 
during a time of national crisis, forcing ‘traditional forms of enter-

tainment […] to reinvent their place in U.S. life and culture.’1 The 
comic book industry, in particular, needed to re-examine and re-invent 
itself. Unlike other entertainment media, comic books frequently 
revolve around the superhero battling villains and performing great 
feats to rescue everyday members of the community. Now superheroes 
had to compete with the appearance of ‘real heroes’, namely the first 
responders who rushed to the scenes of devastation unfolding on 
national television. The comic book industry embraced these first 
responders and marketed comic book mainstays such as Captain 
America and the Hulk alongside images of policemen and firemen 
in titles such as Marvel Comics Heroes.2 Comic artists and writers also 
documented their responses to the tragedy in comic books and 
graphic novels such as 9-11: Artists Respond! and 9-11: The World’s Finest 
Comic Book Writers and Artists Tell Stories to Remember,3 but, in so doing, 
the comic book industry had to be careful in its portrayal of first 
responders so that it did not appear to exploit them. Nevertheless, 
after a while, the comic industry, like the entertainment industry in 
general, needed to get back to business after 9/11. But as Spigel notes, 
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‘a profound state of confusion [existed] about what it was the public 
wanted.’4 When New York City mayor Rudolph Giuliani called for the 
city to return to normal, the entertainment industry attempted to do 
just that.5

 In the weeks following September 11, the return to normality in 
the entertainment industry, particularly television, emphasized history 
and historical documentaries. On September 15, 2001, for instance, 
ABC screened documentaries about Charles Lindbergh’s solo flight 
across the Atlantic Ocean and the first moon landing.6 Spigel notes that 
television networks showed this ‘triumphant’ historical material because 
history provided messages of ‘integrity and quality’ that could be shown 
in the media instead of humor and violence, which could be considered 
inappropriate at the time.7 Further, in showing proud moments in US 
history, the media sought to help resuscitate national morale.
 At this time and in subsequent months and years, Marvel Comics 
turned to the Nazis as a way to boost morale. They brought back the 
Third Reich as a coherent enemy that its most ‘American’ of heroes, 
Captain America, could defeat. In 2004, Marvel released Captain 
America Lives Again, in which Captain America fights to take back 
present day New York City after it has been captured and converted 
into a new Nazi capital. Marvel Comics not only revived and rewrote 
history, but in replacing al-Qaeda with the Nazis, it created a villain 
for American comic book readers that could be seen, fought, and 
ultimately defeated. 
 In post-9/11 comic books, Nazis served as al-Qaeda surrogates. The 
United States, embodied in Captain America, could fight back against 
a visible enemy, much as this character had done during his origins 
during World War II. Later, after the initial national fervor following 
9/11 cooled, Marvel Comics reversed this traditional moral duality 
in the series Civil War. In this series, Marvel used Nazis to question 
the actions of the US government in the political wake of 9/11, with 
the Nazis as a quasi-ally of the US. In this instance, the Nazis switched 
roles, allowing Marvel to question the actions of the US government 
after 9/11 as it sought to restrict civil liberties in the interest of 
‘national security’. Although Captain America’s roles in these series 
seemingly contradicted each other, both utilized historical associa-
tions and signifiers of Nazism to reaffirm American values of freedom 
and democracy. Thus, although this chapter does not wish to suggest 
that Marvel’s post-9/11 use of Nazi imagery provides an example of 
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Nazisploitation in the ‘classic’ sense of the Nazi sexploitation film, 
these comics nonetheless ‘exploited’ the iconography of Nazism in 
a wider sense. Marvel used Nazis both to revive the ailing Captain 
America franchise and to address different concerns raised in the 
immediate crisis and later political wake of 9/11.

nazis in comic books: the ‘Good’ enemy from the ‘Good War’
After 9/11, the revival of the Nazis as Captain America’s enemy 
not only helped effect a return to normality more broadly, but also 
prepared its readers for what Marvel writer Mark Millar has called a 
‘cultural shift … towards [a] more intelligent and adult approach to 
storytelling’ that would accompany a reinvention of comic books in 
general and Captain America specifically.8 Using the Nazis in comic 
books as al-Qaeda proxies followed what film historian Mikel Koven 
calls the ‘long standing tradition of exploitation’ in other media, 
particularly the cinema.9 Exploitation films began around 1919 and 
have continued to the present. Eric Schaefer, a noted historian 
of exploitation cinema, delineates two periods in the history of 
exploitation films. A first period, from 1919 to the 1960s, derived in 
Schaefer’s words ‘from the practice of exploitation or promotional 
techniques that went over and above typical posters, trailers, and 
newspaper ads.’10 Since exploitation films lacked identifiable stars or 
conventional genres, they needed an extra source of appeal and so 
focused on forbidden topics, like sex, prostitution, vice, nudity, and 
other cultural taboos considered to be in bad taste. A second form of 
exploitation emerged in the US and in Europe in the 1960s and 1970s 
and typically centered on a specific subject, such as sex, race — and 
Nazis — and consequently these films were named for the subject 
they exploited, such as sexploitation, blaxploitation, Mexsploitation, 
nunsploitation, and of course, Nazisploitation.11

 The Nazisploitation films of the 1960s and 1970s took Nazis as a 
subject and reduced Nazi characters to their most base and accessible 
form, focusing on violence and including common visual references 
to Nazism. However, in these films, Nazi hatred and violence played 
out as sadomasochistic pornographic stories set in Nazi concen-
tration camps, such as Love Camp 7 (1968).12 The movies used Nazi 
characters that were composites of the various historical Nazis, such 
as Ilsa, She Wolf of the SS (1974), based loosely on Ilse Koch, the wife 
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of Buchenwald commandant, Karl Koch.13 The result was a stereo-
typically violent and hate-filled Nazi dressed in black Gestapo uniforms 
and the black, shiny boots — signifiers that made the film Nazi an 
easily recognizable ‘type.’ So, too, the use of Nazis as villains after 9/11 
in the Captain America comic books provided readers with a recog-
nizable villain dressed in the same familiar Nazi garb, contributing 
to stereotypical portrayals. The focus on Nazi violence, particularly 
against civilian non-combatants, echoed the 9/11 attacks on civilians 
in the World Trade Center. The use of Nazis in Captain America Lives 
Again also fit in well with the focus on history in the popular media 
following September 11. 
 Yet, as sociologist James Der Derian argues, the focus was not entirely 
on history, but rather on what he calls ‘exceptional ahistoricity’.14 Der 
Derian uses the term ‘ahistoricity’ to describe the approach of the US 
government and media (and to a great extent the American public) 
to place the September 11 attacks outside the judgment and context 
of US history. Der Derian argued that ahistoricity, as practiced by the 
US government and media, tended to overlook or ignore the historical 
cause-and-effect that led up to 9/11. Instead, through the lens of 
ahistoricity, he notes, the discourse surrounding the 9/11 attacks 
portrayed them as unprovoked, and unrelated to other historical 
events, such as American involvement in the Middle East that helped 
catalyze anti-American sentiment in some countries. 
 This ahistorical approach could also be noticed in the televised 
documentaries that appeared on network television following 9/11, 
which dealt with the first moon landing or Lindbergh’s flight of the 
Spirit of St. Louis. Der Derian contends that these historical events 
were held up as individual acts, representations of what the United 
States had done, again completely devoid of the social and political 
context. The triumphal tone was not marred by mention of the space 
race with the Soviet Union in the 1950s and 1960s that led up to the US 
moon landing (or, for that matter, the Cold War that helped accelerate 
the space race). So too, argues Der Derian, government and media 
discourse instead depicted 9/11 as ‘an event completely and alien to 
any other horror that ever happened anywhere.’15 Typical examples 
include the remark by New York City mayor Rudolph Giuliani that ‘this 
vicious, unprovoked attack on our City, and our Nation, demonstrates 
the depths of human cowardice and cruelty’,16 or President George W. 
Bush’s declaration that the ‘war on terror starts now.’17 In both cases, 
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these leaders emphasized that the United States had been attacked 
from seemingly out of nowhere and must immediately respond.
 Political scientist Michael Rogin commented that by using the 9/11 
attacks as a starting point for the ‘war on terror’, the United States 
replaced ‘a real war with an imaginary war.’18 Instead of examining the 
attacks of September 11 within broader social, political and historical 
contexts, particularly America’s complex relationships and interac-
tions with the Middle East, the US government labeled the actions 
of September 11 as the starting point of a whole new sort of war, and 
in so doing a whole new sort of rhetoric. This ‘imaginary war’, a war 
on terror and terrorists, replaced a longstanding conflict that had 
already included the 1991 Persian Gulf War, the 1993 attack on the 
World Trade Center and the 1999 attack on the USS Cole, to name 
just a few of its component battles. By shifting the start date of this new 
war from 1991 to 2001, Lynn Spigel concludes, the US government 
could solidify American nationality focused on a new ‘enemy’ instead 
of encouraging ‘any real engagement with Islam, the ethics of U.S. 
international policy, or consequences of the then impending US bomb 
strikes’ on Afghanistan.19

 In its comic books, Marvel paralleled the substitution of a real 
war with an imaginary war, which they did by using Nazis, rather 
than al-Qaeda, as villains. Nazis would serve as icons of evil to which 
audiences could easily relate. In media scholar Scott McCloud’s 
words, audiences ‘could connect the dots’ and see that Marvel Comics 
was commenting on the emerging war on terror. As McCloud notes, 
comics achieve ‘amplification through simplification’.20 In a process 
similar to that of exploitation cinema, comic books simplify images to 
make them more easily identifiable: Captain America donned the red, 
white and blue, and the Nazis wore black Gestapo and SS uniforms, 
monocles and boots. One was good and the other was evil. Just as in 
the Nazisploitation films, Marvel Comics reduced Nazis to icons, to 
base forms of violence and destruction — an evil that must be defeated 
and an enemy that evokes no sense of moral ambiguity in audiences. 
 Simplifying the storyline to the traditional good-versus-evil 
dichotomy followed President Bush’s comment in the January 29, 2002 
State of the Union Address that ‘an axis of evil’ threatens ‘the peace of 
the world.’21 More importantly, it aligned seamlessly with his comment, 
‘You are either with us or against us.’22 In the President’s rhetoric, the 
battle between evil and good was black and white. For Marvel Comics 
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it was black versus red, white and blue. Marvel’s use of Nazisploitation 
imagery that revolved around the presentation of familiar visual 
codes also corresponds to what Marshall McLuhan called the ‘iconic 
grasp’ of comic books.23 Comic books provide simple characters and 
storylines, McLuhan stated, which allow a wide range of readers to 
participate fully by connecting the images to the meaning. Similarly, 
political scientist Jarrett Lovell notes that comics ‘are dependent upon 
iconography to communicate ideology to a mass audience’ and Marvel 
Comics used the iconography of Captain America and the Nazis to 
communicate the struggle between good and evil that also played out 
on the wider political arena through the Bush brand of black-and-
white rhetoric.24

captain america’s history of nazisploitation
Marvel Comics’ use of the Nazis as villains to depict a struggle between 
good and evil dates to the very beginnings of the Captain America 
character. He first appeared in Marvel predecessor Timely Comics’ 
Captain America Comics #1 (March 1941) with the iconic cover art 
showing Captain America punching Adolf Hitler in the jaw.25 His 
creators, Joe Simon and Jack Kirby, observed that ‘America’s patriotic 
frenzy on the eve of World War II led to his creation.’26 The United 
States, they argued, needed a ‘noble figure’ and super-patriot to 
combat the evil that existed in the world.27 Captain America embodied 
the classic American ideals of liberty and justice, note sociologists 
Christopher Hayton and David Albright, ‘so he instantly became a 
unique symbol of the values underpinning the Republic.’28 While the 
presentation of Adolf Hitler and Nazis in Captain America Comics 
paralleled world events at the time, these images also helped form 
the stereotypical media Nazi that, as in later Nazisploitation cinema 
portrayals, coalesced around hateful and violent behaviours that the 
public already associated with the Nazis. In comics, however, these 
behaviors were taken to an often absurd extreme.
 According to the Marvel Comics Encyclopedia, Captain America 
began as a US Army experiment performed on a ‘young, would-be 
artist, Steve Rogers, who had attempted to enlist but had been turned 
away, classified 4-F, because of his physical frailty.’29 Steve Rogers was 
then enrolled in Project Rebirth, which, under the guidance of one 
Dr Abraham Erskine, would create a battalion of ‘supreme fighting 
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men, stronger and more resilient than normal soldiers.’30 As a result, 
Steve Rogers’ body doubled in size, and his physique accelerated to 
‘the pinnacle of human perfection’.31 However, a Nazi sympathizer had 
infiltrated the secret test area and killed Dr Erskine, who had kept the 
Project Rebirth formula to himself. After the doctor died, only Steve 
Rogers remained. There would be no battalion of Captain Americas.32

 As is often the case with superhero origin narratives, Captain 
America represented the ordinary man transformed into a superhero. 
In this case, he was created specifically to fight Nazis, in contrast to a 
hero like Superman, who rather represented the stereotypical rugged 
individualism of the immigrant American, coming to the United 
States and succeeding through his work ethic.33 Thus while Superman 
would fight for America and American values, Captain America repre-
sented America itself. When Steve Rogers donned the uniform, he 
was told: ‘We’re giving you an alter ego, a symbolic identity. When you 
don this uniform […] you’ll no longer be a private citizen. You’ll be 
America herself. You’ll be Captain America. You’ll give this country 
a rallying point [. . .] And you’ll give old Adolf something to think 
about.’34

 With the defeat of Hitler and the Nazis in 1945, Marvel Comics 
found that superheroes like Captain America, the Human Torch and 
Sub-Mariner, who had all battled Nazis, no longer had recognizable 
foes. Marvel could no longer so effectively exploit Nazis as relevant 
villains, so the company had Captain America fight gangsters, bank 
robbers and the like. However, in post-war culture, such antagonists 
did not hold readers’ attention as effectively. Further, stories that 
seemed to glorify the violence and lifestyle of gangsters — in ways 
that parallel exploitation cinema — ran into greater problems in the 
form of Frederic Wertham’s Seduction of the Innocent in 1954.35 Seduction 
of the Innocent was a 400-page indictment of the comic book industry 
that raised concerns about the glorification of violence and drugs. It 
alleged that comics promoted promiscuity and condoned homosexu-
ality. Wertham’s book sparked a backlash against comic books that led 
to their banning and even burning in many municipalities. In the end, 
Marvel Comics and its rival DC Comics canceled most of their titles 
due to lost revenues. Many smaller presses either merged with others 
or failed altogether.
 But Captain America found new life during The Red Scare of 
the early 1950s when Marvel Comics revived him as a ‘Commie 
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Smasher’.36 Building on the successful formula of tying Captain 
America’s storylines to current events, Marvel billed Captain America 
as an opponent of Communists within the United States. No need to 
fight run-of-the-mill gangsters, robbers and thieves; here was a real-life 
menace just like the Nazis. However, the ensuing McCarthyism and 
the wave of fear that crept over the country in the early 1950s caused 
Captain America to disappear once again because the writers were 
not sure who Captain America should side with on the issue. The 
character had been created as a symbol of American freedom and 
independence, but did that mean he should side with Senator Joseph 
McCarthy, the majority of whose targets were falsely accused, as was 
discovered in the course of the hearings? In his actions as ‘Commie 
Smasher’, Captain America seemed to side with McCarthy, but it soon 
became clear that the writers needed to distance their superhero from 
McCarthyist tactics. With no clear strategy to redefine the Captain’s 
role, Marvel Comics canceled the Captain America title in 1956. 
 With Marvel’s rebirth in the 1960s through popular superhero titles 
such as The Amazing Spider-Man, The Fantastic Four and The X-Men, the 
company attempted once again to resurrect Captain America. Despite 
the fact that World War II had ended two decades before, Marvel 
Comics issued Avengers #4 (1964) with Captain America again battling 
the Nazis. To explain how a superhero could ‘come back’ after almost 
twenty years, the story used a revisionist flashback to 1945 to show how 
Captain America had fallen into the sea and become frozen in an ice 
floe, which the Avengers discovered in Avengers #4. Having success-
fully used Nazis in a storyline that literally revived Captain America, 
Marvel Comics then once again distanced itself from Nazi themes and 
instead approached a more current topic, the Vietnam War. Again, 
like the threat of Communism (and later al-Qaeda), Vietnam offered 
no iconic enemy like the Nazis. Further, questions by Americans about 
the Cold War and why the United States was in Vietnam dampened 
potential enthusiasm for a Captain America fighting in Vietnam. The 
comic went on to feature a few storylines about the conflict, but for the 
most part, Captain America stayed apolitical during the Vietnam War. 
Unable to create a new villain for the Captain, Marvel Comics brought 
back the Nazis yet again. 
 To reintroduce Nazis into the 1960s and 1970s in a somewhat 
plausible manner, Marvel created more retroactive narratives to tell 
the story of Captain America and sidekick Bucky in their battles with 
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Red Skull, Captain America’s most notorious Nazi enemy. Red Skull, 
who began life as the embittered European orphan Johann Schmidt, 
became the second most powerful man in the Third Reich at Adolf 
Hitler’s insistence. At first, Hitler has Johann Schmidt dress in only 
a Gestapo uniform, but that does not create the element of fear and 
intimidation that Hitler had hoped for, so he has Johann Schmidt, 
now called Red Skull, don a lifelike red skull. By the war’s end, Red 
Skull had survived Germany’s fall and escaped unharmed. He went 
on to work on realizing Hitler’s dream of world domination, which 
he feels he can only achieve through the death of his arch-nemesis 
Captain America.37

 However, despite Marvel’s best attempts to keep the Captain 
America/Red Skull storyline going, this renewed bid at exploiting 
Nazis as villains in the 1960s and 1970s eventually ran its course as 
well. Repetitive stories of Red Skull attempting to take over the world 
became tedious. Unable to find other suitable villains for Captain 
America, in the early 1980s Marvel Comics once again reinvented 
Captain America, this time as the more morally ambiguous ‘Nomad, 
a man without a country’.38 However, he could just as easily have been 
called ‘Captain America, a man without a villain’. Like other super-
heroes and their identification through arch-nemeses, such as Batman 
and the Joker, Superman and Lex Luthor, the Fantastic Four and 
Doctor Doom, Captain America required the Nazis as a defining foil. 
Without them his necessity as a hero proved questionable. Although 
the title continued to appear in the 1980s and 1990s, Captain America 
did not resonate with the American public and figuratively floated 
along in popular culture waiting for a moment to become relevant 
again. That moment came on September 11, 2001.
 The attacks of September 11, 2001 affected the Marvel Comics 
universe more than the DC Comics universe. True, both firms had 
their headquarters in New York City and, as noted above, writers and 
artists from both firms participated in post-9/11 works, such as the well-
known Heroes. Yet, for Marvel Comics, the attacks had truly hit home. 
Unlike DC, Marvel based many of its superheroes, like Spider-Man 
and the Fantastic Four, in the ‘real’ New York City, with their storylines 
playing out in that setting. DC Comics, on the other hand, created 
fictitious parallels like Gotham and Metropolis. So for Marvel, even 
more than for DC, the attacks on New York City were attacks not only 
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on the United States but also the home of the company’s mainstay, its 
superheroes.
 As such, media scholar Henry Jenkins has stated that after 9/11, 
‘the [superhero] characters became powerful vehicles for pondering 
America’s place in the world’ and how the United States should 
respond.39 Since Captain America had been created to fight a real-life 
enemy, Adolf Hitler, it only seemed fitting that he should fight the new 
real-life enemy, al-Qaeda. Consequently, concludes Jenkins, Captain 
America ‘was probably the superhero title most directly affected 
after 9/11.’40 Jarrett Lovell agrees, stating that Captain America 
would be the one to fight the new enemy because Captain America 
fits the ‘winner archetype’ of a hero as set forth in sociologist Orrin 
Klapp’s Heroes, Villains, and Fools.41 In this text, Klapp proposes two 
heroic types, the group servant and the winner. The group servant 
endorses social solidarity and helping other people at the cost of 
personal sacrifice, while the winner communicates the importance 
of getting one’s demands met, beating all competitors, and being a 
champion.42 Throughout his history in comic books, Captain America 
had embodied the winner archetype: he constantly defeats the Nazis 
and rises up as a champion. Yet after September 11, as presented in the 
storylines, Captain America seemed reluctant to join the fight overseas 
in Afghanistan. 
 In Captain America Volume 1, No 4, June 2002, the Captain refuses 
an order to go to Kandahar, saying ‘his responsibilities are at home 
helping the relief effort and battling hate crimes.’43 At first, Captain 
America — originally created as a military fighting machine for his 
government — appears to disobey orders. However, as this storyline 
developed over a five-part series, eventually the Captain fights the 
terrorists and their leader Al-Tariq, in a heartland community called 
Centerville. (Al-Tariq’s nationality or terrorist affiliation is never specif-
ically identified.) In a nightmare invasion scenario worthy of the Cold 
War-era film Red Dawn (1984), terrorists have strewn the streets with 
land-mines, and hold hostages. Captain America confronts them by 
saying America doesn’t attack children: ‘Call them off. This is America 
— we don’t make war on children.’ Al-Tariq replies: ‘No? Tell our 
children then, American — who sowed death [land-mines] in their 
fields, and left it for the innocent to harvest? Who took their hands? 
Their feet?’44 Unlike many ahistorical media responses, these initial 
post-9/11 storylines attempted, at least to some degree, to situate the 
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‘war on terror’ within the historical and social contexts of the United 
States’ involvement in the Middle East. 
 Marvel’s rival DC, despite the distance of its superhero universe 
from the actual New York City setting, tackled these complex questions 
as well. Henry Jenkins notes that DC Comics used its popular teenaged, 
African-American character Static Shock to raise the question, ‘[if I] 
knew who was responsible, [I] would take the bastards out myself … 
but should one attack a nation for the actions of a few individuals?’45 
Static Shock’s sentiments echoed President Bush’s call, just days after 
the 9/11 attacks, for Americans not to attack immigrants based on 
their appearance.46 Yet, in his ‘axis of evil’ speech, Bush went on to 
contradict himself by focusing not on the actions of a few individuals, 
but the actions, as he defined them, of three countries, Iraq, Iran and 
North Korea. Henry Jenkins noted that DC Comics took President 
Bush’s initial plea one step further by reminding Americans that the 
Justice League of America (JLA) and America is full of immigrants: 
Superman (Krypton), Martian Manhunter (Mars), Wonder Woman 
(Paradise Island), and Aquaman (Atlantis).47

 However, as media scholar Roopali Mukherjee points out, in the 
weeks following the attacks, a ‘narrowly defined and hegemonic super-
patriotism’ emerged, which led to a ‘series of vicious and violent attacks 
on ‘Arab-looking’ people … and ‘others’ perceived by the untrained 
eyes to be suspect in the attack.’48 In his essay, ‘Step Aside Superman 
… This is a Job for [Captain] America! Comic Books and Superheroes 
Post September 11’, Jarret Lovell highlights this emerging super-patri-
otism in the United States — a land of immigrants, a land of foreigners, 
a land of others — when he argued that native-born Captain America, 
not Superman, should come to the aid of the United States in comic 
books. The questions Lovett ironically raises about Superman echo 
those made about recent immigrants to the United States: ‘Who is this 
Superman? This outsider from a distant place? This man living among 
us in disguise? This being who masks his true identity and conceals his 
ulterior motive?’49 Lovett use this ironic take on the Captain America/
Superman dichotomy to question the attacks on the immigrants. After 
all, wasn’t Superman the immigrant ideal made good in the United 
States? The foreigner who came to this country from another land 
and assimilated into US culture and promoted truth, justice and the 
American way? 
 Marvel Comics would eventually address these questions about 
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masked identities and concealed ulterior motives in the post-9/11 
series Civil War. But before they could do so, Captain America first had 
to return to the Nazis. Using the Nazis as coherent, surrogate enemies 
in lieu of an amorphous organization of multinational terrorist cells, 
Marvel Comics could re-enact the attacks on New York City, letting 
Captain America and the United States win.

Captain America Lives Again!
Captain America Lives Again built on the themes of the 9/11 attacks. 
Instead of an enemy attacking New York City, Marvel Comics presented 
a revisionist history, with Nazis victorious in World War II and making 
New York City, now New Berlin, the capital of the German empire. As 
proxies for the terrorists, Nazis could be reduced to a composite of ‘evil’. 
Further, their occupation of New York City provided an aestheticized, 
almost sanitized image of evil that contrasted with the messy, smoking 
ruins of the World Trade Center. As historian John Moser writes, the 
‘Nazis had an undeniable theatricality about them. Their rallies and 
torchlight parades were grand visual spectacles, their banners and 
uniforms eye-catching, their ambitions seemingly unlimited, their use 
of media unparalleled’50 and New York City remade as New Berlin is 
a similar visual spectacle. The German Reichsadler (imperial eagle) 
sits atop many buildings and gives the city an unmistakable Nazi feel. 
Likewise, long, red swastika banners hang from buildings. Above 
the city, zeppelins criss-cross the sky, and standing apart from the 
civilians are the Nazis themselves, dressed in their recognizable black, 
SS-inspired uniforms and knee-high black boots. Watching over this 
tableau as the new Führer is Red Skull, Captain America’s arch-enemy.
 Red Skull fulfills the role of the villain and, as he did in the 1940s 
and beyond, helps define Captain America. As comic book scholar 
Peter Coogan states, ‘Red Skull stands for Nazi ideology and anti-
democratic values’51 and fits the definition of the ‘enemy commander’ 
super-villain.52 This archetype, writes Coogan in Superhero: The Secret 
Origin of a Genre, ‘has the resources of the state behind him and is in 
the position of legal authority within that society. He might be king, 
tyrant, dictator, absolute ruler or the true power behind the throne or 
military commander. Satan — John Milton’s Satan from Paradise Lost 
— might be described as the very model of the enemy commander,’ 
set as he was in strict opposition to God.53 Likewise, Coogan notes 
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that the American media utilized Osama Bin Laden as the enemy 
commander opposed to President George Bush. This paradigm relates 
in turn to sociologist Zygmun Bauman’s presentation of the conflict 
as a narrative of individual actors (Bin Laden versus Bush), focusing 
on differences between the actors themselves instead of the complex 
policies and ideologies of their respective countries and peoples.54 
By focusing on the main actors, playwright Martin Esslin writes, the 
world is experienced through a conflict between two personalities.55 
So it is with Captain America and Red Skull: a conflict of personalities, 
but iconic, over-the-top personalities. Captain America represents the 
American ideals of ‘freedom and democracy’ while Red Skull repre-
sents totalitarianism and tyranny.
 Captain America Lives Again, like common examples from 
Nazisploitation cinema, focuses on Captain America and the Nazis as 
two-dimensional figures. Captain America is Klapp’s winner archetype, 
while the Nazis are hopelessly inept and easily defeated. Although 
they snap to attention at the first sound of their commander’s 
voice, they inevitably bungle their assigned tasks and thus prove no 
match for Captain America’s mind or fighting prowess. The Nazis 
are a comforting enemy for the United States. Not only can Captain 
America easily defeat them, but they also allow the United States, as 
geographer Jason Dittmer argues, ‘to return to a ‘good war’ […] in 
which evil was defined in black and white terms, and America had 
returned to a simple narrative of freedom versus fascism.’56

the Civil War
With the Nazis defeated and New Berlin again restored to its rightful 
identity as New York City, Marvel Comics turned its attention back to 
the war on terror and its impact on American life. In its series Civil 
War (2006–2007), Marvel once again used Nazis as villains and proxies 
for terrorists, meant to represent metaphorically events in the ‘war 
on terror’. Psychologist Travis Langley summarized the seven-issue 
run of Civil War as a depiction of ‘super-heroes battling super-
heroes over whether or not to comply when newly passed legislation 
requires all super-powered persons in the United States to register 
with the federal government, thereby revealing their true identities 
to authorities.’57 The storyline, Marvel admitted, ‘was intentionally 
written as an allegory to current real-life issues like the Patriot Act, 
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the War on Terror, and the September 11 attacks.’58 Langely notes 
that the ‘community of super-heroes disagree over whether to support 
the [Superhero Registration Act] as a way of taking responsibility or 
to oppose [the act as a governmental] regulation of civil liberties.’59 
Captain America finds himself the leader of the faction that objects 
to the Superhero Registration Act as a governmental infringement. 
According to Langley, ‘[a]fter government agents pull weapons on 
Captain America merely for expressing reservations about hunting 
his fellow heroes, he becomes a fugitive and soon leads the anti-regis-
tration opposition.’60

 By siding with the faction that opposes the law, Captain America 
appears to oppose the actions of the US government. Mark Millar, 
author of the Civil War, argued that this was a way to question the 
validity of government actions such as wire-tapping, body searches, and 
the erosion of other civil liberties of the post-9/11 era.61 Such intrusions 
on civil liberties might be considered necessary by many Americans, 
and as philosopher Ronald Dworkin writes, ‘many Americans believe 
that […] security policies are justified response to the terrorist threat 
[…] and the attacks on September 11 require “a new balance between 
liberty and security”.’62 Marvel played on this ‘new balance’ in the Civil 
War. 
 In the opening pages of the series, a reality-TV crew films superheroes 
attempting to do good, and the crew unwittingly provokes the villain 
Nitro into detonating the equivalent of a nuclear explosion outside 
an elementary school in Stamford, Connecticut. Hundreds are killed, 
including many children. The questions raised about the incident 
resemble those above regarding Superman — or Americans of Middle 
Eastern descent ‘profiled’ by their fellow citizens — who are these others? 
Why are they really here? How can we identify them? To answer these 
questions, the US government passes the Superhero Registration Act.63

 The Superhero Registration Act seeks to record the identities and 
whereabouts of all superheroes so that the United States government 
can track them. Tony Stark (Iron Man), despite some initial reserva-
tions, supports the act, while Steve Rogers (Captain America) opposes 
it. Captain America never directly explains his opposition, but his 
reservations about the infringement of civil liberties revolve around 
one of the oldest questions of political philosophy: is it better to be 
free or better to be safe?64 The Superhero Registration Act follows 
the Hobbesian argument that to escape the chaotic state of nature, 
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citizens must cede certain rights to the government and submit to the 
sovereign.65 However, the starting point for ordering this society — 
registering those who are in some way ‘different’ — is arbitrary, much 
like Nazi Germany’s registration of Jews, which is why Captain America 
fights against it. The Superhero Registration Act resembles elements 
of Nazi Germany.
 As the storyline continues, Captain America eventually gives up the 
fight and surrenders to the government. As he is led in handcuffs up 
the steps of a New York City courthouse, he is assassinated by his former 
love, Sharon Carter. Clearly, it is an unexpected twist to the story — not 
only the assassination, but also the use of a former love interest as the 
assassin. Once again, though, the writers introduce Nazis as enemies 
as a way to sidestep having to question directly government tactics. It 
turns out that Sharon Carter is not acting independently, but rather is 
subject to mind control by Red Skull. If Nazis are responsible for the 
assassination of a Captain America, the leader of the anti-government 
faction, this narrative shows de facto Nazi support for the Registration 
Act, with the implication that the Nazis and the US government are on 
the same side on this issue. 
 Political scientist Andrew Norris concurs, arguing that when 
President Bush said, ‘You are either with us or against us’, he implied, 
paradoxically, that ‘the enemy of my enemy is my friend.’66 It followed 
then, according to Norris, that ‘in a struggle to rid the world of evil, 
one will end up with friends and clients like Pinochet, as the Bush 
administration’s alliance in its ‘war on terrorism’ with antidemocratic 
forces.’67 Norris further argues that by the Bush administration’s 
dividing the world into distinct factions, the US government made 
itself the good and its opposition the evil. In the Civil War storyline, 
then, the writers highlight the error of Bush’s reasoning because, once 
the government became good and Captain America evil, the Nazi 
alignment with US government policies blurs moral lines. It thereby 
forced readers to take notice of what was going on in the United States 
and, potentially at least, to question the black-and-white portrayal of 
the US as an unquestionable ‘good guy’.
 That was the goal, according to writer Mark Millar, when he resur-
rected Captain America and the Nazis.68 Millar used the actions of 
the Nazis to raise questions about the actions of the government in 
its infringement of civil liberties. Of course, it only helped Millar 
make his point when critics, like comic book historian Mark White, 
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compared the actions of Tony Stark, who participated in the rounding-
up of superheroes, to those of Adolf Hitler.69

captain america vs. the nazis — no longer black and White
The exploitation of Nazi-related historical references and iconography 
by Marvel Comics after 9/11 took two different approaches. One 
approach was the feel-good narrative of Captain America Lives Again, 
where Nazis replaced al-Qaeda and allowed Captain America to defeat 
them in one action-packed issue of 32 pages. This approach provided 
a light-hearted moment for American comic book readers during 
heavy times. The other approach, as evidenced in Civil War, utilized 
this same set of historical references and images of Nazis to question 
the infringement of civil liberties in the United States after 9/11. This 
approach, particularly with the U.S. government arresting Captain 
America and the Nazis killing him, equated the Patriot Acts with Nazi 
policies. In so doing, it also raised questions about the war on terror 
and implications for civil liberties in the US.
 The Nazis, then, have been deployed at various points throughout 
Captain America’s existence as characters to highlight the values and 
ideals of Captain America and, by proxy, American society. However, 
in their most recent incarnation, the Nazis played another role in the 
pages of Captain America: to spark questions of values and ideals when 
the nature of the world changed. Bringing back Nazis as antagonists 
against Captain America may not have provided the answers to these 
questions, but at the very least it has sparked discussion among readers 
and critics. The United States, like Captain America, had evolved as 
a nation from 1941 to 2001. The black-and-white world of 1941, into 
which Captain America was first introduced, had been replaced sixty 
years later with a complex world filled mostly with shades of grey. 
Instead of trying to maintain the black-and-white dichotomy, Marvel’s 
more recent, nuanced use of Nazi iconography went beyond the 
simple tropes of Nazisploitation to highlight the moral ambiguities of 
these more complex times.70
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A Past that Refuses to Die: Nazi Zombie Film 

and the Legacy of Occupation
sveN JüNgerKes AND CHristiANe wieNAND

‘The fact that life does need the service of history must be as clearly 
grasped as that an excess of history hurts it; this will be proved 

later.’

(Friedrich Nietzsche, The Use and Abuse of History, 1874)

‘Oh, fuck!’ (Martin, upon realizing his impending murder in the 
final scene of Dead Snow, 2009)

F
eW hiStoRical eRaS haVe impacted media more than the twelve years of 
National Socialist terror in Germany and Europe between 1933 
and 1945. The Nazis not only produced a vast amount of images 

and films of their own, but National Socialist iconography also shaped 
entire media genres.1 There are numerous examples of the ways 
postwar film-makers have dealt with National Socialism: from the vast 
array of war documentaries on the History Channel, to Hollywood 
blockbusters, to eclectic exploitation cinema. It should therefore 
not amaze us that the genre of horror film, too, gravitated towards 
the iconography of National Socialism.2 For the past fifty years, the 
small genre of the Nazi zombie film has appeared time and again as 
a subgenre within Nazisploitation. These films generate a discourse 
that can be read as a comment on Nietzsche’s statement cited above, 
namely that history can hurt.
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 There was a first period of this film genre in the 1970s and 1980s, a 
period in which films like Shock Waves (1977) by Ken Wiederhorn and 
Night of the Zombies (1981) by Joel M. Reed or the French production Le 
lac des morts vivants (Zombie Lake, 1981) by J. A. Laser, turned the very 
real terror under the Nazi regime into horror narratives.3 After the 
Nazi zombie had vanished from film screens for around two decades, 
two recently released films can be regarded as a revival of this genre, 
which is remarkable because — unlike low-budget predecessors — it 
uses rather high-quality special effects. Of note in this discussion are 
the successful British Direct-to-DVD production Outpost (2008) by 
Steve Barker and the Norwegian film Død Snø (Dead Snow, 2009).4

Dead Snow and the Presence of the Past
This chapter focuses on the Nazi zombie film Dead Snow by the 
Norwegian director Tommy Wirkola, who also co-authored the script.5 
The following discussion explores how Dead Snow provides genuine 
insights into the mechanisms used by Norwegian society to come to 
terms with its Nazi past. We argue that the Nazi zombie could be read as 
a negative, yet highly effective image of World War II-induced trauma 
in postwar societies.6 Dead Snow deals specifically with Norwegian 
society, which collaborated to a certain degree with the German 
occupiers during the 1940s. Only recently have Norwegians developed 
an increasing discourse about their collective Nazi past. The undead 
German soldiers in Dead Snow not only symbolize the trauma of a past 
not yet fully overcome, but they also literally embody it. Thus the Nazi 
zombies are the incarnation of a repressed past. As with other horror 
films, Dead Snow offers insights into a society from a popular cultural 
angle.7

 Our underlying approach to explore the film is inspired by literary 
critics such as William K. Wimsatt and Monroe C. Beardsley, who argue 
against an ‘intentional fallacy’.8 The Italian semiotician Umberto 
Eco argues along similar lines. In our interpretation, we apply Eco’s 
consideration that a text must be seen as a machine that generates 
interpretations. Once a ‘text’ (be it a written one or in the form of 
a film) is published, its meaning no longer consists of the intended 
meaning of the author only. Apart from the intended meaning of 
the author there is also a wide range of possible interpretations and 
meanings that arise from the cultural background of the consumer. Eco 
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accordingly writes: ‘When a text is produced not for a single addressee 
but for a community of readers, the author knows that he or she will be 
interpreted not according to his or her intentions but according to a 
complex strategy of interactions which also involve the readers, along 
with their competence in language as a social treasury.’9 There is no 
intrinsic meaning in texts; all the interpreter can do is sense-making.10 
Accordingly, we do not primarily ask for the author’s — or in our case 
the director’s — intentions, but our examination is based on a close 
reading of the film and on an exploration into its wider cultural tradi-
tions and frameworks. Based on a close analysis of the plot, the visual 
language, the music and intertextual references contained in Død 
Snø, we explore this film within the context of previous Nazi zombie 
films and within its historical context. We thereby refer to notions of 
collective memory constructions of national identity.
 From the perspective of film history, the zombies in Dead Snow offer 
nothing original. Rather, Dead Snow is part of an intertextual refer-
ential system rooted in the identification of National Socialists with 
zombies.11 A short look into history demonstrates that the association 
of zombies with German culture in general, and National Socialism in 
particular, makes sense in various respects. Already in the Wilhelmine 
Empire, the cult of the dead or fallen soldier was one of the constituent 
elements of German bourgeois culture.12 This cult continued during 
the Weimar Republic13 and culminated in a heroic state cult of the 
dead soldier during the Third Reich.14 National Socialist ideology, 
according to which individuals were valued only for their usefulness 
to the National Socialist Volksgemeinschaft (people’s community), to 
which the individual owes unconditional obedience,15 also helped to 
establish a later combination of National Socialism with the popular 
cultural zombie myth.16

 It is a characteristic feature of horror films, including Dead Snow, that 
these films evince a one-dimensional and transparent plot structure. 
However, this one-dimensionality should by no means be estimated as 
a deficit of the genre.17 Instead, we argue that this one-dimensionality 
reflects what the writer Dietmar Dath called a ‘drastischer Blick’,18 a 
drastic gaze. With respect to horror and zombie film, Dath’s idea 
refers to a specific and intense gaze of both the camera and the viewer, 
specifically on scenes of brutality and horror. This gaze serves to link 
the narrative to materiality and physicality. On the physical level, 
horror films are an attack on the viewer’s stomach.19 In Dead Snow 
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the drastic gaze means a gaze at a bloody orgy of violence, pain and 
horror. Through the plot and the visual images, the film mirrors and 
transforms the bodily experiences of the film characters into a bodily 
experience for the viewer.
 The plot of Dead Snow can be recapitulated quickly. The story is set 
in the snow-white Norwegian mountains, in the Øksfjord in Northern 
Norway. There, seven young medical students (three women and four 
men) gather in a lonely log cabin to spend the Easter holidays together. 
After arriving at their cabin, the students quickly realize that not every-
thing is as they had imagined it. Sara, who owns the cabin and who 
wanted to travel there across the mountains on skis, is already missing 
when the others arrive. The place itself seems amiss. There is a latent 
atmosphere of fear and foreboding that befalls some of the students, 
yet being together in their group they overplay these sentiments. 
Apparently, something or someone surrounds the cabin, but neither 
the students nor the viewers know of it yet. While the students sit 
together drinking beer and playing games, a strange elderly wanderer 
appears out of the snowstorm. He warns the students that the area 
across which Sara was skiing had also been the place where a group of 
the most brutal German soldiers hid during the German occupation of 
Norway. The wanderer explains that the Germans used the Øksfjord as 
a major military base, and Nazi soldiers terrorized and robbed the locals 
in the surrounding mountain villages. One day, so the wanderer tells 
the students, the Norwegians in the Øksfjord region stood up against 
their occupiers and killed many German soldiers.20 The Norwegians 
won back the gold and jewels that the Nazis had stolen. However, this 
was not the end of the story. The wanderer also knows that one group 
of German soldiers was able to outrun the Norwegians. This group was 
led by the brutal Oberst Herzog. Herzog and his soldiers escaped into 
the loneliness of the Norwegian mountains. They might have frozen 
to death there, but the wanderer tells the students that this could be 
never proven. From that time on, the area of the Øksfjord was cursed. 
The locals still tell stories of the soldiers coming out of the mountains 
again, looking for their plundered gold. The wanderer warns the 
students, who obviously give little credence to his story, and while he 
leaves the cabin as suddenly as he had appeared, the students continue 
their partying. In the following scene, the wanderer is brutally killed in 
his tent by an unspecified person. 
 Shortly thereafter, the students find a box full of gold and jewelry 
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in a hidden place in their cabin. The gold appears to be that which 
the Germans once had stolen from the locals, and the discovery of 
the gold somehow triggers the ensuing attack by the Nazi zombies. 
Therefore the catastrophe takes its course: suddenly Oberst Herzog 
and his undead soldiers appear at the cabin to reclaim their stolen 
treasure. The next victim is Kris, who is brutally killed while using the 
outhouse. Then a horde of Nazi zombies surrounds the remaining 
students as they sit in the cabin. Here begins the bloody slaughter that 
will finally end in the young students’ vain battle of survival against 
the aggressive, bestial Nazi zombies. Due to the numerous filmic refer-
ences and quotations from other horror films, this lethal end does not 
come unexpectedly for experienced horror film viewers.
 Even though the plot of the film lacks some logic, the bloody battle 
and the killing scenes demonstrate that director Tommy Wirkola is well 
versed in the art of film-making: the shots of the landscape perfectly 
capture the grandeur of the Norwegian countryside, and the director 
unerringly and accurately stages the numerous splatter scenes. These 
scenes are mostly arranged around the effective contrast of blood-
red, severed body parts of the students against the pure white snow, 
the innocent and untouched landscape of wintery Norway. While the 
blood of the students is red, in several scenes the blood of the Nazi 
zombies appears to be darker, almost black. The combination of these 
colors of blood-red, black, and white mirrors the colors of the swastika 
flag, which appears several times in the film, for instance in the bunker 
of the zombies or on Oberst Herzog’s armband.

a Past that Refuses to Die
Within the narrative of Dead Snow, the often self-reflective and ironic 
structures of the (European-American) zombie and slasher genre 
and the bloody orgy of flesh and guts provide a precise exploration 
of the Mythomotorik (mythomotorics) of collective constructions of 
national identity.21 The Egyptologist Jan Assmann uses this term to 
describe a complex interplay of symbols and powerful historical narra-
tives. According to Assmann, such a complex setting constitutes our 
interpretation of the past and also the structure of what we regard 
as a possible future. Apart from all genre-specific intertextual and 
intermedial references in Dead Snow, we contend that this rather 
simply structured film also contains a negative image of the remaining 
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traumatic and still untreated experiences of Norwegian society during 
Nazi occupation.
 In April 1940, the German Wehrmacht attacked Norway to secure 
the Norwegian harbors, which were vital for shipping Swedish iron ore 
from Narvik to Germany. The Germans thereby pre-empted British 
and French forces from invading Norway for the same purposes. 
Until May 1945, Norway was under constant German occupation. 
The Germans installed a so-called Reichskommissariat Norwegen (Reich 
Commissariat for Norway), which ruled the country together with the 
Wehrmacht, the German police forces (SS) and a pro-German puppet 
regime, headed by Vidkun Quisling. The Norwegian royal family 
escaped to Great Britain.22

 After both the war and German occupation ended in May 1945, 
Norwegian society had to deal with its own Nazi history, a history that 
is located somewhere between resistance and collaboration. After the 
Germans had withdrawn, the Norwegians regarded their own society as 
virtually split into two parts. On the one side were those who backed the 
politician Vidkun Quisling and the fascist Nasjonal Samling (National 
Gathering or National Unification) party, which collaborated with the 
Germans during the occupation. Quisling and other party members 
were prosecuted after 1945, and they subsequently lost their civil rights, 
for instance their active and passive rights to vote.23 On the other side 
were those who had been active members of the resistance. About 
40,000 Norwegians participated in the armed resistance movement, 
which engaged in sabotage and attacks on the Wehrmacht and the 
police. The most widespread resistance activities were acts of civil 
disobedience. During the first decades after the Second World War, 
there was a national consensus that Norwegian society in general, apart 
from only a few (namely Quisling and his party members), had stood 
on this, the good side. This consensus was the basis of an evolving 
postwar national narrative according to which a large percentage of 
the Norwegian population confronted the German occupiers in a cold 
and hostile ‘ice front’, meaning that they had shown an icy and opposi-
tional demeanor to their German occupiers.24 For many citizens, 
Norwegian society during the occupation could be regarded as divided 
according to clear-cut and simple dichotomies of good versus evil, 
resistance versus collaboration, majority versus minority.
 The actual grey zones between these two poles, grey zones in which 
the actual individual behavior of many Norwegians took place, were 
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for a long time ignored.25 The grey zone to which many Norwegians 
had escaped during the German occupation only became part of the 
public and academic discourse on postwar Norway several decades 
later. In fact, a considerable number of Norwegians had been morally 
indifferent to the German occupiers. They focused instead on their 
own survival and therefore many Norwegians came to a reluctant 
understanding with the occupation. Many did not openly collaborate 
with the German occupiers, but they chose to or had to work together 
with the Germans on an economic basis. Those acts of economic 
collaboration were not legally punished after 1945. Meanwhile, other 
Norwegians actually profited from the disfranchisement and prose-
cution of their fellow Jewish countrymen, and enriched themselves 
with the property of their Jewish neighbors.
 Similar to other European countries once occupied by Nazi 
Germany, Norwegians also took several decades until they could 
openly discuss and critically comment on these aspects of their own 
history.26 From the early 1990s onwards, there has been an intense 
debate about the character of the occupation period and about the 
definition of notions such as ‘collaboration’ and ‘treason’.27 Among 
other topics, Norwegians discuss whether it is morally or historically 
appropriate to classify retrospectively acts of alleged or actual collabo-
ration as treason against the Norwegian fatherland.28 Yet this debate 
seems to take place predominantly within the educated political public 
sphere, especially in historiography, the bourgeois media and in 
literature. Therefore it is mainly a discourse among Norwegian intel-
lectuals and the bourgeoisie. 
 Against this background, Dead Snow can be seen as a pop-culture 
contribution to this ongoing debate, because the film transformed 
the National Socialist past into a popular contemporary topic in 
Norwegian youth and popular culture as a horror film that utilizes 
and adapts National Socialist topoi. From the angle of memory politics, 
director Tommy Wirkola addresses his own generation, which consists 
of the grandchildren of those Norwegians who experienced the 
German occupation. In a highly ironic way, the film criticizes the 
Geschichtsvergessenheit (historical amnesia) of the hedonist young 
generation, Wirkola’s own generation.29 Using the metaphor of the 
Nazi zombies, Wirkola points at the dangers of a past with which 
society has not yet fully come to terms. This danger arises from the fact 
that the members of the postwar societies in Europe had experienced 
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the Second World War from highly diverging angles: as perpetrators, 
victims, bystanders, collaborators, profiteers etc. Postwar societies 
were therefore all marked by deep social fissures. In such situations, 
the need to come to terms with the past, in particular the Nazi past, 
was and is vital for restoring and maintaining peace and order within 
society. Whenever the past of the Nazi regime and of the Second World 
War erupts in whatever form in today’s Europe, there is social, at times 
political, upheaval and in any case there are large public discussions 
taking place.
 The fact that the film plays with historical consciousness and with 
Nazi visual iconography is already apparent in one of the film trailers.30 
The trailer shows black-and-white archival footage of World War II 
including battleships, paratroopers and Adolf Hitler surrounded by 
Wehrmacht officers, even though this material does not appear in the 
actual film. The same holds true for Ludwig van Beethoven’s Ode to Joy 
from his Ninth Symphony, which provides musical accompaniment to 
the attacking Nazi zombies in the trailer.31

 This reference to the music in Dead Snow brings in another key to 
understanding how the film functions. The choice of music suggests 
that Wirkola is conscious of the Norwegian past, something his 
protagonists fail to be: Wirkola, who wrote the lyrics of two songs used 
in the film, not only uses up-to-date Norwegian rock, punk and heavy 
metal songs, but he also employs Norwegian classical and folk music, 
including Edvard Grieg’s famous Peer Gynt Suite and the song Mil etter 
Mil, Norway’s contribution to the 1978 Eurovision Song Contest.32

 The film’s iconography also emphasizes its play with historical 
consciousness: The film does not depict the zombies as either Wehrmacht 
soldiers or members of the SS Einsatzgruppen, the notorious ‘task 
forces’ that perpetrated Holocaust atrocities.33 Historically, it is highly 
uncertain that SS Einsatzgruppen even made their way to the Øksfjord 
region, but in the film the Germans wear uniforms resembling those 
of the SS, and the wanderer refers to their actions as Einsatz (mission 
or task). Their leader has the rank of an Oberst (colonel), which was 
a Wehrmacht rank and not one of the SS or Waffen-SS.34 Therefore the 
undead German soldiers appear as an amalgamation of those Germans 
who had been involved in the Third Reich’s occupation efforts, and 
thus they are depicted as prototypical occupation soldiers. In fact, the 
Nazi zombies appear not only as those prototypes of the occupying 
forces, but also as a symbol of the entire National Socialist apparatus of 
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destruction, given their status as amalgamated characters of Wehrmacht 
soldiers, SS troops, murderers and monsters. The undead soldiers 
symbolize the amalgamated trauma of a repressed past with which 
society has not yet fully come to terms.

nazi Zombies as traumatic Reference
In this film the soldiers not only symbolize, but also embody the 
trauma of a past that literally refuses to die. The film itself shows that 
the Nazi zombies symbolize a repressed and forgotten memory of the 
collective Norwegian society, a memory that has been turned into 
rotting flesh.35

 Alongside his notion of mythomotorics, Jan Assmann has also 
coined the idea of a Krypta der Erinnerung (crypt of memory), in which 
traumatic memories latently outlast and prestructure the collective 
unconscious up to the present.36 For Assmann, the psychoanalytical 
term ‘encryption’ refers to a deep traumatic experience that is not 
part of the conscious memory and therefore becomes inaccessible to 
reflection. However, the suppressed and encrypted memory remains 
a vital part of the collective memory, just waiting for the right time 
to erupt. The zombies become the personification of memory, a 
repressed, ‘encrypted’ memory, a trauma. Director Tommy Wirkola 
uses the Nazi zombies, who are neither dead nor alive, to personify 
this traumatic memory, showing that the past is neither gone nor 
consciously remembered.
 In the film, these traumatic memories belong to a Norwegian society 
that had to cope with the German occupation largely through indif-
ference or even an affirmative stance towards it. The Nazi zombies lurk 
for decades in the area of the Øksfjord. This region, the Finnmark, is a 
historically important region for Norwegian World War II and postwar 
history. It is the region where the German Wehrmacht exercised its 
brutal policy of Verbrannte Erde (Scorched Earth) in its withdrawal 
from Finland during the last months of the war. The fact that the 
Wehrmacht invaded the Finnmark left deep traumatic traces within 
Norwegian society, as this region had never been an arena of war 
before. At the end of the war the Germans had to fight against their 
former allies from Finland. The Finns, together with some Norwegian 
resistance forces, liberated Finland and then together with the Soviet 
Red Army pushed the German troops back out of the Norwegian 
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Finnmark. During their retreat, the Germans were ordered to leave 
nothing of value to the Soviets and to destroy the infrastructure. 
 In the present-day setting of the film, the defeated Germans have 
vanished from Norway. Yet, the undead Nazi zombies serve as memory 
fragments, vehicles or images of repression, which still subliminally 
impact the residents of the Øksfjord area. This is the message that 
the wanderer also seeks to tell the students, who obviously have 
neither any sense for nor any knowledge about the history of their 
own country. This is shown in the scene in which the wanderer tells 
the students about what was going on during German occupation. 
The students laugh about his strange appearance and about his 
stories. As with Assmann’s description of the sudden re-emergence 
of collective memories and repressed experiences, the Nazi zombies 
break out of their crypt with a similar suddenness. In the film this 
crypt is a complex of bunkers, dug deeply into the fjell (mountains), 
and accidentally discovered by the student Vegard. When the zombies 
break out of their crypt, they encounter the students as representatives 
of a hedonist youth culture, loitering for fun. They represent a youth 
culture that is, at least in the beginning, completely defenseless against 
the re-emergence of history in the shape of the Nazi zombies.
 Research on national identity constructions also supports the 
hypothesis that Dead Snow, aside from belonging to the genre of 
zombie or splatter film, is also a drama of Norwegian memory 
discourse. Sociologist Bernhard Giesen argues that constructions of 
national identity are constituted between the two poles of triumph and 
trauma. According to Giesen, the ways in which nations deal with their 
historical experience always happen against the background of either a 
euphoric highlight and collective delirium of national overestimation, 
or as a deep and profound national humiliation, which afterwards can 
be condensed to become a traumatic memory. Triumph and trauma 
are mutually exclusive. However, both poles subliminally remain 
present to shape the collective memory of a nation.37

 The film’s plot mirrors the dichotomy of triumph and trauma 
as described by Giesen: the traumatic experience of murder and 
slaughter by the Nazi zombies is followed by a short-term triumph of 
the individual survivors. However, those who initially survive cannot, 
as with Norwegian society in its entirety, escape their own past. In 
the final scene, triumph and trauma cancel each other out; and the 
young hero Martin, the last of the group who has survived until almost 
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the end of the film, has to atone for his ahistorical way of living with 
death.38 The constellation of characters in the film recapitulates the 
dichotomy of triumph and trauma. On the one hand there are the 
young protagonists who have no knowledge or consciousness about 
history, who live hedonistically in the present, and who have no 
sense for the ongoing impact of their country’s past. On the other 
hand there is the wanderer who is highly conscious of the past and 
his country’s history. He is made up of several well-known cultural 
bits and pieces, combining traits of the Old Testament prophets with 
the Fool of the Middle Ages, and other literary ‘blind men who see’. 
These seers, under the guise of insanity or dementia, can tell the truth 
without being made liable for it.
 The film sets young versus old, ratio and present versus myth and 
memory.39 This dual structure is pried open by the Nazi zombies. 
Since Dead Snow is a horror film, the presence of the Nazi zombies 
must also be understood in a drastic, literal sense. These monsters are 
typical ‘figures of the third’ (Figuren des Dritten),40 and as such ‘agents 
of mediation, transgression and hybridization’ that ‘undermine tradi-
tional dualistic models of order.’41 The undead Wehrmacht soldiers 
combine the parallel presence and absence of the past in the sense of 
what is referred to as the ‘Gleichzeitigkeit des Ungleichzeitigen’ (the simul-
taneity of the unsimultaneous).42 At the beginning, the zombies are 
mostly uninvolved observers, but they later become the main agents 
who embody the difference of lost history and historical consciousness, 
and who finally overcome this difference when they merge past and 
present in scenes of orgiastic and bloody carnage.

Religious Symbolism in Dead Snow
The resurrection of the ‘undead’ memories as Nazi zombies at Easter 
is no mere coincidence. Easter commemorates Jesus’s resurrection 
and, as in the film, its core component is remembrance. In traditional 
Catholicism, which upholds the doctrine of transubstantiation, the 
remembrance transforms into Christ’s body during the consecration 
in a mass.43 In this context, ‘the word became flesh’;44 in the film the 
trauma became zombies.45 Easter is the highest holiday of the ecclesi-
astical year and traditionally extends over three days. These three days 
can also be found in the plot of the film, albeit in a shortened manner 
and converted into the negative.
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 On ‘Good Friday’ the wanderer tells about and therefore creates 
space for the remembrance of the martyrdom of Norwegian civilians 
and the vengeful killing of the German soldiers during German 
occupation. ‘Holy Saturday’ is used for mourning the first students, 
Sara, Kris and Erlend.46 The empty German bunker can furthermore 
be read as a reference to the empty tomb of Jesus and the message 
of the angels: in the narrative of the film this means that the Nazi 
zombies have risen. Meanwhile, the burning of the students’ cabin 
simulates the Easter Fire,47 which carries the light of salvation into the 
world, while in the film it only represents desperation, perdition and 
death. On Easter Sunday the church commemorates the resurrection 
of Jesus from the dead. Once again, the film provides several religious 
references to this day: with the beginning of the Easter vigil, churches 
change the traditional liturgical colors from red or violet to Easter 
white.48 The film as well arranges its orgies of slaughter within the 
color composition of blood red or violet on pure white. The religious 
symbolism that appears in Dead Snow ties in with our interpretation 
of a resurrected past, as symbolized by the resurrected Nazi zombies. 
The Nazi zombies and their re-emergence from the Norwegian fjell is 
a negative mirror image of the Easter narrative: the resurrected Christ 
brings about life, while the resurrected Nazi zombies bring about 
death. The death of the Redeemer results in redemption; the death of 
the German Wehrmacht soldiers results in their mutation into undead 
Nazi zombies, and therefore does not bring about redemption, but the 
contrary: the memory remains hidden, there is no dealing with the 
past, and so memory becomes traumatic.

the tradition of nazi Zombie films
Dead Snow is not the first horror film that makes use of the Nazi 
zombie. The film is part of a small tradition of Nazi zombie films, yet 
contributes to the further development of the genre in terms of film-
making and composition. The filmic representation of the undead 
Nazi zombies in Dead Snow emphasizes the traditional lines of the 
horror genre and zombie films. From the perspective of film history, 
the undead Nazi zombies, who appear as specific historical characters 
by wearing their decaying uniforms, become part of a highly disparate 
zombie and Nazi discourse. The film periodically refers to this 
discourse and even ironically reflects it, as when it references the 
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Indiana Jones films.49 However, it also neglects typical elements of this 
genre, such as the usual infection cliché of classic zombie films. The 
production of the Nazi zombies is not explained apart from the fact 
that they seem to resurface, they do not need human flesh to survive, 
they appear to exercise free will, their actions follow a structure, and 
they seem to communicate, if only with each other. 
 In contrast to the US Nazi zombie film Outpost (2008), Dead Snow 
is far more comical, and also bloodier and more appealing from the 
perspective of film composition in general.50 In terms of film-making, 
particularly special effects and film technique, Dead Snow also surpasses 
the Nazi zombies of the 1970s and early 1980s. These older films today 
appear as unintentionally funny. In terms of content, Dead Snow 
shares the most similarities with the French-Spanish co-production 
Le lac des morts vivants (Zombie Lake, 1981) by director J. A. Laser,51 
which can be regarded as a direct predecessor of Død Snø. Both films 
share the themes of repressed memory of the Nazi occupation and a 
traumatic outburst of these memories as explicated above. As in the 
Norwegian mountains of Død Snø, in Le lac des morts vivants everything 
centers on the aftermath of the German occupation and the historical 
background of resistance and collaboration.52 However, Le lac the morts 
vivants lacks production value and therefore must be distinguished 
from the higher technical standards of Død Snø. It is clear that the 
French-Spanish co-production had to cope with a low budget: the 
visual effects are poor, the zombie masks look very cheap, and the 
actors’ performances are amateurish.53 The plot of the film itself lacks 
logic and opens up more questions than it answers. However, the film 
is staged in a tense manner, and what makes it interesting nevertheless 
is its subtext, which contains a subtle critique of the French resistance 
movement.
 The film is set by the lake of a French village, to which a group 
of defeated German Wehrmacht soldiers had withdrawn, and were 
ambushed and finally killed by French resistance fighters. Among 
these German soldiers was Karl, who had saved the life of a French girl 
living in the village. Karl and the girl had a short relationship during 
which she became pregnant. When Karl is killed by the resistance 
fighters, his French girlfriend dies in the same instance because their 
fates are linked through the earlier exchange of a magical amulet. 
The Frenchmen who killed the German soldiers fear German revenge 
and therefore try to hide the dead Germans and sink them in the 
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lake.54 The film reveals that the lake had been the meeting place of a 
magical cult since time immemorial. Its magical powers transform the 
dead Germans into undead zombies. Several years later the undead 
German soldiers are startled by some tourist girls bathing in the lake. 
The zombies kill some of the girls, leave the lake and make their way to 
the village where they kill several people. The undead German soldiers 
try to find and kill the resistance group’s former leader, who in the 
meantime serves as the village mailman. It turns out that the undead 
German soldier Karl has a daughter, Helene, who still lives in the 
village. As he had done with her mother in life, Karl protects Helene 
from being killed. The villagers try to use Helene and the protection 
she receives from her father to lure the zombies into an old mill 
close to the lake where they seek to burn and thus finally destroy the 
undead soldiers. Unlike in Dead Snow, in which the students are killed, 
the French villagers successfully dispatch all the German soldiers, 
including Karl, who have to die a second time and are once again sunk 
into the lake. 
 It is not difficult to read the lake as a symbol of a repressed 
trauma, of guilt feelings locked away in the unconscious.55 The idyllic 
scenery of the lake from which the zombies suddenly burst in order 
to satisfy their thirst for revenge mirrors wartime events, such as the 
plainclothes French resistance fighters who ambushed and killed 
the German soldiers. In both Le lac des morts vivants and Dead Snow, 
the attacking Nazi zombies bring the past back to the surface: in the 
French film to the surface of the village’s lake; in Dead Snow to the 
surface of the snowy Norwegian landscape. Both the lake and the 
snow-covered mountains are depicted as innocent idylls, idylls that are 
subsequently destroyed in the course of the film.

the young Generation and the legacy of the Past
Dead Snow is the pop-culture expression of a young generation, 
represented by director Tommy Wirkola, and a critique of its own 
focus on the pleasures of the present. The film does not criticize the 
former collaborators during the occupation, nor does it glorify the 
former resistance fighters. Rather, it focuses on the third generation 
of Norwegians who have no personal responsibility for the past. 
Nevertheless, the film regards these young Norwegians as part of a 
national community of fate that transcends generations. Through the 
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young protagonists, the trendy film music, and the entire mise-en-
scène, the film is addressed first and foremost to young Norwegians. 
They no longer have a direct connection to nor a consciousness of 
their country’s history, but in the present this past catches up with 
them, and therefore they have no future. In her study of Norwegian 
postwar society, historian Susanne Maerz has intensively analyzed 
how Norway has sought to come to terms with the Nazi past and the 
Holocaust, and she demonstrates that this process has taken place 
on many levels and for many years. However, members of the third 
generation, the grandchildren of the collaborators and bystanders, 
have only recently shown increasing interest in the past and the history 
of their grandparents. In this sense, the film is also an expression of 
a recent phenomenon in post-war Europe: after the generation of 
children from the late 1960s onwards, it is now the grandchildren who 
have set out to explore the National Socialist past from their (third 
generation) perspective.56

 While the zombie film itself is an international phenomenon, this 
particular film is set in a very specific national setting. The conse-
quential use of Norwegian music, in some cases by bands from the 
Finnmark region where the film is set, suggests that Wirkola intended 
this level of specificity with regard to Norway. It is therefore worth-
while and appropriate to explore Dead Snow in the context of national 
identity. 
 The difference of the past — the experiences of this past, and the 
workings of cultural memory — is a media-based process of historical 
construction. The fictional Nazi zombies highlight this difference of 
historical past and constructed social memory. They are the undead 
witnesses of a past that refuses to die. Therefore they exemplify the 
inherently mediated character of history and reality as discussed by 
sociologist Niklas Luhmann, who states ‘whatever we know about 
our society, or indeed about the world in which we live, we know 
through the mass media.’57 And sometimes – as suggested by Friedrich 
Nietzsche and proved by the dying film character Martin – sometimes, 
this knowledge is a lethal knowledge through and through.
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Messing Up World War II-Exploitation: 
The Challenges of Role-Play in Quentin 

Tarantino’s Inglourious Basterds
MiMMi woisNitzA

w
hen online filM cRitic James Berardinelli celebrates Inglourious Basterds 
(2009) as ‘one hell of an enjoyable ride’ and Roger Ebert labels 
it ‘a big, bold, audacious war movie’, they allude to the pleasure 

of watching a film that employs the visual attractions of war — and 
particularly of World War II — such as gunfire and explosions. This 
visual attraction includes the aesthetics of Nazism and ethically provoc-
ative sights of victimhood, physical harm and desecrated bodies.1 
Other critics, in contrast, explicitly reject that kind of pleasure. Jens 
Jessen, who calls Inglourious Basterds a ‘fantasy full of brutal frivolity’, 
compares the way in which Tarantino’s film uses its historical setting 
with the frame-narrative of a porno film: ‘a pretence to get down to 
business.’2 Manohla Dargis accuses Tarantino of being ‘really only 
serious about his own films, not history.’3 The phenomenon under 
debate here can best be described by the term ‘spectacle’, which Eric 
Schaefer uses to define exploitation films, thus introducing a cinematic 
mode that has always been highly controversial.4 But how exactly is the 
economy of spectatorial pleasure organized in Inglourious Basterds? 
What is being exploited here, and to what end(s)? In the following, 
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I argue that Tarantino’s film does not merely exploit World War II, 
but exposes different registers of World War II exploitation — Nazi 
fetish, conspiracy, war spectacles, disguise, subjugation, suspense and 
vengeance — to make its audiences aware of the actual contamination 
behind the attractiveness of Nazism. The destruction of the cinema, 
and the bunch of Nazis in it (including Hitler), does not therefore 
just represent a ‘fantasy’ of how the war could have ended, or even a 
dream about a historical reality or possibility. Rather, it is an attempt 
to dismantle the aesthetic appeal of that historical reality. 
 As Georg Seeßlen has shown, Tarantino’s latest piece deliberately 
avoids any straightforward generic attribution. Rather, like many of 
his films, it is situated on the boundaries of specific genres.5 Seeßlen’s 
account of Inglourious Basterds compiles the innumerable allusions to 
cinematic history that constitute the film as a movie about movies. 
In addition to Seeßlen’s book, a number of internet fan forums have 
been created that decode the film’s countless references.6 That said, it 
should be clarified that the movie references pointed out in this essay 
are not intended to be exhaustive but will be employed as analytical 
examples.
 In Inglourious Basterds, two genres link up the excessive usage of 
spectacles with the subject matter of World War II, i.e. two cinematic 
modes of World War II exploitation. The title openly refers to Enzo 
Castellari’s Quel maledetto treno blindato (1978), a ‘dirty war movie’ 
released in the United States as The Inglorious Bastards. Just like The 
Dirty Dozen (1967) and many less sophisticated offshoots, Castellari’s 
film deviates from official propagandist views of US participation in 
World War II.7 The heroes do not represent handsome, well-mannered 
soldiers who reunite happily with their families after the war, but 
rather a bunch of filthy outlaws who start out on a semi-guerilla 
mission that they most likely will not survive.8 In these films, the heroic 
narrative becomes secondary, instead overshadowed by the ugliness 
of war, namely gunfire, explosions, injuries and deaths, as well as 
by a profound confusion of any kind of soldierly ethics. The second 
mode of World War II exploitation, which employs the aesthetics of 
Nazism as spectacles, are the Nazisploitation movies. The term refers 
to pulp literature or filmic works that make exploitative use of Nazi 
chic to signify superior power. As Susan Sontag has famously stressed, 
the Nazi aesthetic has long been invested with a pornographic 
appeal, especially in its pictorial representation: ‘photographs of SS 
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uniforms are the units of a particularly powerful and widespread 
sexual fantasy.’9 Marcus Stiglegger has coined the term sadiconazista. 
Taken from Italian pulp fiction literature ‘where sexuality, cruelty and 
politics mingled to an exploitative and pornographic entertainment 
fare,’ Stiglegger’s term refers to a cinematic trend in the 1970s when 
the two pornography directors Robert Lee Frost and Don Edmonds 
introduced movies that featured pornographic content in the context 
of concentration camps.10 This specification emphasizes the close 
connection between sexual imagery and Nazi aesthetics at the same 
time as it makes it possible to distinguish these highly problematic 
filmic accounts from art films such as Luchino Visconti’s La caduta 
degli dei (The Damned, 1969), Bernardo Bertolucci’s Il conformista 
(The Conformist, 1970), or Liliana Cavani’s Il portiere di notte (The 
Night Porter, 1974). These films investigate the relationship between 
Nazism and sexuality in cinematically and politically ambitious ways. 
Thus the application of the term Nazisploitation in the following 
discussion of Inglourious Basterds denotes a more general emphasis of 
the power status signified by Nazi aesthetics as played out in scenes 
of domination and subjugation, whereas sadiconazista indicates the 
particular blending of sexual imagery and Nazi fetish.
 While World War II exploitation films clearly provide a reference 
point for Inglourious Basterds, Tarantino’s movie cannot be merely 
lumped into this category. Besides the standard of its production as a 
big-budget movie with an A-list cast, its spectacles do not clearly align 
it with any specific genre. Except for the showdown at the cinema, 
which invokes the burning fortress in The Dirty Dozen, the film does 
not provide any battlefield scenes, burning war equipment, or explo-
sions that one might expect of a dirty war movie. Nor does it display 
explicit sex or even S/M scenes that would define it as a sadiconazista 
movie. Still, Inglourious Basterds evokes a certain proximity to exploi-
tation productions, which is not surprising given Tarantino’s repeated 
declarations of having been a long-term and devoted exploitation 
fan.11 Thus it seems more convincing to assume Tarantino’s motivation 
to be of a second order: Inglourious Basterds is first of all a movie about 
movies.12 The question is, how does the film establish the entan-
glement of genres, if not through their respective visual spectacles? In 
what follows, I propose that Tarantino lets his characters do the work 
by playing out their roles against one another. These roles represent 
generic stereotypes, ranging from Spaghetti Western and gangster 
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movie heroes, to the slick Nazi villain, the beautiful female double 
agent, the melodramatic victim, and the stunning femme fatale.

Roles vs. characters
Seeßlen emphasizes repeatedly how Tarantino plays with generic 
clichés in Inglourious Basterds, and he touches on the aspect of role-
playing, yet without going into detail.13 Like other cinematic elements 
such as cinematography, sound and light, the style of acting is decisive 
for the establishment of genre, since it regulates ‘the relationship of 
the character to the narrative circumstances.’14 Inglourious Basterds 
consciously displays and plays with the potential of role-play and acting 
on screen on four different levels. First of all, the choice of actors is of 
significance in that regard, since the Inglourious Basterds cast assembles 
a conspicuously wide range of manifold acting careers.15 Secondly, 
performance also matters significantly in terms of the plot: The film 
is role-driven, as Seeßlen has rightly observed.16 Instead of presenting 
full-bodied characters who develop over the course of a consistent 
storyline, the figures in Inglourious Basterds represent stereotypical 
roles, each with a respective generic range.17 Third, these figures, now 
considered within the plot, use specific forms of role-play to respond 
to the situations in which they find themselves. Disguise, deception, 
bluffing and outwitting are central motifs in Inglourious Basterds. 
Fourth and finally, the plot contains the actual screen performance of 
two of its characters in the movie scenes screened within the movie. 
It thereby reflects upon its own conditions of acting and reception. I 
see this incorporation of role-playing in Inglourious Basterds staged in 
what will be referred to in this essay as ‘major role-play scenes’. The 
term is borrowed from Georg Seeßlen, for whom some scenes in the 
movie stand out and ‘are so ‘attuned’ [in German ‘gestimmt’] that the 
authority of the linear narration is suspended.’18 In the light of this 
definition, each of the film’s five chapters entails at least one scene that 
prominently exposes the role-play of characters. 
 Inglourious Basterds features six of these role-play scenes: The first 
presents Hans Landa and Perrier LaPadite in a game of deception. The 
second major role-play scene introduces the Basterds’ brutal ambush 
methods in a film-trailer fashion. In the third, Landa challenges 
Shosanna/Mimieux’s disguise; and in the fourth a secret guerilla 
meeting turns into a role-play parlour game. The fifth role-play scene 
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takes place in the lobby of the movie theatre where Landa savours 
the Basterds’ slapstick skit. The sixth features Raine and Utivich, who 
scar Landa after successfully deceiving him and thus pointedly put 
an end to his career as a professional deceiver. All role-play scenes 
are in sync with the five chapters of the movie, except for the sixth, 
which is technically part of chapter five but functions structurally as 
an epilogue. Before I discuss how role-play generates the generic 
montage of the film by referring to the individual role-play scenes, the 
film’s casting has to be considered.
 By employing a recognizable cast, the film provides a variety of 
generic associations depending on a viewer’s cultural background. 
For a mainstream international audience, Brad Pitt’s performance 
as guerilla-combatant Aldo Raine parodies Pitt’s career as a genre 
actor, rather than a character actor, and thus allows him to shine 
as what he simply is: a brilliant comedian.19 The casting of Eli Roth 
for the part of Sgt Donny Donowitz, a.k.a. the ‘Bear Jew’, speaks 
to movie nerds who can link Donowitz’s role to the relentlessly 
brutal horror films that Roth himself writes and directs.20 The fact 
that Roth made the film within the film, Nation’s Pride, underscores 
Inglourious Basterds’ proximity to exploitation, as the pleasure of 
Roth’s film derives solely from the spectacle of shootings that its hero 
literally triggers. Yet Inglourious Basterds also stars several renowned 
German-speaking actors and thereby opens up a field of cultural 
references from which the average American spectator is excluded. 
Daniel Brühl’s image as the sympathetic ‘boy hero’ from young 
adult romances such as Goodbye, Lenin! (2003) and Die fetten Jahre 
sind vorbei (The Edukators, 2004)21 gives his role of the young sniper 
Frederik Zoller an ambivalent undercurrent, since at least German 
audiences know him from his roles as the nice, introverted guy next 
door.22 Til Schweiger has built his reputation acting in and directing 
a number of successful comedies in Germany,23 even though he 
has pursued a Hollywood career in second-rate action films.24 This 
unique background invests his role as the savage killing machine 
Hugo Stiglitz with a certain comic irony. Similarly, Diane Kruger’s 
notorious performance as Helen in Wolfgang Petersen’s Troy (2004) 
and in Christian Carion’s Joyeux Noel (Merry Christmas, 2005) predes-
tined her role as the beautiful and brave double agent Bridget von 
Hammersmark. Sylvester Groth again appears as Joseph Goebbels, 
a part he already played in Dani Levy’s Mein Führer — Die wirklich 
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wahrste Wahrheit über Adolf Hitler (My Führer, 2007). Martin Wuttke 
gives us Adolf Hitler, neither as an impersonation like Bruno Ganz 
in Der Untergang (Downfall, 2004) nor as a farce like Helge Schneider 
in Levy’s film. Rather, he puts on the well-known Hitler face and acts 
out his Hitler as a role, thus disavowing any claim to historical authen-
ticity. Wuttke’s casting as Hitler also alludes to his performance of the 
tyrant in the stage production of Brecht’s The Resistible Rise of Arturo 
Ui (Volksbühne Berlin, Heiner Müller 1995), which invests his Hitler 
with a touch of Brechtian theatricality. Christoph Waltz and Mélanie 
Laurent were both widely unknown to international audiences before 
the release of Inglourious Basterds. Waltz’s performance of the SS death 
squad leader Hans Landa can thus be seen as an ‘empty projection 
surface’ that comes out of nowhere.25 But, just like Landa at the end of 
the movie, Waltz is branded. Especially since he received an Academy 
Award for Inglorious Basterds, he is likely to be typecast as Hans 
Landa.26 The discovery of newcomer Laurent matches her role as the 
unexpected outsider. Laurent is convincing in her slightly restrained 
role as the Jewish fugitive ‘Shosanna’ and her disguise within the 
film ‘Emmanuelle Mimieux’.27 Hence the film playfully introduces 
its genre references through the actors who bring with them a 
role-archive that engages certain generic associations in spectators’ 
cinematic memory, and Tarantino’s plot takes up these generic refer-
ences. As mentioned above, the plot is driven by the configurations 
of roles liberated from their generically defined context. By contrast, 
they represent a variety of genres. Unlike characters, the roles are not 
developed within a linear narrative. Rather, they are acted out against 
one another in the six major role-play scenes. 
 For the purposes of this war movie, the battlefield is better under-
stood in generic rather than in military terms. Throughout the 
movie, warfare is strangely substituted by a thespian competition or, 
to put it differently, by a ‘floating poker game, in which characters, 
many of whom have assumed false identities, take turns bluffing for 
their lives.’28 According to their respective generic stereotypes, the 
different roles are also equipped with distinct ranges of representa-
tional modes that determine their acting style. Thus all figures face 
specific situations that demand them to act out roles within the plot 
in different manners. The confrontation is constituted not only along 
genre but also along gender lines: SS death squad officer Hans Landa, 
who relishes his power, clearly represents a Nazisploitation villain. 
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He performs deception purely for the sake of his own pleasure. His 
opponents, the dirty war movie heroes, are Aldo Raine and his Basterds. 
The Jewish/Native American guerilla army will have to evolve its reper-
toire of improvisation as a result of constantly and quickly changing 
circumstances that leave no time to plot in advance. They often come 
up with last-minute solutions that render them as stand-up or slapstick 
comedians. In the course of the events, however, a third genre from an 
independent and unexpected direction traverses the confrontation, 
which has been primarily male so far. Shosanna Dreyfus, survivor of 
her family’s assassination by Hans Landa, incorporates the role of the 
avenger in the rape-revenge plot of the oppressed woman (and, in this 
case, also her black accomplice).29 The different roles and their modes 
of role-playing manifest themselves in different subcategories such 
as clothing, linguistic proficiency and accents, as well as non-verbal 
forms of expression. Because these features have, in fact, a function 
on the diegetic level, they expose acting as craft; that is, they display 
the making of the role. The film shows the effort as well as the pleasure 
involved in an act of role-play by embedding it into a narrative context. 
It thus opens up a range of receptive reactions as it alludes to the 
potential risk inevitably involved in acting out a role: the discovery of 
its disguise, i.e. in theatrical terms, the destruction of the illusion.

Male Roles: (en)acting competition
In the first chapter, ‘Once upon a time in occupied France…’, which 
marks the film as a fairytale-like fiction and refers to Sergio Leone’s 
paradigmatic Spaghetti Western Once Upon a Time in the West (1968), 
the first of the movie’s six role-play scenes draws the battle lines. Hans 
Landa reveals himself as the stereotypically cold-blooded Nazi when 
he coerces the French dairy farmer Perrier LaPadite to disclose the 
hideout of Shosanna’s family.30 His perverse combination of brutality 
and charm shows him to be the villain in a psychopath-thriller 
enhanced by the cliché of Nazi-chic. Hence Landa embodies the 
paradigmatic tormentor of Nazisploitation film. Moreover, his job 
to discover Jews hidden in German-occupied France allows him to 
showcase his polished eloquence by applying it to the manipulation of 
his opponents. His verbal dexterity encompasses not only fluency in 
several foreign languages, but also rhetorical techniques of persuasion 
as well as a distinct way of masking his face with a ‘twinkling eye’ and a 
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‘giant grin’.31 Thus Landa’s performance is oriented towards strategic 
deception that aims to distract his opponents, and at the same time 
maintain a perverse suspense for all parties involved in his ‘poker 
game’.
 As he interrogates LaPadite, Landa describes the object of his 
chase, ‘the Jew’, as a carrier of disease. It is, of course, ironic that the 
hackneyed anti-Semitic cliché Landa invokes — a clear reference to the 
swarms of rats in Fritz Hippler’s propaganda film Der ewige Jude (1940) 
— points back at his very own malicious invasion of LaPadite’s home.32 
With that prejudice, which is inversed into an apt self-description of 
Landa, the scene introduces an important and recurrent motif in 
the film: the clandestine intrusion that brings harm to the people 
inside — first the cottage, then the tavern and finally the movie 
theater. Landa’s speech features several techniques of persuasion that 
are effective both on a rhetorical level as well as in their meticulous 
execution. As his ‘scariest weapon’, Landa’s linguistic dexterity allows 
him to adapt his words in accordance with his scheme.33 What the 
refugees are supposed to understand, he says in French, everything 
else, he says in English, while his slight Austrian-German accent does 
not so much disturb his eloquence as underline the sharpness of his 
thespian abilities. At the same time, Landa’s facial expressions are 
disarmingly charming. His smile is so natural and trustworthy that his 
claim to be carrying out a mere formality appears quite convincing. 
Compared to Landa, LaPadite’s attempts to enhance his own disguise, 
e.g. when he had spattered himself with water before the interrogation 
to conceal his cold sweat, are painfully amateurish. Part of the game 
is that Landa’s deception creates scenes of sheer suspense, since his 
reputation as the ‘Jew hunter’ and the messenger of evil is well known 
to all his interlocutors. After LaPadite finally reveals the hideout of the 
Jewish family under his floorboards, their oldest daughter, Shosanna, 
escapes miraculously. Whether Landa lets her go because she is out of 
firing range or because he views her escape as part of his gruesome 
game remains ambiguous. 
 This first role-play scene therefore sets up a framework for the 
movie based on the strategic employment of deception. It continually 
invites the spectator to study the execution of LaPadite’s and Landa’s 
acts of disguise. Notably, the scene is not only dominated by the 
actors’ ‘marvel […] of tightly coordinated performances’, but also 
the characters’ role-play strategies.34 The tone, however, remains 
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unsettling, due to the juxtaposition of Landa’s exaggerated style, 
including his inappropriately oversized Sherlock-Holmes-style pipe, 
and the gripping tragedy of the dairy farmer as well as Shosanna’s 
family. Landa’s lambent ‘performance of his duty’, as he puts it, is 
set against the fearful expression in the faces of Shosanna’s family 
members. Here a stark contrast between the exploitative display of 
Nazism and the drama of the victims is introduced. This generic 
split has raised unease among film critics who have suggested that 
Inglourious Basterds might be ‘disconnected from feeling’ and that 
‘Jews are irrelevant’ to the film and just a mere pretense for the exploit 
of spectacles.35 However, it can be argued that the disturbing generic 
inconsistency at this point singles out ‘Shosanna’. It distinguishes her 
mode of representation as a victim, which later in the film will unfold 
into a powerful alternative.
 The second chapter presents Landa’s direct opponent, Lt Aldo 
Raine. Of Native American descent, Raine was assigned to put 
together an American-Jewish military unit to infiltrate German 
territory and kill as many Nazis as possible. He and his comrades are 
emissaries from dirty war movies, whose qualities they combine with 
features from Western and gangster movies. As Tarantino himself 
points out, the alignment of war movie and Western is supposed to 
link up the heroic image of the US fighting against the European 
genocide of the Jews with the cultural history of North America 
founded upon the repressed genocide of Native Americans.36 
While the Basterds’ style in that film-trailer fashioned introduction 
resembles a Native American ambush in a Western, the plot clearly 
refers to war films of the 1970s like The Dirty Dozen, many of which 
are about a group of American outlaws attempting to conquer a 
German stronghold.37 As David Denby puts it, the Basterds ‘are 
themselves right out of the movies.’38 The second major role-play 
scene features the ruthless methods of the Basterds to spread the 
threat of their existence, and thus undermines the power of Nazism 
as established in the first scene. By scalping the dead and marking 
the survivors with a swastika, the Basterds leave their dirty finger-
prints, and thereby contaminate and defetishize the tidy Nazi chic. 
As a mark of shame, the giant rough scar clearly undermines any 
aesthetic appeal of Nazism. The Basterds are at the same time scaring 
and scarring Nazis. As long as their mission remains as basic and 
random as this, their guerilla tactics are fully effective. 
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 For the moment, I will leave out Shosanna/Mimieux’s introduction 
of chapter three and antedate the role-play scene of chapter four, 
when the Basterds are joined by a representative of yet another war 
movie genre: the espionage film. The generic demands of the latter 
suddenly imbue the guerilla mission with a plot, and thus severely 
challenge the Basterds’ straightforward methods. Moreover, they 
also initiate the real comedy. Suddenly the Basterds must improvise 
much more refined performance techniques. Sent by the British 
Secret Intelligence Service, Lt Archie Hicox (Michael Fassbender) is 
supposed to collaborate with the Basterds to execute an undercover 
invasion called ‘Operation Kino’. The plan is to have Hicox, an expert 
in German film and a fluent speaker of the language, as well as two 
of the German-speaking Basterds, sneak into the premiere of the Nazi 
film Nation’s Pride, which key figures of the Third Reich will attend. 
After infiltrating the building, they hope to blow up the movie theater 
and kill everyone inside. Just like Lt John Curtis (George Peppard) 
in Operation Crossbow (1965),39 Hicox appears in James Bond fashion, 
with a slick haircut, perfectly fitting suit, and surprising linguistic profi-
ciency. The alignment of this elegant spy with the Basterds’ savage, 
brute style seems ill fated from the start. Thus it is not surprising that 
their secret plot is doomed to fail. 
 In the major role-play scene of chapter four, Hicox, Stieglitz and 
the Austrian Jew Cpl Wilhelm Wicki (Gedeon Burkhard) meet with 
Brigit von Hammersmark (Diane Kruger), a glamorous German film 
star and spy for the British, who is supposed to help them gain access 
to the premiere. The meeting takes place in a basement tavern, where 
they are caught off guard by SS Major Hellstrom (August Diehl), a 
less sophisticated version of Landa. The scene is dominated by the 
German parlor game ‘Identity’, which emphasizes a certain fetish for 
interrogation — an interrogation ironically turned on the interrogator 
himself. Major Hellstrom proves to be an excellent player in both the 
game and in unmasking his co-players’ non-German identities. Given 
the constant emphasis on eloquence, it is obvious that the discovery 
is connected to accents and paralingual codes. The Mexican standoff 
at the end of the scene, when the opponents level their guns at each 
other’s laps, can therefore also be read as a generic deadlock that 
finally ends both the scene and their ambitious plot.
 Just like in the parlor game, the generic rules of World War II 
espionage movies demand the competition of disguise, on the one 
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hand, and the uncovering of adversaries on the other. In Inglourious 
Basterds, these rules do not work out for any of the parties involved. 
The failure of the original plan necessitates subsequent improvisation 
for the Basterds. Whereas the confrontation in the tavern is finally 
fought out in military fashion, the face-off between Landa and Raine 
at the movie premiere remains entirely within the scope of a role-play 
competition. Not as well trained as SS lieutenant Landa or Secret 
Service Agent Hicox, the Basterds must play it on the fly to make it into 
the cinema. While Utivich is supposed to play their chauffeur without 
being able to drive, the other remaining Basterds (Raine, Donowitz 
and Ulmer) present themselves as an Italian film crew, although they 
speak close to no Italian. Indeed, their linguistic incompetence leads 
to several moments of slapstick comedy, as their off-the-cuff abilities 
are hardly adequate to the demands of the situation. 
 In the fifth major role-play scene, Raine and his fellow Basterds 
are introduced to Landa, who immediately displays an impressive 
command of Italian. Although he knows of their disguise even before 
talking to them, he nevertheless tests them with great pleasure and 
plays the game out to the end. It becomes clear that this marks the 
end of the Basterds’ plans and makes it very likely that they are soon 
to be killed. The comedic effect that this scene evokes develops out of 
the imbalance of the two role-play styles, with Landa clearly having the 
advantage over the Basterds. He is acting out his ‘honey pot’, as von 
Hammersmark aptly labels it — a gender-reversed reference to strat-
egies of seductive deception known from espionage films.40 She thus 
unmasks his ‘oppressive polite[ness]’.41 The situation’s incongruity 
and suspense again play out on the level of linguistic dexterity. The 
Basterds’ failure to speak Italian tips over into a linguistic slapstick, 
and Aldo Raine’s Southern American pronunciation of ‘Arrividerci’ is 
among the most hilarious scenes of the movie, weirdly conjoining an 
increase in both tension and comic relief.42

female Roles: takers and Resisters
As described above, over the course of the story, the male confrontation 
is unexpectedly traversed by Shosanna/Mimieux’s secret rape-revenge 
scheme, which manifests itself formally in the order of the chapters: 
Shosanna/Mimieux appears in chapter three, between the Basterds 
and Hicox. She undergoes a significant transformation from the 
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potential victim who flees Landa’s ruthless assassination of her family 
into the avenging femme fatale who emerges as Landa’s most threat-
ening antagonist. After her unlikely escape, she lives in Paris as 
Emmanuelle Mimieux, a name that refers both to the soft-porn film 
franchise Emmanuelle (1974), and the obscure 1960s actress Yvette 
Mimieux.43 The name also alludes to her new life as a mime, a new 
identity she takes on as a means to survive. Acting out that new part as 
convincingly as possible is a matter of life and death for Shosanna. The 
fact that she earns her living by running a small movie theater under-
scores the importance of role-play skills. Her strategy thus requires her 
to constantly maintain her disguise, to impersonate, as it were, her new 
identity. However, even as Mimieux, she remains critically aware of her 
situation and shows signs of resistance against the Germans, already 
anticipating her sudden role switch.
 When, at the end of the first chapter, Landa shouts after her: ‘Au 
revoir, Shosanna!’ his smile suggests that he could develop an abasing 
sexual relationship with Shosanna. Landa's promise of a reunion 
opens up the possibility that the movie might develop according to 
the generic pattern of a sadiconazista movie.44 That generic trend is 
taken up in various ways, without ever really developing. All of the 
film’s female characters face humiliating situations that nevertheless 
do not unfold into a self-sustaining sadiconazista plot. They rather 
function as generic allusions that disclose various highly stylized 
constellations of power and subjugation between uniformed men and 
beautiful women. All these constellations are directly contingent on 
the women’s ability to participate in the Nazi game. Again, linguistic 
eloquence is presented as a decisive aspect of these power relations.
 French women, whom the German oppressors treat like posses-
sions, are presented as victims. First of all, Landa flirts with LaPadite’s 
daughters and uses them to break their father’s will. Landa alludes to 
a potential future humiliation when he promises the reward that ‘your 
family will cease to be harassed in any way by the German military 
during the rest of our occupation of your country.’ It is suggested 
that LaPadite betrays Shosanna’s family to protect his own daughters. 
Another example is the French waitress at the tavern who is forced to 
participate in the parlor game against her will. She clearly lacks the 
proper language skills to play with the German soldiers on an equal 
level. Goebbels’ French translator and possible mistress Francesca 
Mondino (Julia Dreyfus), whose name alludes to an Italian origin, 
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stands for full participation in the Nazi game — an involvement that 
is, yet again, signified by her language abilities. The German actress 
von Hammersmark, by contrast, represents the attempt to cheat in the 
Nazi game. Fluent in English, she can switch from the German side 
to the British side of the conspiracy plot, which means that she is still 
trying to play along. In her final scene she is confronted and eventually 
brutally murdered by Landa, who has discovered her treason. This 
scene, when Landa asks her to place her foot on his leg, comes closest 
to sadiconazista. But his humiliation remains yet again only suggested, 
as he seems not to have any sexual motivation at all but is driven by 
bestial rage.45

 Shosanna represents the possibility of an efficient resistance to 
the game. Although she passes through different constellations of 
potential humiliations, she manages to change tactics in the end. She 
faces several moments of potential victimhood, for example when 
Major Hellstrom (August Diehl) forces her into his car. This scene is 
all linguistic superiority. He talks to her in German, a language she 
most likely does not understand. The sexist contempt of his words 
is thus merely reflected in his degrading tone.46 Her encounter with 
Frederick Zoller, a young German sniper who plays himself in a propa-
ganda film about a victorious military action, Nation’s Pride,47 demands 
that Shosanna become his mistress. Partly afraid of appearing suspi-
cious, and partly stunned by the absurd naiveté and the risible 
pomposity with which Zoller tries to win her over, she does not run 
away this time. Her five-second vision of Goebbels and his translator 
Mondino copulating — the movie’s only explicit sex scene — displays 
their relationship as a variété-like grotesque and reveals Shosanna’s 
profound disgust. The take suggests that she considers participation 
in the Nazi game a non-option. Yet it remains clear that she does not 
have much room to maneuver. Shosanna has no other choice but to 
accept Zoller’s proposal to host the premiere of Nation’s Pride at her 
movie theater.
 It is in the third of the six role-play scenes in Inglourious Basterds that 
Shosanna experiences the hardest test of her disguise. As promised, 
Landa finally meets Shosanna again, when he is put in charge of 
ensuring security at the premiere. Throughout the scene, it remains 
unclear whether Landa recognizes her or not.48 After this scene, 
which leaves it open as to whether or not her disguise was successful, 
Shosanna’s tension gives way to tears when Landa leaves the room. 
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This is Shosanna’s last appearance as a victim. The order to hold the 
premiere of Zoller’s movie at her cinema all of a sudden provides 
her with the opportunity to take on her new role as femme fatale in 
a revenge plot.49 Together with her boyfriend Marcel (Jacky Ido), 
she creates a veritable inferno. They hatch a plot to lock up all the 
theater’s exits during the screening of Nation’s Pride, into which they 
have inserted a self-made short film stating a condemning message, 
and to burn down the house including the entire Third Reich 
command. The male World War II hero’s failed plan is thus devolved 
upon the female survivor who will succeed in its execution.

from Victim to avenger
The fifth chapter of Inglourious Basterds, ‘The Revenge of the Giant 
Face’, displays the peak of the generic combat in a final and decisive 
confrontation, which is conflated with a spectacular showdown of 
visual attractions. The sequence is cut so rapidly that the different 
individual takes blend into each other. Although Aldo Raine’s and 
Shosanna/Mimieux’s plans for the assault developed independently, 
they powerfully complement each other. While Raine and his Basterds 
fail in their performance upon entering the cinema undetected, with 
their enormous shootout scene within the cinema — a condensation 
of gangster and war movie spectacles — they provide a spectacular 
accompaniment for Shosanna’s inferno.50

 The weird effect of Shosanna’s twofold role-play resonates in the 
trap that the cinema eventually presents for the Nazis.51 With her 
role-transformation, ‘our young French Jewish heroine’, as Tarantino 
calls Shosanna in his script, inverts the expected development of a 
character through narration.52 As the only figure whose traumatic past 
and emotions are shown, her portrayal evokes empathy that contrasts 
with the other more stereotypical roles. However, by transforming her 
into a ruthless avenger whose brutality eventually comes closest to 
that of her antagonists, Tarantino complicates our ability to identify 
with her.53 Her transformation from victim into femme fatale discloses 
that victimhood and its melodramatic mode of representation is an 
arbitrary role that can be switched just like any other.
 Moreover, together with Zoller, Shosanna is one of two figures who 
actually makes it on to the screen of the film within the film, which 
she extends — and thus occupies — with her own footage. Zoller’s 
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performance in Nation’s Pride, however, cannot be called a spectacle in 
itself. His ‘heroic exploits’ consist merely of instigating shootouts and 
thus recall the etymological proximity between deed and exploitation 
in the original German. (Zoller: ‘my exploits consisted of me killing 
many men’.) Shosanna, by contrast, displays her voice and face, which 
become spectacle and message at the same time. The fact that she 
is already dead when she appears on screen accentuates this point. 
She sacrifices herself, leaves her body, as it were, and becomes disem-
bodied visual material. However, the spectacle is literally inscribed 
with her message ‘for Germany:’ ‘You are all going to die!’ And during 
that verdict, when Shosanna’s projected face is suddenly shown in 
a close-up and thus directed towards the spectators of Inglourious 
Basterds, they suddenly find themselves addressed as well.54 Moreover, 
Shosanna’s film is set against Hitler’s (Martin Wuttke’s) excessive 
laughter at the cheap war movie spectacles of Nation’s Pride, which 
seems to reflect upon an anticipated audience celebrating Inglourious 
Basterds as ‘Jolly. Redundant. Excessive. Unworried’,55 and makes the 
delight in the exploits and the comic relief taste bitter. It reminds us 
yet again that enjoying a war movie is a highly ambivalent endeavor.

the Stigma of World War ii
Yet the film does not end with the burning movie theater. The film 
ends with a sixth role-play scene that, although technically still part of 
the fifth chapter, actually feels more like an epilogue. This last scene 
truly thwarts Landa’s plans. After he turns out to have the upper hand 
even in the final execution of ‘Operation Kino’, he makes the mistake 
of feeling safe and miscalculates the Basterds’ trustworthiness. Of 
course, they will implement their usual procedure on him. Landa’s 
eventual stigmatization as a Nazi, now carved deep and bloodily into 
his face, will prevent him from ever taking off his ‘handsome looking 
SS uniform’ (Raine), from ever being able to discard his Nazi role. The 
film’s bloodiest spectacle consists of a close-up of the blade carving a 
swastika into Landa’s forehead. In addition to scarring Landa, this take 
also de-fetishizes the neat, symmetrical design of the symbol.
 The last take, however, is shot from Landa’s perspective, which 
means that Raine and Utivich stare directly into the camera. Thus, 
the viewer is allied with Landa’s gaze in a way similar to that in which 
Shosanna’s message in her interpolated film extends to the actual 
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spectators of Inglourious Basterds. Raine’s last words, ‘I think this just 
might be my masterpiece’, are thus addressed to Landa as well as to 
the audience, rendering Tarantino’s movie as reminder of what is at 
stake in a World War II movie. Inglourious Basterds therefore turns out 
to be not so much a film about World War II, but rather a World War 
II ‘movie movie’, a film about the exploitation of war and fascism as 
cinematic spectacles as well as a film about genre conventions that 
determine the audience’s, that is our, expectations. By employing such 
a diverse assembly of roles and having them act their way through 
generic competitions, Inglourious Basterds questions our mode of 
enjoying and being moved by films on the Third Reich and their 
respective spectacles. Yet Tarantino does not condemn. He reveals 
what cinema in its kernel always already is: an exploitation of narra-
tives in order to produce pleasure (and box-office success) as a visual 
attraction. Inglourious Basterds is no exception.
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Of Blitzkriege and Hardcore BDSM:1 
Revisiting Nazi Sexploitation Camps

MiCHAeL FuCHs

A
S otheR contRibUtionS to this volume demonstrate, Nazisploitation 
imagery is nearly omnipresent in today’s mediascape. 
Contemporary Nazi representations range from reincarnations 

of the mad scientist Nazi, as in the 2009 action-adventure video game 
The Saboteur, to undead Nazis in films like Outpost (2008), Død snø 
(Dead Snow, 2009), and Rob Zombie’s animated meta-exploitation 
The Haunted World of El Superbeasto (2009), in which the leather 
outfit of the character Suzi-X is only one of numerous references to 
Nazisploitation’s iconic Ilsa.2 Similar to El Superbeasto, Adolf Hitler’s 
living head also appears in an episode of Fox Television’s Futurama. In 
the gaming world, the unlockable ‘Nazi Zombies’ leisure game mode 
in the first-person shooter game Call of Duty: World at War (2008) 
presents players with the goal of killing as many Nazi (and Japanese) 
zombies as possible. Of course this scenario may remind readers of 
the godfather of Nazi zombie games, Wolfenstein 3D (1992), which has 
recently seen a remake entitled Return to Castle Wolfenstein (2001) as 
well as a sequel to that remake, Wolfenstein (2009).
 Amidst this omnipresence of Nazisploitation imagery, a certain 
form of Nazi representation from the 1970s has seen a revival in 
some contemporary films.3 This genre, which I will refer to as ‘Nazi 
sexploitation’, in order to differentiate between the larger cultural 
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phenomenon of the (ab)use of Nazi imagery that is Nazisploitation 
and this specific genre. has been termed ‘the most despised product 
of Euro-exploitation.’4 More specifically, this essay focuses on the ‘sex 
camp’ thread of Nazi sexploitation, which, since Ilsa, She Wolf of the 
SS (1974) ‘introduced an explicit Sadean aesthetic of sexual torture’ 
into the genre, has often featured medical experimentation on the 
prisoners.5 By investigating four relatively recent sexploitation films 
set in Nazi prison camps — first, a series of Nazi-themed hardcore 
BDSM features, directed by ‘Pedro’ and produced and distributed by 
the Hungarian company Mood Pictures, entitled Dr. Mengele (2005), 
Gestapo (2006) and Gestapo 2 (2006); and second, the ultra-low-
budget American exploitation film Blitzkrieg (Keith J. Crocker, 2008) 
— this contribution examines representations of Nazi Germany, the 
appeal of Nazis, and the role of Nazis in the popular culture of the 
twenty-first century. Indeed, as I will argue in the following, in our 
(post-)postmodern age, the myth of Nazi Germany has become so 
ubiquitous that it has replaced historical knowledge about the Third 
Reich as the most prevalent source of information about that era.

bDSM hardcore Made in hungary: Subordinating to nazi Power?
In Sadiconazista, his seminal monograph on the interrelation between 
fascism and sexuality in film, Marcus Stiglegger states that employing 
sadiconazista elements in hardcore pornography only serves ‘pictur-
esque and exotic’ functions and that these elements generally hold 
little meaning with regard to the (minimal) plot.6 While there is 
no doubt that Gestapo features only a minimal plot and reduces the 
atrocities of the National Socialists ‘to [their] most base elements’,7 
the film is not that easily pigeonholed. To outline to what degree 
Gestapo breaks from the conventionalized exploitation myth of Nazi 
Germany, a relatively detailed outline of the opening sequence of the 
film is necessary. Gestapo’s opening resembles earlier (softcore) Nazi 
sexploitation films by using a title card as an authentication device; 
however, at the same time, it already questions ‘the representation 
of history that […] exploitation films [usually] utilize’8 by empha-
sizing that ‘[t]he following film is based partly on historical facts and 
is partly fictitious.’9 The subsequent title card provides the narrative 
frame for the events depicted in the film: ‘Right after the attempted 
assassination of Hitler, Himmler set up the ‘Special Committee of 
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July 20’, whose responsibility was to investigate all the circumstances 
of the putsch.10 It was the biggest police squad in number ever set up 
in connection with one case. They tortured the suspects and brought 
them before the court. Court President Freisler sentenced more and 
more people to death.’11 Next, a female SS officer walks up and down 
in front of a cell holding five female prisoners before proceeding to 
torture one of the inmates for a few moments. Then the screen fades 
to black and the opening credits roll, accompanied by Hitler’s first 
speech as Reichskanzler on the Tag der nationalen Erhebung (roughly, 
the ‘day of national revival’, January 30, 1933, the day Hitler came to 
power). The concluding phrases of the speech, which is presented in 
German without subtitles, read like a typical BDSM scenario in which 
the submissive wants to follow the orders of the dominant partner: ‘A 
great time has now dawned. Germany has awakened. We have won 
power in Germany; now, it’s imperative to win the German people. My 
comrades, I know it has probably been rather hard on you, desiring 
change and yet it didn’t come, and you have to be called on time and 
again: the fight has to continue; unquestionably, you are not to act, 
you are to obey and to conform; you have to submit to the primordial 
need to obey.’12

 The remaining 45 minutes of the film are devoted to various forms 
of torture — clitoral electrocution, caning and (most often) whipping 
— of the five aforementioned prisoners to make them testify that they 
and their respective husbands have been involved in the July 20 plot. 
Of course, the opening disclaimer stressing that the depicted events 
are partly fictional can be regarded as self-defence against overly 
critical voices condemning the film for its historical inaccuracies. 
However, with the target audience and primary function of BDSM 
pictures in mind, such condemnation is unlikely. Still, the speech by 
Adolf Hitler may be found in a history textbook, as may the name of 
Dr Roland Freisler, President of the Volksgerichtshof from 1942 until his 
death, as well as the facts surrounding the Sonderkommission 20. Juli 
1944.
 While the tension between ‘reality’ and fiction will reverberate 
throughout this essay, it bears mentioning here that some historical 
‘facts’ have been altered in this opening sequence. One of these 
facts is that no women were allowed to become members, let alone 
officers, of the strictly patriarchal SS.13 While this depiction of 
female SS officers may be due to the film-makers not ‘doing their 
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homework’, it is especially noteworthy for the fact that there is not 
a single male SS member depicted in Gestapo. Gestapo 2 lacks the 
relatively complex opening frame (complex, that is, for a BDSM 
hardcore feature) of Gestapo and focuses on the ‘interrogation’ 
of potential communist conspirators, topped off by a medical 
experiment subplot. In Gestapo 2, there is just one male character. 
Even though the character represents patriarchal power in his role 
as a guard, his potential power is largely negated by both the story 
and the discourse: he has very limited screen time, he is always 
situated on the outer edges of the frame and, most importantly, is 
not present in the torture scenes. Dr. Mengele, meanwhile, features 
the titular character at the helm of the camp hierarchy as the only 
male character. Unlike the male guard in Gestapo 2, Dr Mengele 
actively participates in torture, whipping two female prisoners in 
one scene. Thus, in two of the three films, women are complicit in 
the enforcement of the dominating and patriarchically structured 
Nazi power.

Figure 14.1 A typical whipping scene from Mood Pictures’s Dr. Mengele (2005).
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If one disregards the abovementioned tensions between historical 
‘facts’ and fiction, which are, nevertheless, relatively clearly evoked, 
one could at first agree with Stiglegger’s claim that the Nazi context 
creates no additional meaning in these films. Arguably, like any other 
hardcore BDSM film, these movies are amalgamations of ‘prolonged 
scene[s] of ‘bondage and discipline’ showing the binding and torture 
of the victim by either dominator or dominatrix’, in which ‘the 
highly ritualized forms of violence and domination enacted on the 
body of the woman’ take center stage.14 In the torture scenes, only 
minimal editing — mainly cuts between the faces of the victims and 
the inflicted wounds — is employed. According to film scholar Linda 
Williams, ‘The emphasis throughout is on the suffering and emotion 
of the victims. […] There is no visible climax, in either the dramatic or 
the sexual sense of the word, only a suspenseful spectacle of prolonged 
suffering.’15 Some of the torture scenes simply end with a fade to 
black. However, some of the scenes end with inmates being sent to 
‘the showers’, while others end with prisoners being sent to one of the 
doctors for medical testing. All of the endings of the torture scenes 
are far from the (actual, as opposed to sexual) ‘happy endings’ that 
traditionally conclude BDSM pornography,16 not only giving the films 
a more sinister feel than a ‘standard’ example from the genre, but also 
(albeit in simplified ways) connecting them to the specific historical 
context of the Third Reich.
 One of the central questions Williams poses in relation to sadomas-
ochistic pornography is: ‘Is the sexual violence a fictional depiction, 
or is it an enacted reality?’17 Williams points out that BDSM porn 
‘attempt[s] to create in the mind of the viewer an impression of 
reality.’18 However, one has to bear in mind that the violence depicted 
in BDSM porn is very different from violence in other cinematic 
genres (unless one believes in the existence of snuff). While usually 
the spectator knows that the violence is fictional, in the case of BDSM, 
the audience cannot be sure. Even if the visual indications point 
towards real violence, as is the case with the films discussed here, 
the question that the spectators again cannot answer with absolute 
certainty is whether the person on whom violence is inflicted is just a 
practicing submissive, and thus participating in a game of power from 
which s/he derives pleasure, or whipped, caned, etc. against her will.
 This struggle for power on the extra-compositional level also finds 
a double in the diegesis, which Williams sketches as follows: ‘[I]n 
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sadomasochistic cinema the woman engages in a more self-conscious 
strategy of role-playing. […] She gets pleasure, but she must pay 
obeisance to a value system that condemns her for her pleasure; 
the rules of the game are not her own.’19 While this description 
may be appropriate for a number of BDSM films featuring a female 
submissive,20 in the respective story worlds depicted in the three films 
under discussion, the victims seem to derive no pleasure from being 
dominated. Furthermore, in all three films, punishment by the (mostly 
female) dominant for not obeying rules or orders is the exception. 
In Gestapo, all the torture is based on the potential involvement in 
the July 20 plot. In Gestapo 2, very similarly, potential involvement in 
a red conspiracy with the aim of overthrowing the Führer provides 
the motivation for torturing the prisoners. In these two films, there 
is not much of a game of power. It is clear that patriarchal power 
is the dominating force, even if this patriarchal power is enacted 
through female SS officers who impose their will on the victims for 
the pleasure of sadistic domination.21 However, it is noteworthy that 
the female SS officers occupy a rather queer space in these films, as 
they gain pleasure from being dominated by male Nazi power but 
also from inflicting violence on the inmates, thus being dominant and 
submissive at the same time.22

 Dr. Mengele is different, primarily because it is the only one of the 
three films featuring a man at the top of the pecking order. But it also 
toys with power relations more explicitly than the two Gestapo films. 
In the first torture scene in Dr. Mengele, the title character selects a 
female capo for one of the barracks, starts whipping one of the other 
female prisoners, and then orders the newly selected capo to continue 
the punishment. When she disobeys, she is also whipped. Dr Mengele 
then finds a new capo, and the second capo follows Mengele’s orders, 
seemingly whipping the first capo.23 While, diegetically speaking, the 
first capo does not whip the other inmate because of a seemingly 
sudden spate of compassion that has the potential to subvert Nazi 
power, in sadomasochistic terms, the first capo is a submissive, who 
cannot gain pleasure from occupying the dominant role. Like the 
majority of BDSM practitioners, she cannot simply swap roles.
 At first, it seems blatantly obvious that Dr. Mengele represents the 
violence inherent in patriarchal Nazi power. However, one should 
not forget that this is one of just two scenes in all three films that 
feature a male dominator. Thus viewing Mengele as the violent and 
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dominant stand-in for patriarchy would ignore the power relations at 
play throughout the films. Additionally, one should keep in mind that 
‘sadomasochistic sexuality is more theatrical than any other.’24 BDSM is 
a paradoxical game of power, borrowing, as Anne McClintock observes, 
‘its décor, props and costumery (bonds, chains, ropes, blindfolds) and 
its scenes (bedrooms, kitchens, dungeons, convents, prisons, empire) 
from the everyday cultures of power.’25 As a result, ‘S/M seems a 
servant to orthodox power.’26 However, ‘with its exaggerated emphasis 
on costume and scene S/M performs social power as scripted.’27 By 
emphasizing that social power is scripted, BDSM draws awareness to 
the momentary and socially constructed nature of power. In other 
words, if social power is not real power, but rather merely scripted and 
performed power, it is constructed, a fiction, and thus not fixed, but 
rather subject to change. In this context, Robin Bauer has recently 
suggested that in BDSM, reality and fiction are not so much opposites 
as they are terms that complement and intersect each other. One of 
the central ideas of BDSM is to embody sexual fantasies playfully, i.e. 
to transform fantasies into reality.28 In BDSM, ‘natural’ power struc-
tures are momentarily suspended for the duration of a play of enacted 
dominance and submission, and the power structures valid for the 
duration of that game are mutually agreed upon by the participants. 
Though this game may also take place on the extra-textual level of 
the films in question, in the diegetic worlds, there is no doubt that 
the Nazis are in control: they are the ones in power, and the slightest 
indication of rebellion against their rules is severely punished. Indeed, 
as the second torture scene in Dr. Mengele shows, sometimes members 
of oppressed groups, that is, the prisoners, are even punished for viola-
tions on the part of the Nazis.
 This second punishment scene has already been set up earlier: 
female SS officer Irma Grese, a historical person who worked in the 
concentration camps Ravensbrück, Auschwitz-Birkenau and Bergen-
Belsen and was turned into an icon of Nazi barbarism shortly after the 
war, has chosen a new maid and given her some bread for her work. 
Later, Irma and Mengele are in his office, and the other central female 
SS officer, Margot Elisabeth Drechsler, leads two prisoners into the 
room. Drechsler tells Dr Mengele that the inmates have some bread 
they shouldn’t have, and that one of them has claimed that she got 
it from Irma. Irma protests: ‘You know that I wouldn’t give them a 
crumb. If she’s saying that I gave it to her, she’s obviously lying. They’re 
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like that. Let’s whip them.’29 In the following scene, the two prisoners 
are thus punished for Irma’s disobedience against patriarchal (i.e. 
Nazi) rules. Indeed, by having Irma witness the punishment (carried 
out by Dr Mengele), she — who in this film has been constructed as a 
sadist — is even rewarded for her disobedience, since she is allowed to 
gain pleasure from the punishment of the inmates.30 The construction 
of Irma as the sadistic centerpiece of the camp is continued when she, 
obviously in love with or at least sexually attracted to Dr Mengele, 
punishes one of the prisoners after Mengele has chosen the respective 
inmate to become his ‘maid’. On the symbolic level, the maid not only 
threatens Irma’s dominating role, but also impairs the power of Nazi 
Germany.
 The power symbolized by the Nazis is of central importance in 
these BDSM movies. While military uniforms per se ‘signify hierarchy 
(some command, others obey), as well as membership in what was 
traditionally an all-male group whose function involves the legitimate 
use of physical violence’, and therefore are among the most proto-
typical BDSM costumes, the specificity of Nazi uniforms needs some 
further thought.31 Susan Sontag introduces some conclusive points 
that may help to answer the question why Nazi imagery is employed 
to represent dominants. When Sontag ponders the reasons for the 
existence of Nazi chic, she suggests that on a personal level, playing 
the submissive in a game of BDSM may unleash reserves of sexual 
energy from the past. Meanwhile, the Nazi past serves as this reservoir 
of sexual energy on a communal level, a kind of communal ‘return 
of the repressed’, to use the Freudian dictum.32 Marcus Stiglegger 
adds some observations by stating that especially black SS uniforms, 
which are oddly absent from the three Mood Pictures productions 
(SS members are dressed in greenish uniforms), with their erotically 
connoted color as well as their eccentric chic and elitist elegance, are 
almost magically appealing.33 Sontag even states that Nazi uniforms 
are sexy and concludes that BDSM ‘has always been an experience 
in which sex becomes [...] severed from personhood.’34 Similarly, the 
domination (and annihilation) of inferior ‘races’ and those rebelling 
against the system was depersonalized in the Third Reich. In this 
context, Blitzkrieg provides a very telling scene: Facing the tortured 
women who now want to take revenge, Wolfgang, one of the central 
Nazi characters, poignantly says: ‘It was nothing personal.’35

 Indeed, in recent Western history, as Sontag notes, ‘the relation 
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of masters and slaves [has never been] so consciously aestheticized’36 
as in the Third Reich. Thus it is not very surprising that the BDSM 
community and BDSM filmmakers have repeatedly turned to Nazi 
imagery. Sontag concludes that while ‘Sade had to make up his theater 
of punishment and delight from scratch, improvising the decor and 
costumes and blasphemous rites’, Nazi Germany provides a — if not 
the — master scenario for playing dominants and submissives.37

Blitzkrieg: intertextuality, exploitation, history, Memory and Reality
Blitzkrieg: Return to Stalag 69 was released in 2008. Produced on a 
budget of only $10,000, the film itself is a torture to sit through; 
paradoxically, not so much because of the exploitative use of Sadean 
aesthetics, but rather because of tedious dialogues, inferior editing, 
bad acting and a narrative structure that suffers from the film-makers’ 
lack of craft. However, the people involved in the film’s production 
seem to be content with the final outcome, suggesting that through 
employing certain narrative elements, such as lengthy dialogues, 
Blitzkrieg is not your typical exploitation film, but should rather be 
mentioned alongside films such as Billy Wilder’s Stalag 17 (1953). 
Trash (or ‘cult’?) director Uwe Boll adds his voice to those praising the 
film, suggesting that Blitzkrieg ‘should be screened in German schools 
to show German kids what the Nazis really did.’38

 The minimal plot of Blitzkrieg is artificially stretched over more than 
130 minutes: Blitzkrieg focuses on Helmut39 Schultz, Kommandant 
of the German POW camp Stalag 69, who narrates the majority of 
the events depicted in the film. Helmut is obsessed with the idea of 
improving upon the supposedly perfect German soldier by creating an 
ape/man-hybrid that would tear apart Allied soldiers in man-to-man 
combat, then rape and kill all the enemy’s women. A couple of days 
before the expected arrival of the Allied forces, a group of surviving 
Allied POWs and some USO girls overtake the camp, killing everyone 
in the camp apart from Helmut Schultz, who escapes to Argentina. 
After they arrive at the camp, Russian Allied forces decide that ‘[t]his 
camp shouldn’t be closed. We might need it to interrogate Neo-Nazis 
or other anarchists.’40 Ten years later, some kind of task force breaks 
into Helmut Schultz’s house wishing to arrest him because of ‘crimes 
perpetuated against the Jewish people of Eastern Europe during 
World War II.’41 Helmut emphasizes that he has ‘never touched a 
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single Jew’,42 but that his brother Heinrich, who ‘currently works with 
the United States Government […] did interrogations at Auschwitz.’43 
Helmut kills the two agents and a couple of other people on his 
escape route and hopes to find shelter in a church, but he is not aware 
that prior to turning to religion, the priest had been one of the first 
prisoners in Stalag 69 and lost his sexual potency due to Helmut’s 
experiments. The priest kills Helmut in the middle of the church.
 As an example of contemporary media production, it is not 
incredibly surprising that Blitzkrieg is filled with references to other 
media texts. For example, the film’s subtitle alludes to the 1982 
hardcore porn film Stalag 69, in which three Allied agents land in a 
Nazi camp and are taken prisoner. The ape-man comes right out of La 
bestia in calore (The Beast in Heat, a.k.a. SS Hell Camp, 1977). Candice’s 
dance performance, which actress Tammy Dalton likens to Judy 
Garland in an interview, eerily resembles Lucia’s Marlene-Dietrich-like 
bar-room song in L’ultima orgia del III Reich (The Gestapo’s Last Orgy, 
1977). Finally, at a point in the movie right after three prisoners have 
been shot at point-blank range for no obvious reason, Helmut says, 
in an allusion to Apocalypse Now (1979): ‘Wolfgang, I truly love the 
sound of gunfire in the morning. It is the sound of victory.’44 The 
plethora of intertextual references may seem paradoxical considering 
the otherwise simplistic nature of the film, but there is, indeed, some 
greater significance attached to these intertextual games. The film can 
be regarded as an investigation of naturalized assumptions concerning 
reality, and thus, implicitly, history and how (not) to represent the 
‘reality of history’. In fact, while this interpretation seems highly 
questionable at first, both the film’s narrative structure and especially 
its ending provide evidence that supports this reading.
 Like a number of Nazi sexploitation films of the past, the narrative 
of Blitzkrieg is situated on a number of spatio-temporal levels: the 
framing narrative takes place in Argentina in 1955. On this narrative 
level Helmut, the intradiegetic narrator, mainly tells the priest about 
his last few days in Stalag 69, seemingly seeking absolution, even 
though he believes that what he has done in the past was with the 
best of intentions, namely to advance the human race. I say ‘mainly’ 
because the extended flashback depicting the last few days of Stalag 
69 in 1945 is repeatedly interrupted by other flashbacks to even 
earlier points in the past. For example, the narrative once moves back 
to the Röhm-Putsch in 1934, a flashback in which the homosexual 
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predisposition of Helmut and Wolfgang is uncovered. In another 
case, the audience is shown that Natasha, one of the female prisoners 
of Stalag 69, has been captured after castrating a Nazi soldier post 
coitum45 and disposing of several others with a machine gun. On the 
other hand, the frame narrative includes events that Helmut could not 
know about. In part, one can argue that by narrating, Helmut willingly 
reconstructs the events, filling in the gaps with his speculations. 
However, in some cases, this argument does not work at all, e.g. when 
a dream of one of the American POWs appears in Helmut’s narration.
 As indicated above, the events that take place before Stalag 69 
is liberated by Allied soldiers are entirely represented through the 
subjective voice of Helmut, the victimizer, who tells his story about 
experimenting on and tormenting his prisoners without emotion. 
This lack of emotion is emphasized by cinematic means as well. The 
medical experiments and tortures are usually visualized via Steadicam 
shots and long takes, implying a relatively objective point of view. The 
liberation of Stalag 69 is noteworthy in this context: after the camp 
has been liberated from the Germans, the arrival of the American 
soldiers is recorded with a handheld camera in black and white, 
giving an authentic ‘newsreel feel’ to this moment. Even though the 
earlier pseudo-objective pictures have already been undermined by 
the obvious unreliability of Helmut’s narration, these documentary-
like images depicting the arrival of the Americans finally undermine 
the ‘reality’ status of the earlier pictures. In combination with the 
fragmentation of narrative chronology, that is, the constant jumping 
back and forth between 1945 and 1955 — with some further jumps 
to 1934 and 1943 — this authentication device raises questions 
about historical validity. In contrast to earlier Nazi sexploitation 
movies, in which ‘nonlinearity is about the construction of a historical 
simulacrum, which through the parallel existence of various eras 
should be endowed with a whiff of historical authenticity’,46 Blitzkrieg 
thus transforms ‘history’ and ‘past’ into diffuse concepts, creating a 
‘historical simulacrum’ that is actually beyond the question of whether 
or not the depiction is, after all, ‘true’, canceling out the question of 
historical authenticity altogether.
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the third Reich and the holocaust: Master-narratives for the 
twenty-first century?
In a well-known phrase from The Postmodern Condition, Jean-François 
Lyotard characterizes postmodernity by its ‘incredulity towards meta-
narratives’.47 Two years before Lyotard defined the postmodern 
condition in these words, Jean Baudrillard had already discussed the 
cinematic treatment of history. Starting from his central argument that, 
‘[h]istory is our lost referential, that is to say our myth’,48 Baudrillard 
writes: ‘Myth, chased from the real by the violence of history, finds 
refuge in cinema. Today, it is history itself that invades the cinema 
according to the same scenario — the historical stake chased from our 
lives by this sort of immense neutralization, which is dubbed peaceful 
coexistence on a global level, and pacified monotony on the quotidian 
level — this history exorcised by a slowly or brutally congealing society 
celebrates its resurrection in force on the screen, according to the 
same process that used to make lost myths live again.’49 As we know 
from Roland Barthes, a function of myth is to ‘empty reality’,50 a notion 
that resembles Baudrillard’s ‘neutralization’ quoted above. In short: 
myths are depoliticized speech, not so much in the sense that myths 
do not carry ideological meanings, but rather that these meanings are 
completely naturalized and thus pretend to be non-political. Today, 
these myths are both constructed and distributed through the mass 
media, neatly packaged for mass-market appeal. Nazi Germany is a 
welcome carrier of mythic messages, because its meaning seems so 
fixed: Nazis are evil. Furthermore, as Andreas Huyssen puts it, Nazi 
Germany is also representative of ‘Western civilization’s […] consti-
tutive inability to live in peace with difference and otherness, and 
to draw the consequences from the insidious relationship between 
enlightened modernity, racial oppression and organized violence.’51 
Due to their seeming simplicity and their compatibility with old, 
established schemes of good vs. evil, Nazi Germany and the Holocaust 
have turned into myths, universal tropes, master-narratives, (negative) 
fantasies that are by now part of the collective consciousness of 
Western civilization.
 In different ways, both the three Mood Pictures productions and 
Blitzkrieg emphasize the constructedness of this Nazi myth. The role-
playing at work in BDSM, in which the submissive is actually the one 
in power, would in the most radical interpretation lead to a conclusion 
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that may cause a similar outcry as the one following Jean Baudrillard’s 
claim that everybody had desired the 9/11 attacks.52 This most radical 
interpretation would be that all the peoples and groups oppressed and 
exterminated by the Nazis fantasized about and desired this treatment. 
Of course, I am not at all suggesting that this was the case. At the very 
least, however, the Nazi-themed BDSM films express the idea that 
the Nazis would not have been so powerful if the masses just did not 
play along in such an unresisting way. Furthermore, both Gestapo and 
especially Blitzkrieg highlight the idea that representations of historical 
events are exactly that: representations, reconstructions, signs that may 
point to a distant referent in the past, a referent that need not even 
evoke the Real that took place under the Nazi reign, but may rather 
allude to other representations of those events. Indeed, in our day and 
age, the myth of Nazi Germany that is perpetuated by the mass media 
has usurped the actual events that occurred more than half a century 
ago in such a way that the historical referent has been lost, not ‘even 
though’ but ‘precisely because’ it is repeatedly resurrected in popular 
culture. These fictional reincarnations do not even attempt to provide 
any ‘real’ connections to the past, but are rather exclusively driven 
by concerns of the solipsistic present. In our self-absorbed present, 
as implausible as it may seem, Blitzkrieg or any other representation 
of Nazi Germany discussed in this volume could very well serve to 
show the public ‘what the Nazis really did’. Indeed, the question is not 
so much ‘what is’ but rather ‘is there’ actually a difference between 
restaging the atrocities of the Third Reich by presenting documentary 
footage and using an entirely fictional frame, since, at the end of the 
day, ‘history is only accessible to us in narrative form.’53

Notes
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BDSM (a compound acronym derived from the terms bondage and 
discipline, dominance and submission, and sadism and masochism) 
pornography. In contrast to ‘standard’ hardcore pornography, hardcore 
BDSM does not depict penetration, but rather focuses on the infliction of 
bodily pain. Arguably, the ‘money shot’ in hardcore BDSM is a close up of 
a person in pain or an actual wound on his or her body rather than the 
male orgasm known from ‘standard’ hardcore pornography. The genre 
is very much about power games and fantasies rather than actual power. 
The films discussed in the following center on questions of dominance 
and submission and sadism and masochism. A detailed discussion of these 
concepts is well beyond the scope of this contribution, but for a short intro-
duction to hardcore BDSM, see chapter 7 of Linda Williams’ Hard Core: 
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